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Preface

Objectives
'ication.

ABOUT THE SUBJECT

•■

e Act
u -

The subject “Business Law” helps the students to gain enough knowledge of different laws _
This subject helps students to understand details concepts of business law. “Law is the boa,

recognized and applied by the state in the administration of Justice”. It is of great significance to undeu
that governs the mercantile or business system not only to the management students but also to the won.

managers. Business Law is defined as that branch of law which lays down a set of rules for governing few
transactions and relationships among businessmen and their customers, dealers, suppliers and the state or

government. Business Law is also known as ‘Mercantile Law’. The spectrum provides various suitable business
laws and also detailed analysis of the laws supported by practical observations and several illustrations in the

problematic areas. The spectrum basically aims at providing complete clarity for the beginners of the subject.
The important topics discussed in this subject are as follows,
❖

Introduction and Development of Business Law, Indian Contract Act 1872.

❖

Agreement and Contract, Types of Contracts, Offer and Acceptance.

❖

Void Agreements, Wagering Agreements and Contingent Contract.

❖

Discharge of Contract, Breach of Contract and Remedies for Breach.

❖

Sale of Goods Act 1930, Consumer Protection Act 1986.

❖

Trademarks, Patent, Copy Rights and Intellectual Property Rights.

❖

Information Technology Act 2000, Environmental Protection Act 1986.

The main objective behind introducing the subject ‘Business Law’ in B.Com course is to make students acquire
both theoretical and practical knowledge of the above mentioned topics.

ABOUT THE BOOK
The book entitled ‘Business Law’ is designed for B.Com III-Year V-Semester students. The content

provided in this book is strictly as per the latest (2016-17) syllabus prescribed by Osmania University.

Every concept is explained in a simple manner with sufficient number of examples so as to facilitate better

understanding and easy learning in a shorter span of time. Keeping in view the examination pattern of
B.Com students, this book provides the following features,

❖

Frequently Asked Questions and Important Questions are included to help students prepare for
Internal and External Assessment.
Previous university question papers are included in the units matching with the old syllabus.

Every unit is structured into two main sections viz., Short Questions (Part-A) and Essay Questions

❖

(Part-B)

with solutions.

❖

List of Important Definitions are given.

❖

Three Model Papers are provided in order to help students understand the paper pattern in the end

examination.
An attempt has been made through this book to present theoretical and practical knowledge of
“Business Law”.

This book is especially prepared for undergraduate students.

The table below illustrates the complete idea about the subject, which will be helpful to plan and score

good marks in the end examinations.

1.

Unit Description

Unit Name

Unit No.

Introduction

This unit covers the topics: Development of Business Law - Development

of Law in Independent India Contract Act 1872: Agreement and contract Essentials of a valid contract - Types of contracts - Offer and Acceptance

- Essentials of valid offer and acceptance - Communication and revocation

of offer and acceptance - Consideration definition - Essentials of valid
consideration - Doctrine of “Stranger to a contract”- “No consideration- No

contract” - Capacity to a contract - Minors agreements.

2.

Contract Act 1872

This unit covers the topics: Legality of Object and Consideration - Agreements
Expressly Declared To Be Void - Wagering Agreements - Contingent Contracts.

Discharge of Contract: Modes of Discharge - Performance of Contracts Breach of Contract - Remedies for Breach.
3.

Sale of Goods Act 1930

This unit covers the topics: Contract of Sale: Essentials of Valid Sale - Sale

and Agreement to Sell - Definition and Types of Goods - Conditions and
Warranties - Caveat Emptor - Exceptions - Transfer or Passing of Property:

Time When Property Passes, Rules of Transfer of Property, Transfer of
Ownership - Sale by Non-Owners and its Exceptions - Unpaid Seller - Rights

of Unpaid Seller.
Consumer Protection Act 1986: Definitions of Consumer - Person - Goods
- Service -Consumer Dispute - Unfair Trade Practice - Restrictive Trade
Practice - Defect - Deficiency - Consumer Protection Councils - Consumer

Dispute Redressal Agencies - District Forum - State Commission and National

Commission - Procedure to Lodge a Complaint for Redressal - Appeals.
4.

Trade Marks, Patents,

This unit covers the topics: Trade Marks: Definition - Procedure for

Copy Rights and

Registration of Trade Marks - Patents: Definition - Kinds of Patents - Transfer

Intellectual Property

of the Patent Rights - Rights of the Patentee - Copy Rights: Definition -

Rights

Essential Conditions for Copy Rights to be Protected - Rights of the Copyright

Owner - Terms of Copy Right - Copy Rights Infringement - Other Intellectual
Property Rights: Trade Secrets - Geographical Indications.

5.

Information Technology

This unit covers the topics: Information Technology Act-2000: Objectives

Act and Environmental

- Digital Signature - Electronic Governance - Penalties and Adjudication.

Protection Act

Environmental Protection Act 1986: Object - Scope and Scheme of the Act
- Definitions - General Powers of the Central Government - Prevention -

Control and Abatement of Environmental Pollution - Offences and Penalties.

It is sincerely hoped that this book will satisfy the expectations of students and at the same time helps

them to score maximum marks in exams.
Suggestions for improvement of the book from our esteemed readers will be highly appreciated and

incorporated in our forthcoming editions.
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Property Passes, Rules of Transfer of Property, Transfer of Ownership - Sale by Non-Owners and its
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Trade Marks: Definition - Procedure for Registration of Trade Marks - Patents: Definition - Kinds of
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L.2

LIST OF IMPORTANT DEFINITIONS

UNIT -1
1.

‘Salmond’ defined “Law is the body of principles recognized and applied by the state in the administration ofjustice”.

2.

According to the Sec. 2(e) “Every promise and every set of promises, forming the consideration for each other is

an agreement”.

3.

A contract is an agreement between two or more parties which will be administered by law, as per Sec. 2(h) of the

Indian Contract Act. “An agreement enforceable by law is a contract”.

4.

According to the Section 2(a), the person is said to make a proposal when he “signifies to another his willingness
to do or to abstain from doing anything with a view of obtaining the assent of other for its realization”.

5.

Sec. 2(b) of the Indian Contract Act, 1872 defines acceptance as “A proposal is said to be accepted when the person
to whom the proposal is made signifies his assent thereto. A proposal on its acceptance becomes a promise”.

6.

According to Pollock, “Consideration is the price for which the promise of other is bought and the promise thus

given for value is enforceable”.

UNIT- II
1.

An unlawful agreement is similar to a void agreement or is same like the void agreement which is not enforceable
by law.

2.

According to Section 2(g) of the Indian Contract Act, 1872, “A void agreement is an agreement which is not

enforceable by law”.

3.

Section 30 defines wager agreements as an “Agreement between two parties where one party promises to pay
money or money’s worth on happening of some uncertain event in consideration of other party promise to pay on

non-happening of such event”.

4.

Section 31 of the Indian Contract Act defines contingent contract as, “A contract to do (or) not to do something. If
some event, collateral to such contract, does or does not happen”.

5.

As per the Section 37 of the Indian Contract Act, the obligation of the parties about the performance is, “the parties

to a contract must either perform or offer to perform their respective promises, unless such performance is dispensed
with or excused under the provisions of this act or of any other law”.

6.

If an offeror makes an offer of performance to the offeree/promisee but if the offeree does not accept the promise,
then it is called as an attempted performance or tender (Section 38).

7.

When an obligation involved in a contract is broken then it is termed as breach of contract.

UNIT - III
1.

The sale of goods is a very common type of commercial contract. Sale of Goods Act, 1930 contains information
concerning laws related to sale of goods.

2.

A contract of sale refers to a contract through which “the seller transfers or agrees to transfer the property in goods
to the buyer for a price.

SIA PUBLISHERS AND DISTRIBUTORS PVT. LTD
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3.
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According to Sec. 2(7), goods means every type of movable property except actionable claims and money and it
includes stocks and shares or growing crops, grass and things or material associated to or making a part of the land

which are agreed to be stopped before sale or falls under the contract of sale of goods.

4.

Implied conditions are implied by law for the contract of sale related to goods.

5.

The term ‘transfer of property’ refers to the transfer of ownership of the goods from one party to another.

6.

The term ‘District Forum’ is the name provided for the Consumer Disputes Redressal Forum which operates at the
district level, as per section (9) (a) of the Consumer Protection Act 1986 [ Section 2 (1) (h)].

UNIT - IV
1.

A tangible property is created by writers, inventors and artists by transforming their ideas, this is regarded as an
intellectual property.

2.

Copyright is a form of protection provided to the original works by giving ownership to the individuals or businesses.

3.

According to Section-1 of Trade Marks Act, 1999, trademark means “a mark capable of being represented graphically

and which is capable of distinguishing the goods or services of one person from those of others and may include
shape of goods, their packaging and combination of colours”.

4.

According to Section 2(1) of Patents Act, 1970, patent means “a patent for any invention granted under this Act”.
According to Section 2 (1) (j), invention means “a new product or process involving an inventive step and capable
of industrial application”.

5.

According to TRIPs agreement, any form of undisclosed information is referred to as “Trade Secret”.

UNIT - V
A digital signature is one of the methods of encryption used to provide authentication. The main idea of the digital
signature is to protect the message or data from modifications.

2.

Electronic governance (E-Govemance) refers to the process of filling and submission of any form or application or
any other document with the government department in the electronic format.

3.

According to the Section 2(a) of EPA 1986, ‘Environment includes water, air and land and the interrelationship which

exists among and between water, air, land and human beings, other living creatures such as plants, micro-organisms
and property”.
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FACULTY OF COMMERCE
B.Com (CBCS) Ill-Year V-Semester Examination

BUSINESS LAW
( Common Paper for All Streams )

lime: 3 Hours

___________________________ ________________ ________ ___________Max- Marks: 80

PART - A {5 x 4 = 20

Marks )

Note : Answer any Five of the following questions in not exceeding 20 lines each

1.

(Unit-I, Page No. 2, Q1)

General Offer

2.

Vindictive or Exemplary Damages

(Unit-ll, Page No. 38, Q1)

3.

Goods

(Unit-Ill, Page No. 72, Q1)

4.

Patents

(Unit-IV, Page No. 112. Q1)

5.

What is Electronic Governance?

(Unit-V, Page No. 140, Q3)

6.

Bilateral Contract

7.

Liquidated Damages

(Unit-li, Page No. 40, Q12)

8.

Rights of Consumers

(Unit-Ill, Page No. 73, Q6)

(Unit-I, Page No. 3, Q6)

PART - B

( 5 x 12 = 60 Marks )

Note: Answer the following questions in not exceedingfour pages each.

9.

(a)

Define contract. Explain the essentials of a valid contract.

(Unit-I, Page No. 9, Q20)

OR

(b)

10.

(a)

(Unit-I, Page No. 15, Q23)

(i)

Explain legal rules of offer.

(ii)

A young widow was forced adopt a boy under the threat of preventing
the body of her husband who had just died from being removed for
cremation. Is the adoption valid?

(Unit-I, Page No. 11, Case-1)

What do you mean by principle of public policy? Explain the different

(Unit-ll, Page No. 44, Q16)

agreements opposed to public policy.
OR

(b)

(i)

Explain legal rules of contingent contract.

(ii)

‘A’ promised to marry none else except Miss. ‘B’, and in default to
pay her a sum of? 10,000. ‘A’ married someone else. Can sue Miss.
‘B’ for recovery that money?

(Unit-ll, Page No. 50, Q21)

(Unit-ll, Page No. 49, Case-2)
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11.

(a)

(Unit-Ill, Page No. 77, Q18)

Explain the features of sale.

OR
(b)

(i)

(ii)

Distinguish between sale and agreement to sell.

(Unit-Ill, Page No. 78, Q19)

‘M’ purchased a second hand type writer from ‘B’ for sf 1000 and spent

? 200 on having it overhauled. Unknown to the parties the type writer
was a stolen property and ‘M’ had to return to the owner. What is the
situation of ‘M’?

12.

(a)

(Unit-Ill, Page No. 79, Case-1)

What are the different kinds of Intellectual Property Rights?

Give example for each one of them.

(Unit-IV, Page No. 115, Q10)

OR

13.

(b)

What do you mean by a term “Patent”? What are the different kinds of patents?

(a)

What are the objectives of Information Technology?

(Unit-IV, Page No. 122, Q16)

(Unit-V, Page No. 142, Q8)

OR
(b)

Discuss prevention, control and abatement of environmental pollution.
Also discuss briefly about the offences and penalties under EPA 1986.

(Unit-V, Page No. 154, Q22)
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FACULTY OF COMMERCE
B.Com (CBCS) Ill-Year V-Semester Examination

BUSINESS LAW
( Common Paper for All Streams )

Max. Marks: 80

Time: 3 Hours

PART - A ( 5 x 4 = 20 Marks )
Note : Answer any Five of the following questions in not exceeding 20 lines each.

1.

(Unit-V, Page No. 140,02)

What do you mean by digital signature?

(Unit-IV, Page No. 112, Q3)

2.

Objectives of Intellectual Property Rights Act

3.

Consumer

(Unit-Ill, Page No. 72, Q3)

4.

Voidable Contracts

(Unit-ll, Page No. 38, Q3)

5.

Counter Offer

6.

Write few definitions given under Environmental Protection Act 1986.

(Unit-V, Page No. 141, Q5)

7.

What do you mean by Trade Secret?

(Unit-IV, Page No. 113, Q8)

8.

Injunction

(Unit-ll, Page No. 39, Q10)

(Unit-I, Page No. 2, Q4)

PART - B ( 5 x 12 = 60 Marks )
Note: Answer the following questions in not exceedingfour pages each.

9.

(a)

(Unit-I, Page No. 17,024)

Explain the rules of Acceptance.
OR

(b)

(i)

Discuss the legal rules as to valid consideration.

(ii)

'A' promises to sell a cow to 'B'. But cow dies before sale.
(Unit-I, Page No. 20, Case-5)

Is the agreement valid?

10.

(a)

(Unit-I, Page No. 24,028)

State briefly various ways in which a contract may be discharged.

(Unit-ll, Page No. 53,023)

OR
(b)

(i)

What is the law relating supervening impossibility of performance?

(ii)

There was an agreement between ‘D’ and ‘P’ to repair certain machinery.

(Unit-ll, Page No. 54,024)

D failed to repair the machinery due to strike of the work men. Is ‘D’

discharged from his obligation?

--------- - -

(Unit-ll, Page No. 57, Case-9)
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11.

(a)

What are implied conditions in contract of sale?

(Unit-Ill, Page No. 83, Q23)

OR

(b)

(i)

(Unit-Ill, Page No. 91, Q30)

What is meant by unpaid seller? Explain the rights of an unpaid seller.

(ii) A asked for old oats when he went to a shop. He depended on what the
shopkeeper said. The shopkeeper sold old rice as old oats. A bought

them. Later he realized that they are old rice. Has he got the right to

(Unit-Ill, Page No. 85, Case-1)

return them?
12.

(a)

OR

13.

(b)

Define and discuss trade secrets. What are the different types of trade secrets?

(a)

Mr. A posted a vulgar picture through the mobile phone to a person.
What is the punishment as per Information Technology Act 2000?

i No. 140, Q2)

(Unit-IV, Page No. 133, Q27)

(Unit-V, Page No. 143, Case-2)

OR

s No. 112, Q3)

(b)

State the objectives of Information Technology Act. What is Digital Signature?

(e No. 38, Q3)

rge No.2,Q4)
s No. 141, Q5)

i No. 113, Q8)

! No. 39, Q10)

i No. 17, Q24)

i No. 24, Q28)

o. 20, Case-5)
i No. 53, Q23)

> No. 54, Q24)

o. 57, Case-9)

3VT. LTD.

(Unit-IV, Page No. 132, Q26)

What arethe various criminal offences as per Copyright Act 1957?

. Marks: 80

|€ No. 72, Q3)

What are the remedies available incase of copyright infringement?
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( Common Paper for All Streams )
Max. Marks: 80

Time: 3 Hours

PART - A ( 5 x 4 = 20

Marks )

Note : Answer any Five of the following questions in not exceeding 20 lines each.

(Unit-I, Page No. 3, Q8)

1.

‘No Consideration, No Contract’. Comment.

2.

Wagering Agreement

3.

Breach of Contract

(Unit-ll, Page No. 40, Q13)

4.

State Commission

(Unit-Ill, Page No. 73, Q8)

5.

What are the different ways in which a geographical indication can be infringed?

(Unit-IV, Page No. 112, Q5)

6.

Write briefly about Environmental Protection Act 1986. List out its objectives.

(Unit-V, Page No. 140, Q4)

7.

Write briefly about the applicability or scope of Information Technology Act 2000.

(Unit-V, Page No. 141, Q7)

8.

Sale by Non-Owners

(Unit-ll, Page No. 38, Q4)

(Unit-Ill, Page No. 73, Q9)

PART - B

( 5 x 12 = 60 Marks )

Note: Answer the following questions in not exceedingfour pages each.

9.

(a)

“No Consideration No Contract”. Explain with exceptions.

(Unit-I, Page No. 27, Q30)

OR

(b)

(i)

Explain law relating to agreement with minor.

(ii)

‘A’, an infant obtains a loan from ‘B’ by falsely representing his age.
‘B’ seeks to recover the loan for ‘A’ can B succeed?

10.

(a)

Explain the term Tender. What are the essentials of a valid tender?

(Unit-I, Page No. 29, Q32)

(Unit-f, Page No. 28, Case-3)

(Unit-ll, Page No. 58, Q26)

OR

(b)

(i)

Explain various damages under breach of contract.

(ii)

C contracted with Railway Company to supply 3,000 tons of railway

(Unit-ll, Page No. 66, Q34)

chains at certain price in installments. After supplying 1700 tons Railway

Company asked C to stop further supply. What are the rights of C?

(Unit-ll, Page No. 67, Case-4)

--------- ---- --------------------- SIA PUBLISHERS AND DISTRIBUTORS PVT. LTD.
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(a)

(Unit-Ill, Page No. 96, Q34)

Explain the consumer rights under Consumer Protection Act 1986.
OR

(b)

(i)

Write a note on consumer redressal machinery under Consumer

(Unit-Ill, Page No. 101, Q40)

Protection Act.
(ii)

Harish purchased a medicine from Shiva Medical Store for his son who

had high fever even after using the medicine his son’s condition did not

improved and he has to be hospitalized. Harish complained about this to
Shiva Medical Store. Shiva Medical Store decided to complaint against

the manufacturer in the court. Can Shiva Medical do this? Give
(Unit-Ill, Page No. 107, Case-1)

reason?

12.

(a)

What do you mean by a term “Trade Mark”? Write about its functions.

(Unit-IV, Page No. 119, Q13)

OR
(b)

What do you mean by Geographical Indications (Gl)? Write briefly on

Geographical Indications of Goods Act, 1999. State the benefits of
}e No. 3, Q8)
»No. 38, Q4)

13.

(a)

Write in detail about the Environmental Protection Act 1986 with its

objectives and definitions.

No. 40, Q13)

(Unit-V, Page No. 152, Q19)
OR

} No. 73, Q8)

No. 112, Q5)

(Unit-IV, Page No. 135, Q29)

registering a geographical indication.

(b)

Explain about electronic governance.

No. 140, Q4)

No. 141, Q7)
b

No. 73, Q9)

No. 27, Q30)

No. 29, Q32)

i. 28, Case-3)

No. 58, Q26)

No. 66, Q34)

>. 67, Case-4)

»VT. LTD.
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UNIT

1

INTRODUCTION
SIA GROUP
V_____
>

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

(

)

After studying this unit, one would be able to understand,
❖

Development of Business Law in India.

❖

Definition of Contract and Agreement and Types of Contract.

❖

Essential Elements of a Valid Contract.

❖

Meaning of an Offer and Acceptance and Essential Elements of a Valid Offer and Acceptance.

❖

Communication and Revocation of Offer and Acceptance.

❖

Concept of Consideration and Essentials of Valid Consideration.

❖

The Doctrine of “Stranger to Contract” and “No Consideration - No Contract”.

❖

Capacity to Contract.

❖

Special Rules regarding Minor’s Agreements.

f~

INTRODUCTION

)

The law is a set of rules and regulations which are designed to control our relationship with other state and
other people.
The law is basically designed for the society. So, it must be flexible enough to change as per the changing
needs of the society. But in certain period of time, the law is static and is implemented by all the members of
the society.

Business law refers to the law relating to business transactions such as manufacturing, purchase and sale of
goods and offering services. The legal rights and duties emerging out of the business transactions'carried out
between business men (who might be sole trader, partnership firm, company or any business organization) and
customers or clients are dealt by business law. Few laws like the law of contracts which is a part of business
law are applicable to the non-business transactions also.
The Indian Contract Act 1872 came into force 1st September 1872. It is one of the most important Act related
to the Merchantile Law. This is because every person enters into multiple contracts every day. For example
when a person boards a bus and occupies a seat in the bus, he had entered into a contract with the bus service
provider, wherein which the bus would take the person to his desired destination and the person is required
to pay the consideration amount to the bus service provider. Like wise, depositing money into the bank is
also a form of contract, purchasing of any kind of good or service is also a form of contract. Thus it can be
stated that all of us enter into multiple contracts every day, irrespective whether we are aware or not of it.
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PART-A

SHORT QUESTIONS WITH SOLUTIONS
Q1.

General Offer

Answer :

P

(Model Paper-I, Q1 | Oct./Nov.-17, Q3 | March/April-11, Q1)

An offer made to general public i.e., world at large or public is called a general offer. A general offer is accepted
only if the person possesses knowledge about the terms and conditions of the offer.

Example : A company made an advertisement that it would pay $100 to anyone of the company in the printed form
on the condition that if in case any of the employee suffers with influenza after the usage of smoke balls of the company.
Mrs. Carlill used smoke balls of the company as per the printed directions and eventually she caught influenza. She filed
a case for the reward. It was held that she is entitled to get that reward as she accepted the offer by following the terms of
the offer [Carlill Vs Carbolic Smoke Ball Company],
An acceptance can be either implied ‘or’ expressed.
02.

Lawful Consideration

March/April-14, Q1

OR
Consideration

Answer :

March/April-11, Q2

An agreement can be enforceable by law, only when it has “Consideration” in it. Consideration is defined as the price
paid by one party to another or it is a price paid by one party to the other for the promise made. An agreement is legally
enforced only when both the parties provide something and receives something in return.

The “Consideration” may be an act (doing something) or forbearance (not doing something) or a promise to do or
not to do something. It may be in the past, present or future.
D

e and
iging
:rs of

lie of
flout
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ink is

It is not necessary that consideration must be in the form of cash or kind, but it is mandatory that it must be real and
awful.
Q3.

Carlill Vs Carbolic Smoke Ball Company

Answer S

March/April-11, Q3

In case of general offer, any person or persons who comes across an offer can accept the offer. An offer when accepted
becomes a contract. “Carlill Vs Carbolic Smoke ball Company” is a famous case which is an example of “General Offer”.
Carbolic Smoke Ball Company is a pharmaceutical company, which gave its advertisement about smoke balls in many
ic - spapers saying that it would reward $100 to any person who contracted influenza, after using the smoke balls of the
. ~.pany as per the prescribed directions given by the company.
Mrs. Carlill read about this offer and used the smoke balls of the company as per the directions given by the company
contracted influenza. Mrs. Carlill filed a suit in the court in order to get the reward offered by Carbolic Company,
e court considered the offer made by Carbolic Company as a ‘General offer’ and by using the smoke balls, Mrs. Carlill
a. c tpted the offer of Carbolic Company. Therefore, Carbolic Smoke Ball Company was held liable to pay the reward of
1 DO to Mrs. Carlill.
Counter Offer

Ibswer :

(Model Paper-ll, Q5 | March/April-18, Q1 | March/April-17, Q2)

.An offer lapses on account of counter offer made to the original offer as the counter offer terminates the original
ifer Counter offer refers to the reject of the original offer by giving fresh offer.

»VT. LTD
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Example: ‘P’ offers
his car for 1,00,000 to which 'Q' accepts the offer on the condition that Q woulc
pay ? 80,000. P is not willing to sell his car at ? 80,000. Thus, ‘Q’ rejected the original offer by giving counter offer, j
Again ‘Q’ offered to buy ‘P’s car for ? 90,000 but ‘P’ refused because the original offer was rejected and again this
becomes a fresh offer.

-Hyde V. Wruncr.
Q5.

Implied Contract

Answer :

(Oct./Nov.-17, Q1 | March/April-15, Q1'

Contract which is implied from the acts or conduct of the parties or course of dealings between them is terme:
as an “implied contract”. This is the result of the specific acts of the concerned parties but not the expressed promis.
or the promises made by the parties. It may also result out of continuing course of conduct of the parties. Section 9
of the (Contract Act states, the proposal or acceptance of any promise is made other than words, then the promise is
said to be implied.
Example: There is an implied contract when ‘ F enters into a public bus, or takes a cup of tea in a restaurant, acquire
a ticket from an automatic weighing machine or lift the luggage of Z to cany out from the railway station.
Q6.

Bilateral Contract

Answer :

(Model Paper-I, Q6 | March/April-17, Q1

A bilateral contract means a contract where the obligations of both the parties remain outstanding at the firm
of formation of the contract. Thus, it is similar to executory contracts and it is also termed as contract with executoq
consideration. Bilateral contract is a most commonly used contract where both parties are required to do something.
Example: Mr. ‘X’ offer his home for sale for ? 5,00,000 and Mr. ‘Y’ agrees to purchase the home. In this bilaterJ
contract each party is required to do something i.e., Mr. ‘ Y’ has to pay offered price and Mr. ‘X’ has to transfer the ownershq
Q7.

Illegal Agreements

Answer s

Oct./Nov.-16,

a

Illegal agreement is an agreement where one goes beyond the legally accepted rules of fundamental public poba
or which is criminal in nature or which is immoral. Illegal agreement has much greater significance compared to v ■
contract. All illegal agreements are void but all void agreements or contracts are not necessarily illegal.
An illegal agreement is not only void among the parties but also its impact will be on collateral transactions . .
becomes fraudulent with illegality. Collateral transaction means a subsidiary, incidental or auxiliary to the principal ■
original contract.

Example: Ram’borrows T 10,000 from Shyam and enters into a contract with an alien to import illegal goods. Shyad
knows the purpose of loan. This transaction becomes a collateral transaction between Ram and Shyam for the princiJ
agreement. The agreement is an illegal agreement since the principal agreement or original contract is illegal.

When the principal agreement or original contract is void collateral transactions would not be effected. In the aboJ
example, Ram entered into a void agreement with a minor, the contract between Ram and Shyam does not get affectee|
Q8.

‘No Consideration, No Contract’. Comment.

Answer :

(Model Paper-Ill, Q1 | Oct./Nov.-16. ■

Consideration is found to be an essential element of contract and is regarded as the backbone. It enables in crea:J
the legal rights between two parties. A law enforces only those promises which are made for consideration due to the ta
that gratuitous or voluntary promises are mostly made roughly and without any due interest. The law looks adverse?. ■
an exchange of promises which would lead into one of the parties getting “something for nothing”. It provides no scJ
nor attempt any solution to force the performance of an agreement made without adequate consideration. A promise®

undertaking which does not include consideration is null and void.
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Q would
outer offer.

it

Example: If ‘C’ promises to pay ‘D’ ? 200 for nothing, D neither doing nor promising to do anything in return to
compensate C for his money, C’s promise has no force in law.

I again this

An offer made involving a promise not to end it and keep it open does not stop the offeror from revoking the offer
if it is not supported by consideration. Anson views consideration as offer and acceptance that inter relates the parties and
comprise an outward view of a contract, but many systems of law need few additional evidence about the intention of the
parties and in default of such evidence refuse to identify an obligation. In India additional evidence about the intention
of parties is provided by consideration while in England additional evidence is provided by form and consideration. It is
essential for consideration to have legal value and it must not be unreal consideration, if it is unreal then it is said to be no
consideration at all.

V Wrunch

l/April-15, Q1)

n is termed
,ed promise
Section 9
■ promise is

Q9.

Who is a minor?

Answer :

Section 3 of the Indian Majority Act, 1875 defines the minor as a person who had not attained the age of eighteen
> ears. A minor reaches the age of majority after twenty one years of age in the below mentioned two situations,

a)

mt, acquires

• b)

When the court of wards take care of the minor’s property or
When the guardian of a minor or minor’s property is appointed as per the Guardians and Wards Act, 1890.
The rules pertaining to minor’s agreements are designed on the basis of the two basic rules which are as follows,
The law protects the minors from the consequences which can occur due to the inexperience of the minors and
protects them from the ineffective designs of the experienced people.

h/April-17, Q1)

at the time
h executory
lething.

From the above rule, it is clear that the law protects the minors, their rights, their property, excuses them for their
mistakes and negligence and helps them in fulfilling their demands or appeals. Thus, in simple words, “for minors,
the judges act as counsellors, jury as servants and law as guardian”.

this bilateral
e ownership.

■)

For achieving the above objective, the law must not cause problems to the people who are working or dealing with
minors.

Q10. Mohiribibi Vs Dharmodas Ghosh

Answer :

■ct./Nov.-16, Q1

Oct./Nov.-n, Q4

An agreement entered with or by a minor is ‘void ab initio’. MohiriBibi Vs Dharmodas Ghosh is a popular case
••hich is an example of this. In this case law, a minor took a loan amounting T 20,000 by mortgaging his property to a
moneylender. Out of this loan amount, the moneylender paid T 8,000 to minor as an advance. Therefore, after completing
the age of minor, the minor refused to execute the agreement. The moneylender filed a case in the court to get back the
sactions that amount advanced to minor i.e., ? 8000. The minor pleaded in the court saying that he was a minor at the time of entering
mo the agreement. Therefore, the court declared the mortgage agreement as ‘void’. The minor was not even held liable
principal or
i?r the repayment of advance taken from the moneylender.

jublic policy
>ared to void

Q11. Specific Offer Vs General Offer

oods. Shyam
the principal Answer :
The difference between specific offer and general offer are as follows,

March/April-12, Q1

If the offer is made to a specific group of people or to a particular person for specific purpose, then it is called as a
specific offer’. An offer made to general public i.e., world at large or public is called a general offer. In case of specific
«cer, acceptance to the offer is made only to specific group of people/person and no one else. A general offer is accepted
it y if the person possesses knowledge about the terms and conditions of the offer.

. In the above
;et affected.

-‘2. Quasi Contract
es in creatinl*-“wer !

tctJNov.-i6, Q2

March/Aprii-13, Q1

lue to the fac
Quasi contract is not at all a contract, it is entered intentionally by the parties. On the other hand, the Quasi contract
adversely or » *eited by law. It is similar to a contract where legal obligation is applied on a party who should perform it. It lays on
des no source >■" ' und of equity that “a person may not be allowed to enrich himself unjustly at the expense of another”.
Example: M’, a businessman forgot to take his goods from B’s house by mistake. B treats the goods as his own. In
■bs . ise ‘B’ is bound to pay for the goods.

A promise o:
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Q13. Stranger to Contract

Answer :

March/April-16, Q1

Stranger to Contract

In contract of sale, ‘Stranger to Contract’ is a general rule, that only parties to a contract may be sue or be sued
to each other. This rule is also known as doctrine of “privity of contract” where privity of contract refers to contractual
obligations arising from the contractual relationship of two parties.
Doctrine of Privity of Contract

It consists of two consequences, they are as follows,

1.

A stranger to a contract cannot sue upon it, though it may be made for his benefit also.

2.

A contract does not confer its rights and obligations to any other party except to the parties of the contract.

-«fini

Q14. Rajlakhi Devi Vs Bhootnath

Answer :

Oct./Nov.-12, Q4

In Rajlakhi Devi Vs Bhootnath case, Rajlakhi Devi is wife of Bhootnath. A Hindu husband Bhootnath, after thinking
about the quarrels and disagreements between him and his wife, filed a registered document in favour of his wife being
ready to pay his wife a fixed sum of money every month for her separate residence and maintenance. This agreement was
declared as void for the want of consideration as it was not made on account of natural love and affection.

■ SOCl

Q15. Novation Vs Alteration

Answer :

March/April-13, Q3

Basis

1.

Meaning

Novation

Alteration

Novation refers to forming/creating a new Alteration refers to making changes in one or
contract as a substitute of the old contract more terms and conditions of the contract with

i.e., instead of an old contract.

the approval of all parties of a contract.

In case of novation, different parties are In case of alteration, same parties are involved? 1
present.
involved/present.

2.

Parties

3.

Alterations in terms Mostly, alteration is a part of novation. In Alteration always involves making changes!
and conditions of a novation, the terms and conditions of the in one or more terms and conditions of the 1
contract might or might not have changes. contract.
contract

En<
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1.1

ual

ESSAY QUESTIONS WITH SOLUTIONS

■■■■■■■■

■

DEVELOPMENT OF BUSINESS LAW - DEVELOPMENT OF LAW IN INDEPENDENT INDIA
—.... - ■ ■

'

........ -

L' 5. What is law and business law? What are the various sources of business law?
OR

Explain different sources of business law including Indian context

I ‘iswer :

March/April-14, Q9(a)(i)

I Cefinition of Law
The law is a set of rules and regulations which are designed to control our relationship with other state and other
■perole.
‘Salmond’ defined “Law is the body of principles recognized and applied by the state in the administration ofjustice”.

ung I
The law is basically designed for the society. So, it must be flexible enough to change as per the changing needs of
•ing hr ; society. But in certain period of time, the law is static and is implemented by all the members of the society,
was t
A Latin maxim says ‘ignorantia juris non excusat’, i.e., ignorance of law is not an excuse. It means that eaph and
---- e
citizen is supposed to possess knowledge regarding the general legal rules of several acts which are practised in his/
jbc' ;ountry. Citizen’s actions which are against the legal rules of the act are held liable for the punishment even though
i Q3

’

or

ith

je citizen requests his/her ignorance of such law. The people who are involved in economic and business activities, feel
e mtial to have knowledge about laws.

Law is a wider concept and it comprises of various branches such as criminal law, industrial law, civil law, international
& - ?usiness law or mercantile law or commercial law and so on.
Definition of Business Law

Business law refers to the law relating to business transactions such as manufacturing, purchase and sale of goods
■r ; offering services. The legal rights and duties emerging out of the business transactions carried out between business
ed/
■ -- who might be sole trader, partnership firm, company or any business organization) and customers or clients are dealt
■>- e asiness law. Few laws like the law of contracts which is a part of business law are applicable to the non-business
ges kesactions also.

the ah~ous Sources of Business Law

The various sources of Indian business law are,

I

li

1.

Judicial decisions

2.

English mercantile law

3.

Customs and usage.

Judicial Decisions

As per this source, the business laws are designed on the basis of past judicial decisions and they are supposed to

implemented in the same type of situations in the future.

English Mercantile Law

A maximum percent of Indian business laws is taken/sourced from English mercantile law. The English mercantile
is based on the common law of England as changed and added by the Equity and Statute law.

LTD,

Common Law

The traditions, customs and practises of England over hundreds of years forms the source of common law. In case
of common law system, awards are given on the basis of the judgements given in the past for the same type of
situations.

PUBLISHERS AND DISTRIBUTORS PVT. LTD.
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(b)

Equity

‘Equity’ is one of the branch of English mercantile
law which is based on the justice developed by judges
during a period of time. The decisions taken by the
judges in the past are used as the basis for the future
period.
(c)

Statute Law

Statute law is included in the Acts of the parliament.
In India, a main part of the business law is covered
by statute law practised in Indian parliament and state
legislation.
For instance, Sale of Goods Act 1930, Companies Act
1956, Indian Contract Act 1872, Partnership Act 1932
and so on. All these Indian statute laws are based on
the England statute laws.
3.

Customs and Usage "

In case, if any of the customs and traditions are
followed and implemented for a longer period of time, then
they are accepted by the court to make judgements. They
are given legal recognition and they become the key source
of business laws.
Q17. Write briefly about the development of business
law in India, before and after independence.

Answer :
Law is an essential part of human society since a long
time. The development of different laws in India can be
understood by studying its development before independence
and after independence. Before the advent of the British, the
directions and order of the kings and rulers was considered
as law. The British provided a common form of order, law
and system in India for adjudication of disputes.
Development of Business Laws in British India

In England, the process of law making was entrusted
to the parliament and the law made and approved by the
parliament was called as ‘Act’ or statutory law. In India,
the Britishers created legislative bodies which were headed
by British officers and the laws made by the legislature was
known as Act. Examples of these laws include: The Ryotwari
Act, The Forest Act, The Permanent Land Settlement Act
etc.
In ancient England, any trade disputes of the
merchants were taken to the kings court. The judges
awarded the judgements based on the existing customs ofthe
communities, and basedupon prior judgments. Over a period
of time these laws came to be known as ‘Common Laws’.
The various laws related to different fields were borrowed by
the British rulers and were enacted as Acts in British India.
These include “The Indian. Contract Act 1872”, “The sale
of goods Act 1930”, “The Negotiable Act 1881 etc.

Development of Business Laws in Independent ®____
India
I 7

In independent India, the Indian constitution is the :
1
supreme law. It creates the legislatures and executives for
a
the union and states. The Indian parliament is the legislative
body entrusted with the task of making laws. The first step
-nat j
is the introduction of a draft form of law, known as bill in —- _re
any of the two houses of the parliament i.e., the Lok Sabha and the Rajya Sabha. After the draft bill is introduced in the t ^pjjc
Lok Sabha, it is taken up for discussion. The bill may be < accepted or reject or it may be sent to a‘standing committed
;-eqU
if it requires any recision or changes to be made in the draft ■ _
bill. Ones a bill is accepted in the Lok Sabha, it is sent to T AT1}
the Rajya Sabha.

In the Rajya Sabha, the bill may be accepted, rejectedL.
or accepted with some modifications. In case a draft bill is
_'-aj r
accepted with modifications it would be sent to the Loi^. —Qi
Sabha again, for acceptance. Next, the bill is sent to th^, c£ract
president of India for his assent (sign and approval) aftewhich it becomes an act.

1.2

CONTRACT ACT 1872

fees. So

Q18. Write briefly about the Indian Contract Act 1872

Tt

Answer :

Th

The Indian Contract Act 1872 came into force 1J
Th
September 1872. It is one of the most important Act relate^,
Th
to the Merchantile Law. This is because every person enter
Th
into multiple contracts every day. For example when a perse*
191
boards a bus and occupies a seat in the bus, he had enters
into a contract with the bus service provider, wherein whij ? j
the bus would take the person to his desired destination ai*"
the person is required to pay the consideration amount J*- "A

the bus service provider. Like wise, depositing money in
the bank is also a form of contract, purchasing of any kir
of good or service is also a form of contract. Thus it can
stated that all of us enter into multiple contracts every
irrespective whether we are aware or not of it.

a r<

The law of contract is of utmost important
businesses because all the business transactions are bi
upon contracts.
The Indian Contract Act 1872 is applicable to t
whole of Indian union, except the state of Jammu a
Kashmir. This Act had been amended multiple times
per the changing requirements of the time. For instan
the Indian contract Act 1872 had been amended in
years 1886, 1891, 1899, 1930, 1932 and 1997. The m;
intervention of this act is to ensure that any agreements
contracts entered into by two or more parties are full fill*
for a reasonable consideration. This act generally deals wi
(a)

The general principles of a valid contract.

(b)

The principles of a Quasi contract.

Agr

Acci
or' prom
teseme
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The requirements needed for making a valid contract.

°
:

The principles related to special types of contract such
as Bailment, Indemnity, Agency etc.

An important feature of the Indian contract Act 1872
it is not applicable certain types of special contracts.
There are some special type of contracts, which are governed
~ special laws. For example, the transfer of properties Act
s applicable to all contracts related to immovable properties.
S nnilarly the Negotiable Act governs all the contracts related
. deques and other type of negotiable instruments. The sale
poods Act is another form of special contract which has
B ?wn rules and regulations.
b that

Sec. 2(b) defines promise
whom the proposal is made signif
proposal is said to be accepted. A
becomes a promise”.

In simple words, an agr^
one party makes a proposal or an u.__
and the other party accepts the proposal i.e., Agreement
the sum of‘Offer’ and ‘Acceptance’.
Agreement = Offer + Acceptance

The above definition of agreement includes the
following features,

The law of contract Act consists of provisions which
2-r general in nature and would apply to the above mentioned
special types of contract only to the extent upto which its
prevision are not contrary to the provisions of the special
extract.

(a)

The law of Contract Act 1872 came into force on the
ir?t day of 1872. Since then it had been amended multiple
ttces. Some ofthe notable amendments made to this act are,

(b)

ket 1872.

As one person cannot make an agreement with himself
there is a need of two or more than two persons to
make an agreement.

The Specific Relief Act (1877).

The Sale of Good Act 1930.
The Indian Independence Order 1948.
The Indian Contract (Amendment) Act 1996 (1 of
1997).

einwhict^^J
Agreement and Contract
lation anc“
' '
mount tc 9. “All contract are agreements but all agreements
are not contracts”. Explain with suitable
oney intd
examples.
' any kinc
; it can be****®**- !
Oct./Nov.-13, Q9(a)(i)
:very da;:? - tract
A contract is an agreement between two or more
irtant fo^_- es which will be enforceable by law. As per Sec. 2(h)
are base* e Indian Contract Act.

’le t0 * I
nmu
times 4
* stancl
ms a«.

"An agreement enforceable by law is a contract”.
Hence contract is an agreement, whose objective is to
a jegaj obligation i.e., a duty enforceable by law.
From the above definition it is quite clear that the
includes two elements namely,

1.

An agreement and

2.

Legal obligation i.e., a duty enforceable by law.

Agreement

According to the Sec. 2(e) “Every promise and every
promises, forming the consideration for each other is
ment”. This statement makes it clear that ‘Promise’
weement.

The presence of consensus-ad-idem in any agreement
can be tested by applying the offer and acceptance.
Examples

(a)

If the consumer asks ? 10 lakhs and if the vendor
thinks that the consumer is asking T 5 lakhs, then
there is no consensus-ad-idem and hence there is no
contract.

(b)

If the vendor asks the consumer, “Do you want 100 gm
of sugar” and if the consumer says “Yes”, to it, then
there will be consensus-ad-idem and the agreement
exists.

2.

Legal Obligation

An agreement can become a contract only when it
results into a legal obligation i.e., a duty enforceable by law.
The term “obligation” refers to as a legal tie-up, which binds
a particular person or persons in order to perform or not to
perform a particular act or acts.

If the agreement does not hold the capability to
establish a duty enforceable by law, then it cannot form
a contract. Therefore, the term agreement is a wider term
than a contract, i.e., “All coptracts are agreements but all
agreements are not contracts”.
The agreements which are social, moral or religious in
nature, cannot become a contract as they cannot be enforced
by the law.

PUBLISHERS AND DISTRIBUTORS PVT. LTD.
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Consensus-ad-idem

An agreement can be made only when both the parties
accept the subject matter of the agreement in the
same sense/way and at the same time. This concept
is called as consensus-ad-idem and if it is not present
in an agreement then the contract cannot be formed/
made.

The Repeating and Amendment Act 1914.

force Is
.ct relatec
>on enter;
a a persor

Number of Persons (Individuals) Involved

UNIT-1 : Introduction
Example

A friend ‘F’ promises his friend iQ' that he will give
a gift on his/her birthday, but due to lack of money Q was
not given gift by ‘F’. Q cannot raise any claim for the gift
from ‘P’ as it was not a legal agreement.
Nature of Contract

The law of contract varies from the other branches of
law in the following crucial aspect i.e., it does not depend
upon the number of rights and duties which are executed
by the law but it includes a number of restricting principles,
based on this the parties will establish their own rights
and duties which are further approved by the law i.e., the
parties in a contract, makes the law for themselves. Hence
as long as they do not violate some legal prohibition, they
can formulate own rules with respect to the subject matter
of their agreement and the law will influence their decision.
Law of contract is neither inclusive of the whole law
of agreements nor the whole law of obligations.

9
10

In short, agreements that are enforceable by law are
contracts. But those agreements which give rise to social
obligations do not become contracts. It is necessary tha'
agreements must give rise to legal obligations. Therefore
“all contracts are agreements but all agreements neet
not be contracts”.

ana

1.2.2 Essentials of a Valid Contract
Q20. Define contract. Explain the essentials of a valic
contract.

■at-

(Model Paper-I, Q9(a) | March/April-16, Q9(aX

Answer :

| March/April-18, Q9(a)<

■K a
Definition of Contract

■M

A contract is an agreement between two or moparties which will be administered by law, as per Sec. 20 »-jaB"
of the Indian Contract Act.
i* tie

“An agreement enforceable by law is a contract”.

® -

There exist various agreements which do not result
in legal obligations. Hence, they are not contracts.

Hence contract is an agreement, whose objective is j "
establish a legal obligation i.e., a duty enforceable by las b

In the same way, there are few obligations which are
not generated/created by an agreement. Hence, they are not
contractual in nature but can be executed.

From the above definition it is quite clear that t contract includes two elements namely,

1.

An agreement and

2.

Legal obligation i.e., a duty enforceable by Uumrse

Examples

Quasi contracts, judgements of courts.
It was duly noticed by Salmond that the law of
contract is “not the whole law of agreements nor it is the
whole law of obligations. It is the law of those agreements
which create obligations and those obligations which have
their sources in agreements”.

Law of contract will not include all the obligations
which are not contractual in nature and agreements which
are social in nature.
Law of contract create jus in personam as distinguished
from j us in rem. Jus in rem refers to a right against or in respect
to a thing and it can be applied against the world at large. Jus in
personam refers to a right against or in respect of a particular
person. It is applicable only against a particular person.
Examples

(a)

(b)

‘AT is indebted to pay specific amount of money to
‘F’. ‘F’ enjoys the right to recover the money from
‘AT and no one else can exercise this right.

Omer is the owner of the plot of land and he has right
to have quite possession and enjoyment of that land
against the entire public. At the same time the entire
public is under an obligation not to disturb Omer’s
possession or enjoyment. Therefore, right of Omer
referred to as jus in rem.

Essential Elements of a Valid Contract

An agreement in order to become a contract, mi
have the following essential elements,
(i)

Offer and Acceptance

The contract in order to become an agreement i
be made between two parties i.e., one should make an <
and the other should give its acceptance. The offer j
acceptance must be lawful in nature which means that:
should fulfill the requirements of the contract act in re!,
thereto.
(ii)

Purpose to Establish Legal Relationship*

The parties of an agreement should have an intern
establish a legal relationship between them. If such inti
does not exist then a contract cannot be formed.
Agreements of social or domestic type can
considered as contracts as they will not fulfill the 1
obligations.
Examples

A father promises his son to buy a bicycle if he i
class marks, but the father does not do so and fails 1
the agreement due to some reasons. In this case,
cannot sue against his father as there was no legal obi
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» to social
:ssary that
Therefore
tents need

iii)

An agreement can be enforceable by law, only when
*. has “Consideration” in it. “Consideration” is defined as the
pace paid by one party to the other or it is a price paid by
: -e party to the other for the promise made. An agreement
• egally enforced only when both the parties provide
>;mething and receives something in return.
The consideration may be an act (doing something)
• brbearance (not doing something) or a promise to do or
: to do something. It may be in the past, present or future.

5 of a valic

•il-16, Q9(a)(i
il-18, Q9(a)(i!

Lawful Consideration

It is not necessary that consideration must be in the
■: cm of cash or kind, but it is mandatory that it must be real
aad lawful.
Capacity of Parties Competency

vo or mor
er Sec. 2(h

:ontract”.
yjective is J
ible by law

The parties to an agreement should be capable enough
x enter into a valid contract or else it would not be enforced
r* he court of law. A person is considered to be competent
x ■ contract if he/she has,

i

tear that th

sable by la1

mtract, mu

eement mi
nake an of
he offer
sans that 1
act in relat:
tionship

an intenth
such inte:
d.
•pe canm
ilfill the 1

sle if he get
i fails to fa
; case, the!
^alobliga*

The age of a major
A sound mind
Should not be declared as disqualified from
contracting by any law which he/she has attempted
to enter into.

The various reasons for not being considered to be
i?le enough to enter into the contract are,
1.

Minority

2.

Lunacy

3.

Idiocy

4.

Drunken persons.

If any of the party is found with any of the above
r_re then the agreement is not enforceable by law except
: ertain special cases.
Free Consent

In order to make a valid contract, there should be
e nd genuine consent from the parties involved in an
cement.

The parties consent is considered to be free if in case
gree upon the same thing in the same sense. The parties
-sidered to possess the same mind when they accept
_? iect matter of the contract in a similar sense and at the
time (Sec. 13).
Free consent will be absent, if the agreement is
by,
a)

Coercion

b)

Undue influence

c) Fraud
(£j) Misrepresentation
e) Mistake (Sec. 14).

5 PVT- L51 PUBLISHERS AND DISTRIBUTORS PVT

If the agreement is violated because of any of the
above first four factors then the contract is voidable and it
cannot be executed by the party responsible for coercion,
undue influence etc., and the other party can either accept
or reject the contract as per the rules of the act.

If the agreement is induced by the mistake of both
the parties then it can be void (Sec. 20).
(vi)

Lawful Object

A contract is said to be valid, only if the object of
the agreement is lawful i.e., the object should not be illegal,
fraudulent, immoral or opposed to public policy or should
not cause any damage to a person or property. If the object
is unlawful then agreement would be void.
(vii)

Writing and Registration

As per the Indian Contract Act, a contract can be either
oral or in written form. But in few special circumstances it
emphasizes on the point that an agreement in order to be
valid, should be in writing and should be registered.
(i)

As per Arbitration and Conciliation Act, 1996, an
arbitration agreement should be in writing.

(ii)

According to the Transfer of Property act, 1882, an
agreement for a sale of immovable property should be
in writing and registered before enforcing it legally.

(viii) Certainty

According to the Sec. 29, of the contract act
“Agreements, the meaning of which is not certain or capable
of being made certain are void”. The agreement should be
clear and certain in order to form a valid contract, if in case
agreements are vague or uncertain then it would be difficult
to form the contract and hence it cannot be executed.
Example

‘P’ accepts to sell “a 100 kgs of rice” to lQ’, there
is no information as to what type of rice is considered to
be sold. Therefore, the agreement is void because of its
uncertainty.
(ix)

Possibility of Performance

Sec 56 states that, “An agreement to do an act
impossible in itself is void”. The contract can be valid, only
if it is capable of being performed and if the act is impossible
in itself, physically or legally then the agreement cannot be
enforced by law.
Example

‘P’ makes an agreement with ‘Q’ as to find out the
treasures by magic. This agreement cannot be enforced.

LTD............... ............ -
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CASE 5:

Not Expressly Declared Void

The agreement should not be declared directly void
by the law enforced in a country (Sec. 24 to 30).
For instance, an agreement in restraint of marriage,
an agreement in restraint of trade and an agreement by way
of wages have been expressively declared as void under
Sections 26, 27 and 30 respectively.____________________

CASE LAWS RELATED TO VALID CONTRACT
CASE 1:

A young widow was forced adopt a boy
under the threat of preventing the body of
her husband who had just died from being
removed for cremation. Is the adoption
valid?

Answer :
(Model Paper-I, Q9(b)(ii) | March/April-18, Q9(a)(ii)>
No, in this above mentioned scenario, the adoption of
the boy by the widow is not valid because she is not adopting
the boy through her free will. She is being coerced (forced)
to adopt the boy. Thus it would be considered as a form of
coercion. Thus this adoption of the boy by the widow is
invalid._________________ ___________________________
CASE 2:

X agrees to sell his cow to Y. But unknown
to both the parties, the cow had already
died at the time of making of the contract.
Is there a valid contract between them?

Answer :

Oct./Nov.-16, Q9(b)(ii)

No, there is no valid contract between X and Y,
because they were unaware of the cow’s death. When both
the parties to the agreement are under a mistake, it is termed
as ‘bilateral mistake’. According to sec. 20 “Where both the
parties to an agreement are under a mistake as to a matter of
fact essential to the agreement, the agreement is void”.
CASE 3: Ajay has invited Amar for lunch. Does it
create a contract between them?

Answer :

March/April-16, Q9(a)(ii)

There is no contract between Ajay and Amar as there
exist a social agreement between them not the legal one. A
social agreement does not have, any ‘legal obligation’ and
therefore it does not create a contract.__________________
CASE 4:

A has two cars, one blue and the other white.
He wants to sell his blue car. B who knows
of only A’s white car, offers to purchase A’s
white car for ? 20,000. A accepts the offer
thinking that it is for his blue car. Is there a
contract between A and B?

Answer :

March/April-16, Q9(b,(ii)

No, there is no contract between A and B. Because
both the parties are at mistake regarding the matter of
fact essential to an agreement. According to Sec-20. An
Agreement is considered as void, when the parties to an

X offers to Y ‘I shall sell my car for ? 50,000
to you if you give me your horse. Y agrees
in writing to buy the car but refused to
deliver the horse to X. Is there any binding
contract?

Answer :

Sept./Oct.-15, Q9(a)(ii)

The contract between ‘X’ and ‘Y’ is not a binding
contract as the essential element of a valid contract i.e
lawful consideration is missing here, X is ready to sell his
car but ‘ Y’ refused to give his horse to ‘X’. No consideration
is moving from Y to X.
CASE 6:

‘P’ applied for the principalship of a loca
college and the governing body passec
a resolution appointing him. After the
meeting, a member of the governing body .
privately informed him of the resolution.
The resolution was subsequently rescindec
‘P’ claims damages. Will he succeed?
1X3

Answer :

Oct./Nov.-12, Q9(a)i

‘F” will not succeed and cannot claim damages fror
the governing body of a local college as the resolutia
of his appointment as a principal was not communicate,
to him by an authorized person. ‘F” did not receive ar
official information from the governing body regardir
his appointment as a principal. Thus, there was no contri
between ‘P’ and the governing body of local college.
CASE 7:

‘A’ promises to pay ‘B’? 1,00,000 if he ki
‘C’. ‘B’ kills ‘C’, but ‘A’ refuses to pay. C
‘B’ recover the amount?

Answer:

March/April-11, Q9(ai

‘B’ cannot recover the amount from ‘A’. ‘Law
object’ is one of the essential elements of a valid conti
In this case, lA’ promises to pay ‘B’ ? 1,00,000 if he kii
‘C’. Killing ‘C’ is illegal and immoral. Therefore, the ob■
of the agreement is unlawful and illegal in nature and is
enforceable in the court of law.
CASE 8:

Ajay being in need of money, sells his nt
car for ? one lakh purchased 2 mon»
ago, for a price of ? 5 lakhs. Afterwar:
Ajay seeks to set aside the contract on
ground of inadequacy of considerati
Will he succeed?

Answer :

March/April-12, Q!

Ajay will not succeed and would not be ab
set aside the contract on the grounds of inadequai
consideration as he willingly and knowingly agreed to sei
car for ? one lakh. According to Indian Contract Act. I

agreement are under a mistake as to a matter offact essential

‘consideration need not be adequate’ is one of the esser

to the agreement.

of a valid consideration.

---------------------
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CASE 9:

For reconstructing a ruined mosque, the
masjid committee when requested for
donation, a person promised to pay 500
but did not keep up his promise. What is
the validity of the case in the eyes of law?

Oct-15, Q9(a)(ii)

not a binding
contract i.e.,
ady to sell his
> consideration
lip of a local
>ody passed
-n. After the
/erning body
e resolution,
itty rescinded,
ucceed?
ZNov.-12, Q9(a)(ii)
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Answer :

This form of contract is formed in case when one
of the essential elements i.e., ‘free consent’ is not
present. If the consent of the party to a contract is not
free that is, when it is formed due to coercion, undue
influence, misrepresentation or fraud, the contract is
said to be voidable at his option [Section 19 and 19A],
The party whose consent is not free can rescind (avoid
(or) repudiate) the contract if he is intended to do so.
A voidable contract is valid until it is avoided by the
party entitled to do so.

March/Aprii-14, Q9(b)(ii)

In the eyes of law, the care is invalid due to these two
reasons,
Donating an amount for the reconstruction of ruined
mosque comes under charity. In this type of case,
parties usually do not have the intention to form
a legal relationship. “An intention to create legal
relationship” is one of the essential elements of a
valid contract.

Example

‘F promises to sell his bike to ‘Z’ for the sum of
? 10,000. Here, the consent is acquired through
force or coercion, therefore the contract is said to be
voidable contract at the option of ‘ F. He may avoid
the contract or elect to be bound by it.

Secondly, consideration is missing in this case.
Therefore, ‘No consideration-No contract’.

The contract becomes voidable in the following two
cases also,

Types of Contracts

1.2.3

021. Define contract and briefly explain the
classification of contracts.

damages from
Oct./Nov.-12, Q9(b)(i)
the resolution
communicated
OR
ot receive any
Discuss in detail the various types of contracts.
»ody regarding
vas no contract Ajtswer :
1 college.
Definition of Contract

,000 if he kills
*s to pay. Car

A contract is an agreement between two or more
which will be administered by law. As per Sec. 2(h)
If ~e Indian Contract Act.

VApril-11, Q9(a)(ii

n ‘A’. ‘Lawful
l

_

"An agreement enforceable by law is a contract”.

f, sells his net
sed 2 monthiii
s. Afterwards
:ontract on th
consideratiorfVApril-12, Q9(ayf*

I not be able t
f inadequacy I
agreed to sell a
ntractAct. 18~l
: of the essentia
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When a party to the contract promises to perform
an obligation within the particular time then airy
failure on his part to carry out his obligation
whether fixed time makes the contract voidable
at the option of the promisee. (Section 55)

(a)

Void Agreement

“An agreement not enforceable by law is said to be
void”.
Void agreement does not create any legal rights or
obligations. It is “devoid of legal effects” altogether
or it is “void-ab initio” which means from the very
beginning. Example, an agreement with a minor or
agreement without consideration.

Validity
Formation

iii) Performance.
Classification Based on Validity

A contract is formed on the basis of an agreement,
—eement would become a valid contract when all the
T elements of a contract are present. If in case one
re essential elements of the contract are missing then
- e be either voidable, void, illegal or unenforceable
..." but not a valid contract.

(b)

Void Agreement and Void Contract

Contracts are classified on the basis of the following,

ii)

If a person promises to do something for another
person for a consideration but, the other person
prevents him to do so (from performing his
promise) then, the contract becomes a voidable
contract at his option. (Section 53)

2.

valid contract5 s ification/Types of Contracts

),000 if he killefore.the objea
lature and is no

(a)

(b)

Void Contract

Section 2(j) of the Contract Act, 1872 defines,
A contract becomes void when it ceases to be
enforceable by law.

. oidable Contract

A contract when actually entered into by both the
parties may be valid or binding on the parties.

•ec. 2(i) of the Indian Contract Act defines,

Example

An agreement that is enforceable by law at the option
■ one or more of the parties thereto, but not at the
?::on of other or others is a voidable contract”.

Contract to import goods from Pakistan becomes void
when a war breaks out between the importing country
and the exporting country i.e., India and Pakistan.
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3.

Illegal Agreement

2.

Contract which is implied from the acts (or) condu.’
of the parties (or) course of dealings between thes
is termed as an “implied contract”. This is the resul |
of the specific acts of the concerned parties but
the expressed promise (or) the promises made by,
parties. It may also result out of continuing course <
conduct of the parties. Section 9 of the (Contracts
states, the proposal (or) acceptance of any pron
is made other than words, then the promise is said i
be implied.

Illegal agreement is an agreement where one goes
beyond the legally accepted rules of fundamental
public policy or which is criminal in nature or which
is immoral. Illegal agreement has much greater
significance compared to void contract. All illegal
agreements are void but all void agreements or
contracts are not necessarily illegal.
An illegal agreement is not only void among the
parties but also its impact will be on collateral
transactions that becomes fraudulent with illegality.
Collateral transaction means asubsidiary, incidental
or auxiliary to the principal or original contract.

Example

There is an implied contract when ‘F enters in:,
public bus, (or) takes a cup of tea in a restau
acquires a ticket from an automatic weighing mack
(or) lift the luggage of Z to carry out from the rail*.
station.

Example

Ram borrows ? 10,000 from Shyam and enters into a
contract with an alien to import illegal goods. Shyam
knows the purpose of loan. This transaction becomes
a collateral transaction between Ram and Shyam for
the principal agreement. The agreement is an illegal
agreement since the principal agreement (or) original
contract is illegal.

3.

(ii)

Example

‘Z’, a businessman forgot to take his goods fro- I
house by mistake. B treats the goods as his owi
this case ‘S’ is bound to pay for the goods.

Unenforceable Contract

A contract which is unenforceable in the court of law
due to some technical defect like absence of writing,
where remedy has been barred by lapse of time is
called as an unenforceable contract. The concerned
parties may carry out the contract but in case of breach
or repudiation of such a contract, the aggrieved party
would not be empowered to the legal remedies.

4.

E-commerce Contract

A contract which is entered into by the two ]
via internet is called as an “E-commerce cone
Various individuals or companies develop ner
on Internet that are attached/related with man\
networks. Thus, there is an expansion of con
transactions for any person.

Classification Based on Formation

Contract may be made or formed either by writing
or by words of mouth (or) it is inferred from the conduct of
the parties (or) the conditions/situations of the case.

(iii)

Expressed Contract

If in case the terms of a contract are in the expressed
form either by words spoken (or) written during
the formation of the contract is called as expressed
contract. Where the offer (or) acceptance of any
promise is made in words then, promise is said
be expressed [Sec. 9 of the Contract Act] and an
expressed promise would lead to an expressed
contract.

Classification Based on Performance

The extent upto which contracts can be per ?
are categorized into four heads namely,
1.

Classification of contracts based on formation are as
follows,
1.

Quasi Contract

Quasi contract is not at all a contract, it is enti
intentionally by the parties. On the other hand.
Quasi contract is created by law. It is similar
contract where legal obligation is applied on a ;
who should perform it. It lays on the ground of e
that “a person may not be allowed to enrich hir
unjustly at the expense of another”.

When the principal agreement (or) original contract
is void collateral transactions would not be effected.
In the above example, Ram entered into a void
agreement with a minor, the contract between Ram
and Shyam does not get affected.
4.

Implied Contract

Executed Contract

The term ‘executed’ means the task whi
completed. A contract where both the part.? i
performed their respective obligations is an 'e
contract’.
Example

‘S’ agrees to purchase a book for Q which
? 500 (Oxford dictionary). When P purcb
dictionary and Q pays the price of that boa
it means that both the parties have perfor
obligations. Therefore, the contract is sa :
executed.
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In few cases, even after the completion of the contract, its influence may continue. Example, when a person buys
a bun from a retail store which contains a stone and it breaks one of his teeth then, he has a right to recover the
damages from the seller.

onduct
a them
; result
but not
: by the
urse of
act Act
iromise
said to

Executory Contract

“Executory” means something that remains to be carried into effect. A contract where both the parties are yet to
perform their obligations is an executory contract.
Consider above example,

The contract is executory when CP’ does not purchase the book and ‘Q' does not pay any price. In the same manner,
when P agrees to engage Q as his servant from the next month onwards, it is an executory contract.
Unilateral or One-sided Contract

A unilateral (or) one-sided contract means only one party should fulfill his obligation during the formation of the
contract and the other party fulfills the obligation at the time of contract (or) prior to the existence ofthe contract. These
contracts are also termed as contracts with executed consideration.

s into a
taurant.
nachine
railway

Example

‘P’ near railway station permits the railway coolie to carry his luggage and place it in the carriage. Contract is formed
immediately when the luggage is placed in the carriage. But coolie has already performed his obligation and ‘P’
should fulfil his obligation i.e., paying the reasonable charges to the coolie.

enterec
and, the 4
ilar to a
i a part}
if equip
himsek

Bilateral Contract

A bilateral contract means a contract where the obligations of both the parties remain outstanding at the time of
formation of the contract. Thus, it is similar to executory contracts and it is also termed as contract with executory
consideration.

A bilateral contract means a contract where the obligations of both the parties remain outstanding at the time of
formation of the contract. Thus, it is similar to executory contracts and it is also termed as contract with executory
consideration. Bilateral contract is a most commonly used contract where both parties are required to do something.

from B
own. Ir

Example

Mr. ‘X’ offer his home for sale for T 5,00,000 and Mr. ‘ Y’ agrees to purchase the home. In this bilateral contract each
party is required to do something i.e., Mr. ‘Y’ has to pay offered price and Mr. ‘X’ has to transfer the ownership.

o partie
Distinguish between void, voidable and illegal contracts.
ontracn
network *-2Swer !
The differences between void, voidable and illegal contracts are listed in the table below,

my oth;
nmerci.

Void Contract

Illegal Contract

These contracts are enforceable by
law at the option of one party but
not at the option of other or other.

1 j A void contract is a valid contract 2.
! until the contradictory situations
occurs.

Voidable contracts
contracts.

ertorm:

which
■ties ha
‘execut

Voidable Contract

. | A void contract is not enforceable 1.
! by law.

;h of c 4
:hases
aook th
med th £
.aid to

are

1. No court will entertain or enforce
illegal contract.

valid 2. Illegal contracts are actually void
contracts with broader scopes.

A contract may be valid while 3.
entering into contract if it changes
either due to circumstance it
becomes void.

All
voidable
contracts
are 3. Illegal contracts are unlawful and
induced by coercion, fraud or
are either valid or void contracts
misrepresentation
and
undue
depending on circumstance.
influence.

A contract becomes void by 4.
supervening
impossibility
or
^legality.

A voidable contract becomes void 4. Illegal contracts are opposed to
when the party whose consent is
public policy and are null and
not free.
void.

Sec 2(j) of the act deals with void
contracts.

[Sec 2(i) of the act deals with void
contracts.
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No sections of the law deals will
illegal contracts.
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6, These contracts are not enforceable 6.
by law and hence cannot be sued.

7.

Void contracts are illegal.

Example
A contract to import goods from

another country is a valid contract
but if war breaks out between
the two countries, the contract
becomes a void contract.

7.

If the aggrieved party suffers loss 6.

it can sue the other party.

15

The parties entered under illegal j
contracts cannot sue other party. 1

Voidable contracts are legal and 7. Illegal contracts are criminal in j
nature.
hence the parties involved in it get
Example
relief.
A
rents B’s house to store some!
Example
L agrees to sell his car to M f

smuggled goods. B is aware 1

or
5,000 only. His consent is
obtained by use of force. The

of A’s purpose. The agreement!

contract is voidable, which means
that if L chooses he may standby
the contract or avoid the contract.

between A and B is collatera l
to the agreement of buyinij

smuggled goods. However this!

agreement is also illegal since!
the main agreement is illegal.

1.3

OFFER AND ACCEPTANCE - ESSENTIALS OF A VALID OFFER AND ACCEPTANCE

Q23. Define offer. What are the rules of a valid offer?

Oct./Nov.-ii, 09

OR
Explain legal rules of offer.

Answer :

(Model Paper-I, Q9(b)(i) | March/April-17, 09

Offer

An offer is a proposal made by one party to the other party in order to establish a legal agreement between th
According to the Section 2(a), the person is said to make a proposal when he “signifies to another his willingness to d
to abstain from doing anything with a view of obtaining the assent of other for its realization”.
Example

If ‘P’ asks ‘2’ to sell his house for ? 10,00,000 then a proposal exists, as there are two persons, where one is mai
the proposal in order to gain the acceptance of the other person.
The person who makes the proposal or offer is referred to as “promisor” or “offerer” or “proposer” and the pe
to whom the offer is made is referred to as “offeree” and if the person accepts the offer, then he is known as “Proma
or “acceptor”.
Procedure to Make an Offer

An offer can be made in the following two ways,
(i)

Expressed Offer

If the offer is made by expressing words, spoken or written, then it becomes expressed offer.
Example

If 'Q' tells ‘P’ that he offers to sell his house for ? 10,00,000 then it is an expressed offer.
(ii)

Implied Offer

If the offer is assumed from the behaviour of a person or from the prevailing circumstances, then it is referredI
‘implied offer’.
Examples

Central Railways run trains in various routes all through the India. Here, the Railway department makes an :m|
offer to carry the passengers to their destinations at a particular fare. As soon as the passenger gets into the train. • (
gets completed.
If an offer is made to a specific person, then it is called as a “Specific offer”.
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in merit list cannot sue against the college, for not
giving him scholarship. In this case, the expression
of intention to write an exam, does not establish a
binding contract on those who have appeared in it,
hence the sixth student cannot receive the scholarship.

Constitutes of an Offer

illegal

All the offers made by an offerer are not considered
as legal offer. The tests which help them in ascertaining
whether the offer is actually made or not are as follows,

■ party,
rinal in

(i)

The offeror should indicate the offeree his desire to
do or to refrain from doing something.

i ii)

The offerer should make an offer, so as to gain the
acceptance of the offeree to the act desired.

jllateral

> iii)

The offer should be clear and specific,

buying

iv)

(ii)

e some

aware
•eement

ver this
al since

An offer should be differentiated from an “invitation
to receive an offer”. In this case, the person inviting
will not make any offer and instead of it invites the
other person or party to make an offer. These domestic
invitations, though constitute an offer, they are not
considered as offers as per the law, as they do not
involve any legal obligation.

The offer needs to be discussed with the offeree

Legal Rules of a Valid Offer

Some of the rule of valid offer are as follows,

egal.
1.

-11, Q9(a)(i

Example

In a shop if there is a “self-service system”, then
the customer chooses the products as per his/her
preferences and then carry those products to the
cashier to pay the price. The cashier calculates the
total amount and accepts it from customer.

Legal relationships are generally established in
business transactions. In these transactions, if one party is
responsible for the breach of contract, then the other party
ran sue against the party responsible for breaching.

,een then
ss to do 0!

2.

In this case, the offer is not made when the customer
chooses the products, but it is made when the cashier
accepts the payment.

An offer should be definite, unambiguous
and certain and is not loose and vague

If the terms of an offer are not clear, specific and
certain, then it cannot constitute a valid offer and hence
r annot create a contractual relationship.

; is makir.
the perse
'Promise:

Hence, an agreement which is to be agreed in future
r annot constitute a contract as the terms of agreement are not
et decided because of which it is uncertain to take place.

‘P’ purchased a cow from ‘g’ and is promised to
- uy one more if the first cow gives good quantity of milk.
3ut, later ‘P’ denied to buy one more cow. Here, ‘Q’ cannot
enforce the agreement as it was loose, not clear and vague.
3

An offer may be differentiated from
Expressing of Intention and an Announcement

When a person expresses that he has an intention to
do something then the second person cannot take
an action against the first person. This expression
indicates that an offer will be made or invited in future
but not at the present condition.

eferred te

Example

:s an imp:
ain, the o

PVT. Li

When a shopkeeper demonstrates some of the goods
available in his window then it does not mean that
he is making an offer. But instead of this, it means
informing and inviting the public to make an offer by
buying the goods not marked prices.

Offer should be as per law and should
have the capability of being accepted and
establishing a legal relationship

According to law, an offer which does not lead to the
establishment of a legal relationship is not a valid offer. The
offers of a social and domestic nature do not constitute legal
relationship.

-17, Q9(a)(i>

A college conducts a scholarship test and announces
that the first five merit students will be given
scholarship. Here, the student who got sixth place
j

I

An Invitation to make an Offer or do Business

The choosing of products by the customer constitutes
an implied offer and when the cashier accepts the
amount, then it constitutes the acceptance ofthe offer.
4.

An Offer should be Communicated

In order to make a complete valid offer, it should be
discussed or communicated with the offeree (i.e., the person
to whom the offer is made).
The offer cannot be accepted if it is not communicated
by an offeror to an offeree. Anything which is done in
ignorance of an offer cannot be accepted, as there is no
consensus of will. Finally, an offer can be effective only
when it is communicated.
Example

A father knowing that his 4 years kid was not found
at home, asked his housekeeper to search for the kid. After
the housekeeper leaves the home to search around, the
person declared a reward of? 1000 for whoever traces and
brings his kid back. The housekeeper without having any
knowledge regarding the reward, traces and brings the kid
back and when he came to know about the declaration he
claims for it.
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But his claim for reward was dismissed, as he has
traced the kid before knowing about the reward.
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Q24. Define acceptance. What are the rules of an
acceptance as per Indian Contract Act?
Oct./Nov.-12, Q9(a)(i)

5.

Offer should be made with a Perspective to
Receive the Acceptance

OR

Define acceptance. State the rules relating to
valid acceptance.

The offer should be made with an intention of gaining
the other party’s acceptance and not just for revealing the
intention of making an offer.
6.

OR
What are the requirements of valid acceptance?

Offer should not Include the Term Noncompliance

March/April-14, Q9(b)(i)

OR

A person cannot declare that the offer is assumed to
be accepted, if the acceptance is not communicated by within
a specific time.

Answer :

Example

Acceptance

If‘P’ writes to ‘£>’, that he (‘P’) shall sell his house for
? 10,00,000 and if lQ’ does not reply then he shall consider
that the offer is accepted. But a contract cannot be made if
‘Q’ does not reply and he is not obliged to reply.

Sec. 2(b) of the Indian Contract Act, 1872 defines
acceptance as “A proposal is said to be accepted when the
person to whom the proposal is made signifies his assent
thereto. A proposal on its acceptance becomes a promise”.

Explain the rules of Acceptance.
(Model Paper-ll, Q9(a) | Oct./Nov.-17, Q9(a)(i))

Example

On the other hand, if ’Q’ accepts ‘P’s proposal, then
an offer is made.
7.

A Statement of Price is Not an Offer

A statement of price cannot make an offer to sell.
Examples

An offer made can be accepted by only those persons
to whom it is made.

‘P’ and ‘Q’ exchanged three letters,

The following two cases, clearly explains the
acceptance of an offer,

(i)

‘P’ asks '(?’ “Are you ready to buy my house”?

(i)

(ii)

‘0’ replies the highest price I can pay ? 10,00,000.

(iii)

‘P’ agrees to sell the house at ? 10,00,000.

If the offer is made to a specific group of people or tc
a particular person for specific purpose, then it is called as
a ‘specific offer’. In case of specific offer, acceptance to the
offer is made only to specific group of people/person an:
no one else.

Here, a contract can be made only if ‘Q’ accepts the
‘P’s last condition (i.e.,) as ’Q’ gave only little information
and no offer can be made without complete information.
8.

*x

A offer to sell his house for ? 5,00,000 for which B
accepts A’s offer. It means that ‘B’ accepted the offer made
by ’A’.

An Offer should Follow the Terms and
Conditions

Before making an offer, the offeror reveals the terms
and conditions associated with the offer. The offeree should
accept all the terms and conditions if he wants to make an
offer. Hence, a contract cannot exist, if all the terms and
conditions of an offer are fulfilled and accepted.
9.

Two Identical Cross Offers Cannot Make a
Contract

If two parties make similar offers to each other then
the offers are referred to as cross offers. These offers does
not form an acceptance of one’s offer by the other as there
is no mutual agreement.

In Case of a Specific Offer

Example

M sold his business to N of which ‘K’ was unaware
’K’ placed an order for goods in the name of ‘Af and
supplied the ordered goods to ’K’. The contract between ‘ V
and ‘Z’ is null and void as there was no contract betwe
them. [Boulton Vs Jones]
(ii)

In Case of General Offer

An offer made to general public i.e., world at large
public is called a general offer. A general offer is accepi
only if the person possesses knowledge about the terms a
conditions of the offer.
Example

A company made an advertisement that it would p
$100 to anyone of the company in the printed form on i
condition that if in case any of the employee suffers w
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influenza after the usage of smoke balls of the company.
Mrs. Carlill used smoke balls Of the company to the printed
directions and eventually she caught influenza. She filed a
case for the reward. It was held that she is entitled to get that
reward as she accepted the offer by following the terms of
die offer. [Carlill Vs Carbolic Smoke Ball Company],
An acceptance can be either implied ‘or’ expressed.
a)

(ii)

Manner

Sec. 7(2) of the Indian Contract Act, 1872 specifies
that the acceptance should be in the following manner,

1.

If the proposal does not clearly indicate the manner in
which the offer is to be accepted, then the offer should
be accepted in some usual and reasonable manner.

2.

If the proposal specifies the manner in which the offer
is to be accepted. The offer must be accepted as per
the specific manner defined by the Indian Contract
Act.

Expressed Acceptance

Expressed acceptance refers to acceptance which is
expressed by words either spoken or in written form.

Example
Example

‘A’ made offer to ‘B’ saying “Will you buy my
'.efrigerator for ? 50,000”? B says, “I am ready to buy the
-etfigerator”, this is an example of an expressed acceptance.
b)

Implied Acceptance

An implied acceptance is not made in words either
spoken, or written, but it is implied to the person by either
depending on a particular situation related to case or implied
~om the conduct of a person.
Example

ABC is an ‘Ice-cream Company’ which provides all
• irieties of flavors. Meena, a customer visited the company
? have ice-cream. Thus, Meena comes under ‘implied
acceptance’ on account of her conduct and has to pay price
::the ‘Ice-cream’.
Essentials of a Valid Acceptance

The acceptance is said to be valid if it fulfills the
: owing conditions, requirements, rules or essentials,
Absolute and Unqualified

‘A’ of Mumbai sends a fax to ‘P’ of Bangalore asking
him to buy his business and also writes “send the acceptance
through fax”. Then ‘5’ accepts the offer but sends the
acceptance through telegram. Thus, A can reject the offer of
B as it was not according to the prescribed manner but ‘A’
should inform ‘5’ about this rejection within a reasonable
time, if in case ‘A’ does not do so, then it is considered as
acceptance of offer made by ‘P’ and would become a valid
contract between A and B.
(iii)

Communication

The acceptance to the offer is said to complete if the
offer has been communicated between the offeree and the
offerer. If the offer is not communicated, then it would not
be a valid offer.
Example

A offered the manager of the railway company to
supply coal to a railway company. The manager accepted
the offer and keeps it in the table drawer and forgets to
send the acceptance. It was held that the contract is void as
the acceptance was not being communicated. [Brogden Vs
Metropolitan Railway Co.].
(iv)

By Whom

Sec. 7(1) ofthe Indian Contract Act, 1872 defines as,
Acceptances should be communicated by the
.s order to convert a proposal into a promise, the acceptance
authorized person only i.e., the offeree, otherwise there
-_st be absolute and unqualified”. Thus, it means an offer would be no legal relationship.
could be accepted as it is without any kind of deviations .
Example
- -eservations or conditions. A qualified and conditional
‘P’ applied for the post of headmaster in some school.
scceptance gives rise to counter offer thereby terminating
The managing committee even though selected ‘P’ but did
r e original offer to proceed further.
not communicate the same to P. A member of the managing
Examples
committee informed ‘P’ about his selection and this was
not known by the other managing committee members.
‘A” made an offer to Z for selling his car for ? 1,00,000.
On the other hand, the managing committee cancelled the
Z accepted the offer made by Xbut for ? 90,000. Later on
resolution and appointed somebody else for the post ‘P’ filed
c case if ‘Z’ accepts the original offer of ‘A” then X will
a suit in court against the school for breach of contract. It
:be bound to sell his car for ? 1,00,000 because original was held that P’s case was not been proceeded further as his
afer of X is being terminated on account of ‘Z’s counter
appointment to the school was not legally informed by an
:r er to the original offer. [Nihal Chand Vs Amar Nath]
authorized person. [Powell Vs Lee].
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To Whom

Acceptance should be communicated to whom the offer is made i.e., to the offeree. If the offer is not communicated
to an authorized person, then there will be no legal contract.
Example

Fhas been offered to buy his nephew’s horse of $ 30 by a letter saying, “If I hear no more about him, I shall consider
the horse mine. The nephew did not reply at all to F instead he told ‘R’, his Auctioneer not to sell his horse to anyone except
‘F”. ‘5’ sold the horse forgetting the instructions. F cannot file a case as there was no proper communication between F
and his nephew. [Felthouse Vs Bindley].
(vi)

Time Limit

The acceptance to the offer should be given in a prescribed or reasonable time. It depends on the facts and conditions
of the case.
Example

X offered to sell the shares of a company in the month of June but the acceptance to the offer communicated in
November. It was held that offerer was not bound by the acceptance as the acceptance was not given in the specified time
[Ramsgate Victoria Hotel Co. Vs Montefire].
(vii)

Before the Lapse of an Offer

The acceptance to the offer should be given before the offer gets lapsed or is taken back. If the acceptance of the
offer is given after the lapse of an offer then there would be no valid contract.
Example

Xoffered Yto shift his house from Mumbai to Pune within six months. But Y shifted to Pune after a year he received
offer. It was held that there is no valid contract between ‘X and ‘ F due to lapse of offer and therefore the acceptance was
considered as invalid.

CASE LAWS RELATED TO OFFERS AND ACCEPTANCE
CASE 1:

‘A’ offers through a letter to sell his car to ‘B’ for ? 15,000. ‘B’ at the same time offers through a
letter to buy A’s car for ? 15,000. The two letters cross each other in the past. Is there a contrac:
between A and B?

Answer :

Oct./Nov.-I1, Q9(a)(i

There is no contract between A and B as the two parties A and B made same offer at the same time being unawar;
of each other’s offers. Such type of offers are known as ‘cross offers’. No contract would be formed from the cross offers
CASE 2:

‘X’ offered to sell iron ore to Y at a particular rate. At the same time Y also wrote a letter to X to buy
the iron ore from him at the same price. When iron was not sent to Y, Y filed a suit on X. Discuss
the validity of the case.

Answer :

,

March/April-14, Q9(a)(«

This case is invalid as both the parties i.e., X and Thave made offers at the same time, in ignorance of each other';
offer. This type of offer is known as ‘cross offer’. Under this situation, there will be no concluded contract until and trnles;
one party expresses acceptance to the other’s offer.

CASE LAW RELATED TO AGREEMENT
CASE: 3

‘A’ invites ‘B’ to dinner at his house on Sunday. ‘B’ hires a taxi and reaches A’s house at the
appointed time, but ‘A’ fails to perform his promise. Can ‘B’ recover any damages from ‘A’.

Answer ;

(March/April-15, Q9(a)(li) | March/April-17, Q9(a)(ii) | Oct./Nov.-12, Q9(b)(«B

No, ‘R’ cannot recover any damages from M’ because the agreement between M ’ and ‘5’ is a social agreement an;
not a legal one. A social agreement does not have any ‘ legal obligation’ and therefore is not enforceable in the court of la» !
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CASE: 4

micated
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5except
ween F
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ed time

Answer :

xeived
ee was

>ugh a
ntract

Q9(a)(ii)

laware
offers.

o buy
scuss
M(a)(ii)

)ther’s
unless

Oct.-14, Q9(a)(ii))

In the above case, a person makes a “general
: ffer” saying that “whoever marries his daughter with his
acceptance will be paid 25,000.
As per the terms and conditions of the offer, Mr.
married that person’s daughter with his permission
I within a reasonable time. Thus, A can claim the amount
f 25,000 /- from his Father-in-law and will succeed.

CASE LAW RELATED TO VALID ACCEPTANCE
CASE: 5

; of the

On the event of a private association
person openly declared that any body who
with his acceptance marries his daughter
will be paid ? 25,000. After certain days Mr.
A married that person’s daughter with his
permission. Now Mr. A claims the amount
of challenge from Father-in-law, whether
Mr. A will succeed.

Answer :

Section 4 of the Act deals with the situations when
the communication of offer and acceptance is said to be
complete.
The communication of an offer is said to be complete
when the person to whom an offer is made comes to know
about the offer.
Example

M’ made an offer to ‘B’ to sell his ‘Maruthi Van’ at ?
1,00,000. The offer was made by post on 1st May 2014. ‘B’
received the letter on 4th May, 2014. Here, the communication
of offer is said to be complete on 4th May 2014 i.e., when
‘B’ received the letter sent by ‘A’.
Communication of acceptance is said to be complete,
❖

In case of offeror, the communication of acceptance
is said to be complete when the acceptor gives his/
her acceptance in the course of transmission.

❖

In case of acceptor, the communication of acceptance
is said to be complete when the offeror comes to know
about the acceptance.

'A' promises to sell a cow to *B*. But cow
dies before sale, is the agreement valid?
(Model Paper-ll, Q9(b)(ii) | Oct./Nov.-17, Q9(a)(il))

No, the above mentioned sales agreement is not valid
is the cow is dead. Section 56 ofthe Indian contract Act 1872
: early states that “An agreement to do an act impossible is
; "self void”. In this case, at the time of the parties entering
i no the agreement, it was a valid and enforceable agreement.
However before the sale agreement could be carried out, the
.: ~ died thus now it is impossible for ‘A’ to execute the
fcaeement. A contract or agreement is considered as valid
:rafy if its is capable of being performed and if the act is
-possible in itself, physically or legally then the agreement
s invalid and cannot be enforced by law.

‘.3.1

Communication of Offer and Acceptance

Communication and Revocation of
Offer and Acceptance

Example

In continuation of the above example, ‘B’ accepts the
offer made by M’ and sends the acceptance by post on 6th
May, 2014. The post reaches ‘A’ on 9th May 2014.
Then in such a case,
For M’, the communication of acceptance is said to
be complete when the letter is posted by ‘B’ i.e., 6th May,
2014.
For ‘B’, the communication of acceptance is said to
be complete when the letter reaches M’ i.e., 9th May, 2014.

325. State the rules of communication and revocation
of offer and acceptance, with examples.

Loss of Letter During Postal Transit

Answer:

The loss of letter in postal transit would result in the
following legal consequences,

Oct./Nov.-13, Q9(b)(i)

As per the Section 3 of the Act, the communication
ec revocation of offer and acceptance is assumed to have
made through any action or deletion ofthe parties. Such
e action or deletion/omission might be oral or written or
■ cgh conduct.

(a)

If in case the letter of offer is lost in postal transit,
then no agreement would be formed between parties
because the person to whom the offer is made has not
received the letter.

(b)

If in case the letter of acceptance is lost in postal
transit, then the communication of acceptance is
said to be complete for offeror on the condition that
the letter contains the correct address, stamp and is
correctly posted.

(c)

If the letter of acceptance is lost in postal transit, then
the communication of acceptance is not complete as
against the acceptor.

at and
if law.

For instance, if the zoo park opens the ticket counter
r me morning, this means that the communication of offer
i made by an action or conduct. The visitors by purchasing
me uckets, would communicate that they have accepted the
~er by such an action or conduct. If due to more number
• isitors, if the zoo park authorities decide to stop the
Ecrtional visitors from entering the zoo park, then they
■ . revoke their offer by placing ‘close’ board at the ticket
■mer.

LTD.
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Communication of Offer and Acceptance via
Telephone or Telex or Oral Communication

In case of contracts formed over telephone, telex
or oral communication, one important point which needs
to be remembered by the offeree is that he/she needs to
communicate his/her acceptance to the offeror clearly and
in an understandable manner. The offeree must ensure that
the acceptance is received properly and that there is no
disturbance i.e., line going ‘dead’, noise or ‘cut’ during the
communication of acceptance to the offeror. If in case the
offeror fails to hear or understand the acceptance of the
offeror, then under such a situation, no agreement would be
formed between the parties.
Revocation of Offer and Acceptance

The term revocation means ‘taking back’ or‘withdrawal’.
Time Limit within which Offer can be Revoked
(Section 5)

Sec. 5 of the Indian Contract Act states that, a
proposal made can be revoked at any time before the
communication of acceptance of the proposer is completed
but not afterwards. It is a known fact that when the acceptor
duly posts the letter of acceptance with properly addressed
and stamped then the communication of acceptance is said
to be complete prom proposer’s end. Revocation can be
made by the acceptor prior to his duly posting the letter of
acceptance to proposer. Therefore, the proposer has the right
to revoke his offer using any faster mode of communication
which must reach the acceptor before the posted letter of
acceptance.
Example

‘A' of Maharashtra offers ‘ F of Calcutta through post
regarding the sale of shares to ‘F for ? 1,00,000 on Feb.
12th. Yaccepts the offer and replies back to M’ on Feb. 19th.
Therefore, ‘A’ can revoke his offer prior to Feb 19,h only.
The following must be taken into consideration at the
time of revocation,
(i)

Revocations must be expressed.

(ii)

Revocations should be from the offerer or a duly
authorized person.

(iii)

Revocation notice should be given using the same
channel in which the original offer was made.

(iv)

If letter of acceptance is misplaced, lost or delayed,
then under such situations offer cannot be revoked.

Time Limit within which Acceptance can be
Revoked (Section 5)

According to Sec. 5 of the Indian Contract Act “An
acceptance may be revoked at any time before completing
the communication of acceptance from acceptors but not

------- --

afterwards”. It can be revoked at any time. It is a known
fact that communication of acceptance is complete from the
side of acceptor if the letter of acceptance is duly received
by the proposer, before the letter of acceptance reaches the
proposer the acceptance can be revoked. Therefore, if th,
acceptor wants to revoke his acceptance, then he has to o]
for the faster mode of communication prior to reaching ,
letter of acceptance to proposer.
Example

K offers L to purchase textbooks worth ? 30,0(
on March 4th. ‘£’ accepted the offer on March 10th, tl
communication between parties is through post. K receive
the letter of acceptance on March 18,h. It was held that ‘£’ ci
revoke his acceptance prior to March 18th and not afterwarc
Acceptance is to offer what a lighted match is to a tra
of gunpowder. According to Anson, the rules of revocatic
of proposal and acceptance are as follows,

When a lighted match is put in front of a train
gunpowder, then it would either explode or any uncerta
thing would take place which would be difficult to stop, lil
that, offer accepted cannot be revoked. But if the light*
match is idle, then there is no effect on gunpowder and the
would be no harm. If in case, if the offer is not accepted
can be revoked.

According to Indian Contract Act, acceptance can
revoked by following/making use of the speedier mode
communication before the acceptance is received.
Simultaneous Delivery of Letter of Acceptance ai
the Telegram including Revocation of Acceptan,

If suppose the letter of acceptance and telegr<
including revocation are delivered simultaneously to t
offeror. Then in such a case, the contract related to part
lies on the fact which is first read by the offeror. Usually,
is assumed that due preference would be given to telegra
by the offeree.
No Revocation in case of Contract over Telephon
Telex/Fax

The contract made over telephone/telex/fax earn
be revoked. As the offer made is readily accepted and her.
cannot be revoked.
Communication of Revocation (Section 4)

Sec. 4 deals with the communication of revocation
the Indian Contract Act. The communication of revocation
said to be complete for both offeror and offeree at differe
times.

The following rules with respect to communicati
of revocation include,

----- — SIA PUBLISHERS AND DISTRIBUTORS PVT. LTI
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Communication of Revocation gets Completed

For Proposer -

When communication of revocation is kept in a course of transmission to offeree in order to get
out of the power of the offerer.

For Offeree -

When the offeree is aware of this process.

Example

P offers through a letter to sell his house to ‘0’ for ? 9,00,000 to which ‘£7 accepts and gives his acceptance by post,
f " revokes his offer by telegram then revocation is said to be complete for P because the telegram got dispatched to Q
■-he gets the telegram. In the same manner ‘Q’ can revoke his offer and his revocation is said to be complete because
, .-gram has been sent to ‘P’ when it reaches to ‘P’.____________________________________________________________
-- £

What do you mean by ‘Lapse of an offer’? What are the different ways in which an offer can come to
an end?

*j*5wer :
_acse of an Offer

The term lapse literally refers to something which “comes to an end”. An offer must get acceptance before the offer
2T3 terminated/lapses.
•ay s of Lapse of an Offer

The various ways by which an offer gets lapsed are as follows,
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By Revocation

An offer would lapse when the offerer revokes the offer prior to the offeree’s acceptance.

Sec. 5 of the Indian Contract Act defines, “A proposal may be revoked at any time before the communication of
at. stance is complete as against the proposer but not afterwards”.
Example

ane/

nnot
ence

‘A’ offers ‘P’ the mortgage of land for ? 1,50,000 for certain period for which B accepted. A sent the offer by letter
- April 4th and it reached B on April 9th. Thus, A can revoke his offer prior to April 9th i.e., before it reaches the offeree
Mt not afterwards.
By Lapse of Time

If the offer is not accepted within the fixed time or reasonable time, then in such a case, an offer lapses.
Example

>n of
on is
:rent

ition

TD.

A company invited shares from the general public in June but IPO was communicated in November. Thus public
■ -.5 not buy shares as the offer was not accepted within a specified time. [Ramsgate Victoria Hotel Co. Vs Montefire]
By Death or Insanity of the Offeror or Offeree

The offer lapses due to the death or insanity of the offeror and if this fact comes to the knowledge of the acceptor
Sxffltre he gives his consent. If unknowingly the offeree gives acceptance to the offer made by the offeror (who is insane/
fciu then it is a valid contract for the offeree. In the same way, if the offeree is dead/insane before accepting the offer,
Hi" the offer is terminated.
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By Failure to Accept Condition Precedent

If the offer terms and conditions are not fulfilled, then in such a situation the offer lapses.
Example

A offered B a portion of house on rent for ? 10,000 and the condition ofthe offer was to pay ? 5000 as advance. ‘P’
accepted the offer but did not pay ? 5000 as advance. In this case, the offer lapsed because the offer’s terms and conditions
were not fulfilled.
(v)

By Counter Offer

An offer lapses on account of counter offer made to the original offer as the counter offer terminates the original
offer. Counter offer refers to the reject of the original offer by giving fresh offer.
Example

‘P’ offers ‘Q’ his car for ? 1,00,000 to which ‘Q’ accepts the offer on the condition that Q would pay T 80,000. P
is not willing to sell his car at ? 80,000. Thus, ‘Q’ rejected the original offer by giving counter offer. Again ‘Q’ offered to
buy ‘P’s car for ? 90,000 but ‘P’ refused because the original offer was rejected and again this becomes a fresh offer.

- Hyde V. Wrunch
(vi)

24

By not Accepting in the Prescribed Mode or Usual Mode
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An offer lapses if it is not being accepted in the mentioned manner or in a usual mode.
Example

A offered B to pay the amount of good by plastic card. ‘P’ paid the amount in cash. M’ can reject the acceptance as
it was not in the prescribed manner.
(vii)

fesp j
ice- i

By Rejection of Offer by the Offeree

In case of non acceptance of the offer, it would result in rejection of offer. An offeree is considered to be rejected in
the following two ways,

(a)

By expressing in words, spoken or written and

(b)

By not accepting all the terms and conditions of the offer.

Offer once rejected cannot be proceeded further and therefore would lapse.
(viii) By Subsequent Illegality or Destruction of Subject Matter of the Offer

The offer lapses because of the following reasons,

(a)

If the offer is illegal in nature.

(b)

If the subject matter is destroyed before accepting the offer.

Examples

(a)

M’ offered ‘P’ to purchase his gold watch for T 2000. Before P could give any acceptance to A’s offer, the golc
watch was stolen. Therefore ‘A’s offer lapses.

(b)

‘ Af offered
to visit his native place Mumbai and sent ticket for the same. Before this offer is accepted by N, the
railway authorities delayed the train for 2 days on account of heavy rainfall. Therefore ‘Af s offer lapses.

1.4

CONSIDERATION - DEFINITION

Q27. Define consideration. What are the different forms of consideration?

Answer :
Definition of Consideration

According to Pollock, “Consideration is the price for which the promise of other is bought and the promise th,
given for value is enforceable”.

For instance ‘C’ agrees to sell a bike to ‘D’ for ? 15,000. In this case, cost is the consideration for D and price is tl
consideration for ‘C’.
According to Section 2(d) “When at the desire of the promisor, the promisee or any other person has done or abstain
from doing or does or abstains from doing or promises to do or abstains from doing, something such act or abstinence <
promise is called a consideration for the promise”.

- SLA PUBLISHERS AND DISTRIBUTORS PVT. LTD
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Consideration is found to be an essential element
? f contract and is regarded as the backbone. It enables in
.seating the legal rights between two parties. A law enforces
: nly those promises which are made for consideration due
■ :> the fact that gratuitous or voluntary promises are mostly
-iade roughly and without any due interest. The law looks
adversely on an exchange of promises which would lead into
ne ofthe parties getting “something for nothing”. It provides
to source nor attempt any solution to force the performance
f an agreement made without adequate consideration. A
promise or undertaking which does not include consideration
s null and void.
Example

If‘C promises to pay 77 ? 200 for nothing, D neither
ac :ng nor promising to do anything in return to compensate
for his money, C’s promise has no force in law.
An offer made involving a promise not to end it and
teep it open does not stop the offeror from revoking the
: Ter if it is not supported by consideration. Anson views
ronsideration as offer and acceptance that inter relates the
parties and comprise an outward view of a contract, but
Tsany systems of law need few additional evidence about
r e intention of the parties and in default of such evidence
rase to identify an obligation. In India additional evidence
mrout the intention of parties is provided by consideration
voile in England additional evidence is provided by form
d consideration. It is essential for consideration to have
ezal value and it must not be unreal consideration, if it is
irreal then it is said to be no consideration at all.
=orms of Consideration
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3.

Past Consideration

A past consideration is considered as valid. It is
fully completed forborne or suffered before dealing with
agreement. A past consideration takes place when promisee
has done or abstained from doing something. This form of
consideration is backed by a future promise and the act is
done without involving any promise.
4.

Unlawful Consideration

The unlawful form of consideration is prohibited
by law. A consideration is unlawful when it indicates any
injury to the person or property of another and is fraudulent
in nature. A consideration if allowed may oppose any law is
viewed as unlawful consideration. An unlawful consideration
is observed/perceived by law as immoral or opposed to
public policy.
5.

Unreal or Illusory Consideration

A consideration for a promise is regarded as unreal or
illusory when it is written simply in words. A consideration
without any legal value is not a consideration. An unreal or
illusory consideration takes place when it is physically or
legally impossible to perform a promise.

1.4.1 Essentials of Valid Consideration
Q28. Discuss in detail the various essential elements

of a valid consideration.

OR

Discuss the legal rules as to valid consideration.

Answer :

(Model Paper-ll, Q9(b)(i) | Sept./Oct.-15, Q9(a)(i))

The legal rules or essentials elements of valid
consideration are as follows,

The different forms of consideration are as follows,

1.

Executed Consideration

An act comprising consideration must be made at the
desire or appeal of the promisor. If in case, it is made at the
instance of a third party, then it will not be regarded as an
effective consideration.

A consideration which includes past or present
irerformance is termed as executed consideration. Generally,
r icuted consideration is something actually done, forborne
■Br) suffered with the making of the contract. When a
osideration is already done based on response to a promise
i _s observed as executed consideration. In this form of
. tsi deration one party has already performed his promise
h-c rhe other party has to perform his promise.
I

BUSINESS LAW

Executory Consideration

A promise to do or forbear or suffer in the future is
emed as executory consideration. It is a promise in future. A
pomise that has to be performed by both the parties in future
s executory consideration. It is an act that is already being
*: rmed by one party as consideration for a promise to the
«n®er. In this form of consideration, liability is found to be
-Trending on both the parties. A consideration is executory
»v. it is to be done in future or is to be completed.

It must Move at the Desire of the Promisor

Example

‘C’ saves goods of ‘D’ from fire without being asked
for help. In this case ‘C’ cannot demand payment for the
service provided by him.
2.

It may Move from the Promisee or any other
Persons

As per the English law, consideration must move
from the promisee. Whereas, according to the Indian law,
consideration may move from the promisee (or) any other
person (or) i.e., even a stranger.

It means that, when there is a consideration for a
promise then there is no need to know as to whom it has
been furnished. But, the stranger to consideration would be
liable to sue only when he/she is a party to the contract.

5-A PUBLISHERS AND DISTRIBUTORS PVT. LTD. ____ _____ ___________ ____ _______
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Example

4.

In case of Chinnaya v/s Ramayya (1882), an old
lady ‘A’ through a gift deed has gifted certain property to
her daughter ‘5’ along with the direction that she should
pay her aunt ‘C’ a certain amount annually. On the same
day ‘B’ entered into an agreement with ‘C’ to pay her the
agreed sum of money. But, later on ‘B’ disagreed to pay the
amount with the appeal that no consideration has taken place
between B and C. In this case ‘C’ was allowed to maintain
suit as consideration had moved from ‘A’s sister, ‘C’ to the
daughter ‘B’.

A consideration may be past, present or future
according to Sec. 2(d).

3.

(a)

(b)

Present or Executed Considerations

The good considerations for contract are as follows,

Example

Forbearance to Sue

In a cash sale consideration is present (or) executed.

‘C’ owes ? 200 at 10 percent PA from ‘D’ but fails to
pay the amount. When ‘D’ is about to file a suit, ‘C’
readily accepts to pay a higher rate of interest to ‘D’
and ‘D’ by perceiving this does not file the suit. The
forbearance of ‘D’ to file a suit is a good consideration
and ‘D’ can enforce the promise by ‘C’ to pay the high
rate of interest to ‘D’ itself.
Compromise of a Disputed Claim

Compromise is a form of forbearance. The same
principle of forbearance is applicable on the bonafide
compromise of a disputed claim despite that claim
may appear to be without any basis. It is considered
that the claim must be reasonable and the claiming
person must genuinely believe the claim to be a valid
claim and he/she should act as a bonafide. Other party
can claim compensation when it finds out that the
claim was unlawful/illegal and the claimant was not
a bonafide.
Composition with Creditors

A debtor who is not financially sound may conduct a
meeting of his creditors and would make an appeal to
give their acceptance of a lesser amount in satisfaction
of their debt. When creditors agree to the proposal
made by the debtors, then the agreement is binding
on both the debtor and the creditors and this in turn
contributes to a compromise of the claims of the
creditors.

-

If a consideration by a party for a current promise was
given in the past (or) before the date of the promise
then it is termed as past consideration.

It may be Due Act, Abstinence or Forbearance
or a Return Promise

Example

(c)

Past Consideration

A present (or) executed consideration takes place
when consideration is provided along with promise
i.e., during the time of the promise.

When an individual has the possibility to sue another
for the purpose of enforcement of right but agrees
not to sue his/her claim, then such a situation would
comprise'good consideration for a promise made by
the other individual. This in turn provides benefit to
the individual who has not been sued and a detriment/
damage to the individual who could sue.

(b)

(a)

It may be Past, Present or Future

(c)

Future or Executory Consideration

A future (or) executory consideration takes place
when consideration from one party to another party
is to pass simultaneously for the formation of the
contract.
5.

It Need Not be Adequate

As consideration is “something in return” but in
reality it may not be equal to the value of “something
given”. According to this law contract should be supported
by consideration. It is observed that adequacy of the
consideration is for both the parties to indulge at the time
of making the agreement but not for the court when it is
about to be enforced. Even though consideration need not
be adequate to the promise, but it must be of certain value
in front of law. Consideration must be something to which
the law may provide some value. The consideration need no’
be equal in value to the promise made, but court may not be
responsible to repay back the bad bargains. The courts will!
not provide bargains for the parties to a suit and suppose a
person obtains what he/she contracted for will not inquire
regarding the promise which he has given was equivalen:
in returns.
Example

‘C’ purchased an old cupboard of? 1000 from ‘D’. It
would be quite difficult but not impossible task for the cour.l
to determine whether the price paid by ‘ C’ was adequate (or
not (or) whether the cupboard was worth the price being!
paid.

As per Sec. 2 to 25 an agreement in which promisor!
freely agrees is basically not void because the consideration!
is inadequate. The inadequacy of the consideration ma; I
be considered by the court of law while ascertaining the I
question whether the consent made by the promisor was!
freely given or not.

—__ SIA PUBLISHERS AND DISTRIBUTORS PVT. LTD
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It must be Real and Not Illusory

A consideration must be real, competent and also of certain value in the eyes of the law even though it may be
£ - -: - --te. The real consideration is not present in the following cases,
Physical Impossibility

For example, ‘C’ promises ‘Z>’ to put life into P’s dead wife and for which ‘Z?’ must pay him ? 1000. ‘Cs’ promise
is physically impossible to perform.
:

Legal Impossibility

For example, ‘C’ hires ‘P’ for specific work and promises to pay a ‘reasonable’ amount as there is no recognized
technique of determining the reasonable remuneration. The promise made by ‘C’ is unenforceable as consideration
is sound to be uncertain.
Illusory Consideration

c

For example, the two crew members of a ship deserted it half way by a voyage. The captain therefore promised to
equally divide the salary of the deserters among the rest of the crew if they brought the vessel home. In this case,
they could not claim the amount as the consideration was illusory and they were already in an agreement to bring
the vessel home.
It must be Something which the Promisor is not Already Bound to Do

Under general law (or) by an existing contract, a promise to do what one is already tend to do is not a good consideration
Sr i * ew promise, as it adds nothing to the pre-existing legal (or) contractual obligation. Even, a promise to carry out a
■w . ;ervice/duty by a public servant is not regarded as a consideration.

For example, ‘C’ promised to pay ‘P’ who received summons to appear at a trial in front of a civil suit, indicating
Ifa - amount being a compensation for the time loss during his attendance. In this case promise was made without
■he eeration for ‘P’ as he was under a duty imposed by law to appear and present evidence.

I.

it must not be Illegal, Immoral or Opposed to Public policy

As per Sec. 23, consideration for an agreement must not be unlawful. When the agreement is unlawful, the courts
permit any action on the agreement.

b

1A2
BZ5

The Doctrine of ‘Stranger to a Contract’ and ‘No Consideration - No Contract’
A stranger to contract cannot enforce a contract”. Explain the rule with exceptions.

.Bmiiier :

March/April-12, Q9(b)(i)

In contract of sale, ‘stranger to contract’ is a general rule, that only parties to a contract may be sue or be sued to each
mat ' This rule is also known as doctrine of “privity of contract” where privity of contract refers to contractual obligations
,r -. from the contractual relationship of two parties.
Broco-i ne of Privity of Contract
it consists of two consequences, they are as follows,

- stranger to a contract cannot sue upon it, though it may be made for his benefit also.

A. contract does not confer its rights and obligations to any other party except to the parties of the contract.
Exceptions
The rule, “stranger to a contract cannot sue” has the following exceptions. They are as follows,

1

Trust

case of trust, beneficiary is able to enforce the contract eventhough he is not a party to contract. As the contract
-rr ed to favour beneficiary so his obligation amounting to trust arises from contract only.
E=ar-ple

husband in his separation deed promises to pay ? 5000 every month to the trustees for the maintenance of his
>?. as a beneficiary wife is entitled to enforce the contract.
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2.

Marriage Settlement Partition or Family
Arrangement

In case, when agreements are created to favour
marriage settlement, partition or family arrangements under
such agreements a provision is created for the benefit of
party. Where she/he can enforce the contract. Eventhough
they are not a party to contract.
Example

In a partition deed three brothers agreed to pay ? 3,500
every month to their mother for maintenance. But after some
months one brother refused to pay the amount.
On a suit it was held that mother can sue the contract
even she is not a party to contract.
3.

Acknowledgment or Estoppel

According to Section 2(d) “When at the desire of
the promisor, the promisee or any other person has done
or abstained from doing or does or abstains from doing cm
promises to do or abstains from doing, something such ac
or abstinence or promise is called a consideration for the
promise.

-

Exceptions

TR-g

The general rule with respect to consideration is
exnudo pacto non-oritur actio which means an agreement
made without consideration is void. Sec. 25 and 185 deals
with the general exceptions to this rule. Few agreements are
considered to be enforceable even if they are made withou:
consideration which are called as exceptions.

The exceptions to the general rule about agreemetr
made without consideration is void which are as follows,
1.

If a promisor by his actions acknowledges or
constitutes himself as an agent of a third party then he also
becomes liable to other party.

Love and Affection - [Sec. 25(1)]

It is in written form

(b)

It is registered under the law

‘P’ receives ? 1,500 from ‘0’ to pay the debt of ‘R\
‘P' admits this receipt to ‘P’. On the non payment of debt ‘P’
is liable to recover the debt from ‘P’ as he has acknowledged
himself as an agent of ‘Q’.

(c)

It is based on love and affection

(d)

It is between parties who are in relation with
each other.

Under this, principal is entitled to enforce the contract
which was entered by his agent.
5.

Agreement Running with the Land

In case of transfer of immovable property the
purchaser of land has to obey the conditions or covenants
attached with the original agreement of land even though he
was not a party to contract at that time.
Q30. Define consideration. State the exceptions to
the rule - “No consideration-No contract”.
March/April-13, Q9(a)(i)

“No Consideration No Contract”. Explain with
exceptions.

Answer :

(Model Paper-Ill, Q9(a) | March/April-18, 09(b)(1))

Definition of Consideration

According to Pollock, “Consideration is the price for
which the promise of other is bought and the promise thus
given for value is enforceable”.
For instance ‘C’ agrees to sell a bike to ‘ZT for ?
15,000. In this case, cost is the consideration for D and price
is the consideration for ‘C’.

u
A

■ices
nru
eft.

l

Generally, a written and registered agreement ot
the basis of love and affection among close relatives is
enforceable even though of it is without consideration.
Example

'A' out of natural love and affection makes a promise
to give his daughter ‘D’ ? 500. A writes his promise to lD' «C 9
and registers it and this is considered as a contract. [Rajlukh; yee
Devi Vs Bhoothnath Mookherjee]
CAS

A Hindu husband after thinking about quarrels an;
disagreement between himself and his wife, executed
registered document and promised to pay his wife certai:
amount per month for her own maintenance. In this case
the agreement was held void as the agreement is made or
the basis of natural love and affection.
2.

OR

=xa

when,

(a)

Contracts Entered into by an Agent

SCSiC

An agreement made without consideration is valic

Example

4.

cecr
x «e

CAS

Compensation for Voluntary Services [Sec. 25(2)]

A promise to compensate either completely or
partially for a past voluntary service provided by a person ii
regarded as enforceable by law even without consideration
In other words, a promise to compensate a promisee, full)
(or) partly who has already voluntarily done something for
the promisor is enforceable even though it is without an) «nty
consideration.
aam
Example
xm
If ‘C’ finds ‘D’s purse and gives it to him and ‘D - promises to give ‘C’ ? 100, in such a case it is considered ■ : ‘
as a contract.
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Promise to Pay a Time-barred Debt [Sec.25(3)]

A promise made by a debtor to pay a time-barred debt
enforceable by law when it is presented in writing and is
gned by the debtor or by his agent or usually or especially
- ■ the authorized person in that behalf. In such cases promise
—ght be to pay the fully or partial debt and debt should be
enforced by a creditor without imposing restrictions. The
:ebt is considered as time barred debt by limitation when
remains unpaid or unclaimed for a period of three years
ran and this debt becomes legally irrecoverable.
Example

‘A ’ owes ? 1500 debt to ‘S’ but this debt is time-barred
• y Limitation Act. L4’ makes a written promise to pay ? 500
: S’ as a debt amount. This is considered as a contract..
4

Completed Gift (Sec. 25)

The gifts given by donor and accepted by the donee
ue considered as agreements even without consideration. In
-ch a case, the, general rule “no consideration, no contract”
: ,-es not apply. As per Sec 25, nothing in Sec. 25 shall
sftuence the validity among the donor and donee for any

CASE 2 :

A husband executed a registered document
in favour of his wife, after referring to
a frequent quarrels and disagreement
between them, he promised to pay a
specific amount for separate residence
and maintenance to his wife. On his failure
to pay, the wife wants to sue her husband.
Advise her.

Answer :

Oct./Nov.-13, Q9(b)(ii)

The wife cannot sue her husband because the
agreement between them is of social or domestic nature
and the intention to create legal relationship is missing.
Therefore, the agreement between husband and wife is not
a contract.
The agreement between the wife and the husband is a
void agreement as no consideration is present from the wife.
The main base for the agreement was love and affection
which is missing between the parties.

Therefore, the wife is advised to go and stay with her
husband rather than staying separately.

relation with
CASE 3 :

Agency (Sec. 185)

igreement on I
e relatives is
ideration.

‘A’ consideration is not required for forming any
igency.

Answer :

Charitable Subscription

kes a promise
romise to ‘D’
ict. [Rajlukhy J

In charitable subscription a promisee on the basis
f strength of the promise makes commitments i.e., the
-~?misee changes or modifies his position to his detriment.

CASE LAWS RELATED TO CONSIDERATION
quarrels and
executed a
> wife certain
In this case,
it is made on
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Answer:

Anil bought some tyres from Dunlop
company and sold them to Mahesh (sub
dealer), who agreed with Anil not to sell
below the company’s list price and pay
Dunlop company ? 100 as damages on
every tyre he undersold. Mahesh sold
five tyres at less than the list price and
thereafter Dunlop Co. Sued Mahesh for
the breach. Will Dunlop Co. succeed? Give
reasons.

(Model Paper-Ill, Q9(b)(ii) | March/April-18, Q9(b)(ii))

No, B cannot succeed towards recovering the loan
amount from ‘A’. This can be stated based upon Section
11 of the contract act which states that any contract entered
into, with a minor is void and thus cannot be enforced.

It is based upon the Mohori Bibi vs Dharmodas
Ghouse (1903) Case where in the Dharmodas Ghouse
(minor) representing himself as a major executed mortgage
deed for ? 20,000 out of which he received a cash amount
of? 8,000. The court held that the mortgage deed with the
minor was void and that Mohori Bibi is not entitled to receive
any repayment of money.
CASE 4:

A promises to pay ? 10,000/- to C in
consideration of his killing D. Is this
a valid promise?

Answer :

Sept./Oct.-15, Q10(a)(ii)

March/April-13, Q9(a)(ii)

Dunlop company will not be successful in sueing
•lahesh according to the ‘Doctrine of privity of contract’,
roly the parties of a contract can sue and be sued in the
. : ntract. An individual who is not a party to a contract (i.e.,
granger to a contract) cannot sue upon that contract. In this
; ase, Dunlop company is a stranger to a contract and Anil
md Mahesh are the parties of a contract. Therefore Dunlop
. rmpany cannot sue Mahesh for the breach of contract.

‘A’, an infant obtains a loan from ‘B’ by
falsely representing his age. ‘B’ seeks to
recover the loan for ‘A’ can B succeed?

‘A’ promising ‘C’ to pay ? 10,000 if ‘C’ kills ‘D’ is
not a valid promise. Killing someone is illegal. ‘C’ cannot
claim amount from ‘A’ even after killing ‘D’ because the
agreement is illegal. This case comes under the cases of equal
guilt, wherein the defendant is in a better position than the
plaintiff.
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1.5

CAPACITY TO A CONTRACT

Q31. What is capacity to contract? Explain about
incompetent persons to contract.

(a)

When the court of wards take care of the minor’s
property or

(b)

When the guardian of a minor or minor’s property is |
appointed as per the Guardians and Wards Act, 1890. i

Answer :
Capacity to Contract

Capacity refers to the competence of a person to sign
or enter a valid contract. The people who are willing to sign
the contract should possess the capacity to sign (or enter)
the contract.

The rules pertaining to minor’s agreements are
designed on the basis of the two basic rules which are as
follows,
(i)

As per the Section 10, an agreement is said to be
a contract when the parties signing the agreement are
competent persons to contract. Section 11 outlines the
following people as competent to the contract,

1.

The people who have attained the age of individual
as per the law to which they are subject.

2.

The people who are mentally fit or the people of sound
mind and

3.

The people who are not disqualified to enter into
contract by law to which they are subject.

From the above rule, it is clear that the law protects
the minors, their rights, their property, excuses them
for their mistakes and negligence and helps them in
fulfilling their demands or appeals. Thus, in simple
words, “for minors, the judges act as counsellors, jury
as servants and law as guardian”.
(ii)

Incompetent Persons to Contract

According to Section 11, the following people are
considered as incompetent persons to contract,

The law protects the minors from the consequences
which can occur due to the inexperience of the minors
and protects them from the ineffective designs of the
experienced people.

Person with Unsound Mind

1.

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 31, Q.No. 33.

The minor’s incompetency to contract refers to
the incompetency of a minor to abide by the rules of the
contract. No one can stop a minor from taking up the role
of beneficiary such as endorsee, payee or a promisee in a
contract. According to law, a minor is a competent person
to receive the benefits. In case of minor contracts, the minor
will have an alternative to sue the other person but the other
person cannot sue the minor on any ground.

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 32, Q.No. 34.

MINOR’S AGREEMENTS

1.6

Q32. Define Minor. Discuss the special rules
regarding Minor’s agreements.
Oct.-14, Q9(b)(ii)
OR

nm
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Laws Relating Agreement of Minor

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 29, Q.No. 32.

Person Disqualified by Law to Contract

•no

For achieving the above objective, the law must not
cause problems to the people who are working or
dealing with minors.

The position of a minor in the agreements signed by
him/her can be explained with the help of following rules
or laws of validity,

Minor

■w

A Minor can be a Promisee or Beneficiary

1 ZFZ1

XCtE.

s so

arzi

Explain law relating to agreement with minor.
(Model Paper-Ill, Q9(b)(i) | Oct./Nov.-17, Q9(b)(i))

For example, P a minor sold goods to Q (a customer
on a contract basis. Here, P can sue Q for getting the payment
for the sold goods.

i.

OR

Discuss the validity of contracts by minors.
Oct./Nov.-16, Q9(a)(i)

5e ie

OR
Write about rules regarding minor’s agreement.

Answer :

The Benefits Obtained by the Minor from
Void Agreement cannot be Demanded for
Compensation

March/April-15, Q9(b)(i)

According to Section 65, compensation has to be paid
for entering into a void agreement. This rule is not applicable
to the minors.

Minor

Example

Section 3 of the Indian Majority Act, 1875 defines the
minor as a person who had not attained the age of eighteen
years. A minor reaches the age of majority after twenty one
years of age in the below mentioned two situations,

M’, a minor took a loan by mortgaging his estate. As
this is a minor agreement, a minor is neither responsible to
payback the loan nor his/her estate can be used to payback
the loan amount.
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The privacy council explained this point very clearly
- Mohiri Bibi Vs Dharmodas Ghose case. In Mohiri Bibi
; Dharmodas Ghose case, a minor for obtaining a loan
mount of? 20,000, mortgaged his property in the name of
neylender. From the ? 20,000 loan amount, the money
aider gave ? 8000 to minor. Consequently, the minor sued
x cancelling the mortgage by specifying that he was a
-nor when he/she mortgaged his/her property. Therefore,
- :rtgage was considered as void and was cancelled. The
- :ney lender’s request to minor for repaying ? 8000 which
•; paid as advance was also rejected.
x

The Agreement Signed by the Minor cannot
be Changed by him after becoming Major

The consideration given by the person when he was
i minor must not be taken as a consideration in the contract
• * ich he had signed after becoming a major. Therefore, the
; ■: nsideration given at the time of minority is not considered
is consideration. If required, a new contract can be signed
r. the minor after becoming a major (but on the condition
nt the new contract should take new consideration into
account).
Example

‘^’,aminortookaloanof? 10,000 from ‘fi’and signs
> promissory note in favour of B. After becoming major, ‘A'
■ gns another promissory note for settling the first promissory
2cte. The second promissory note is considered as void as
co consideration is received for the second promissory note.
5

Minor is Incompetent to Enter into Partnership
Contract

A minor is incompetent to enter into partnership
:: ntract but he can be allowed to obtain the benefits of an
i_ready existing partnership on the consent of all the other
partners.
5

The Agreements Entered by the Minor might
not Lead to Specific Performance as Minor
Agreements are Void-Ab Initio

The agreement signed by the parent/guardian of the
-;nor for the sake of minor can be specifically enforced by
- e minor or against the minor if the agreement is within
ne authority of the parent/guardian and for the welfare of
—mor.
7.

Minor is Responsible to Pay for the
Necessaries Supplied to him

BUSINESS LAW

8.

Minor’s Parents/Guardian are not Considered
as Liable for the Contract Signed by the Minor

In case, if the contract is signed by the minor for the
supply of necessaries, then the minor’s parents/guardian
cannot be made liable/responsible. But, if minor is playing
the role of an agent for parents guardian then the parents/
guardian can be held responsible for the contract signed by
the minor.
9.

A Minor cannot be Declared as Insolvent

A minor cannot be declared as insolvent as he is
incompetent to the debts of the contract.
10.

A Minor is Held Liable for Illegal Act

A minor is liable for illegal act but if the illegal act
or tort occurs out of a contract then he is held liable for that
illegal act or tort as making minor liable for such illegal act
is indirectly enforcing a void contract.
11.

A Minor can be an Agent

An agent acts as a mediator between the principal and
the third party. The agent disappears after bringing principal
and third party together.
12.

A Minor can Plead his Minority every Time

If a minor has signed the contract by showing him as
major, then the other person cannot sue the minor for fraud
as suing a minor for fraud is like enforcing a void contract.
For example, ‘A’, a minor misrepresented his age and
showed himself as a major to get a loan of ? 500 from ‘B’
(other party). The minor after receiving the loan refused to
payback the loan amount to B. B went to court to sue A for
loan amount. Therefore, the contract was declared as void
contract by the court as A is a minor and A is not held liable
to repay back the loan amount.

CASE LAWS RELATED TO MINOR’S AGREEMENTS
CASE1:

Answer :

X Supplied goods considered as
necessaries to Y, a minor can X recover
the value of goods?
Oct./Nov.-17, Q9(b)(ii)

Yes, in this case X can recover the value of goods
supplied to Y (minor). It is recoverable as per the Sec. 2 of
the Sales of Goods Act 1893. Which states that a minor is
liable to pay for the necessaries supplied to him or for the
necessary services rendered to the minor or any other minor
dependent upon him.

Further, the term ‘Necessaries’ had been defined as
“Goods suitable to the conditions in life of such an infant
or minor or any other person and to the actual requirement
at the time of sale and delivery. Examples of necessaries of
a minor include, food expenses, education expenses etc.

ite. As
ible to
yback

A minor is responsible to pay for the necessaries
s applied to him/her or necessary services provided to him/
•er or to the person to whom he has to support as per the
bw.

LTD.
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Answer :
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X, a minor met with an accident and the
doctor treated him. Can the doctor sue X
for his fees?

CASE 6:

March/April-17, Q9(b)(ii)

Yes, the doctor can sue ‘X’ for his fees, but it is
only X’s estate which will be liable to pay the doctors
fee (sec. 68)
CASE 3:

Answer :

Yes, a minor is liable to pay for the provisions out of
his property. According to section 68, A minor is responsible
to pay for “necessaries” provided to him or his dependents
whom he is legally bound to support. If a minor or his
dependents are supplied with necessities by someone minor’s
property is liable but minor is not personally liable.
CASE 4:

Answer :

Ramesh a minor who is in dire need of food
and shelter as he is missing from parents.
Gopal supplied the necessities to minor
till his parents are traced. Gopal incurred
15,000/- expenses on minor. Parents of
minor refused to pay the same claiming
such expenses are not priorily accepted
by them. Can Gopal succeed?
Oct.-14, Q9(b)(ii)

No, Gopal cannot succeed in the above case because
according to the law, the minor’s contracts shall not impose
any liability on his parents or guardians even if the contracts
are regarding “necessaries” of the minor.

In the above case we assume that there was an
agreement/contract between the minor Ramesh and Gopal.
Although Gopal supplied necessities to minor depending
upon minor’s situation, he cannot claim the expenses from
Ramesh’s parents.
CASE 5:

Answer :

OR

Govind a minor who desires to become
cricket player enters into a contract with
a famous cricket player and agrees to pay
? 5000 to learn the game. Is Govind liable
to pay the amount?

S, the wife of a minor, purchases provisions
on credit from Z. Is the minor liable to pay
of the provisions.
Oct./Nov.-16, Q9(a)(ii)

A minor hired a horse from ‘Z’ for his self
riding purpose and gave it to his friend,
an expert in horse driving, who drove the
horse with caution but it fell down due to
exhaustion and died. ‘Z’ wanted to claim
the loss from minor. Can he do so? Give
reasons.

Chintu (a minor) who desires to become
a professional cricket player enters into
a contract with a famous cricket player
(Sachin) and agrees to pay ? 5,000 to learn
the game. Is Chintu liable to pay the agreed
amount? Give reasons. Oct./Nov.-13, Q9(a)(ii)

Answer :

March/April-15, Q9(b)(ii)

Yes, Chintu is liable to pay the agreed amount
because the agreement was made for necessaries. A minor
is held liable for necessaries. Learning cricket to become
a professional cricket player is about employment and it
benefits the infant. Thus, Chintu is liable to pay the agreed
amount i.e., ? 5,000 to Sachin, a famous cricket player.

1.6.1

Persons of Unsound Mind and Persons
Disqualified by Law to Contract

Q33. Enlist different persons of unsound mind who
cannot enter into contract.

Answer :

A person who is of unsound mind is incapable of
entering into the contract. Soundness of mind is one of the
important conditions of capacity to contract. Section 12
defines the soundness of mind as follows,
❖

A person is said to be of sound mind for the purpose
of making a contract if, at the time when he is capable
of understanding it and of forming a rational judgment
which effects its interests.

❖

A person who is usually of unsound mind but
occasionally of sound mind, may make a contract
when he is of sound mind.

❖

A person who is usually of sound mind, but
occasionally of unsound mind, may not make a
contract when he is of unsound mind.

Example

The patients who are mentally ill may enter into the
contract in the occasions of sound mind.

A person is said to be of sound mind,
(i)

If he is capable of understanding the business content
and

(ii)

If he is capable oftaking a rational decision which effects
his interests. A person is considered to be of unsound
mind if he does not meet the above two conditions. The
court is responsible for deciding the soundness of the
person. A proof has to be submitted to the court to prove
the unsoundness of mind.

March/April-12, Q9(b)(ii)

‘Z’ cannot claim the loss from the Minor because as
per the Indian Contract Act, an agreement entered into with
or by a minor is “void ab initio”. According to Section 68,
a minor is liable for necessaries but in this case, minor is
hiring a horse which does not come under necessaries.

SIA PUBLISHERS AND DISTRIBUTORS PVT. LTD.
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The persons of unsound mind who cannot enter into
-: "tract are as follows,
1.

Idiots

2.

Lunatics and

?

Intoxicated or drunken persons.

Idiots

An idiot refers to a person who does not have the
■ er to think mentally. He does not have the capability
-t ter stand even simple matters. Idiocy is permanent
i_-dness. Like minor contract, the contract of idiot is also
tered as void.
Lunatics

A lunatic person suffers from unsoundness of mind
locally. The reasons behind lunacy may be mental stress
her personal experiences. The lunatic persons can enter
te contract when they are of sound mind.

2.

Position of contracts which are entered before the war,
contracts are dissolved which are against the public
policy or those which benefits the enemy. Contracts
which are not against public policy are suspended
during the period of war and revived after the war.

(b)

Foreign Sovereigns and Ambassadors

Foreign sovereigns and ambassadors may enter into
the contracts and impose those contracts in our courts without
the approval of central government but they cannot be sued in
our courts unless they submit themselves to the jurisdiction
of our courts.
Note

(i)

A former king can be sued in our courts.

(ii)

If foreign sovereign etc., enters into contract via an
agent living in India, then this agent would be liable
on the contract.

(c)

Convicts

intoxicated or Drunken Persons

Intoxicated or drunken persons are not capable of
x into the contract temporarily. In other words, a person
capable to contract when he is drunk or intoxicated as
not have the capability to take a rational decision,
capacity to contract of drunken or intoxicated person is
is that of lunatic person.

The contract of persons of unsound mind are void
ccs but the persons of unsound mind are held liable for
. essaries supplied to them or to the people whom they
ally bound to support. The liability of the persons of
sd mind is not the personal liability, only the property
erson of unsound mind is held liable.____________
Explain the people who are disqualified by law
to contract.

. cder the provision of law, few persons have been
loed from entering into a contract besides the minors
-<-s of unsound mind. The following are disqualified
armies, foreign sovereigns and ambassadors, convicts
k.vents.
- en Enemy

- rerson who is the citizen of a foreign country is
- an alien. An alien can be an alien friend or an alien
An alien whose country maintains good relations with
ahlic of India is known as an alien friend. Usually,
< ses full contractual capacity, if war exists between
. cuntry and Republic of India, then it is termed as
ccemy. The contractual capacity of alien enemy is
65.

T cnng the war, the position of contracts in an alien
oemy is not allowed to enter into any contract nor
be sued in any Indian court except by licence from
re:: ;entral government.

During the period of sentence, a person is referred as
a convict. The contractual capacity of convict is as follows,

(i)

Convict cannot enter into any contract during his
period of sentence.

(ii)

Convict can enter into a contract and sue on a contract
only after the completion of the period of sentence or
when he is released on bail.

(d)

Company under the Companies Act or
Statutory Corporation under the Special Act
of Parliament

The contractual capacity of the company and the
statutory corporation is as follows,

(i)

The contractual capacity of the company is
ascertained by the ‘object clause’ of its memorandum
of association.

(ii)

The contractual capacity of statutory corporation is
ascertained by the statute creating it.

If anything is done beyond its power is termed as ultra
vires (i.e., beyond power) and is therefore regarded as void.
(e)

Insolvents

If debts of a person are more than his assets, then he
is regarded as insolvent and his property is handed over to
the official receiver or official assignee who is appointed by
the court. These type of persons,

(i)

Cannot enter into contracts with respect to their
property

(ii)

Cannot sue

(iii)

Cannot be sued.
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INTERNAL ASSESSMENT
I.

Multiple Choice
1.

According to Sec. 11, the following persons are incompetent to contract

(a) Minor
(b) Person of unsound mind

(c) Persons disqualified by law to contract
(d) All the above
2.

Impossible agreement is defined under

(a) Sec. 26
(b) Sec. 27

(c) Sec. 56
(d) Sec. 24
3.

One of the essential elements of a valid contract is

(a) Only offer
(b) Lawful consideration
(c) Coercion

(d) Communication
4.

An offer can be_____________ before acceptance and an acceptance before its communication.
(a) Revoked

(b) Accepted
(c) Contract

HU

(d) Agreement
5.

Legal rules for lawful consideration is

(a) Deals with the present contract
(b) Must be adequate
(d) Must move at the desire of the promisor
(d) Must be illegal and opposed to public policy
6.

V_________ _

agreement is an agreement which is not enforceable by law.

(a) Voidable
(b) Void

(c) Illegal
(d) Legal

SIA PUBLISHERS AND DISTRIBUTORS PVT. Lfe = _ =
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7.

__________agreement is not enforceable by law.

[

]

(a) Valid
(b) Void

[

(c) Legal
(d) Illegal

8.

________ contracts are unlawful and either valid or void contracts depending on circumstances.

[

]

(a) Illegal
(b) Legal

(c) Contingent
(d) None of the above

9.

_______ contract is created by law. It is similar to a contract where legal obligation is applied on a party who
should perform it.
[
]
(a) Quasi

[
(b) Contingent
(c) Valid

(d) Void
10.

A contract where both parties have performed their respective obligations is referred as_______ contract.

[

]

(a) Legal

[

(b) Illegal

(c) Executed
(d) Executory

k

Fill in the Blanks
1.

An agreement may be a_____________ agreement or_____________ agreement.

2.

___________ is a technical term used in terms of “quid pro quo” which means something in return.

3.

Voidable contract are defined under Sec._____________ .

4.

Consent is said to be free when it is not obtained through____________ .

5.

An_____________ is a proposal made by one person to another.

6.

The assent or agreement of the offenee to the offer is termed as_____________ .

[

When two parties make identical offers to each other, the ignorance of each other’s offer, then offers are

8.

A contract without consideration is_____________ .

9.

Contract is formed on________ basis.

10.

Section 2(i) of Companies Act, 1872 deals with_______ contracts.

LTC Si PUBLISHERS AND DISTRIBUTORS PVT. LTD. —
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KEY
I.

II.

Multiple Choice
1-

(d)

2.

(c)

3-

(b)

4.

(a)

5-

(c)

6-

(b)

7.

(b)

8.

(a)

9.

(a)

10. '

(c)

Fill in the Blanks
1.

Social or legal

2.

Consideration

' 3.

Sec. 2(i)

4.

Coercion, undue influence, misrepresentations or fraud

5.

Offer

6.

Acceptance

7.

Cross offers

8.

Void

9.

Agreement

10.

Void.
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III.
Q1.

Very Short Questions and Answers
Define contract.

Answer :
A contract is an agreement between two or more parties which will be administered by law, as per Sec. 2(h) of the

ndian Contract Act.

“An agreement enforceable by law is a contract”.
Hence contract is an agreement, whose objective is to establish a legal obligation i.e., a duty enforceable by law.
22. What is a void agreement?

Answer :

An agreement which not enforceable by law is said to be void.
23

What do you mean by consideration?

laswer :
Consideration is defined as the price paid by one party to another or it is a price paid by one party to the other for the
bpr .mise made. An agreement is legally enforced only when both the parties provide something and receives something in

. Consideration is a technical term used in the terms of “quid pro quo” which generally means “something in return”.
What is implied contracts?

swer

Contract which is implied from the acts (or) conduct of the parties (or) course of dealings between them is termed
n "implied contract”. This is the result of the specific acts of the concerned parties but not the expressed promise
•.e promises made by the parties.
Who is a minor?

swer :

Section 3 of the Indian Majority Act, 1875 defines the minor as a person who had not attained the age of eighteen
r; A minor reaches the age of majority after twenty one years of age in the below mentioned two situations,
When the court of wards take care of the minor’s property or
When the guardian of a minor or minor’s property is appointed as per the Guardians and Wards Act, 1890.
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CONTRACT ACT 1872
SIA GROUP

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

)

After studying this unit, one would be able to understand,
❖

Legality of Object and Consideration.

❖

Agreements Expressly Declared to be Void.

❖

Concept of Wagering Agreements and Contingent Contracts.

❖

Meaning and Modes of Discharge of Contract.

❖

Meaning and Types of Breach of Contract.

❖

Remedies that are Available for Breach of Contract.

(

INTRODUCTION

Lawful object and lawful consideration are essential for an agreement to become a valid agreement. An
unlawfal agreement is void-ab-initio and is not enforceable by law.
Wagering agreement is an agreement where mutual promises are essential for happening or not happening
of an uncertain event. Some contingent contracts are wagering agreements.

A contingent contract basically depends upon the occurrence of some event collateral to such contract with
or without a specific purpose. A contract is performed when the parties of the contract fulfill their obligations
which are developed under the contract within the time and in the manner prescribed.

When contractual relationship between the parties is terminated, it is known as discharge of contract.

contract may be discharged by performance, agreement or consent, impossibility, lapse of time, operation c:
law and breach of contract.

During breach of contract, the injured party can have one or more of the following remedies, rescissic damages, quantum meruit, specific performance and injunction.
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I

________________ SHORT QUESTIONS WITH SOLUTIONS_________________

C'

What do you mean by damages and exemplary damages?

OR

Vindictive or Exemplary Damages

(Model Paper-i, Q21 March/Aprii-18, Q4)

'Refer Only Topic: Vindictive or Exemplary Damages)
OR
Exemplary Damages
Refer Only Topic: Vindictive or Exemplary Damages)
March/April-12, 03

:

Jar-ages

Damages are referred to monetary compensation allowed to injured party as a remedy for breach of contract. The
■rn»:se of providing damage is to put the injured party in the same position as he/she was before the occurrence of loss.
■be ctive or Exemplary Damages
k

mdictive or exemplary damages has no place in contract of law as they are punitive in nature (involving punishment).
c few cases these damages are compensated,

In case of breach of promise to marry and
In case of wrongly dishonouring of cheque by banker. [Even after having sufficient funds to honour].
Attempted Performance of a Contract
March/April-12, Q4

if an offeror makes an offer of performance to the offeree/promisee but if the offeree does not accept the promise,
5 called as an attempted performance (Section 38).

Z \ample: If a textile manufacturer promises to a retail textile seller that he (manufacturer) would provide ten varieties

p.. — :ative garments by the end of month and accordingly he delivers the promised varieties but the retailer/promisee
s • : accept the delivered goods (i.e., garments) then it becomes an attempted performance as the promisor or offeror
■ - — pleted his duty as per the contract.
.oidable Contracts

♦

5
(Model Paper-ll, Q4 | March/April-18, Q2 | Sept./Oct.-15, Q1 | Oct.-14, 02 | Oct./Nov.-12, Q2)

S ec. 2(i) of the Indian Contract Act defines,
' An agreement that is enforceable by law at the option of one or more of the parties thereto, but not at the option of
“■— r others is a voidable contract”.

is form of contract is formed in case when one of the essential elements I.e., ‘free consent’ is not present. If the
: /the party to a contract is not free that is, when it is formed due to coercion, undue influence, misrepresentation
. : .he contract is said to be voidable at his option [Section 19 and 19A]. The party whose consent is not free can
■■c avoid (or) repudiate) the contract if he is intended to do so. A voidable contract is valid until it is avoided by the
:~.:led to do so.
•‘mgering Agreement
(Model Paper-Ill, Q2 | Oct./Nov.-17, Q4 | March/April-17, Q3 | March/April-16, Q4 | March/April-13, Q2)

Sec. 30 defines wager agreements as an “Agreement between two parties where one party promises to pay money
- = s worth on happening of some uncertain event in consideration of other party promise to pay on non-happening
e* ent”.

i ample: In a agreement \4’ promises to pay ? 500 to ‘B’ if India wins the match and ‘B’ has to pay the same amount
? se the match.

t;
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UNIT-2 : Contract Act 1872
Q5.

(a)

Reciprocal Promises

Answer :

Oct./Nov.-13,02

Under this, persons will do reciprocal promise first,
they do few things which are legal and secondly under some
circumstances, do certain illegal things. The first act of
promise called as contract, while the other set of promises
are called as void agreement.

Example: ‘JT and ‘ F enters into an agreement, where
Xpromises to sell his house for ? 1,00,000 to Tbut Tuses it
for gambling and pays the amount of? 2,00,000 for it. First
set of reciprocal promises i.e., to sell the house and pay ?
1,00,000 for it will be termed as contract and the second
set of promises is for an unlawful object i.e., Y can use the
house for gambling is a void agreement.
Q6.

Quantum Meruit

Answer :

(Oct.ZNov.-13, Q3 I March/April-14, Q4)

“Quantum Meruit” means “as much earned” or “as
much as is merited”. Under a contract when someone has
done some work and the other party repudiates the contract,
or some event occurs which makes it impossible. For further
performance of contract, then remuneration can be claimed
by the party who has performed the work. An obligation to
sue on a quantum meruit occurs when a contract is performed
by one party to some extent and becomes discharged by the
breach of other party. Thus, the party is not sued for original
contract that has been discharged but for implied promise
mode by the other party to pay in the event of breach.
Q7.

Contingent Contract

Express Repudiation

Under this, a party of a contract expresses his ':
intention of not performing the contract either by wore
by action before the due date.
(b)

Implied Repudiation

A party of a contract carries out some actions whi
makes the performance of a contract impossible.
Q9.

Discharge of Contract by Lapse of Time

Answer :

March/April-14,

Discharge of contract refers to ending up of t
contractual relationship that exists between two parties,
contract can be discharged in many ways. Among them c
is discharge of contract by lapse of time.

A contract must be performed within a specific ti
period known as period of limitation. If contract is
performed and no action is taken by promisee during I
limitation period, he is denied for his remedy as it becoc
time-barred and hence irrecoverable.
Q10. Injunction

Answer :

(Model Paper-ll, Q8 | March/April-15

An injunction refers to the order given by the cc
to restrict-the party in breach from performing whar
promised not to perform.

“An injunction is a judicial process whereby a pa
is ordered to refrain from doing or to do a particular
or thing”.

- Lord Halsi
“An order remedial, the general purpose of wh
to restrain the commission or continuance of some wro
act of the party informed”.

(March/April-18, Q3 | Sept./Oct.-1S, Q3 |

Answer :

March/April-15, Q5 | Oct./Nov.-13, Q5 | Oct./Nov.-12, Q3)

A contract can be of two forms. Firstly, a contract
may be absolute or unconditional where reservations
or conditions to perform a contract under any event are
not essential. Secondly, a contract can be conditional or
contingent where promise is conditional and the contract
would be performed only on the happening or not happening
of some future uncertain event which should be collateral to
the contract. The condition under contingent contract can be
either precedent or subsequent.
Q8.

Usually, providing an injunction by the co.
discretionary, but court normally refuses to gra:
injunction to restrict the breach of a contract.
(a)

Wherein promisor make commitment not
something.

(b)

Which is negative in substance eventhoug
not in form.

An injunction is issued against the public b:
individuals and the state sometimes. Anyone does nothe injunction is liable to punishment as contempt of
Q11. Maintenance and Champarthy

Anticipatory Breach of Contract

Answer :
Answer :

Oct./Nov.-13, Q6

According to Sec. 39 anticipatory breach occurs
when one of the party to contract declares his intention of
not performing the contract before his performance is due.
Refusal to perform the promise might be either through
express repudiation or implied repudiation.

, __ _

Oct

Maintenance

Maintenance is an agreement wherein one :
offers to provide monetary or other assistance to a
person in order to enforce him to defend or file a suit a
third party. In this agreement the person providing assi
will not have any legal interest in the subject-matter
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mple

-

.

Naresh offers to pay T 20,000 to Mahesh, if Mahesh files a suit against Srinath. The intention ofNaresh is to aggravate

presses his/her|
her by word

Champerty
■
. actions w ics|
iible.

Champerty is an agreement wherein one party agrees to pay another party to carry out an action for collecting money
ancj to sjjare
proceeds received from such action.

Example

of Time
Aarch/April-14

ding up of
i two parties
mong them
a specific fii
contract is
isee during
y as it becoc

Naresh agrees to pay the expenses if Mahesh files a suit against Srinath. And Mahesh agrees to given Naresh l/3rd
ar. proceeds received by Mahesh out of the suit.

As per the English law, both Maintenance and Champerty are void agreements but as per the Indian law, Maintenance
t I -.amperty are considered as valid if incase their objective is merely to help the other party in making valid claim and
■: have fair share in the profits obtained out of a contract.
1

What do you mean by liquidated damages and agreements in restraint of trade?

OR

Liquidated Damages

(Model Paper-I, Q7 | March/April-17, Q4)

Refer Only Topic: Liquidated Damages)
OR

larch/April-15,!

en by the i
rming what
vhereby a ]
a particular;

Lord Halsbu
»ose of which i
?some wrong
- Joy

by the court i
es to grant
:t.
titment not to I

Agreements in Restraint of Trade
Refer Only Topic: Agreements in Restraint of Trade)
»

Oct./Nov.-16, Q3

ted Damages

In other words, at the time of entering into a contract, the parties agree upon the sum of damages to be paid in the
f breach of contract by the parties. Such damages are called Liquidated Damages or penalty. Liquidated damages
resent a sum fixed or ascertained by the parties in the contract which is a fair and genuine pre estimate of the probable
~at might occur due to breach of the contract.
ment in Restraint of Trade

Under Section 27 of Indian Contract Act, if any agreement is restraining a person from exercising a lawful profession,
;r business such agreements are considered as void.
As Article 19(g) of Indian constitution has given freedom of trade and commerce to every individual. So no agreement
I -rstrain a person from exercising such right.
3 reach of Contract

eventhough i
(Model Paper-Ill, Q3 | March/April-16, Q3)

: public bodi;
ie does not <
ntempt of cc

■Then an obligation involved in a contract is broken then it is termed as breach of contract. If a party to contract
-Tilfill his contractual obligation and make the performance of contract impossible then he is liable for damages
I by injured party.

I -each of contract is of two types as follows,
Oct-14,1

-_;tual breach of contract and

--ticipatory or constructive breach of contract.
rein one per
ance to anon
ale a suit aga
riding assist!
■ct-matter.
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UNIT-2 : Contract Act 1872

PART-B
ESSAY QUESTIONS WITH SOLUTIONS

....
2.1

LEGALITY OF OBJECT AND CONSIDERATION

Q14. Under what circumstances is the object or consideration of a contract deemed unlawful?

Answer :

Oct./Nov.-H, Q10

Lawful object as well as consideration is necessary for an agreement to become a valid agreement, otherwise h
agreement would become void. Section 23 of the Indian Contract Act, 1872 states that the consideration or the object■
an agreement is unlawful under the following circumstances,

1.

1.

If it is forbidden by law

2.

If it defeats the provisions of any law

3.

If it is fraudulent

4.

If it involves or implies injury to a person or property of another

5.

If the court considers it as immoral or opposed to public policy.

If it is Forbidden by Law

When the object (or) the consideration of an agreement is the performance of an act which is forbidden by la« ■
prohibited by law then the agreement becomes void and an act is forbidden by law if it is punishable either by cru^H
. law of the country (or) by any special registration.
Examples

(a)

‘ F promises W to drop a prosecution which he has instituted against X for robbery and X promises to restcafl
value of the things taken. The agreement becomes void because the X Vs Y object concerned here is unT-t«
(Example: William Vs Bayley).

(b)

A loan has been granted by Z to the guardian of Y, who is minor that can help him to do minor’s marriage i.J
marriage. It was held that Z cannot recover the amount of loan as the agreement is void due to unlawful object ■
minor’s marriage is illegal. [C. Srinivas Vs K. Raja Ram Mohana Rao]

(c)

P agrees with Q for the employment in the public service for Q and for this Q agrees to pay a sum of ? 20o
The agreement is void because the consideration behind this agreement is unlawful.

(d)

Ram, a Hindu already married with his wife being alive entered into an agreement with Meena, an unmarr.;Jf
This agreement is void as second marriage is forbidden by Hindu Law.

2.

If it Defeats the Provisions of any Law

If in case the object (or) consideration of an agreement deceits the provisions of any law, then such an agre^
is void.
Examples

(a)

Z’s estate is being sold to recover the arrears of revenue under the provisions of an act of legislature througi ■
a defaulter is restricted from purchasing the estate. Y upon an understanding with Z becomes the purchase
agrees to convey the estate to Z after receiving the price from him which y has paid. The agreement is void H
tenders the transaction in effect, a purchase by the defaulter and would also defeat the object of the law.

(b)

A borrow a sum of T 10,000 from B and agreed not to raise any objection as to the limitation and B ma> 'W
the amount after the expiry of limitation period. The agreement is void since it deceits the provisions of thafl
limitation act. [Rama Murthi Vs Goppayya]

3.

If it is Fraudulent

■

"*
-a

If in case the object of an agreement is to defraud others, the agreement is said to be void.

■ - ■■
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Examples

X, Y, Z enters into an agreement to share the projects
earned (or) to be earned by them by means of fraud.
This agreement is void because the object is unlawful.

Answer :

X, an agent for a landed proprietor agrees to receive
money from Y, to get leased land without any
knowledge of his principal. The agreement between
X and Y becomes void because it implies a fraud by
concealment of facts by X, to his principal.

An unlawful agreement is similar to a void agreement
or is same like the void agreement which is not enforceable
by law. It is nothing but void-ab-initio and is destitute of legal
effects altogether where it influences only the immediate
parties and has no further consequences.

If it Involves or Implies Injury to a Person (or)
Property of Another

Illegal Agreement

Unlawful Agreement

•Vhen the object of an agreement aims at injuring
(or) property of another, then the agreement
■nes void.

While an illegal agreement means an agreement
which is not only void between immediate parties but also
influences in the future when the collateral transactions to
it becomes void with illegality.

mr.oles

Examples

P borrows ? 1000 from Q and executed a bond where
e promised to work for Q without any pay for 6
-onths and agrees to pay interest at 10% per month
ind the principal amount at once. This agreement
i declared as void since it involves injury to P.
- amsaroop Vs Bansi Mandar]
promises to pay sum of 20,000 to B if he agrees
■? publish a libel i.e., defamatory article against
someone. It was held that B cannot recover the amount
is this agreement is void since it involves injury to
meone. [Clay Vs Yates]
f the Court Considers it as Immoral (or)
Opposed to Public Policy

The agreement becomes void when the object (or)
iteration is opposed (or) immoral to the public policy.
■nptes

s Z’s Mukhtar, promises to exercise his influence
Z in favour ofA, and Xpromises to pay a sum of
* 2 >30 to Y. This agreement is void as it is immoral.
)

Q15. What is unlawful and illegal agreement? Explain
the effects of illegal agreement.

- agrees to let his son to live with Q’s daughter for
icncubinage without marriage. This agreement is void
i is immoral eventhough the decrees may not be
. runishable act under the Indian Penal Code [45 of
1 *60].

t eves his flat on a monthly rent to B at sum of
5.000. B was a prostitute and used the flat for
institution and did not pay the rent. A unable to
•ecover the rent as he was aware of the purpose,
timwise, he could recover the amount.
given a sum of 20,000 to B, a married woman
•axe divorce from her husband and A agrees to
tuny her as Soon as she obtains divorce. It was held
car A cannot recover the amount as the agreement
-•-c is void agreement because the object of this
«nement was immoral.

t

(a)

A lend sum of T 10,000 to Z to help him to buy few
illegal goods from X, an alien enemy. When Z enters
into an agreement with X, the agreement will be
illegal agreement and the agreement between Z and
A will also become illegal, being collateral to the main
transaction which is illegal. Thus, A cannot recover the
amount from Z on the other hand, A could recover the
amount if in case he was unaware ofthe purpose of loan.

(b)

An agreement to commit a crime (or) tort such as an
agreement to assault [Allen Vs Rescous, (1670) 2 Lev.
174] (or) an agreement to publish is liable to become
illegal. [Apthorp Vs Neville & Co. (1907) 23 T.L.R575]

“Every illegal agreement is unlawful, but every
unlawful agreement need not be necessary illegal”.
Even sometimes it becomes complicated to decide as
to whether an agreement/act is illegal (or) unlawful because
number ofunlawful acts and illegal acts lie on the borderline.

However, illegal acts include the commission of a
crime (or) covers an element of obvious moral turpitude and
where the wicked attribute is reasonably (or) obvious or in
some other way against the public policy. Criminal act means
which is both forbidden by law and also which is revolting
to the moral sentiments of the society.

A crime is something more than a mere disobedience
to a law. Therefore, illegal agreements comprises acts which
are opposed to public morals. Example, an agreement for
illicit cohabitation (or) an agreement to degrade the revenue
(or) commit a crime (or) an agreement that tends to endanger
the public safety.
Unlawful acts on the other hand are less rigorous in
effect compared to illegal acts and it is engaged in “non
criminal breach of law”. It does not have any impact/effect on
public morals and does not result in the commission of crime.
Unlawful acts are simply disapproved/disqualified by law
on few grounds of public policy. For example, agreements
in restraint of trade, marriage (or) legal proceedings and so on.

: - 3LISHERS AND DISTRIBUTORS PVT. LTD. ______________
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Effects of Illegal Agreement

Whether Illegality is Severe or Not

The general rule of law followed is that no action is
permitted on an illegal agreement where, two conditions are
followed for this. They are,

A contract consists of different promises or a promi:
to do various acts out of which few are legal and others air
illegal.

1.

Ex Turpi Causa Non Oritur Actio

No action takes place from a base reason. The effect
of this concept is that the law discourages people to enter
into illegal agreements which takes place from base causes.
2.

When illegal promise or act is severable from th
legal one, the court will enforce the legal promise or act
reflects the illegal one. Even, the contract or promise or ac
cannot be separated from the legal one, the entire contra;
is said to be an illegal contract.

In Pari Delicto, Potiorest Conditio Defendentis

Reciprocal Promises [Section 57]

In case of equal guilt, the defendant is in a better
position.
Example

‘A” promises to pay sum of? 1000 to Y when he beats
Z. When /beats Zhe cannot recover the amount fromX. On
the other hand, if A has already paid the amount to Y and Y
does not beat Z then, X cannot recover the amount.
In case of illegal agreement, the law will not help
either the parties of the agreement, as a refusal of the court
to help the plaintiff in recovering the amount, the defendant
who is equally guilty would benefit. But if in case, court helps
the defendant to enjoy the benefit because it is not prepared
to grant any relief due to illegal agreement. Infact, the count
will be neutral in such cases. This neutrability tends the
defendant something of to gain value.

Under this, persons will do reciprocal promise
they do few things which are legal and secondly under son
circumstances, do certain illegal things. The first act
promise called as contract, while the other set of promis
are called as void agreement.
Example

‘X and ‘F enters into an agreement, where"
promises to sell his house for ? 1,00,000 to Y but Y uses
for gambling and pays the amount of? 2,00,000 for it. Fn
set of reciprocal promises i.e., to sell the house and pa>(
1,00,000 for it will be termed as contract and the seco
set of promises is for an unlawful object i.e., Y can use 1
house for gambling is a void agreement.

The effects of illegality can be summed up as follows,

Alternative Promise One Branch being Hie
[Section 58]

1.

The collateral transactions to an illegal agreement
becomes fraudulent with illegality and they are treated
as illegal inspite of they being lawful by themselves.

In case of an alternative promise out of which
branch will be legal and other will be illegal and legal bram
alone is enforceable in nature.

2.

No action can be taken against the following,

Example

3.

(a)

Towards recovery of money paid (or) transferred
property under an illegal agreement and

(b)

For the breach of an illegal agreement.

In case of equal guilt in an illegal agreement the
status of defendant is better when compared with
the plaintiff. The plaintiff (innocent party) can sue to
recover money paid (or) property transferred in the
following situations,

(a)

If he is not in pari delicto [equally guilty] with
the dependent. For example, where he was
about to enter into an agreement by fraud, undue
influence (or) coercion.

(b)

Where he should not depend upon the illegal
transaction. [Sajan Singh Vs Sardora Ali (1960)
A.C. 167]

(c)

Where a substantial part of illegal transaction
is not yet performed and he is truly and genuinely
repentant. [Bigos Vs Boustead, (1951) All E.R. 92]

P and Q enters into an agreement where P will
Q ? 5,000 for which Q needs to purchase other rice
smuggle opium. Here, valid contract is to deliver rice
void agreement is the smuggling of opium.
Agreements Void if Consideration and Obje
Unlawful in Part [Section 24]

When there are different objects but only si
consideration then the agreement should become void
case any single object is also unlawful. In the same
when there is a single object but several consideratioi
agreement would becomes void if any single considei
is unlawful.

n i
Example

A promises to superintend on behalf of Z, a
manufacturer of Indigo and an illegal transporter of i
articles. Z promises to pay A salary of? 1,00,000 a year i
agreement is void because the objects of A’s promis
the consideration for ‘Z’s promise being in part unlav
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Answer :

A and B agrees that A shall pay B ? 500/for which B shall afterwards deliver to
A, either rice or opium. Is there a valid
contract between A and B?

2.1.1

Agreements Opposed to Public Policy

Q16. What do you mean by principle of public policy?
Explain the different agreements opposed to
public policy.
Model Paper-I, Q10(a)

OR

Oct./Nov.-16, Q10(a)(ii)

Explain agreements opposed to public policy.
(Oct./Nov.-17, Q10(a)(i) | March/April-15, 010(b)(1))

In this case, valid contract is to deliver rice and it is a
* ; agreement to deliver opium. According to section (5 8),
r ase of any alternative promise where one promise is legal
c; :ther is illegal, legal promise alone is enforceable in the
e first k
of law.
rsome
act of EASE 2: ‘A’ borrowed ? 10,000 from ‘B’ for starting
a gambling house. Afterwards he refused
imises

(Refer Only Topic: Agreements Opposed to Public Policy)
OR

Discuss the doctrine of public policy. List
the agreements contrary to public policy and
explain any two.
March/April-11, Q10(a)(i)

to return the money. What is the remedy
available to ‘B’?
March/April-11, Q10(a)(ii)
lere X (fcmwer :
uses it i
Gambling business is illegal. If lB' knows that 'A' is
it. Firs ■ -: wing money from him for starting a gambling house
I pay 3
S' cannot recover the amount from ‘A’. On the other
seconc
■u: i if ‘B’ does not know the purpose for which "A’ had
use the
■ - * ed money from him then under such a situation ‘B’
hr "ecover money from ‘A

Ilega

LGE 3

purchase certain smuggled goods from
Anthony. On the due date, can Akbar
recover the amount from Amar, if he
doesn’t know the purpose of loan? Does
it make any difference, if Akbar knows the
purpose of loan?

ich OK
branc:

vill p;
ice

ice as.
bjects^

Amar borrows ? 50,000 from Akbar to

Oct./Nov.-13, Q10(a)(il)

f Akbar doesn’t know the purpose of loan then he
cover the amount from Amar. On the other hand, if

- knows the purpose of loan then he cannot recover the
r from Amar.

ingiu
lift*"* E 4 : X lends ? 5,000 to Y for unlawful activity Y
did not repay the loan. Can X recover the
amount?

W3l
is, aa
« :

Oct./Nov.-17, Q10(a)(1))

' ?. X cannot recover the amount of? 5,000 which
•? Y for performing an unlawful activity. The
i ■ - this is an unlawful agreement is similar to a void
aes or is same like a void agreement which is not
=jr e by law. It is void-ab-initio and is destitute of legal
gether. The effect of this concept is that the law
■r-ges people to enter into illegal agreements.
e

OR

What are the different agreements opposed to
public policy?

(Refer Only Topic: Agreements Opposed to Public Policy)

Answer:

March/April-14,010(a)(1)

Principle of Public Policy

According to the principle of public policy, no
individual can legally carry out any such action which would
be harmful to the public or to the welfare of public. It is not
possible to prepare the exact list of agreements which are
opposed to public policy. As per the section 23 of Indian
Contract Act, courts are given power to decide and judge
the matters concerning public interest and public policy.
Agreements Opposed to Public Policy

The following are the various agreements which are
opposed to public policy are,
1.

Unlawful Dealings in Public Offices and Title

An agreement entered into by the practices for the
sale or transfer of public office and title by taking money
as a consideration is considered as illegal and is opposed to
public policy.

Example
Ravi promised Ratan that he will get a job for
Ratan in Government office and in consideration to this,
Ratan promised to pay ? 1,00,000 to Ravi. This agreement
is considered as illegal and opposed to public policy.
[Parkinson Vs College of Ambulence].
2.

Agreement for Trading with an Alien Enemy

An agreement with an alien enemy during war
conditions is considered as illegal and being opposed
to public policy. The contracts entered into prior to the
declaration of war are either discontinued or terminated.

- JBLISHERS AND DISTRIBUTORS PVT. LTD.
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3.

Agreement to do Something Opposed to Duty

9.

Agreement Constraining/Limiting t
Personal Freedom

An agreement which is entered into by an individual
to perform certain actions which are opposed to his/her
public or professional duty is considered as void agreement
and opposed to public policy.

An agreement putting constraint on the pers
freedom of the parties is regarded as void and oppose
public policy.

Example

Example

A newspaper proprietor entered into an agreement
wherein he promised that he will not comment on the
conduct of a specific person. This is considered as an illegal
agreement and opposed to public policy.

In an agreement, a debtor promises his me
lender that he will not move to another location witho j
permission of money lender. This is a void agreemer:
opposed to public policy.

4.

Agreements in Restraint of Legal Proceedings

Under Section 28; the following two agreements of
legal proceedings are considered as void,
(a)

Agreements Restricting to Enforce Rights

If any agreement which restricts a person from
exercising his absolute rights then such agreement is
considered as void.
(b)

Agreements Limiting the Period of Limitation

According to Law of Limitation Act, if any agreement
limits the time in which the action has to be taken is
considered as void.
5.

Agreements in Restraint of Marriage

Section 26 of Indian Contract Act, every agreement
in restraint of marriage of any person except agreement with
a minor is considered as void.
6.

Agreement in Restraint of Trade

Under Section 27 of Indian Contract Act, if any
agreement is restraining a person from exercising a lawful
profession, trade or business such agreements are considered
as void.

As Article 19(g) of Indian constitution has given
freedom of trade and commerce to every individual. So no
agreement can restrain a person from exercising such right.
7.

Agreements in Restraint of Parental Rights

For a minor, a father (and in his absence a mother) is
a legal guardian. As a legal guardian, father or mother holds/
possess certain rights and duties. An agreement taking away
these rights and duties is declared as void agreement and
opposed to public policy.
8.

Agreements Opposed to Marital Duties

Agreements entered into by the parties against the
marital duties are considered as void agreement as they are
opposed to public policy.
Example

A married husband promises to marry another female
during his life time or after the death of his wife. This
agreement is void as it is opposed to public policy.

....

10.

Marriage Brokerage Agreement

An agreement wherein an individual promise
marriage of another person for monetary considers:
regarded as void and is against the public policy.
Example

‘A’ is a father of ‘£>’ (minor). B wants to many
order to get the consent of ‘A ’ for D’s marriage with
gave ? 1,00,000 to ‘A’.This agreement is void on the a
of opposed to public policy.
11.

Agreement to Restrain Prosecution

An agreement which is made to restrain/pre\
legal proceedings is regarded as void and being opp
public policy.
Example

‘A 'had stolen gold jewellery from ‘B’s house.'
a case against ‘A’. After some days, ‘A’ and ‘B’ enter
an agreement wherein ‘B’ promises ‘A’ that he will i
prosecution field against ‘A’. In consideration to d
promises that he will give back all the gold jeweller
from B’s house. This is a void agreement on the g
opposed to public policy.
12.

Agreement to Deceive Creditors or Ri
Authorities

An agreement whose objective is to dec
creditors or the revenue authorities is regarded as
the ground of opposed to public policy.
Example

In an agreement, an employee is being ei
the expenses allowance of ? 10,000 which is hi
the expenses actually incurred by an employee
unlawful agreement as being opposed to public p
13.

Maintenance and Champerty Maints

Maintenance

Maintenance is an agreement wherein :■
offers to provide monetary or other assistance
person in order to enforce him to defend or file e s
third party. In this agreement the person providing
will not have any legal interest in the subject-maa
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Naresh offers to pay T 20,000 to Mahesh, if Mahesh
■ suit against Srinath. The intention of Naresh is to
t ate Srinath.

(i)

iperty

;s his mone
on without t
igreement i

Under this, existing partner is restrained from carrying
out any other business till he is a partner of that firm
[Sec. 11(2)].
(ii)

Champerty is an agreement wherein one party agrees
another party to carry out an action for collecting
ley or property and to share the proceeds received from
action.

Naresh agrees to pay the expenses if Mahesh files a
igainst Srinath. And Mahesh agrees to given Naresh
:: any proceeds received by Mahesh out of the suit.

to marry D. 1
e with ‘B’,'
onthegrou

As per the English law, both Maintenance and
rty are void agreements but as per the Indian law,
ce and Champerty are considered as valid if incase
: elective is merely to help the other party in making
: aim and then to have fair share in the profits obtained
it a contract.

Son

iin/prevent 1
ng opposed!

An agreement in restraint of trade is void”.
Discuss the rule with exceptions.

Restriction on Outgoing Partner

Under the outgoing partner is restrained from carrying
out similar type of business for a specified period or
within specified local limits [Sec. 36(2)].
(Hi)

Restriction on partners upon or in anticipation of the
dissolution of the firm [Sec. 54].

(iv)

Restriction in Case of Sale of Goodwill

tple

promises
msideration i
licy.

Restriction on Existing Partner

Under this an agreement is made with the partner upon
the sale of goodwill. Where partner is restrained from
carrying out similar type of business within specified
period or within specified local limits.
II.

Exceptions Under Judicial Interpretations

(a)

Trade Combinations

Agreements which are made to regulate business or
to fix prices are valid. But, if it is formed with the interest
of creating monopoly or to effect public interest then such
agreements are declared as void.

Oct./Nov.-13, Q10(a)(i)

(b)

Sole Dealing Agreements

ients in Restraint of Trade [Sec. 27]

souse. ‘B’i
?’ enteredi
ie will rest
on to this,
wellery stc
the grounc
or Rever

o deceive
led as voic

7nder Section 27 of Indian Contract Act, if any
at is restraining a person from exercising a lawful
:; ?n, trade or business such agreements are considered

\s Article 19(g) of Indian constitution has given
of trade and commerce to every individual. So no
at can restrain a person from exercising such right.
ions to the Rule “An agreement in Restraint
is Void”
Exceptions Under Statutory Provisions
Sale of Goodwill

lg entitled J
is higher ’
,ee. This i
lie policy.
intenanc

in one pi
ice to ana
j a suit a;
ling assi:
-matter.

. nder this if any agreement which restricts the seller
- ill to stop his business is considered as valid. If it
ae following conditions,
Restriction must be inconnection to similar type
of business.

Restriction must be within specified local limits.
Restriction must be limited for a specified time
period.
Partners Agreements

- iranership agreement of 1932 declares the following
in restraint of trade as valid.

An agreement is made to deal in products of a single
manufacturer or to sell to single dealer is considered as valid.

CASE LAW RELATED TO AGREEMENTS
OPPOSED TO PUBLIC POLICY
A’s wife ‘B’ paid ? 500 to ‘C’ to be given as
a bribe to a jailor for procuring release of
her husband from jail. The jailor failed to
procure the release. Can ‘B’ recover the
amount?

CASE :

Answer :

Oct./Nov.-li, QiO(a)(ii)

No, ‘B’ cannot recover money from ‘C’ because the
agreement between ‘B’ and ‘C’ is considered as void on the
ground of ‘agreements opposed to public policy’? Giving
bribe to a jailor is unlawful and opposed to public policy.

2.2

AGREEMENTS EXPRESSLY DECLARED
TO BE VOID

Q18. Define and discuss void agreements.

Answer :
Void Agreement

According to Section 2(g) of the Indian Contract
Act, 1872, “A void agreement is an agreement which is not
enforceable by law”. In other words void agreements does
not create any legal rights or obligations.
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Agreements Declared as Void

Example

The following agreements have been expressly
declared as ‘void’,

A promises to superintend on behalf of Z, a \
manufacturer of Indigo and an illegal transporter of <
articles. Z promises to pay A salary of? 1,00,000 a year,
agreement is void because the objects of A’s promise
the consideration for ‘Z’s promise being in part unlaw

1.

Agreements by or with Persons Incompetent
to Contract [Sec. 11]

As per section 10, an agreement is said to be a contract
when the parties signing the agreement are competent
persons to contract. According to section 11, the following
people are incompetent person to contract,

(a)

Minors

(b)

Persons with unsound mind and

(c)

Persons disqualified by law to contract.

2.

Agreements Entered into Through a Mutual
Mistake of Act between the Parties [Sec. 20]

5.

The general rule with respect to considerati
ex-nudo-pacto non-oritur actio which means an agree
made without consideration is void. Sec. 25 and 185
with the general exceptions to this rule. Few agreemen
considered to be enforceable even if they are made wi
consideration which are called as exceptions.

The exceptions to the rule “No consideratio
contract” are,

When a person decides to do nothing and does
something else due to error, it is known as mistake. Mistake
is an incorrect or false belief about something. Mistake is
an erroneous belief about something. They are two types of
mistake,

3.

(a)

Mistake of law and

(b)

Mistake of fact.

(i)

Love and Affection [Sec. 25(1)]

(ii)

Compensation for voluntary services [Sec. 1

(iii) Promise to pay a Time-barred debt [Sec. 2

(iv) Completed Gift [Sec. 25]
(v)

Agency [Sec. 185] and

(vi) Charitable subscription.
6.

Agreement Whose Object or Consideration
is Unlawful [Sec. 23]

Lawful object as well as consideration is necessary
for an agreement to become a valid agreement, otherwise
the agreement would become void. Section 23 of the
Indian Contract Act, 1872 states that the consideration or
the object of an agreement is unlawful under the following
circumstances,
(i)

If it is forbidden by law.

(ii)

If it defeats the provisions of any law.

(iii)

If it is fraudulent.

(iv)

If it involves or implies injury to a person or property
of another.

(v)

If the court considers it as immoral (or) opposed to
public policy.

4.

Agreement whose Consideration and Objects
Unlawful in Part [Sec. 24]

Agreement in Restraint of Marriage [Sec

Section 26 of Indian Contract Act, every agre
in restraint of marriage of any person except agreeme:
a minor is considered as void.
7.

Agreement in Restraint of Trade [Sec. 1

Under Section 27 of Indian Contract Act.
agreement is restraining a person from exercising a
profession, trade or business such agreements are cons
as void.

As Article 19(g) of Indian constitution has
freedom of trade and commerce to every individual
agreement can restrain a person from exercising sue

When there are different objects but only single
consideration then the agreement should become void if in
case any single object is also unlawful. In the same way,
when there is a single object but several considerations, the
agreement would becomes void if any single consideration
is unlawful.

-----------------

Agreements Made Without Consideratic

8.

Agreement in Restraint of Legal Proce
[Sec. 28]

Under section 28, the following two agreen
legal proceedings are considered as void,
(a)

Agreements Restricting to Enforce Ri

If any agreement which restricts a perse
exercising his absolute rights then such agre
considered as void.
(b)

Agreements Limiting the Period of Lirr

According to Law of Limitation Act, if any ag
limits the time in which the action has to be
considered as void.
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Agreement the Meaning of which is Uncertain
[Sec. 29]

lf of Z, a les
sporter of oti
,000 a year. T1
I’s promise a
part unlawfu

:onsideratior
is an agreeire
5 and 185 de
. agreements
re made with
ns.

onsideration)]

vices [Sec. 25
debt [Sec. 25[

de [Sec. 2"

itract Act, if I
cercising a law
nts are consul

Example

Title to the subject matter.

lP' promises *
lQ' to do or not to do something in
consideration of Q’s promise to do or not to do something.
Here, the promises are called “Reciprocal Promises”.
Q19. Write a note on,

Agreements by Way of Wager [Sec. 30]

(a)

Void contracts

Sec. 30 defines wager agreements as an “Agreement
rer* een two parties where one party promises to pay money
- money’s worth on happening of some uncertain event
- consideration of other party promise to pay on nonrarpening of such event”.

(b)

Restitution.

0

Li ample

In a agreement ‘Z’ promises to pay ? 500 to 'B' if
□ia wins the match and ‘5’ has to pay the same amount if
mica lose the match.
Agreements Contingent on Impossible
Events [Sec. 36]

Contingent contracts are concerned with to do or not
r do anything. When an impossible event take place, it is
ac i to be void whether the impossibility of the event may
■e known or not known to the parties of an agreement during
r z time the contract is made.
2

Answer :
(a) Void Contracts

A contract becomes void under the following
situations,
(i)

Ramesh obtained the consent of Naresh for the
contract by misrepresenting some facts. After knowing about
the misrepresentation made by Ramesh, Naresh refused to
perform the contract. The contract between Ramesh and
Naresh becomes void.
(ii)

Agreements to do Impossible Acts [Sec. 56]

(a)

Law does not consider what is impossible and

(b)

Impossible things do not create any legal
obligation.

According to Section 56, impossibility ofperformance
: f two types,
Impossibility Existing at the Time of
Agreement

nforce Rig*!

Section 56 states that, “an agreement to do an act
impossible in itself is void”. It is referred as precontractual or initial impossibility.

is a person!
l such agreenil
i

Impossibility Arising Subsequent to the
Formation of Contract

The impossibility which develops after the formation
of contract is termed as post contractual or supervening
impossibility.

If a party whose consent is obtained either by coercion,
undue influence, fraud, mistake or misrepresentation
and who refuses to accept the contract then under that
situation a ‘voidable’ contract becomes ‘void’.

Example

If the agreement involve terms which are impossible
rerform, then agreement is void-ab-initio. This is based
ec two rules,

wo agreemeJ

3RS PVT i

Quantity

(v)

jal Proceeds

ct, if any agrea
n has to be tai

(ii)

(iv) Price

itution has gl
individual. SI
rcising such

iod of Limit!

Existence

(iii) Quality

iage [Sec. i

every agree
3t agreement i

(i)

According to section 2(8) reciprocal promises refers
to the promises made by the parties of a contract which
forms the consideration or part of the consideration for one
another.

Section 29 defines those agreement as void whose
- eaning is uncertain interms of their,

tsideration

13. Agreement to do Reciprocal Promises
[Sec. 57]

A contingent contract refers to a contract where it
is decided whether to perform or not to perform
something, on the happening or not happening of
certain event. An impossibility of happening of an
event makes the contingent contract void.

Example

Ram enters into a contract with Narendra wherein
Ram promises to pay Narendra an amount of T 10,000 if
Narendra marries Ram’s sister Kamala. Kamala met with a
serious accident and died without being married to Narendra.
The contract becomes void.
(iii)

A supervening impossibility or illegality makes the
contract void.

Example

The two companies ABC co., and XYZ co., located
in tow different countries ABC co., (located in India)
entered into a contract with XYZ co., (located in England)
for the import and export of goods. An Indian Government
declares war with England which makes the import
and export between India and England impossible. The
contract between India and England becomes ‘void’ with
the declaration of war.
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Restitution

2.2.1

Restitution refers to ‘Restoration of the benefit’. In
case of contract becoming void, the party who had enjoyed
any benefit or advantage out of the void contract is supposed
to restore such benefit or advantage to the opposite party or
should compensate the opposite party with the value equal
to such benefit. This is known as restoration of the benefit.
Restitution is not on the loss incurred by the plaintiff but on
the benefit received by the defendant.

Section 64 and 65 of the contract act are concerned
with ‘Restitution’.
(i)

Consequences of Rescission of Voidable
Contract (Section. 64)

If the party at whose option the contract is voidable
repudiates the contract then the other party who is a promisor
of the contract not need ro perform his/her promise. If the
party repudiating the voidable contract enjoyed any benefit
out of the void contract then such benefit has to be restored
to the other party of a contract.
(ii)

Contracts ‘Discovered to be Void’ and
‘Contracts which become Void’ (Section. 65)

Section. 65 is applicable to the contracts which are
“discovered to be void” and “contracts which becomes
void”. Section. 65 is not applicable to the contracts which
are known to be void at the time of entering into a contract
and contracts entered into with the persons incompetent to
contract.

CASE LAWS RELATED TO AGREEMENTS
EXPRESSLY DECLARED TO BE VOID
CASE : 1

Answer :

‘A’ contracts to pay ‘B’ a certain sum
of money when ‘B’ marries ‘C’. ‘C’ dies
without being married to ‘B’. Is the contract
valid and enforceable?
March/April-11, Q10(b)(ii)

No, the contract is not a valid contract because the
contract becomes void with the death of ‘C’. The death of
‘C’ before his/her marriage with ‘5’ makes the performance
of the contract impossible and there by contract becomes
void. Eventhough, the contract between^ and B is void, ‘2?’
is liable to repay the amount to
CASE : 2

‘A’ promised to marry none else except
Miss. ‘B’, and in default to pay her a sum
of? 10,000. ‘A’ married someone else. Can
sue Miss. ‘B’ for recovery that money?

Answer :

(Model Paper-I, Q10(b)(ii) | March/April-18, Q10(a)(ii))

No, B cannot recover the amount from A as this
agreement was in restraint of marriage and hence it is
declared to be void.

Wagering Agreements and Contingent
Contracts

Q20. Define wagering agreements. Discuss in detail
wagering agreements.

Answer :
Wagering Agreements

Section 30 defines wager agreements as an “Agreement
between two parties where one party promises to pay money
or money’s worth on happening of some uncertain event
in consideration of other party promise to pay on non
happening of such event”.
Example

In a agreement ‘A' promises to pay ? 500 to ‘2?’ if
India wins the match and ‘S’ has to pay the same amount if
India lose the match.
Essentials of a Wagering Agreement

Following are the essentials of wagering agreement
1.

It must contain a promise to pay money or money's I
worth.

2.

It must have contemplated event where each part'
should stand to win or lose.

3.

Happening or non-happening of event should not be
controlled by any party.

4.

Parties should have interest only in winning or losing
the sum but not in happening or non-happening
event.

Examples of Wagering Agreement

(a)

An agreement to buy a lottery ticket comes unc
wagering agreement.

(b)

A commercial transaction where the aim is to pay ths
difference in price but not delivering the goods.

Transactions Which are not Wagers

Following are the transaction which are not wagers ]

(a)

An Insurance contract is not a wagering contract.

(b)

Share market transactions where the intention is tol
give and take delivery of shares and stocks.

(c)

Skill based games like picture puzzles or atheleti
competitions.

(d)

Subscription or contribution to the awards give
to the winners of horse race or other competition
[Exception to Sec. 30].

(e)

A crossword competition where the individuals skill.
involved is not wagering transaction. As per the pr
competition Act, 1955, prize competitions involvin
skill are considered as wagers only when the pr
amount for the game winners is not more than ? 100
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Z: ntract of Insurance Vs Wagering Agreements

Some of the differences between contract of insurance and wagering agreements are as follows,
Criteria

IZ

1-

'

Wagering Agreements

Purpose

Contract of insurance is designed for the Wager means betting, wagering agreements are
not at all beneficial to the public.
welfare of public.

Interested parties

In contract of insurance, an insured would In wagering agreements, no party would
hold interest in the subject- matter of the have any interest in the subject-matter of the
contract.
contract.

in the subject-matter

’

Contract of Insurance

Protection of subject- In contract of insurance, both the parties In wagering agreement, only one party would
would be interested in protecting the show interest in protecting the subject-matter
matter
of the agreement.
subject-matter of the contract.

Nature

A contract of insurance is based on scientific A wagering agreement is merely a gamble or
and actuarial calculation of insurance risks. a bet.

Type of contract

The contract of insurance other than life Incase of wagering agreement the money to be
awarded to the party winning the bet is fixed
insurance is a contract of indemnity.
in nature.

- oact of Wagering Agreements

In India, wagering agreements are being declared as void and in states of Maharastra and Gujarat wagering agreements
r: declared as illegal or unlawful. Wagering agreements are not enforceable in the courts of law.
-

ng a Suit to Recover Money Deposited with a Stakeholder

The sum of money which is deposited with the stakeholder is to be paid to the winning party, who cannot file a suit
Sir me recovery of money deposited with a stakeholder while the loser can claim his deposit from the stakeholder. If incase
■: ;:akeholder pays the deposited amount to the winner then in such a situation the loser cannot claim deposited amount
r:a the stakeholder.
Z: lateral Transactions

In all the states of India (Except in Maharastra and Gujarat), wagering agreements are considered as valid agreements.
- Maharastra (state), Gujarat (state) and England (country), wagering agreements are regarded as illegal and collateral
aansactions..
221. Explain the meaning of a contingent contract. What are the rules relating to contingent contracts?
March/April-11, Q10(b)(i)

OR

Define a contingent contract. Discuss the rules relating to contingent contracts.

March/Aprii-12, qio(a)(i)

OR
Explain legal rules of contingent contract.

(Refer Only Topic: Legal Rules ofthe Contingent Contract)

tiswer :

(Model Paper-I, Q10(b)(i) | March/April-17, Q10(a)(i))

Z; ntingent Contract

Section 31 of the Indian Contract Act defines contingent contract as, “A contract to do (or) not to do something. If
■ ~e event, collateral to such contract, does or does not happen”.

A contract can be of two forms. Firstly, a contract may be absolute or unconditional where reservations or conditions
1® ?erform a contract under any event are not essential. Secondly, a contract can be conditional or contingent where promise
■ .:nditional and the contract would be performed only on the happening or not happening of some future uncertain event
»- ;h should be collateral to the contract. The condition under contingent contract can be either precedent or subsequent.
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Collateral event is defined by the Pollock and Mulla
means, an event where neither performance is promised
directly as part of the contract nor complete consideration
related to promise. Thus, an event is independent of the
contract and does not form part of consideration to it.

Performance of this contract relies on contingency
which is usually uncertain.

Example

X agrees to pay Y sum of money i.e., ? 1000 when
marries Z. But Z marries A and marriage of F to Z becont
impossible even though it is possible when A dies then.
can marry Y.
4.

Legal Rules of the Contingent Contract

The various rules concerning the contingent
contract are,
1.

Enforcement of Contracts Contingent of
Happening of a Future Uncertain Event
[Section 32 of the Contract Act, 1872]

Contingent contracts cannot be enforceable by law as it
relies on happening and non-happening of a future uncertain
event, when the future uncertain event becomes impossible
or does not take place then the contract becomes void.
Examples

(a)

(b)

‘P’ enters into a contract with ‘Q’ to purchase ‘Q's'
house on a condition that if ‘P’ survives R. This
contract cannot be enforceable by law until ‘P’ dies
in P’s lifetime.
‘X enters into a contract with ‘ F to sell a horse to ‘Z5
at a fixed price, when ‘F was been offered, be refuses
to purchase it. In such a case this contract cannot
be enforceable by law until and unless ‘Z’ agrees to
purchase the horse.

Contingent contract becomes void only when the
possibility of the event becomes impossible. Performance
of these contracts becomes impossible only when the event
on which the contract was contingent becomes impossible.
2.

Section 33 of the Contract Act, 1872
Enforcement of Contracts on the Non
happening of a Future Uncertain Event

Contingent contract can be exercised only on the
occurrences of the uncertain event future enforceable by law.

Contingent contracts are concerned with to do or:
to do anything, when a prescribed uncertain event takes pi:
in the fixed-time then it becomes void in case if the fix:
time is expired and such an event has not taken place c before the fixed-time then, such event becomes impossr
Example

X agrees to pay sum of money amounted to ? 10C*
Y when a certain ship returns back within a year. This conr
is enforceable when ship returns within a year others
becomes void when it does not return a year.
5.

3.

Section 34 : Contracts Contingent on Future
Conduct of a Living Person

When a future uncertain event on which a contract is
contingent where, a person/individual may act at unspecified
time, then the event may be considered as impossible. If that
person/individual does anything which renders it impossible
then, he should act within a definite time, or otherwise than
under future contingencies.

....................

[Section 35(2)] Enforcement of Confine
Contract or Particular Event not take pi
in a Fixed Time

Contingent contracts to do or not to do anyth
when a prescribed future uncertain event does not take p
within fixed time is enforced by law, if the fixed-time
expired and that event has not taken place or prior t
fixed time expire, when it becomes certain that the e
may not happen.
Example

X agrees to pay a sum of money amounted ? 2W
F when certain truck does not return within specified t
period of year. Then, the contract will be enforceable :
truck does not return within a year or gets misplaced
a year.
6.

Example

P agrees to pay Q a sum of money (? 1000) when a
certain ship does not come back. The ship sinks due to heavy
rainfall. Therefore, the contract is enforceable as the ship did
not return.

[Section 33(1)] Contracts Contingent on
specified event Happening within a Fix
Time

[Section 36] Agreements Contingent
Impossible Events

Contingent contracts are concerned with to do r
to do anything. When an impossible event take place
said to be void whether the impossibility of the ever
be known or not known to the parties of an agreement z.
the time the contract is made.
Examples

(a)

P promises to pay Q a sum of? 5000 if in case
parallel lines meet. This agreement is void.

(b)

Xpromises to pay Ya sum of? 2000 when Ttra
A”s daughter Z. Z turns mad at the time :
agreement. Thus, the agreement becomes vote
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? 1000 when T

Differentiate between wagering agreement and contingent contract.

tower :

Y to Z become*
i A dies then, 23

Difference between wagering agreement and contingent contract are as follows,
I : Mo.

tingent on a
thin a Fixec

' ith to do or not I
vent takes place
ise if the fixedtken place or is
res impossible.

—

> do anything
■ not take plan
fixed-time has *
or prior to the I
that the ever

Basis of Distinction

Wagering Agreement

Contingent Contract

Reciprocal promises

It is an agreement where mutual It is a contract where, mutual promises
promises is essential for happening or are not that much essential. All contingent
not happening of an unknown event.
contracts are not wagering agreements such
as insurance contracts, contract of indemnity
and guarantee.

Void/Valid

Wagering agreement is a void agreement. Contingent contract is not a void agreement
/contract but it is a valid contract.

Main/Collateral future In case of wagering contract, future event Under this, future event is collateral to the
event
is must and necessary as future event is contract i.e., dependent on the future event
the only determining aspect under this or incidental to the contract.
contract.

:edto? lOOOtc
tr. This contract;
ear otherwise.
' Contingent
it take place

Oct./Nov.-16, Q10(a)(i)

4.

Nature

Wagering agreement is always of a Contingent contract may not be always of a
contingent nature.
wagering nature.

Interest of parties

Parties to the wagering contract are not Parties to the contract are interest in the
interested in the subject matter of the happening or non-happening of an event.
agreement only they are interested to win
or loose the wagering amount.

Uncertain event

Determination of uncertain event is the Determining uncertain event is not the only
major concept under wagering contract condition of the contract.
as it is the only condition of the contract.

L

CASE LAWS RELATED TO WAGERING AGREEMENTS AND CONTINGENT CONTRACTS
: -1E 1 :

‘A’ and ‘B’ bet as to whether it would rain on a particular day or not. ‘A’ promises to pay ? 500 to
‘B’, if it rained and ‘B’ promises an equal amount to ‘A’, if it did not rain. What is the nature of this
contract? Is it a valid contract?
March/Aprii-12, Qio(a)(ii)

OR

nted ? 20001:
specified time
orceable if the
iplaced withir
tingent or

th to do or no
ke place, it a
he event may
:ement durinr

A agrees with B that if there is rain today, he will pay ? 500/- to B. Inturn B agreed to pay ? 500 if
there is no rain. Is this a wagering agreement?

tower :

March/April-16, Q10(a)(ii)

The nature of this contract is of ‘Wager’ and the contract is not a valid contract. In India, wagering agreements are
■e ured to be void or invalid because wagering agreement is an agreement made between two parties wherein one party
sr _ _-es to pay money or money’s worth on happening of few unsure events in consideration of the other party’s promise
• - . f the event does not take place.
2- S E 2 : A promised to pay ? 10,000/- to B when two parallel lines joins together. Decide whether contract
is valid?

•tower :

March/April-14, Q10(a)(ii)

The contract is invalid and void. A contingent contract to do or not to do something on the happening of an impossible
■

if in case tw
oid.

s considered as void. Joining the two parallel lines together is an impossible event. Therefore, the contract is void.

2-3 E 3 : A contracts to pay ? 10,000 if B’s house is burnt. Is this a Contingent Contract?
■tower :

March/April-17, Q10(a)(ii)

ren Y marrie
time of th
les void.

Yes, this is a contingent contract. According to Section-31 of the Indian Contract Act, contingent contract is defined
■ * - contract to do or not to do something, if some event, collateral to such contract does or does not happen”.

PVT. LTD
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2.3 DISCHARGE OF A CONTRACT - VARIOUS MODES OF DISCHARGE OF A CONTRACT
Q23. What is discharge of contract? Explain the various modes of discharge of contract.
OR
State briefly various ways in which a contract may be discharged.

(Model Paper-n, Qio(a) | March/April-18, Qio(b)(j

(Refer Only Topic: Modes ofDischarge of Contract)

OR
What are the various modes of discharge of contract?

Oct./Nov.-17, Qio(b>f

(Refer Only Topic: Modes ofDischarge of Contract)

OR
What are the various methods of discharges of contract by agreement?

Oct.-14, Qio(a;

(Refer Only Topic: Modes ofDischarge of Contract)

OR
State the law relating to the discharge of a contract,

1.

By agreement

2.

By operation of law.

March/April-16, QiO(b;

(Refer Only Topic: Agreement or Consent, Operation ofLaw)

OR
What are the various ways in which a contract may be discharged? Explain any two.

Oct./Nov.-12, Qio(a

(Refer Only Topic: Modes ofDischarge of Contract)

OR
What are the various ways in which contract may be discharged?
(Refer Only Topic: Modes ofDischarge of Contract)

Answer :

Oct./Nov.-11, Q10(b

Discharge of Contract

Discharge of contract refers to ending up of the contractual relationship that exists between two parties. When 1
rights and obligations of a contract is terminated then contract is said to be discharged and its operations tends to discontim
Sometimes, discharge of contract results in some other rights and obligations but they are completely independent of
original contract.
Modes of Discharge of Contract

A contract can be discharged in the following ways,

1.

1.

By performance

2.

By agreement or consent

3.

By impossibility of performance

4.

By lapse of time

5.

By operation of law and

6.

By breach of contract.

Performance

Discharge by performance occurs when both the parties to the contract accomplishes their obligations that
developed under the contract in the specific time and manner prescribed. At this point, the contract is terminated and pan
are discharged.

Performance of a contract is one of the common way of its discharge. It can be,

(a)

Actual performance or

(b)

Attempted performance.
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5*
Agreement or Consent

.

The rule of law states that procedure of destroying a
t -g is same as the procedure of creating/forming it. Since,

i :ootract is formed by an agreement, it can be discharged
t
m agreement. Discharge by agreement can be either
: rressed or implied in nature. The different cases of
4. aarge of a contract by agreement are as follows,

According to Section 56, impossibility of performance
is of two types,
(i)

Section 56 states that, “an agreement to do an act
impossible in itself is void”. It is referred as precontractual or initial impossibility.
(ii)

Novation [Section 62]

Novation occurs when a new contract is being
substituted for an already present contract among the
same parties. The new contract can be either between
same old parties or between different parties. The
consideration for a new contract is same as that of
old contract. Novation must occur before the time of
performing the original contract, gets expired.
Rescission [Section 62]

Usually, rescission of a contract occurs when few or
all conditions of a contract are terminated. It may take
place either by mutual consent or if any one party fail
to perform his obligation. Rescission can be total or
partial.
:

4.

5.

Waiver

When parties to the contract decide to no longer
maintain contractual relationship and bound by the
contract then it is known as waiver. It is mutual
abandonment of rights by parties to the contract.
Waiver does not require consideration.

Operation of Law

A contract can also be discharged by the will of the
parties i.e., by operation of law. Discharge by operation of
law involves the following,

Remission [Section 63]

e)

Lapse of Time

A contract must be performed within a specific time
period known as period of limitation. If contract is not
performed and no action is taken by promisee during this
limitation period, he is denied for his remedy as it becomes
time-barred and hence irrecoverable.

When one or more of the conditions of a contract are
modified by mutual consent of the parties is known
as alteration of a contract. In this case old contract is
discharged.

When fulfillment of the promise is accepted
eventhough if the object of the contract is less it is
known as remission. Example, if amount less than
what was contracted is accepted to discharge whole
of the debt.

Impossibility Arising Subsequent to the
Formation of Contract

The impossibility which develops after the formation
of contract is termed as post contractual or supervening
impossibility.

Alteration [Section 62]

:

Impossibility Existing at the Time of Agreement

6.

(a)

By death

(b)

By merger

(c)

By insolvency

(d)

By unauthorized alternation of the terms of a
written agreement and

(e)

By rights and liabilities vested in the same person.

Breach of Contract

When an obligation involved in a contract is broken
then it is termed as breach of contract. If a party to contract
does not fulfill his contractual obligation and make the
performance of contract impossible then he is liable for
damages incurred by injured party.

Breach of contract can be,

(a)
______(b)

(Model Raper-Il, Q10(b)(1) | Oct.ZNov.-16, Q10(b)(i))

OR
“Impossibility of performance is one of the
modes in which a contract is discharged”.
DiSCUSS.
March/April-13, Q10(b)(i)

Impossibility of Performance

If the agreement involve terms which are impossible
perform, then agreement is void-ab-initio. This is based
two rules,

(a)

Law does not consider what is impossible and

(b)

Impossible things do not create any legal
obligation.

Anticipatory or constructive breach of contract.

Q24. What is the law relating supervening impossibility
of performance?

Merger

When party accruing inferior right merges into same
party accruing superior right under same or some
other contract leads to occurrence of merger.

Actual breach of contract or

OR
“Impossibility of performance is not an excuse
for non-performance of a contract”. Discuss.

Answer :

March/April-12, Q10(b)(i)

If the agreement involve terms which are impossible
to perform, then agreement is void-ab-initio. This is based
on two rules,
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(a)

Law does not consider what is impossible and

(i)

(b)

Impossible things do not create any legal
obligation.

Usually, the strikes, lockouts and civil disturbances
will not discharge the party from his/her obligation. But, if
it is mentioned in the contract that strikes, lockouts and civil
disturbances would terminate the contractual relationship
between the parties then under such a condition strikes,
lockouts and civil disturbances results in discharge of
contract.

According to Section 56, impossibility of performance
is of two types,
(i)

Impossibility Existing at the Time of
Agreement

Section 56 states that, “an agreement to do an act
impossible in itself is void”. It is referred as pre-contractual
or initial impossibility.
(ii)

Impossibility Arising Subsequent to the
Formation of Contract

The impossibility which develops after the formation
of contract is termed as post contractual or supervening
impossibility. A contract is discharged by supervening
impossibility in following conditions,
(a)

Destruction of Subject Matter of Contract

If subject matter of a contract is destroyed after
creating the contract without any mistake of parties
then that contract will be discharged.
(b)

(c)

Non-existence of a Specific State of Things

(e)

‘P’ agrees to supply goods to *£?’. But after the
formation of a contract, ‘P’ was unable to supply goods to
‘Q' due to strikes and lockouts in P’s factory. Under this
situation, ‘P’ is not discharged from his obligation of supph
goods to ‘Q'.
(ii)

Commercial Impossibility

The party to a contract is not discharged from his duo
because of the commercial impossibility.
Example

‘P’ agrees to supply goods to ‘Q’. After the formation
of a contract, the prices of goods suddenly increased because
of war. ‘P’ was unable to supply goods to ‘Q\ Increase in
price of goods comes under commercial impossibility and
will not discharge ‘P’ from his obligation.
(iii)

Unable to Meet One of the Objective

If a contract is formed with many objectives and when
the party is unable to meet one of the objective among them
then under such a situation the contract is not discharged.

Death or Incapacity for Personal Service

‘P’ agrees to give his car to ‘Q’ on rent for visiting
‘RMC’ and to visit ‘Birla Mandir’. But due to amavasya.
Birla mandir was closed. 'Q’ can utilize the car for visiting
‘RMC’. Failure to visit ‘Birla Mandir’ does not discharge
the contract because ‘Q’ could meet his other purpose i.e..
he could visit ‘RMC’.

Change of Law

Example

(iv)

Difficulty of Performance Because o*
Unexpected Events

If law changes after the formation of a contract which
makes the performance of contract impossible then
contract is discharged.

Difficulty of performance taking place due to
unexpected events does not discharge the contract.

Outbreak of War

Example

If a contract is made during war with alien enemy it
becomes unlawful and hence becomes impossible to
perform. If contract is made before the outbreak of
war then those contracts can be suspended during war
and can be revived after the war.
Impossibility of Performance - Not an Excuse

Impossibility taking place after the formation of a
contract is not a excuse and therefore the contract is not
discharged on the ground of supervening impossibility. Some
of the exceptions to the discharge of contract by supervening
impossibility are,

-----

Example

When contract is made depending on continued
existence or occurrence of a specific state of things, if
any change occur in this state of things then contract
is discharged.

The contract which is performed on the basis of
personal skill or qualification of a party then contract
is discharged due to illness or incapability or death of
that party.
(d)

Strikes, Lockouts and Civil Disturbances

-------

SIA

‘P’ promises ‘Q’ that he will supply timber to ‘(7
which is being imported from Denmark in between March
and May. Due to out break of war, ‘P’ was unable get the
imported timber from Denmark and there by failed to I
supply timber to ‘Q’. War is an uncertain event and made
the performance of a contract difficult. This difficulty wih j
not discharge the contract.
(v)

Impossibility of Performance Arising due to
Failure of Third Party

If the performance of a contract relies upon the J
performance of a third party then the failure ofthe third part' I
to act as per the agreement does not discharge the contract j
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Example

‘P’ promises to supply goods to ‘Q’ produced by ‘7?’. Due to some reasons, ‘A’ failed to produce goods. Due to
i.lure of ‘7?’, ‘P’ was unable to supply goods to
The contract is not discharged.

In England, ‘The Doctrine of supervening Impossibility is known by a name ‘The Doctrine of Frustration’.

CASE LAWS RELATED TO DISCHARGE OF CONTRACT
SASE 1 :

A owes ? 5000/- to B. He pays ? 2000/- to B and B accepts the amount in satisfaction of the whole
debt is the debt discharged?

Answer :

March/April-16, Q10(b)(ii)

In the above case B accepts the amount of? 2000 from A in satisfaction of the whole debt. In this case, the debt
discharged because as per Section-63, the promisee Can remit the performance of promise by the promisor or can accept
my other satisfaction instead of performance.
CASE 2 :

An artist undertook to paint a picture for a certain price. Before he could do so he met with an
accident and lost his eye sight. Is the artist discharged from performing the contract? Give reasons.

Answer :

March/April-15, Q10(a)(ii)

Yes, the artist is discharged from performing the contract as the contract becomes void.

The contract comes to an end due to the disablement of artist i.e., loss of eye sight.
CASE 3 :

A due to B for ? 5,000/-. C a friend of A pays ? 2,000/- to B and B agreed that amount in full settlement
of amount due from A. Discuss whether A relived from responsibility.

Answer :

Oct-14, Q10{a)(ii)

The above case study is about Remission. According to “[Section 63], when fulfillment of the promise is accepted,
e venthough if the object of the contract is less, then it is termed as Remission.
Example: The amount less than what was contracted is accepted to discharge whole of the debt.

Thus, as per Remission, A is relieved from responsibility of paying the due amount to B as B agreed upon the amount
if ? 2,000 /- in full settlement.
CASE 4 :

A and B agree to marry each other. Before the time fixed for marriage, A goes mad. Is the contract
valid?

Answer :

Oct./Nov.-16, Ql0(b)(ii)

No, the contract is not a valid contract because A goes mad before the time fixed for the marriage which makes the
performance of the contract impossible and thereby, the contract becomes void. According to supervening impossibility
Sec.56), a contract becomes void by the impossibility of performance after the formation ofthe contract._____________
CASE 5 :

Usha, a singer promised to give a performance at Ravindra Bharati on a particular day. While on
her way to Ravindra Bharati, she met with an accident and became unconscious. Is the agreement
enforceable? Give reasons.

.Answer :

March/April-12, Q10(b)(ii)

The agreement is not enforceable because in this case, the performance of contract becomes impossible due to the
incapacity of service provider. Due to accident and unconsciousness of Usha, she cannot sing at Ravindra Bharati which
would result in discharge of contract by supervening impossibility.
CASE 6 :

‘A’ owned a room in a hotel which was hired to ‘B’ for watching the coronation procession of king
Edward-Il at £(ponds) 140 payable at the time of the contract. £100 were paid in cash. But before
the balance was paid the procession was cancelled. ‘B’ filed a suit for the recovery of the amount
he had paid. Decide.

.Answer :

Oct./Nov.-12, Q10(a)(ii)

lB’ can recover the amount of £100 from ‘A’ and is excused from making the payment of balance amount i.e., 40
[14-100]. In case, if ‘A' had incurred any expense in the act of partial performance of the contract then 'A ’ could claim
compensation from ‘5’.
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CASE 7 :

Ram agreed to make and deliver 500 chairs to Rahim by June 30, but subsequently he could no:
fulfil his promise due to a strike by his workers. Ram claims that the contract is terminated b> <
impossibility of performance. Is it valid claim? Decide.

Answer

March/April-13, Q10(b)(S:

No, it is not a valid claim. The contract will not get terminated on impossibility of performance arising subsequent!'
to the formation of a contract. Ram will not be discharged from the obligation of delivering 500 chairs to Rahim, until anc
unless there a special clause supports the contract with respect to the discharge of the party from his/her obligation.
CASE 8 :

‘H’ hired a room in London from ‘K’ with the object of watching the crowning procession of king
Edward-VII on particular day. ‘K’ knows the purpose, but due to kings illness, the procession was
cancelled. ‘H’ did not use the room and hence did not pay rent. ‘K’ filed a suit for the recovery o*

rent. Will he succeed?

Answer :

Oct./Nov.-13, Q10(b)(i

No ‘A/’ will not succeed, ‘AT will be excused from making the payment of rent because crowning procession was thi j
base of the contract and the contract between ‘AT and ‘tC was cancelled because the crowning procession was not carried out.
CASE 9

There was an agreement between ‘D’ and ‘P’ to repair certain machinery. D failed to repair the
machinery due to strike of the work men. Is ‘D’ discharged from his obligation?

Answer

(Model Paper-ll, Q10(b)(ii) | March/April-18, Q10(b)(i

No, in this case, ‘D’ is not discharged from his obligation to repair the said machinery for P. The Indian contrac
Act clearly states that incidences such as striker lockouts and civil disturbances, will not discharge the party from his/her|

obligation.
However if it is mentioned in the contract that such instances of strikes, lock outs or civil disturbances woulc !
terminate the contractual relationship, only in that case Mr ‘D’ would be discharged from his obligation.

2.4 PERFORMANCE OF CONTRACTS

_______

Q25. What is performance of contract? Discuss types of performance and types of tender.

Answer :
Performance of Contract

Performance of the contract is one of the different methods of fulfilling the contract. The contract is said to ht|
performed when the two parties to a contract either perform or aims to perform their respective promises.
As per the Section 37 of the Indian Contract Act, the obligation of the parties about the performance is, “the partie
to a contract must either perform or offer to perform their respective promises, unless such performance is dispensed witi
or excused under the provisions of this act or of any other law”.
Types of Performance

The following are the two different types of performances,
(a)

Actual Performance

If an offeror/promisor has made an offer of performance to the offeree/promisee and if the (offeree) accepts
offer, then it is referred to as actual performance.
Example

If a textile manufacturer promises to a retail textile seller that he (manufacturer) would provide ten varieties
qualitative garments by the end of month and if he delivers the promised varieties and the retailer accepts it, then it is ,
actual performance.
(b)

Tender (Attempted Performance) [Section 38]

If an offeror makes an offer of performance to the offeree/promisee but if the offeree does not accept the promis
then it is called as an attempted performance or tender (Section 38).
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Example

In the above example, if the promisee does not
accept the delivered goods, (i.e., garments) then it becomes
in attempted performance as the promisor or offeror has
;; mpleted his duty as per thecontract.

If a farmer ‘F’ offers to provide one ton of rice
to a manufacturer of rice ‘AT, on a condition that if he
(manufacturer) sells one of his machine to him. As this is a
conditional tender and is therefore found to be invalid.

In this case, i.e., in attempted performance, the
rromisor is neither responsible for non-performance of the
: ?ntract nor he will loose his rights under the contract.

(b)

"ypes of Tender

There are two types of tenders as follows,
Tender of Goods or Services

When an offeror/promisor makes an offer to deliver
j jods and services to the offeree/promisee but if the
rromisee/offeree does not accept the offer of delivery, then
5 jch tender is referred to as tender of goods or services.
Effects

There is no need of offering the goods and services
again.
As promisee is responsible for the non-performance
of the contract, the promisor can sue him.

The promisor can be relieved from his responsibilities.

iii)
2.

Tender of Money

If an offeror makes an offer to pay some money to
me offeree, but if the offeree does not accept it, then it is
•; /erred to as tender of money.
Effects

The offeror cannot get rid of his responsibility to pay
money.
The offeror is not responsible to pay the interest from
the date of a valid tender.
226. Explain the term Tender. What are the essentials
of a valid tender?

Answer :

(Model Paper-Ill, Q10(a) | March/April-18, Q10(a)(i))

Tender

If an offeror makes an offer of performance to the
. fferee/promisee but if the offeree does not accept the
: romise, then it is called as an attempted performance or
lender (Section 38),
Essentials of a Valid Tender

The following are the essentials required by a valid

lender,
a)

Unconditional

Any tender should be unconditional i.e., they should

At Appropriate Time

The tender should be made at an appropriate time,
i.e., as per the time specified in agreement. If the time is not
specified in the agreement then it should be made during the
business hours.
Tender of goods or money becomes invalid, if it is
made before the due data.
(c)

At Appropriate Place

The tender should be made at an appropriate place,
i.e., as per the agreement or at promisee’s business place
which is specified in the articles of association.
If there is no such business place, it can be done at
promisee’s house.
(d)

Reasonable Chance to Promisee

Tender should facilitate the promisee with a reasonable
chance to determine as to whether the goods offered are as
the promisor was supposed to deliver.
(e)

For Complete Obligation

The tender should not be for a part of obligation but
it should be for the complete obligation. Anyhow, the tender
does not become invalid, if there is only a small deviation
from the terms of contract.

But if the tender goes beyond act or goes very less
from the terms of contract, then it becomes invalid.
Example

If the contract between ‘7” and 'Q' is to deliver 100
kgs of black gram by 7” to ‘Q’.

If the delivery is made for only 98 kgs or 102 kgs
then it is a valid tender, but if the delivery is of 80 kgs or
130 kgs, then it is an invalid tender.
(f)

To an Appropriate Person

The tender should be made to an offeree or his duly
authorized agent but it becomes invalid if it is made to an
unauthorized person or a stranger.
If the tender is made to any one of the several joint
promisees, then it has the same effect as a tender to all of
them.
Of Exact Amount and in Legal Tender

* ?t be confused by any type of conditions.

(g)

A tender is considered to be unconditional if it made
is per the terms of the contract.

The tender of money should be of exact amount and
it should be a legal tender.
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Q27. (a)

Enlist the persons who can perform the
contracts.

(b)

List out the circumstances under which
contracts need not be performed.

Answer :
(a)

1.

Examples

If husband promises his wife to take her out for ;
movie on some particular day, but suppose if he dies befor;
that particular day, then his legal representative cannot fulfill
the contract.

1.

Promisor himself

If ‘P’ promises to deliver goods to ‘Q’ on a certai
specific day, but if‘P’ dies just before one day then his leg;
representative can deliver goods to ‘Q\

2.

Promisor’s agent

4.

3.

Legal representatives

4.

Third party [section 41]

5.

Joint promisors [section 42].

Section 41 states that, “if a promisee accepi
performance of the promise from a third person, he canni
afterwards enforce it against the promisor”, i.e., a contra,
can be carried out by the third party, if promisee accepts tl
agreement.

A contract can be performed by the following persons,

Promisor Himself

If in case a contract includes person’s skills,
preferences etc., then the promisor himself needs to perform
the contract.
As per Section 40, “if it appears from the nature of the
case, that it was the intention of the parties to any contract
that any promise included in it needs to be performed by the
promisor himself, such promise should be fulfilled by the
promisor”.

5.

2.

The Joint Promisors [Section 42]

If suppose many promisors are present, and if
contradictory intentions rises up, then the promise can
performed by the following persons,

(i)

If all the promisor are alive, then they can perfoi
the promise mutually.

(ii)

If any of the joint promisors expires, then tl
representatives of expired promisors along with t
promisors survival can perform the promise.

(iii)

If all the joint promisor expires, then all the
representatives can perform the promise jointly.

Example

If‘P’ promises ‘Q’ that he will develop a software for
his company, then ‘P’ must fulfil his promise personally.

Third Person/Third Party [Section 41]

Example

The Promisor’s Agent

If the contract is not of personal nature, and if the
parties to the contract are not definite that the contract must
be fulfilled by the promisor himself, then such contracts can
be performed by the promisor himself or his agent.

P, Q, R together entered into a contract of constructs
a house within a specific time with ‘S’.
But ‘7?’ expires in the middle of contract, then tr
representative along with the ‘P’ and ‘Q’ are supposed I
carry out the promise within the prescribed specified time

Example

(b)
‘P’ promises ‘Q' the delivery of the goods, this
promise can be fulfilled by ‘P’ either by personally delivering
the goods or by asking his agent to deliver the goods.

If suppose ‘P’ dies before delivering the goods,
then his agent needs to fulfill the promise or even the other
appropriate person can be appointed to fulfill the promise.
3.

Legal Representatives

If in case the promisor dies, after entering into a
contract, then his legal representative can carry out the
contract unless any contradictory intention rises up or if
the contract is personal in nature, then legal representative
cannot perform the contract. As per the rule of law, “a
personal cause of action comes to an end with the death of
the concerned person”.

—............. ..... ........

The following are the circumstances, where in th
parties of a contract need not perform the contract

(i)

As per section 56 of the Indian Contract Ac
if the performance of a contract becomi
impossible then the parties need not perfor
the contract.

(ii)

The promisor need not perform the contract,
the promisee ignores or refuses to provide tl
required information or facilities.

Example

‘P’ promises ‘ Q' that he will repair Q's building. Whe
‘P’ requests ‘0’ to show Q’s building, ‘Q' ignored c
refused to show his building. Under this situation
‘P’ need not perform hi? duty. ‘P’ is excused for nor
performance of the contract.
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(iii) As per section 62 of the Indian Contract Act, if
the parties agree to substitute the old contract
with a new contract either through ‘Novation’
or ‘Rescind’ or wants to change the terms and
conditions of the old contract then under such
a situation the parties are excused for the non
performance of original contract.

(iv) As per section 64 of the Indian Contract Act, if
the party at whose option a contract is voidable,
repudiates the contract then the other party
contract need not perform the contract.

(v)

When the promisee excuses the promisor from
performing the whole or part of the contract,
then in such a case the promisor need not
perform the contract.

(vi) When promisee extends the time limit set for
the performance of contract, then the promisor
need not perform the contract.

(vii) If the promisee accepts that performance which
is not specified in the contract then under such
a situation the promisor need not perform the
contract.
228. Write about,

(a)

Devolution of joint liabilities and rights.

(b)

Time and place of performance.

‘nswer :
Devolution of Joint Liabilities and Rights
Devolution of Joint Liabilities

As per section 43 of the Indian Contract Act,
❖

The liability of the people making joint promise is
joint and several in nature.

❖

In case of default of any one of the joint promisors
then the rest of the promisors need to suffer the loss
in equal ratio.

❖

The discharge of any one of the joint promisor from
his liability does not mean the discharge of other
promisors. The other promisors have to perform the
contract. The promisor who had discharged is liable
to other promisors.

❖

In case of joint promisors, promisee can ask any of
the joint promisors to fulfil the promise.

❖

If any one of the joint promisor discharges the
complete liability then he/she can demand equal
contribution from other joint promisors until an an
and opposite intention comes out from the contract.

Devolution of Joint Rights (Section 45)

Joint promisees refers to two or more persons to
whom an individual had made a promise. All the joint
promisees holds the right to claim performance from
promisor (provided no contradictory intention appears in the
contract). In case of death of any one of the joint promisee,
the legal representative of that promisee along with other
promisees can claim performance. In case of death of all the
joint promisees, their respective legal representatives will
get the right to claim performance from promisor.
Who will have Right to Claim Performance?

“he Joint Promisors [Section 42]

If suppose many promisors are present, and if no
- tradictory intentions rises up, then the promise can be
re-formed by the following persons,

If all the promisor are alive, then they can perform
the promise mutually.
If any of the joint promisors expires, then the
representatives of expired promisors along with the
promisors survival can perform the promise.
If all the joint promisor expires, then all their
representatives can perform the promise jointly.
Example

P, Q, R together entered into a contract of constructing
. ruse within a specific time with ‘S’.
But ‘7?’ expires in the middle of contract, then his
rrresentative along with the ‘7” and ‘g’ are supposed to
. rry out the promise within the prescribed specified time.

Irrespective of whether the promise is made for the
welfare/benefit of promisee or for any other person, the
right to claim performance from promisor rests only with
the promisee. If in case the promisee dies, his/her legal
representative would get the right to claim performance of
a contract.
(b)

Time and Place of Performance (Section 46-50)

The parties of a contract are supposed to decide
the time and place of performance of a contract. The rules
relating to time and place of performance of a contract are
as follows,
1.

When Time is not Specified and no Application
is to be Received (Section 46)

When time is not specified/mentioned in the contract
and no application is to be made by the promisee, then the
promisor must perform his/her promise within the reasonable
time which varies from one case to another case.
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When Time is Specified and no Application
is to be Made (Section 47)

If in a contract, time is specified/mentioned for the
performance of promise and no application is to be received
from the promisee to that effect then under such a situation,
the promisor might perform his/her promise at any time
during the working hours of business on a particular day
and place. The performance of promise after the working
hours of business is considered as non-performance.
3.

When Application is to be Received from
Promisee (Section 48)

When application is to be made by the promisee for
performance of promise on a specific day and place, then the
promisor needs to perform the promise only after receiving
the application from promisee. It is the responsibility of
promises to make an application for performing at the
appropriate time and place which varies from one case to
another case.
4.

When no Place is Specified and no Application
is to be Made (Section 49)

If no place is specified in the contract and no
application is to be made by the promisee then under such
a situation, it is the responsibility of promisor to make an
application to the promisee to fix the appropriate place for
the performance of the promise.
5.

Performance of Promise as per the Time and
Manner Specified by the Promise (Section 50)

Classification of Reciprocal Promises

In Jones Vs Barkley case, ‘Lord Mansfield’ classifi
reciprocal promises as follows,
1.

Conditional and Dependent Promises

In case of conditional and dependent promises, t
performance of promise by one party of a contract relies up
the performance of promise by another party to a contrac
Example

‘P’ promises lQ’ that he will paint Q’s buildii
provided that ‘(7 supplies him all the material required f
painting. Here, P’s performance of promise depends up
the Q’s performance of promise. If ‘(7 fails to supply t]
required material to ‘P’ then ‘P’ would be able to perfoi
his promise.
2.

Mutual and Independent Promises

In case of mutual and independent promises, parti
of a contract are supposed to perform their respectf
promises independently irrespective of whether the oth
party performs his/her promise or not.
Example

‘P’ promises to supply goods to ‘0’ on 30th Ma
2014 and ‘Q’ agrees to make payment for the goods on 1:
June-2014. Here, the promises of ‘P’ & ‘Q' are mutual i
independent in nature.
3.

Mutual and Concurrent Promises

In case ofmutual and concurrent promises, the par
of a contract must perform their promises at the same tii

The promisor might perform his/her promise at any
time or in any manner which is specified by the promisee.

Example

Example

Rules Concerning Performance of Reciproi
Promises (Section 51 to 54 and 57)

‘P’ is indebted to ‘(7 ? 10,000. 'Q' had taken some
goods from ‘P’ worth ? 5000 and released ‘P’ from half of
the due amount. Now, ‘P’ is due to lQ' only ? 5,000.
Q29. What are ‘Reciprocal Promises’? Explain the
rules regarding performance of Reciprocal
promises.

Answer :

March/April-13. Q10(a)(i)

Reciprocal Promises

According to section 2 (8) Reciprocal promises refers
to the promises made by the parties of a contract which forms
the consideration or part ofthe consideration for one another.
Example

‘P’ promises ‘Q' to do or not to do something in
consideration of (Ts promise to do or not to do something.
Here, the promises are called “Reciprocal Promises”.

------ft

Goods sold for cash.

The rules concerning performance of recipro
promises are as follows,
1.

Simultaneous Performance of Recipro
Promises

In case of reciprocal promises to be performed at
same time, the promisor need not perform his/her pron
until and unless the promisor is ready and intending
perform his/her reciprocal promise.
Example

‘P’ and iQ' entered into a contract where in '
promised ‘(7 that he will supply goods to ‘(7 and '
promised ‘P’ that he will make payment for the suppl;
goods on the delivery itself. If any one of the party (i
either P or Q) is not ready and is unwilling to perform
promise then the other party of a contract need not perfc
his promise.
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Sequence of Performance of Reciprocal
Promises (Section 52)

Principles/Rules Concerning Appropriation of
Payments (Section 59-61)

If the sequence of the performance reciprocal
ar: mises which is to be carried out is fixed and specified in
re contract then the performance has to be carried out in that
: c uence oniy. If in case on the other hand, if the sequence
: performance is not fixed and not specified in the contract
ren under such a situation, performance has to be carried
as per the requirement of the nature of transaction.

The principles or rules concerning appropriation of
payments are as follows,

2

Example

‘P’ promises ‘Q’ that he will paint Q’s building at a
tied price. In this case, ‘P’ must perform his promise first.
One Party Preventing other Party from
Performing the Promise (Section 53)

Quite a few times, in reciprocal promises one party
:: a contract prevents another party from performing
- s her promise. Under such a situation, the contract
*ecomes voidable at the option will of the party who is
•e _ag prevented. In addition to this, the party who is being
xr. ented can claim compensation from another party for the
s damages suffered by him/her due to non-performance
: ±e contract.
x

Impact of Default made by the Party who has
to Perform First (Section 54)

In case of mutual and dependent reciprocal promises,
t performance of promise by one party depends upon
- e performance of promise by another party. If the party
*“o is supposed to perform his promise first makes default
:-.en the other party of a contract need not perform his
~: mise. The party who had made default is supposed to
gve compensation to the other party for the loss/damage
sJfered by him due to non-performance of a contract.
Reciprocal Promises where First Set of
Promise is Legal and Second Set of Promise
is Illegal

In case of reciprocal promises where first set of
—: mise is legal and second set of promise is illegal then
-.y the promise which is legal is enforceable in the court
: aw and the one which is illegal is not enforceable in the
:urt of law.
220. What is meant by appropriation of payments?
Explain the principles regarding the same.
Answer :

March/April-14, Q10(b)(i)

-^propriation of Payments

In case when a debtor had taken many debts from
be creditor and makes payment which is not enough to
meet the complete indebtedness then under such a situation,
appropriation of payments is done to satisfy all debts.

1.

When the Debtor makes Specification about
the Appropriation (Section 59)

If at the time of making payment, the debtor expressly
specifies as to which debt the payment has to be appropriated
then under such a situation, then the creditor needs to make
appropriation accordingly. If no such specification is made
by the debtor then appropriation needs to be made on the
basis of the circumstances prevailing at the time of payment.
Example

‘P’ had taken two loans from ‘Q’. The first loan is of
? 10,000 and is to be repaid on 1st September. The second
loan is of? 15,000 and is to be repaid on Is* October. On 1st
September, ’P’ pays ’Q’ ? 10,000. This payment should be
considered as repayment of first loan because the due date
of first loan is 1st September and the amount of first loan is
?10,000.
2.

When no Specification is made by the Debtor
and the Circumstance are not Indicative
(Section 60)

If in case, the debtor has not specified anything about
the appropriation of payment and the circumstances under
which payment would be made is not indicative of any
intention then under such situation creditor may apply such
a payment at his discretion to any lawful debt or debt due
to him.

In case of partial payment by the debtor, a question
arises as to whether such payment must be considered for
the principal or interest. As per the general principle, the
payment must be first considered as interest and then as
the principal on the condition that there is no contradictory
contract to that effect.
3.

When no Specification is made by the Debtor
and the Creditors Fails to Appropriate
(Section 61)

In case, when the debtor has not specified anything
about the appropriation of payments and when the creditors
fail to make appropriation then under such a situation,
payments are considered for the debts as per the order in
which they were taken i.e., starting from the earliest. If the
order of time is same for all the debts then payment is applied
to each debt in equal percentage.
Conclusion

Generally, it is the debtor’s right to specify the
appropriation of payments at the time of making payment.
In case of failure of debtor, creditor can make appropriation
of payments as per the intention indicated by circumstances.
In case of failure of both debtor and creditor, the law will
make appropriation on the basis of the order of time.
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Q31. Discuss,

❖

(a)

Time as the essence of contract.

(b)

Assignment of contracts.

Example

Answer :

An obligation to paint a picture or sing a song and so on

Time as the Essence of Contract (Sec. 55)

If in case in a contract time for the performance of
contract is regarded as an essential aspect of contract and
that the promisor fails to perform his/her promise within the
set time then in such a case the contract becomes voidable at
the option of promisee. If the promisee accepts the delayed
performance then he/she would not be able to claim any
compensation for the damages occurred due to delayed
performance. But the promisee can claim the compensation
for damages before accepting the delayed performance.
On the other hand, if time fixed for the performance
of contract is not regarded as an essential aspect of the
contract and if the promisor fails to perform his/her promise
within a fixed time will not make the contract voidable at the
option of promisee. In such a situation, promisee can claim
compensation for the loss incurred by him/her due to such
failure.
(b)

CASE 1 :

Answer:

(i)

By operation of law and

(ii)

By the Act of the parties in a contract.

By Operation of Law

‘A’ undertook to write a book in six
volumes. After completing four volumes
‘A’ died. Can his legal representatives ge:
payment for the workdone?
Oct./Nov.-12, QlO(b)(H

Yes, the legal representatives of ‘A ’ can get th;
payment for the work done by ‘A’ according to ‘Doctrine
of Quantum meruit’. According to ‘Doctrine of Quantum
meruit’, if a person is unable to complete the agreed wort
due to impossibility or breach of contract then under suet
a situation, the other party is permitted to claim the amount
for the work done by the first person. In this case, A’s death
left the contract incomplete. Thus, A’s legal representatives
can get the payment for the four volumes completed by ft. |
CASE 2 :

Assignment of Contract

Assignment of contract refers to transfer of contractual
obligations in a contract form one party to a third party. This
transfer might take place with or without the consent of the
other party to a contract. Assignment of contract may take
place in two ways,

(i)

CASE LAWS RELATED TO PERFORMANCE OF
CONTRACTS

Answer :

‘A’ has taken a loan from ‘B’ ? 10,00:
payable on 1st August with interest. ‘A’ has
offered to pay on 1st July, the loan amount
with interest calculated upto 1s* July. Is r
a valid tender of performance? Decide.

No, it is not a valid tender of performance because
tender of performance was not made at the appointed
date. In this case, the date/time was fixed for the tender ofl
performance i.e., 1st August but ’A’ offered to pay on 1st Julj ]

i.e., before the due date). So, this tender of performance
considered as invalid.

Death

CASE 3 :

In case of death of a party of a contract, then his/her
contractual obligations under a contract would be transferred
to his/her legal heirs.
Answer :

If a party of a contract becomes insolvent then his/her
contractual obligations would be transferred to the official
receiver or assignee whatever the case might be.
(ii)

By the Act of the Parties in a Contract

Ram due to Shyam ? 10,000/-. Gopal due
Ram ^10,000/-. Ram now forcing Shyam
collect the due amount from Gopal. Shya
opposed the same. Explain the legality
the issue.
March/April-14, Q10(b)|

Ram forcing Shyam to collect the due amount fro:
Gopal is not correct. Ram is indebted to pay ?10,000 1
Shyam. Only Shyam can claim the due amount from Ra:
but not from Gopal as Gopal is a stranger to a contract.

Assignment of contractual obligations might also
take place by the act of the parties of a contract. But this is
subjected to disadvantages such as,

CASE 4 :

A promisor cannot transfer his/her contractual
obligations to a third party without the permission
of the promisee.

Answer :

❖

A, B, C jointly promise to pay D Rs. 3001
A and B are untraceable. Can D compel
to pay him in full?
March/April-15, Q10(b)(

Yes, D can compel C to pay him in full. Here, C
liable to pay D T 3000.
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March/April-13, Q10(a)l

Assignment of contract by operation of law takes
place by any of the following methods,

Insolvency

3

ih in m ii iU H U

(a)

It is not possible to transfer the contractual
obligations in a case where personal skills and
abilities of the promisor are involved.

■
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BUSINESS LAW

:

BREACH OF A CONTRACT - TYPES AND
REMEDIES FOR BREACH OF A CONTRACT

C. »Vhat do you mean by breach of a contract?
State the different types of breach of a contract.

Express Repudiation

In case of express repudiation, one party after
performing his promise to some extent i.e., partially refuses
to perform the remaining promise by an action or by word.
Example

OR
Write a note on breach of a contract.
March/April-16, Q10(a)(i)

■»« :

(a)

- ac - of Contract

•'■•'hen an obligation involved in a contract is broken
- termed as breach of contract. If a party to contract
ea -: t fulfill his contractual obligation and make the
Bi -rtance of contract impossible then he is liable for
■a.; incurred by injured party.
c

oes of Breach of Contract

‘P’ promises /(?’ that he will supply ‘Q’ 9 bags
of wheat in 3 equal installments at a certain price. After
supplying 3 bags of wheat, ‘P’ said to lQ’ that he will not
supply remaining 6 bags of wheat. There is an express
repudiation by ‘7”.
(b)

Implied Repudiation

In case of implied repudiation, one party by his act
makes the performance of a contract impossible during the
performance of a contract. Repudiation implied from the
action of the repudiating party.

Breach of contract is of two types as follows,
2.

Actual breach of contract and
2

Anticipatory or constructive breach of contract.

Actual Breach of Contract

Actual breach of contract might take place,
At the time when the performance is due or
During the performance of the contract.
3reach of Contract at the Time when the
Performance is Due

1- case of breach of contract at the time when the
■fcrziance is due, one party of a contract fails or refuses
be-- ? -m his/her promise on due date.

Anticipatory or Constructive Breach of
Contract

Anticipatory breach of contract takes place when
one party of a contract informs the other party that he/she
will not be performing his/her promise. The intention of
not performing the promise is declared prior the due date.
Refusal to perform the promise might be either through
express repudiation or implied repudiation.
(a)

Express Repudiation

Under this, a party of a contract expresses his/her
intention of not performing the contract either by word or
by action before the due date.

ample

Example

P’ promises ‘Q’ that he will deliver 100 bags of
■rg Jal to ‘0’ on 1st May 2014. On the due date, ‘P’
Bi: :o make delivery. The contract between ‘P’ and ‘g’
fcc-arged by breach of contract. If time is not an essential
,e-' if the contract and the party in breach wants to
be — his promise after the fixed time then the other party
p _. ept the performance on the condition that the party
-inn would compensate to him for non-performance
Bt fixed time. If the party not in breach wants to claim
■r-'isation from the party in breach then a prior notice
■c.—:ng that should be sent to the party in breach.

‘P’ promises *£>’ that he will supply 20 bags of rice
to ‘0’ on 21st May 2014. Prior to this due date i.e., on 18th
May 2014, ‘P’ informs lQ' that he won’t be able to supply
20 bags of rice to him. Here, there is an anticipatory breach
of contract by express repudiation.

Breach of Contract during the Performance
of the Contract

‘^’promises ‘P’ that he will sell his house to ‘P’ at ?
24,00,000 on 20th May 2014. But before this date, ‘A' sold
his house to ‘C’ (a third party). The action of M’ made the
performance of a contract impossible. This is an anticipatory
breach of contract by implied repudiation. Section 39 of
the Indian contract Act is concerned with ‘Doctrine of
anticipatory breach’.

in case of breach of contract during the performance of
t - mact, one party of a contract fails/refuses to perform
A;' promise during the performance of a contract. The
OS- :o perform the promise might be either by express
(Bnunon or implied repudiation.

(b)

Implied Repudiation

A party of a contract carries out some actions which
makes the performance of a contract impossible.
Example
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UNIT-2 : Contract Act 1872
Q33. What are the remedies available for breach of
contract?
March/April-15, Q10(a)(i)

OR
Explain various remedies for breach of contract
briefly.
Oct.-14, Qio(t>)(i)

OR
What remedies are available to an aggrieved
party on the breach of a contract?

Answer :

Oct./Nov.-12, QiO(b)(i)

Every contract have some rights and obligations. A
right does not have any worth if there is no remedy to enforce
that right in a law court at the time of its infringement or
breach of contract. Remedy is given by law through which
right can be enforced.
The following are the remedies available for the
injured party at the time of breach of contract,
1.

Rescission of the Contract

If one party breaks the contract then the other party
can sue for considering the contract as cancelled and
rejecting to perform further. In this situation, he becomes
aware of all his obligations under the contract.

3.

The meaning of the term ‘Quantum Meruit’ is
much as earned’. An obligation to sue on a quantum n
occurs when a contract is performed by one party to
extent and becomes discharged by the breach of contr;
other party. Thus, the party is not sued for original coi
that has been discharged but for implied promise mai
the other party to pay in the event of breach.
4.

Rescission is granted by the court when,

(a)

Plaintiff considers the contract as voidable, or

(b)

Contract is unlawful as the causes are not clear and
the defendant is blamed more than plaintiff.

Section 27 of the specific reliefAct, 1963 outlines the
situations in which the court may not cancel the contract,

(a)

When the contract is either expressly or impliedly
approved by the plaintiff, or

(b)

When the parties cannot occupy their original
positions due to the changing conditions, or

(c)

When the third parties have acquired rights in good
faith and for value while maintaining the contract, or

(d)

When the parties agree to cancel only a part of contract
but that part cannot be separated from the rest of the
contract.

2.

Suit for Damages

Damages are referred to monetary compensation
allowed to injured party as a remedy for breach of contract.
The purpose of providing damage is to put the injured party
in the same position as he/she was before the occurrence
of loss.

__ ___

Suit for Specific Performance of the Con

Damages are not always an appropriate remec.
the breach of contracts. In such situations the court
address the party in the breach to perform his promise t
on the terms and conditions of the contract. It is a dire
for specific performance of the contract by the col
convenience of the party which is not in the breach.
The following are the situations, whereir
specific performance of a contract can be enforced
responsibility of the court,

(a)

When non-performance of act cannot be compc
in money as it is an inadequate relief.

(b)

When actual damage for non-performance
cannot be determined.

(c)

When it is not possible to get the compensat:
terms of money for the non-performance of act

Example

X promises to sell his car to Z, and Z agrees to make
payment on delivery of car. But ifAdoes not deliver the car
then Z is discharged froifi liability to pay the price.

Suit Upon Quantum Meruit

The following are the cases wherein sp'
performance will not be provided,

(a)

When damages are regarded as an appropriate re

(b)

When contract is not specific or unfair to either

(c)

When contract is revocable by its nature.

(d)

When trustees make the contract in breach of
trust.

(e)

When contract involves a personal matter (]
contract to marry).

(f)

When the contract is made by accompany
basis of the powers mentioned in the memor
of association, and

(g)

The performance of those contracts which cai
supervised by the court. (E.g.: A contract for p
a house).

5.

Suit for Injunction

Injunction refers to the order given by the
to restrict the party in breach from performing w:
promised not to perform.

Usually, providing an injunction by the cc
discretionary, but court normally refuses to gr;
injunction to restrict the breach of a contract,

(a)

Wherein promisor make commitment not
something.

(b)

Which is negative in substance eventhough it
in form.
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What do you mean by the term ‘Damages’? State
the various rules for awarding various types of
tamages under breach of contract.

OR
Explain various damages under breach of
contract. (Model Paper-Ill, Q10(b)(i) | March/April-17, Q10(b)(i)

Refer Only Topic: Rules for Awarding Various Types of
L images Under Breach of Contract)
OR
Write a note on damages - a means of
•smedying an aggrieved party.

ex :

Sept,/Oct.-15, Q10(b)(i)

/a~ages

Damages are referred to monetary compensation
k to injured party as a remedy for breach of contract.
Ir : _-pose of providing damage is to put the injured
w
the same position as he/she was before the
■carrence of loss.
Ifcues for Awarding Various Types of Damages
■nr Breach of Contract

The following are the various rules of contract. For
,■ * z -g various types of damages under breach of contract,
Ordinary Damages or Damages Arising
Naturally

If a contract is broken due to the breach of one party
■fcr - ared party is liable to recover damages from other
w § ach damages arises naturally, directly in usual course
•
ness due to breach. These damages are known as
■BB&sy damages.
:==3T-ple

'P' has a contract to sell 50 quintal of rice to
at
per quintal and payment is to be done at the time of
iter ery. But on delivery date the price of rice increased by ?
SB® ter quintal and ‘P’ refused to sell the rice, “(?’ is entitled
■Bearn for damage from ‘P’ for breach of contract.
Special Damages or Damages
Contemplation of the Parties

in

Special damages can be recovered due to the breach
a enact. Where the purpose of contract was already
~t into the notice of the party. But, if party fails to
fie purpose according to the contract then injured
5 eligible to claim for damages. Special damages can
«med only in special circumstances.

Example

‘P’ a trader deliver some goods to railway company
and asked them to deliver at a place where festival was to
be held. On the consignment note it was clearly instructed
that it should be delivered before Saturday. But, railway
authorities failed to deliver the goods on specified day. ‘S’
is liable to recover his damages or loss of profit from railway
company.
3.

Vindictive or Exemplary Damages

Vindictive or exemplary damages has no place in
contract of law as they are punitive in nature (involving
punishment). But in few cases these damages are compensated,
(i)

In case of breach of promise to marry and

(ii)

In case of wrongly dishonouring of cheque by banker.
[Even after having sufficient funds to honour],

4.

Nominal Damages

Nominal damages refer to nominal loss. Where
injured party does not suffer any loss due to breach of
contract. This loss is very small. It is just to acknowledge
that plaintiff has proved his point and won.
5.

Damages for Loss of Reputation

Such damages are generally not recoverable, but in
some exceptional cases it is awarded.
Example

If a banker wrongly refuses to honour the cheque of
trademan then that trademan is eligible to claim the damages
for the loss of reputation in the market. Even it has a rule i.e.,
the smaller the value of dishonour cheque the higher will be
the compensation award.
6.

Damages for Inconvenience and Comfort

Under this, damages are claimed for the physical
inconvenience and discomfort suffered by the injured party.
Example

‘A’ with his wife and children took bus tickets for a
particular place but bus has dropped them 5 km before their
destination. Due to mid-night, ‘A' and his family were unable
to get other transportation facility so they have walked to
reach their destination and suffered physical inconvenience.
So ‘A’ is liable to recover damage.
7.

Mitigation of Damages

It is the duty of injured party to take all necessary
steps to mitigate the loss consequent to the breach. His
claim of loss is eligible to extend of breach only but not to
his negligence of mitigating the loss.
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CASE 3:

Cost of Decree

8,

The injured party is entitled to recover damages along
with the cost of decree.
9.

not according to the contract. Is B entitli
to recover from A the additional cost
making the repairs as per the contract.

Damages Agreed upon in Advance

Under this, injured party is entitled to recover
damages only to an extend agreed in contract to be paid at
the time of failure of performance or breach of contract.
Under Sec. 74 a reasonable amount is agreed between both
the parties in advance for a breach of contract.

A contracts to repair B’s house an
receives payment in advance. A repairs b

Answer :

Sept./Oct.-15, Q10(b)

Yes, ‘B’ is entitled to recover from ‘A’ the additior
cost of making the repairs as per the contract.
CASE 4 : C contracted with Railway Company

Example

supply 3,000 tons of railway chair
at certain price in installments. Aft
supplying 1700 tons Railway Compai

In a contract between ‘P’ and ‘0’ ‘P’ promises to pay
? 500 on Monday, if he fails to pay then ? 1000 will be paid
to ‘Q’ as a compensation.

CASES RELATED TO REMEDIES FOR BREACH
OF CONTRACT
CASE 1 :

Answer :

Watson agreed to sell his Ship to James
for ? 1,60,000/-. But James breached the
same by not buying the ship. Watson in
want of money forced to sell the ship for
7 1,50,000/- to others. Explain the justice
available to Watson.
0ct.-14, Q10(b)(ii)

In the above case, a contract was made between
Watson and James wherein the Watson agreed to sell his ship
to James for ? 1,60,000. But James breached this contract
by not buying the ship. In this situation, Watson can sue
James for the breach of contract as the law provide justice
to injured party in terms of‘Recession’.

Recession is a remedy available to the suffering party
to overcome the loss/damage. Thus Recession is a remedy
available to Watson.
CASE 2 :

Answer :

N, a film actress agreed to act for W and no
one else during that year. But she entered
into contract with Z. Explain rights of W.
March/April-17, Q10(b)(ii)

An agreement of service under which N a film
actress agreed to act for W for a specific period of time and
no one else during that period is a valid agreement. In this
case, eventhough N agreed to act for W and no one else,
she entered in a contract with Z (third party), so under this
situation W will have following rights under the Indian
Contract Act 1872,
(a)

‘N’, the film actress cannot be forced to work with ‘W’.

(b)

‘N’, may be compelled not to work with any other
' film producer except for ‘ W’ as per the terms of the
agreement.

asked C to stop further supply. What a

the rights of C?

Answer :

(Model Paper-Ill, Q10(b)(ii) | Oct./Nov.-17, Q10(bX

Mr ‘C’ has the following rights with regard to tl
contract with the railway company,
1.

Rescission of the Contract

If one party breaks the contract then the other pai
can sue for considering the contract as cancelled a
rejecting to perform further. In this situation, he becorc
aware of all his obligations under the contract.
2.

Suit for Damages

Damages are referred to monetary compensat:
allowed to injured party as a remedy for breach
contract. The purpose of providing damage is to put:
injured party in the same position as he/she was bef:

the occurrence of loss.
3.

Suit Upon Quantum Meruit

The meaning of the term ‘Quantum Meruit’ is
much as earned’. An obligation to sue on a quantum nx
occurs when a contract is performed by one party to s
extent and becomes discharged by the breach of contra
other party. Thus, the party is not sued for original con
that has been discharged but for implied promise mac
the other party to pay in the event of breach.
4.

Suit for Specific Performance of the Con:

Damages are not always an appropriate remec
the breach of contracts. In such situations the cour
address the party in the breach to perform his promise t
on the terms and conditions of the contract. It is a dire
for specific performance of the contract by the cot.
convenience of the party which is not in the breach.
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INTERNAL ASSESSMENT
Multiple Choice
Consideration on the object of an agreement is unlaw, if it is,

2

(a)

Fraudulent

(b)

Forbidden by law

(c)

Defeats the provisions of any law

(d)

All the above

A contract may be discharged in_______ ways.

(a) Five

(b) Six

(c) Nine

(d) Seven

When a contract is broken, the injured parties have one or more of the following remedies?

(a) Legal Contract

(b) Suit for injunction

(c) Suit for rights

(d) Suit for agreement

[

]

[

]

]

[

________ damages for the breach of a contract are given by way of compensations for loss suffered and not
by way of punishment for wrong inflicted.
[
]

to

(a)

Nominal damages

(b)

Special damages

(c)

Vindictive or exemplary damages

(d)

Damages for loss reputation

is not a remedy for breach of contract.

?UJ«I

behJ

t

(a)

Suit for injunction

(b)

Suit for damages

(d)

Suit upon quantum meruit

(d)

Restitution

According to section 11,

are incompetent person to contract.

(a)

Minor

(b)

Persons with unsound mind

(c)

Persons disqualified by law to contract

(d)

All the above

does not require consideration
(a)

Waiver

(b)

Remission

(c)

Alteration

(d)

Novation

A contract can be performed by
(a)

Promisor himself

(b)

Legal representatives

(c)

Primisor’s agent

(d)

All the above

damages refer to nominal loss.
(a)

Ordinary damages

(b)

Exemplary damages

(c)

Nominal

(d)

Special damage

are not enforceable in the court of law.

L7

(a)

Contingent contracts

(b)

Wagering agreements

(c)

Voidable contracts

(d)

All the above
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UNIT-2 : Contract Act 1872

II.

Fill in the Blanks
1.

___________ as well as consideration in necessary for an agreement to become a valid agreement.

2.

___________ refers to ending up of the contractual relationship that exists between two parties.

3.

___________ mean s a breaking of the obligation which a contract imposes.

4.

__________ are referred to monetary compensation allowed to injured party as a remedy for breach of contr

5.

‘Quantum Meruit’means__________.

6.

Voidable contracts are defined under sec._________ .

7.

__________contract may not contain reciprocal promises.

8.

_________ refers to the order given by the count to restrict the party in breach from performing wha:
promised not to perform.

9.

_________ refers to ‘Restoration of the benefit’.

10.

_________ agreement is an agreement which is not enforceable by law.

KEY
I.

II.

Multiple Choice
1-

(d)

2.

(b)

3-

(b)

4.

(c)

5-

(d)

6.

(d)

7.

(a)

8-

(d)

9.

(c)

10.

(b)

Fill in the Blanks
1.

Lawful object

2.

Discharge of contract

3.

Breach of contract

4.

Damages

5.

as much earned or as much as is merited

6.

Sec. 2 (i)

7.

Contingent

8.

Injunction

9.

Restitution

10.

Void.
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II

Very Short Questions and Answers

iC'

Define Void Agreement.

Hfevwer :

k

According to Section 2(g) of the Indian Contract Act, 1872, “A void agreement is an agreement which is not
--cable by law”.

o t contraa,’------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

|L

What do you mean by performance of contract?

Htarwer :

Performance of the contract is one of the different methods of fulfilling the contract.
Define breach of contract.

12 what

■

Alien an obligation involved in a contract is broken then it is termed as breach of contract.

ic*

(Vrite a short note on discharge of contract.

■

Ahen contractual relationship between the parties is terminated, it is known as discharge of contract.___________

■E.

What is quantum meruit?

. _iantum meruit means “as much earned” or “as much as merited”.
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After studying this unit, one would be able to understand,
❖

Development of Business Law in India.

❖

Agreement and Contract.

❖

Essentials of Valid Contract.

❖

Contract Act 1872.

❖

Sale of Goods Act 1930.

❖

Consumer Protection Act 1986.

❖

Concept of Intellectual Property Rights (Trademark, Patents etc).

❖

Information Technology Act 2000.

❖

Environmental Protection Act 1986.

c

INTRODUCTION

The sale of goods is a very common type of commercial contract. Sale of Goods Act, 1930 contains information
concerning laws related to sale of goods. Before the introduction of Sale of Goods Act, 1930, the rules
concerning the sale of goods were included in chapter VII of the Indian Contract Act, 1872.

Usually at the time of contract, there exists representations for both the buyer and seller and when these
representation becomes an essential part of the contract it is called as ‘stipulations’ and can be classified a:
‘condition’ and ‘warranty’.

According to Sec (16), the 1st para is dealt with ‘Caveat Emptor’ as ‘subject to the provisions of this Act an:
any other law for the time being in force, there is no implied warranty or condition as to the quality or fitness
for any particular purpose of goods supplied under a contract of sale.
The term ‘transfer of property’ refers to the transfer of ownership of the goods from one party to another
There exists a clear difference between the term ‘transfer of ownership’ of goods and ‘possession of goods
The term transfer of ownership means the transfer of ownership rights from the seller to the buyer. Where::
possession of goods simply means the custody of the physical goods.
Consumer protection is a type of protection which is provided to the consumers against the effect
malpractices of the marketers and firms and the social evils such as corruption, ill treatment, exploitatic
unhygienic working conditions, injurious manufactures, deceitful market practices including black marketing
overcharging, misguidance by advertising, mislabelling, misuse of trademarks, patents etc.

■88!
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PART-A

SHORT QUESTIONS WITH SOLUTIONS
Goods

(Model Paper-I, Q3|Oct./Nov.-17, Q5)

OR

Explain the term ‘goods’ as per Sale of Goods Act.

s»er :

Oct.ZNov.-16, Q4

According to Sec. 2(7), goods means every type of movable property except actionable claims and money and it
xes stocks and shares or growing crops, grass and things or material associated to or making a part of the land which
xreed to be stopped before sale or falls under the contract of sale of goods.
The contract related to goods is contract of sale of goods. In this contract seller transfers or agrees to move the
--r> to goods to buyer for a specific price.
The items which are excluded from the term goods are as follows,

Any actionable claim that is any claim to any debt or any beneficial interest in a movable property which is not in
possession. These claims are not liable for sales or purchases as they can only be ascertained or allocated.

The legal tender such as money and not the old and unique coins.
Immovable property._________________________________________________________________________________
.

Unfair Practices

Oct./Nov.-17, Q6

OR

Unfair Trade Practices

B*er :

March/April-15, Q4

A trade practice which, for the purpose of promoting the sale, use or supply of any goods or for the provision of
> se-vices, adopts any unfair method or unfair or deceptive practice is an unfair trade practice. Trade means any trade,
';; industry, profession or occupation relating to the production, supply, distribution or control of goods and includes
-: ■ isions of any services (Sec. 2(s)), Services rendered by professionals like Engineers, Architects, Doctors, Chartered
■ -ntants, Advocates and others, which fall under any of the unfair trade practices, will be subject to inquiry by the
amission._______
L

Consumer as per Consumer Protection Act

March/Aprii-15, Q3

OR
Consumer
:

(Model Paper-ll, Q3 | March/April-18, Q5 | Oct.-14, Q6 | Sept./Oct.-15, QS)

According to Consumer Protection Act, 1986, a “Consumer” is a person who buys any good or hires or avails of
e-. ices for consideration which has been fully paid or promised or partly paid and partly promised. It also includes
■r of such products when use is made with the approval of the buyer. However, a person who obtains such products/
c 7 or resale or any other commercial purpose, is not considered as “Consumer”.

The consumer courts do not allow the services to be used for commercial purposes thereby enabling them to
rate on providing relief to individual consumers.

Any person carries out any economic activity either on small scale or large scale with a view to make profit is
xered under the term “commercial purpose”.
=uture Goods

■KT :

Oct.-14, Q5

“he goods which are to be manufactured or produced or acquired by the seller after the creation of the contract of
-: lermed as future goods. The process of sale cannot take place in future goods because the person cannot sell the
c - hich he does not possess. In future goods contracting parties are not liable to discharge on non-acquisition or
- Auction. These goods are not in existence and even not in possession of the seller at the time of contract of sale.
Example: A agrees to sell crops to ‘B’ and B is grown at his farm in Uttar Pradesh in the year 2010 season for a sum
L • '00. In such a case it is observed that it is an agreement to sell future goods and is not a sale.
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Q5.

Auction Sale

Answer

: (Sept./Oct.-15, Q41 March/April-17, Q51 March/April-15, Q6)

(i)

Where buyer fails to make payment for the gooc

(ii)

The goods are in transit.

An auction sale refers to a ‘public sale’ wherein
various interested people who want to buy the auctioned
goods carries out bidding. Each bidder tries to bid more
price than the other bidders. Finally, the goods are sold to
that person who bids the highest price. A person who sells
the goods by auction is known as auctioneer. He/she is an
agent of the actual owner of the goods i.e., the seller. The
relationship of an auctioneer and actual owner of the goods
is regulated by the general principles of law of agency.

The right of stoppage in transit is an extension tc
right of lien.

Q6.

Notice regarding stoppage of goods in transit :
be given to the principal or the person who is having
possession of goods.

Rights of Consumers

Answer :

(Model Paper-1, Q81 March/April-17, Q61 March/April-16, Q6)

The consumer bill of rights was written in response
to the events like fraud, manipulation, etc. The following are
the rights which are included under consumer bill of rights,
(i)

Right to Safety

This right provides protection against the products or
services which are harmful to health and life.
(ii)

(i)

Availing right by sending a notice to carrier or a
bailee about his claim to get the payment for the go

(ii)

Availing right by taking the possession of good/

Q8.

1.

An individual who is or has been a high court
appointed by the state commission can take
role of president in state commission.

2.

The state commission also contains minime
and maximum number of members specified
act. One among them should be women and
possess the below mentioned qualifications.

(a)

A person should have at least 35 years of age

(b)

A person should have a bachelor degree i
recognized university.

(c)

A person should be capable and strong enc.
should possess appropriate knowledge and n
10 years of experience in tackling with ;
concerned with law, accountancy, ecc
industry, commerce, public affairs or admin

Right to Choose

Right to be Heard (Redress)

This right ensures that the consumer interests receive
complete consideration while developing and executing the
regulatory policy.
(v)

Right to Enjoy

This right provides the freedom to enjoy clean and
healthy environment.
(vi)

Right of the Poor and other Minorities

This right helps in protecting the interests of poor and
other minorities.
Q7.

(Model Paper-Ill, Q4 | Oct./Nov-

Every state commission is composed ofthe fol! a
members,

This right allows the firm to access different products
and services at competitive prices.
(iv)

State Commission

Answer :

Right to be Informed

This right makes it compulsory for the firms to
disclose the facts required for making informed choice.
(iii)

An unpaid seller can avail his right of stoppac
transit in any of the following ways,

Right of Stopping the Goods in Transit

Answer :

Maximum 50% of the members of ti
commission can be people with judicial backgrou
Q9.

Sale by Non-Owners

Answer :

Oct./Nov.-16, Q5

The right of stoppage in transit is the right of an unpaid
seller to stop the goods which are in transit from reaching
the buyer. Apart from this, unpaid seller has right to continue
possession of goods till the goods are in transit to and retain
possession of goods till the buyer makes payment for goods.

An unpaid seller will have right of stoppage in transit
in the following situations,

(Model Paper-Ill, Q8 | March A*

The rules concerning transfer of owna
designed on the basis of the assumption that the
either an absolute owner of the goods or is empov. a
the goods then and thus the sale made by the se
the buyer whom the goods are sold an absolute c - •
goods. If in case the seller is neither an absolu:;
an empowered person then the buyer will not be m
owner.
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A seller cannot give a better title to the buyer than he himself has. The general rule of law states that “No one can
: that which he/she has not got”. In Latin Maxim, this rule is expressed as “Nemo dat quod non habet’’.

Subject to the provisions of this Act and of any other law for the time being in force, where goods are sold by a
-v - who is not the owner thereof and who does not sell them under the authority or with the consent of the owner, the
- acquires no better title to the goods than the seller had, unless the owner of the goods is by his conduct precluded
be denying the seller’s authority to sell.
M

Caveat Emptor

■swer :

(March/April-13, Q4 | Oct./Nov.-12, Q5)

Doctrine of caveat emptor is a Latin word which means “let the buyer be aware”.
According to Sec (16), the 1st para is dealt with ‘Caveat Emptor’ as ‘subject to the provisions of this Act and any
Cc- law for the time being in force, there is no implied warranty or condition as to the quality or fitness for any particular
«-•: se of goods supplied under a contract of sale.
It means it is not the duty of the seller to highlight the faults in the goods instead the buyer should be aware of the
■ii in terms of quality, fitness and should carefully examine the goods before purchasing.

Example: ‘S’ purchased oats from ‘Tf. And a sample of such oats was shown to ‘S’ and ‘S’ being unaware of the
|Bcs considered the goods to be old. But in practice the goods were new. It was held that the buyer should be aware of
r ; :«ls he purchases and cannot avoid the contract.
IT

Conditions Vs Warranties
>er :

Oct./Nov.-13, Q4

Following are the differences between Conditions and Warranties,
Basis

Condition

Z.

Warranty

A condition is a stipulation which plays an A warranty is a stipulation which is collateral to the
important role in the main contract.
main objective of the contract.

3reach of The aggrieved party has the right to end the The aggrieved party has the right to claim against
(Condition., contract.
damages, but cannot make the contract end.

Tr. itment

L.

Condition

Under contract the breach of condition is same A breach of warranty is not a breach of condition.
as breach of warranty.

2 Sale Vs Bailment
March/April-14, Q5

Sail Vs Bailment are differentiated as follows,
Basis

Sale

Bailment

LI Transfer of In sale, the ownership of goods is transferred In Bailment, only possession of goods is

ownership or from the seller to the buyer.
■possession of
£ oods
t

transferred from the bailor to the bailee and not
the ownership.

Parties

In contract of sale, seller and buyer are the two In Bailment, bailor and bailee are the two parties.
parties.

Consideration

In contract of sale, the consideration is in the In case of bailment, no consideration is required
form of price which is transferred from the to be transferred between bailor and bailee.
buyer to the seller. Consideration is mandatory
in sale.

■1 L'um of

r:ods

In contract of sale, there is no return of goods. In bailment, bailee is supposed to return goods
to bailor after meeting the purpose of bailment.
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Q13. Complaints as per Consumer Protection Act

Answer :

March/April-13, Q5

According to the Consumer Protection Act, “A
complaint refers to any allegation in writing made by a
complainant with a view to obtain any relief given by this
act. The allegation in writing must be the following,

(a)

Any unfair or restrictive trade practice followed by
the trader or the service provider.

(b)

The goods purchased by him or agreed to be purchased
by him suffers from any defects.

(c)

The services hired or availed of or agreed to be hired
or availed by him suffers from any kind of deficiency
in any respect.

(d)

A trader or the service provider whatever the case is
has charged for the goods or for the services given in
the complaint, a price in excess of the price.

(i)

Fixed by or under any law for the time being in
force.

(ii)

Displayed on the goods or any package
consisting of such goods.

The district forum is composed of the follow
members,

(i)

An individual who possesses the qualification
become a district judge, can take up the position
president in district forum.

(ii)

Two other members. Among these two members,
member should be female. These two members sf
possess the below mentioned qualifications.
❖

Person should be of at least 35 years of ag

❖

Should be graduate from recognized unive

❖

Should possess knowledge and should ha
least 10 years of experience in tackling
problems concerning law, economics comir
industry, accountancy, administration orp
affairs.

Q16. What are the functions of Consumer Cou:
in India?

Answer :

(iii) Displayed on the price list shown by him or in
any law for the time being in force.

(iv) Agreed among the parties and so on.

The various functions performed by Cons
Councils in India are,

Q14. Restrictive Trade Practices

Answer :

In India, consumer movement has resulted :
establishment of various organizations locally. T
organizations are called as consumer forums (or Cons
Protection Councils).

Oct./Nov.-13, Q7

1.

A restrictive trade practice means a trade practice
which has or may have the effect of preventing, distorting
or restricting competition in any manner and in particular.

Consumer councils works for the protection of
of consumers.

2.

Consumer councils give guidance to consum
how to approach consumer court to file a suit

(i)

Which tends to obstruct the flow of capital or
resources into the stream of production.

3.

In majority of the occasions, consumer co
represent the consumers in the consumer cour

(ii)

Which tends to bring about manipulation of prices or
conditions of delivery or to affect the flow of supplies
in the market relating to goods or services in such a
manner or to impose on the consumers unjustified
costs or restrictions.

4.

Consumer councils bring awareness in cons
regarding consumer rights.

5.

Consumer councils motivate business uni?
professional associations to set code of conduc:
govern the activities undertaken by their met

6.

Consumer councils gather, receive and dis
information regarding goods and servic
immovable property.

A restrictive trade practice shall be deemed to be
prejudicial to the public interest.
Q15. District Forum

Answer :

Oct./Nov.-12, Q6

The consumer disputes redressal forum is also called
as the ‘district forum’. The state government by notification
set up this forum in every district of the state. The state
government might set up more than one district forum within
a district if it considers suitable.

7.

Consumer councils receive and analyze the con
given by the consumers.

8.

Consumer councils may perform some
additional functions with the prior permissie
the chief executive in council.
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1

CONTRACT OF SALE : ESSENTIALS OF VALID SALE

7. Write about Sale of Goods Act, 1930. What are the essential elements of a contract of sale?
Qp

Define sale and essentials of sale.
•answer :

March/April-15, Q11(a)(i)

J fa € of Goods Act, 1930

Id have
ding w
ommercs.
t or pubis

The sale of goods is a very common type of commercial contract. Sale of Goods Act, 1930 contains information
. eming laws related to sale of goods. Before the introduction of Sale of Goods Act, 1930, the rules concerning the sale
, ods were included in chapter VII of the Indian Contract Act, 1872.

se-

: itract of Sale

A contract of sale refers to a contract through which “the seller transfers or agrees to transfer the property in goods
CounciB

■ - e buyer for a price. The contract of sale may be of two types,

H
ed in
y. TheJ

ionsunse

*

(i)

Conditional contract of sale

( ii)

Absolute contract of sale.

Conditional Contract of Sale

Conditional contract of sale is a contract of sale which is on a condition.
Absolute Contract of Sale

Unlike, conditional contract of sale, absolute contract of sale is made without conditions.

onsuor

i of nraa

Contract of sale is a general term and covers,
(a)

Sale

(b)

Agreement to sell.

In case of‘sale’, property in goods is passed onto the buyer from seller. Whereas in case of “Agreement to sell”, there
jmers a
is - > an agreement between the parties which the seller would transfer the property in goods to the buyer in the future
lit.
it .-er the fulfillment of some conditions. An agreement to sell takes the form of sale with the span of time or fulfillment
council « editions which were imposed on the transfer of property in goods to the buyer.

>urt.
insumai®

Essential Elements of a Contract of Sale

The following are the essential elements of contract of sale,

1.

Two parties

2.

Goods

3.

Price

4.

Transfer of general property.

Two Parties

The contract of sale should have two different parties i.e., (Buyer and seller). Both these parties must be capable of
-ning the contract. Buyer refers to a person who buys the goods or agrees to buy goods from the seller. On the other
_ seller refers to a person who sells the good or agree to sell goods to buyer.
)ie

There were three joint owners in a company. After 3 years of successful working the company was shutdown due to
•eason. The left over assets of the company were divided among the joint owners equally. This is not a sale as people
t m assets are shared are owners and they cannot play the role of both buyer and seller.
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2.

Goods

The contract of sale should include goods so that the property in goods can be transferred from the seller to
buyer. The goods in the contract of sale Should be movable goods. Transfer of immovable property is not covered in
sale of goods act.
Example

M’, a house owner gave his house on rent to B. House is an immovable property and transfer of house from A t>
is not a sale.
3.

Price

In a contract of sale price refers to the money consideration for the sale of goods (sec 2(10)) if goods are exchan;
for goods then it is as barter system and not sale. Therefore, some portion of the consideration received in the fonr
money and some portion of the consideration received in the form of goods is considered as acceptable.
Example

P sold 100 pens to Q costing ? 10 per pen. As an exchange to 5 0 pens, Q agrees to give P 100 erasers costing ?5
eraser. Q agrees to pay the balance amount (i.e. ? 500) in cash. Therefore, this is a contract of sale.
4.

Transfer of General Property

Transfer of general property is one of the essential elements of contract of sale. Contract of sale should be fc
transfer of general property in goods and not in the special property in goods. The actual owner of the goods will
general property in goods. If actual owner pledges goods with other person then that other person will have special pro
in goods.
5.

Essential Elements of a Valid Contract

All the essential elements of a valid contract are same for the essential elements of contract of sale.
For remaining answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 9, Q.No. 20, Topic: Essential Elements of a Valid Contract.
Q18. Distinguish the various important features of sale of goods act.

OR
Explain the features of sale.

Answer :

(Model Paper-I, Q11(a) | Oct.ZNov.-17, Q'

The various features of the Sale of Goods Act 1930 are as follows,

1.

The Indian Sale of Goods Act 1930 is highly based on English Sale of Goods Act 1893. The English Sale of
Act 1979 is now in use and the old act is cancelled in England.

2.

Before the introduction of Indian Sale of Goods Act 1930, the laws relating to sale of goods were summar
chapter VII (Section 76 to 123) of the Indian Contract Act 1872. Later, the chapter VII was revoked by the introc
of the Sale of Goods Act 1930 on and from July 1, 1930.

3.

Before 22nd Sept. 1963, the Sale of Goods Act 1930 was known as the Indian Sale of Goods Act 1930. Butaf
Sept. 1963, the word “Indian” was removed and since then the act is known as ‘The Sale of Goods Act 193*
1234567

4.

The Sale of Goods Act is an incomplete act.

5.

This Act is applicable to the entire India except Jammu and Kashmir by virtue of Section 3 and sch., to the .1951 (Sec. 1).

6.

The legislations concerning sale of goods are summarized for both India and England. In England, the act is
as the Sale of Goods Act 1893, whereas in India, it is called as Sale of Goods Act 1930.

7.

The Sale of Goods Act 1930 comprises sections from 1 to 64, 64A and 66. These sections are divided intc
chapters.
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The following points provides an overview of the Sale of Goods Act,
i a)

The various provisions of the Sale of Goods Act 1930 and any type of revocations by the act, do not effect the
following (section 66).

(i)

Any title, liability, right, interest or obligation received prior to the introduction'of this act or

(ii) Any remedy or legal proceeding related to title, right, liability, obligation or interest or

(iii) Anything accomplished or suffered prior to the introduction of the act or

(iv) Any enactment concerning the sale of goods that is not expressly cancelled by the act or

(v) Any legislation consistent with this, or

(vi) The laws of insolvency concerning the contract of the sale of goods.
•b)

According to Section 66(3), the provisions of sale of goods act are not applicable to contract of sale transactions
which is planned to take place by way of pledge, charge, mortgage or other security?

t c)

The provisions that are not cancelled in the Indian Contract Act 1872 are applicable to the contracts for the
sale of goods.

The terms defined in the Indian Contract Act 1872, and the terms used but not defined in the Sale of Goods Act 1930
have the same meaning.

Section 2 of the Sale of Goods Act 1930 consists of exhaustive definitions which are subject to the explanation.

Sale and Agreement to Sell
Define the term sale and distinguish it from agreement to sell.

Oct./Nov.-16, Qii(a)<i)

OR
Distinguish between sale and agreement to sell.

(Model Paper-i, Qii(t>Ki) I March/Aprii-18, Qii(a)(i)>

OR
Explain the differences between sale and agreement to sell.
»«■ :

March/April-17, Q11(a)(i)

A contract of sale refers to a contract through which “the seller transfers or agrees to transfer the property in goods
e : jyer for a price. The contract of sale may be of two types,

Conditional contract of sale

:i)

Absolute contract of sale.

’

Conditional Contract of Sale

Conditional contract of sale is a contract of sale which is on a condition.
Absolute Contract of Sale

_ nlike, conditional contract of sale, absolute contract of sale is made without conditions.

Contract of sale is a general term and covers,
i)

Sale

'

5

,

Agreement to sell.

- case of‘sale’, property in goods is passed onto the buyer from seller. Whereas in case of “Agreement to sell”, there
■» m agreement between the parties which the seller would transfer the property in goods to the buyer in the future
fc ±e fulfillment of some conditions. An agreement to sell takes the form of sale with thp ,sj^fi of time of fulfillment.. •
■c dons which were imposed on the transfer of property in goods to the buyer.
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Differences Between Sale and Agreement to Sell

The difference between sale and agreement to sell are as follows,
Basis for
Difference

Agreement to Sell

Sale

Agreement to sale is an executory contract in narj

1.

Nature

The contract of sale is executed in nature.

2.

Transfer of
property

The property in the goods transfers gets passed The property in the goods gets transferred to:
to the buyer immediately and the seller is no buyer in the future course of time or afterI
more considered as the owner of the goods sold. fulfillment of certain condition.

3.

Types of Goods

Sale mainly takes place for existing and Agreement to sale is mainly for future a
contingent goods and sometimes even j
specific goods only.
undetermined existing goods.

4.

Risk of Loss

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

When the goods are damaged in the process of In the “agreement to sale” the loss for the damaj
sale the loss must be incurred by the buyer even is incurred by the seller even ifthe goods are u*J
if the goods are in the possession of the seller. the possession of the buyer.
Consequences of Seller can sue the buyer for failure to pay the In an agreement to sale, seller can sue bu\ d
breach
price of the goods or for the breach of contract there is a breach of contract by the buyer
by the buyer, even though the goods are in the damages to the goods, incurred but not foci
price of the goods eventhough the goods ara
possession of seller.
the possession of the buyer.

Seller’s Right to Seller has no right to re-sale the goods and with In the agreement to sale, the original buyer ■
this act of seller the immediate buyer cannot merely sue seller for the damages and the bJ
re-sale
who takes the goods for possession gets or—I
claim the title of the goods.
goods title.
An
agreement to sale is just a contract wifl
A
sale
is
considered
as
a
contract
with
General and
creates
‘jus in personam’ which means -J
Particular
additional conveyance and results in ‘jus in
Property
rem’ which means right against the whole against a particular individual. Seller can sue
world. A seller can enjoy the possession of for the damages during the breach of contraJ
goods and can use them as their wish.
Insolvency of If the buyer becomes insolvent in a sale, the On the insolvency of buyer, the seller can
official assignee/officer of receiver can only the delivery goods until the full payment fdl
Buyer
claim for the rateable dividend of the goods goods is being made.
price and even claim for the delivery of goods
from the seller.
Insolvency of When seller becomes insolvent, the buyer In the agreement to sale the buyer is not liafl
who is also the owner can claim the receiver claim the seller for the goods as the propenB
the Seller
to deliver the goods from the official receiver not been fully transferred to the buyer. Se'. al
only claim for the rateable dividends.
■or assigner.

CASE LAWS RELATED TO CONTRACT OF SALE
CASE-1:

‘M’ purchased a second hand type writer from ‘B’ for ? 1000 and spent? 200 on having it over
Unknown to the parties the type writer was a stolen property and ‘M’ had to return to the
What is the situation of ‘M’?

Answer :

(Model Paper-I, Q11(b)(ii) | March/April-18

Under this situation, Mr ‘M’ is entitled to recover from Mr B, the actual cost of the type writer and also ths
? 200 that he had spend for its repair.

This above mentioned question is similar to “Mason Vs Bumingham Case” (1945) wherein which the ph
lady had purchased a type writer and had spend money on its repair. Later she was compelled to return the typewriter i
a stolen property. The court held that she is entitled to recover from the seller for the breach of warranty which woulc i
(a)

The actual cost price of the typewriter.

(b)

The amount she had spent for its repairs.
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CASE-2:

A purchases milk from B after consuming
it A falls sick. Can A claim damages?

Answer :
Oct./Nov.-17, Q11 (a)(ii)
Yes, in this case, A can claim damages from B for not
supplying edible item which is not in wholesome condition.
Condition as to wholesomeness is made with reference
:o eatables or provisions or foodstuffs. Apart from being
■lerchantable in nature these goods must be eatable and
icceptable by the human beings._______________________
CASE-3:

Answer :

A purchased a tomato sauce bottle from
B. While opening the bottle the cork broke
and A was injured. Can he claim damages?

According to Sec. 16 (2), the term ‘merchantable
quality’ signifies the quality of the goods which must be free
from any hidden defects. There exists an implied condition
iat the goods must be of merchantable quality.

Answer :

Answer :

Oct./Nov.-16, Q11(a)(ii)

A buyer purchased a radio but it was not
working from the date of purchase. What
are the rights of buyer?

The seller has to bear the loss, as the radio was
maged in the custody of seller itself and not the buyer.

Answer :

Goods
According to Sec. 2(7), goods means every type of
movable property except actionable claims and money and
it includes stocks and shares or growing crops, grass and
things or material associated to or making a part of the land
which are agreed to be stopped before sale or falls under the
contract of sale of goods.
The contract related to goods is contract of sale of
goods. In this contract seller transfers or agrees to move the
property to goods to buyer for a specific price.
The items which are excluded from the term goods
are as follows,

(i)

Any actionable claim that is any claim to any debt or
any beneficial interest in a movable property which
is not in possession. These claims are not liable for
sales or purchases as they can only be ascertained or
allocated.

(ii)

The legal tender such as money and not the old and
unique coins.

(iii)

Immovable property.

Example of Goods

Old rare coins, stock, share gas, electricity patent,
goodwill, copyright and so on.
Classification of Goods

The goods which are liable for the contract of sales
are classified into the following types as follows,

March/April-15, Q11(a)(ii)

Since the radio was not working from the date of
- -chase, the buyer has a right to get back the money which
ie aad paid for the radio.

Case-6:

Answer :

A TV set was sold to an illiterate. The set
was defective. Inspite of repairs, it did not
work. Explain the remedy available to this
buyer.

The buyer can return the set and claim refund because
ie set was defective even before the time of purchase and it
did not work even after repairs. According to section 16(2),
mods must be of merchantable quality when the goods
are being purchased through getting the description from
ie seller. It must also be defect free despite of the fact that
-hether the defects are hidden or latent in nature.________
Case-5:

Q20. Define goods. Explain the classification of
goods.

March/April-17,Q11(a)(ii)

Yes, ‘A’ can claim damages from ‘B’ as the bottle was
rot of merchantable quality due to which ‘A’ was injured.

CASE-4:

Definition and Types of Goods

3.1.2

‘A’ sold 100 quintals of groundnut oil to
‘B’. Before it could be delivered to ‘B’ the
government of India requisitioned the
whole quantity lying with ‘A’ in public
interest. ‘B’ wants to sue ‘A’ for breach of
contract. Advice ‘B’.
Oct./Nov.-12, Q11(b)(ii)

1.

1.

Existing goods

2.

Future goods

3.

Contingent goods.

Existing Goods

The existing goods are those goods which are owned
or possessed by the seller at the time of contract of sale. The
existing goods are further classified into,

(a)

‘B’ cannot sue ‘A’ for breach of contract because
ae contract becomes void on the ground of supervening
—possibility. The change in law made the performance of
. : 'ntract impossible.
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(a)

Specific goods

(b)

Ascertained goods

(c)

Unascertained goods.

Specific Goods [Section 2(14)]

The goods which are recognized and agreed upon during
the time of contract of sale are known as specific goods.
For example, TV, VCR, car, ring and so on.
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Ascertained Goods

The goods which become ascertained after immediate
formation of the contract of sale are termed as
ascertained goods. Therefore, the goods which are
determined out of bulk ascertained goods and the
quantity released is identified and placed aside for a
given contract.
(c)

Unascertained Goods

The goods which are difficult to get ascertained and
are agreed upon at the time of the contract of sale
is termed as unascertained goods. These goods are
explained merely by description and may form part
of a lot.
Example

Future Goods [Section 2(6)]

Delivery

As per (Section 2(2)), delivery of goods refers to the
voluntary transfer of possession of goods from one person
to another.
As per Section 33, delivery of goods would result into
an effect of putting the goods in the possession of buyer or
his representatives. Buyers can directly have some degree
of control over the goods or can indirectly control through
or with the help of his representatives.

As per Section 31, performance of contract of sale
with reference to seller refers to the delivery of goods to the
buyer and with reference to buyer, it refers to acceptance of
the delivered goods and paying for them.
Types of Delivery

There are three different types of delivery of goods
as follows,
1.

The goods which are to be manufactured or produced
or acquired by the seller after the creation of the contract of
sale are termed as future goods. The process of sale cannot
take place in future goods because the person cannot sell the
goods which he does not possess. In future goods contracting
parties are not liable to discharge on non-acquisition or non
production. These goods are not in existence and even not
in possession of the seller at the time of contract of sale.
Example

A agrees to sell crops to ‘B’ and B is grown at his
farm in Uttar Pradesh in the year 2010 season for a sum of
?2,00,000. In such a case it is observed that it is an agreement
to sell future goods and is not a sale.
3.

Answer :

Performance of Contract of Sale

‘A” who wants to purchase a TV set goes out to
a showroom where four set of three models of LG TV
are displayed. He observes the performance of a specific
set which he decides to purchase. The set decided to be
purchased is called as a specific set. When after purchasing
one set he marks a particular set, the marked set is considered
as ascertained and the rest of the sets are considered as
unascertained goods.
2.

Q21. What do you mean by delivery and performance
of a contract of sale? What are the rules
associated with delivery?

Contingent Goods [Section 6(2)]

Actual Delivery

In this type of delivery, the goods are physically
given/transferred by the seller to the buyer or through his
authorized/legal representatives indirectly.
2.

Symbolic Delivery

Any delivery can be considered as symbolic delivers
when the goods are bulk in quantities or incapable of being
getting delivered by the actual delivery, then some symbol
of real possession or control over the goods is given to the
buyer.
Example

Giving the keys of warehouse, where the goods are
stored to the buyer, giving the document related to the goods
like bill of railway receipt etc.
Constructive Delivery or Delivery by Attornment

The procurement of contingent goods mainly relies
on a contingency which may or may not take place. In
contingent goods non-acquisition leads to the discharge of
parties whereas non-acquisition or non-production of future
goods does not leads to discharge of parties.

3.

Example

Example

‘A’ agrees to sell ‘5’ certain seasonal goods worth
?50000, if‘C’ sells the similar goods to ‘A’ then this becomes
an agreement, to sell contingent goods as availability of
goods basically relies on its sale by ‘C”.

‘Z’ is the owner of paddy warehouse and LF sells 100
kgs of paddy to ‘ F, LF asks ‘Z’ to transfer 100 kgs of paddy
to ‘F, ‘Z5 accepts the order and transfers 100 kgs of paddy
to ‘Fs account.

Delivery of goods is considered as the constructive
delivery if in case a third person who possess the goods
accepts to hold the goods on behalf of and at the disposal
of the buyer.
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- - es Associated With Delivery (Sections 32 to 39)

8.

The following are the rules associated with delivery
as follows,

Unless otherwise accepted all expenses of and
incidental to delivering the goods into the state of delivery
are borne by the seller. But the expenses of and incidental to
receiving of delivery are borne by the buyer (section 36(5)).

Mode of Delivery

As per the section 33, the delivery must lead to
effective way of transferring the goods to the buyer or his
egally authorized representative agent.
2

Delivery and Payment Concurrent Conditions

The delivery and payment of goods should be in
accordance with the terms and conditions of the contract. As
:er Section 32, delivery of goods by the seller and payment
: price by the buyer are concurrent conditions.
The seller should be ready and willing to transfer the
possession of goods from him to the buyer in exchange for
pr.ce and the buyer should be ready and willing to pay for
c z price of goods in exchange for possession of the goods.
Effect of Part Delivery (Section 34)

If only a part of goods are delivered with an intention
f delivering the whole would have similar effect of
- = ering the whole amount of goods in order to transfer
lie ownership of goods.

But if only a part of goods are delivered with an
mention of separating it from the whole lot then it does not
.: nstitute as the delivery of whole of the goods.
Example

‘A ’ agreed to buy four quintals of paddy from ‘D’. But
- accepted only two quintals and paid for it and rejected
te other two quintals. This will constitute to partly delivery.
-

Place of Delivery (Section 36(1))

The place at which goods are to be delivered should
mentioned in the contract and they (goods) are to be
sedvered during the working hours of business.
Time of Delivery

If there is a contract with respect to the time of
iedvery, then the goods are to delivered within the agreed
:~e. and if there is no contract with respect to the time
' delivery, then the goods are to be delivered within the
:-'Onable time.
Goods in Possession of a Third Party
(Section 36(3))

If suppose at the time of sale, the third person handles
ne goods, then the seller cannot make a delivery to the buyer
xnl and unless the third person accepts to possess the goods
- oehalf of the buyer.

Delivery of Wrong Quantity (Section 37)

The delivery of goods must be according to the
terms and conditions of the contract. If there is any defect
in delivery, then the buyer has the right to reject the goods.
10.

Installment Deliveries

As per the (section 38(1)) the seller of goods cannot
deliver the goods in installment, unless and until it is agreed
upon at the time of contract. Even if he does, the buyer is
into bound to accept the goods.
11.

Delivery to Carrier or Wharfinger

In order to carry out the contract of sale, consistently
the seller is entitled and supposed to deliver the goods to
a carrier with an intention of transferring the goods to the
buyer or delivery of goods to Wharfinger for safe custody
is prima facie (law agreed as correct unless and otherwise
proved) i.e., considered to be a delivery of the goods to the
buyer.

3.1.3

Conditions and Warranties

Q22. Differentiate between conditions and warranties.
What are the situations where conditions are
treated as warranties?
March/Aprii-14, Qii(a)(i,

OR

Buyer to Apply for Delivery (Section 35)

The seller of goods is not subjected to deliver the
i rods, until and unless the buyer asks the delivery, the
aanand for delivery and the tender of delivery should be
t ide at the reasonable hour.

:

9.

Cost of Delivery

Define condition and warranty and distinguish
between them. State when condition is treated
as warranty.

Answer :

Usually at the time of contract, there exists
representations for both the buyer and seller and when these
representation becomes an essential part of the contract it is
called as ‘stipulations’ and can be classified as ‘condition’
and ‘warranty’.
Stipulation

According to [Section 12(1)] stipulation in a contract
of sale of goods may be a condition or warranty.
Condition

According to [Section 12(2)] a condition is a
stipulation,
(a)

Which is necessary to the crucial/aim of the contract
and

(b)

If the contract is discontinued then the aggrieved party
has the right to end the contract.
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Example

A asked a bus dealer to provide him a bus which is appropriate for the touring purpose. A recommended ‘Deluxe
Bus’. A bought the ‘Deluxe Bus’ but did not find it convenient for the touring purpose. It was held that the condition of
being the ‘Deluxe Bus’ convenient was not being fulfilled. A has the right to end the contract and can claim the mone
spent on purchasing the ‘Deluxe Bus’.
Warranty

According to [Section 12(3)] the warranty is a stipulation and consists of the following,
(a)

A warranty is collateral to the main objective ofthe contract.

(b)

The breach of warranty gives the right to aggrieved party only to claim damages, but does not have a right to refus.
goods or end the contract.

Example

'A' asked a chemist to recommend medicine which can cure ‘head ache’ a chemist suggested one medicine and tok
that it can cure fever also. But ‘A’ did not find that medicine curing the fever. In this chemist’s suggestion is warranty an;
A cannot reject the medicine but can claim damages.
Differences between Condition and Warranty

The following are the differences between condition and warranty,

1. Condition

2.

Warranty

Condition

Basis

A condition is a stipulation which plays an A warranty is a stipulation which is collateral to the
main objective of the contract.
important role in the main contract.

Breach of The aggrieved party has the right to end the The aggrieved party has the right to claim against
damages but cannot make the contract end.
Condition contract.

3. Treatment

Under contract the breach of condition is same as A breach of warranty is not a breach of condition.
breach of warranty.

When Condition can be Treated as Warranty

The following are the cases when condition can be treated as warranty (Section 13). They are,
(i)

Voluntary Waiver of Condition

If contract of sale is subjected to a condition that is to be fulfilled by the seller then the buyer can either waive the
condition, or can consider the contract as breach of condition and is same as breach of warranty [Section 13(1)].
Once the buyer waives the condition, the contract condition can never be fulfilled at the later stage.
(ii)

Acceptance of Goods by Buyer

When the buyer accepts the goods in the contract then under such a case the breach of any condition which the selle
needs to fulfill is regarded as breach of warranty. Conditions applicable in the contract of sale is not expressed or implies
for the acceptance of goods (Section 13(2)).
Q23. What are implied conditions in contract of sale?

(Model Paper-n, Qii(a) | March/Aprii-17, q-m (b)(i

OR
What are implied conditions? Explain them in brief.

March/Aprii-16. QH(a.

OR

Explain in brief about the implied conditions in a contract of sale.

Sept./Oct.-15, Qii(av

OR

Discuss various implied conditions in a contract of sale.

Answer:

Oct.-14, QH(a

Implied Condition

Implied conditions are implied by law for the contract of sale related to goods. The following are the implied
conditions which are defined under sections of the law.

_______ _-
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Example

Implied Conditions

? ?ndition as
to title
Section
14(a))

Sale by
Description
(Section 15)

L purchased 30 tins of Australian fruit from M and
ordered the packing to be done in 30 tins in each case
but Msupplied cases that could include only 24 tins. L
can therefore reject the goods as they were not packed
as per the described method of packing.

Sale by sample
as well as
description
(Sec. 15)

Sale by Sample Condition as to
(Sec. 17)
Quality or fitness
(Sec. 16(1))

O
Condition as to merchantable Condition to Condition implied by
Quality (Sec. 16(2))
wholesomeness custom (Sec. 16(3)

3.

A contract of sale can be a sale either by sample
expressed or implied and this sale consists of the following
three conditions. According to Section 17(1),
(i)

The goods should be as per the sample with respect
to quality.

(ii)

The buyer has the right to compare the bulk goods
with the sample which is being provided.

(iii)

The goods should be defect-free. If the defects in
the good are not been identified after examining the
sample then it is called ‘latent defect’. The seller is
not responsible for such defects in goods which is
visible to the buyer/customer.

Figure
Condition as to Title (Section 14(a))

The implied condition related to seller is that,
The seller has right to sell the goods under sale.

Under agreement to sell, the seller can sell the goods
only at specified time such as at time ofproperty to pass.

Example
A purchased a car from ‘A’. But after few months
b.- -rue owner of car i.e., ‘C’ demanded A to return his car.
f -.as to return the car inspite of its usage for few month,
iotj can recover the full price of the car given to ‘C’ (true
i.ner) from ‘5’.
Sale by Description (Section 15)

Under contract of sale of goods, the goods should be
> .. rding to the description of seller only. It is an implied
ax - frtion. The following are the situations under this,
The buyer has not seen the goods but buys on the
mere description provided by the seller.

Sale by Sample (Section 17)

Example

‘7” bought certain quantity of crested coatings from
‘Q' which is similar to sample. But due to latent defect the
cloth was not sufficient to make the coat. The buyer ‘7” can
exercise right in rejecting the goods as the defect was not
visible and after usage the buyer came to know.
4.

Condition as to Quality or Fitness (Sec. 16(1))

Usually, in the contract of sale there is no implied
condition with respect to condition of the quality or fitness
of the goods. The buyer should scrutinize the suitability of
quality or fitness as per (sec-16(1)). This is called ‘Caveat
emptor’.

Example

Example

Wpurchased a reaping machine from Xwho said that
the machine was only one year old and used only few
times to cut only 60 areas but W found the machine
very old. Thus, W can reject the machine as it is not
as per the description of the seller.

The buyer has seen the goods but purchases as per
the description provided by the seller.
Example

The buyer has seen certain goods and purchased on
the basis of description given by seller as “dating from
17th century” but found actually it is of 18th century.
The buyer can reject the goods as they are not as per
the description of the seller.
□

Where the method of packing has been described and
is considered as a part of the description.

A purchased a hot water bottle from B, a chemist
and enquired about its stand for boiling water. B said that
the bottle can be used to hard hot water only. Accordingly
M’ fills water which results in burst of the bottle and causes
injury to his wife. It was held that the chemist is liable to
refund and pay for damages as the purpose of buyer was not
being fulfilled.
5.

Condition as to Merchantable Quality
(Sec. 16(2))

According to [Sec. 16(2)] goods should be of
merchantable quality when the goods are being purchased
through getting the description from the seller. The goods
must be ofthe ‘Merchantable quality’ as per the description.
It must also be defect free despite of the fact that whether
the defect are hidden or latent in nature.
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3.

Example

‘Af purchased a bottle of wine from ‘T”. After going
home ‘ Af opened its cork in an usual way but the bottle broke
off causing injury to Af s hand. Thus, ‘Af can claim damages
from F as the goods was not of Merchantable quality.
Example

‘G’ purchased plastic catapult from ‘F’. While using
plastic catapult it broke off due to the ineffective material
being used in its production. It caused injury to G by making
him one eye blind. It was held that the dealer is liable as
goods were not of Merchantable quality.
6.

Condition as to Wholesomeness

Condition as to wholesomeness is made with
reference to eatables or provisions or foodstuffs. Apart from
being Merchantable in nature these goods must be eatable
and acceptable by the human beings.
Example

Implied Warranty as to Quiet Rossessio*
[Section 14(b)]

Generally, in a contract of sale, there will be ai
implied warranty that the buyer has and usually enjoys quia
possession of goods on a condition that no contradictor
intention is present in the contract. In case, if the buyer
restricted from enjoying the quiet possession of goods di
to seller’s defective title then seller is held liable for sui
damages.
4.

implied Warranty as to Quality or Fitness b
Usage of Trade [Section 16(4)]

In a contract of sale, there would be an implied
warranty with respect to quality or fitness for a specif ,
purpose through usage of trade.

CASE LAWS RELATED TO CONDITIONS AND
WARRANTIES
CASE-1:

A asked for old oats when he wer
to a shop. He depended on what the
shopkeeper said. The shopkeeper sold ol:
rice as old oats. A bought them. Later 1
realized that they are old rice. Has he g
the right to return them?

Answer :

(Model Paper-ll, Q11 (b)(ii) | March/April-16, Q11(aX

F purchased milk from D’s dairy. F’s wife after
consuming it got infected and died as milk had typhoid germs
in it. ‘D’ is liable to pay as the milk was not suitable for F’s
wife consumption.
7.

Condition Implied by Custom [Sec. 16(3)]

Condition to both quality or fitness for specific
purpose should be annexed with the usage of trade.

‘F sold drugs via auction to lB’, for auction it is a
trade custom to inform any sea damages in the goods. But
the auction took place without any declaration of major
defects. ‘B’ found that goods are sea damaged. Thus,
can reject such goods and can claim for damages incurred
because goods were auctioned without any declaration.

Yes, B has a right to return the old rice to f
shopkeeper. In the contract of sale, “Sales by description'
an implied condition. Section 15 states that “If you contr;
to sell peas, you cannot oblige a party to take beans”. Tl
rule is applicable to a situation wherein the buyer has i
seen the goods and relies on the description given by i
seller. Therefore, in the present case, the buyer can reti
old rice as it did not correspond with the description.

Implied Warranties

CASE-2:

Example

The following are implied warranties,
1.

Implied Warranty of Freedom from
Encumbrances [Section 14(c)]

Answer :
A warranty for freedom from encumbrances implies
that the goods are free from any charge or right in the side
of the third party. If any charge or encumbrances interfere
in the buyer’s possession of goods then the buyer has the
right to claim damages for the breach of warranty.
2.

Implied Warranty as to Harmful Goods

If the goods sold by the seller are harmful in nature
then the buyer of such goods needs to be informed about it.
If the seller conceals the harmful quality/nature of the goods
and if suppose the buyer suffers an injury due to such harmful
quality then the seller is held liable to bear the damages.

..........

A purchased a car from B. After using
for three months, X the real owner clain
it from A. What is the remedy availab
to A?
Sept./Oct.-15, QH(a'r

The remedy available for ‘A’ is that he can sue '
for breach of implied condition as to title. As ‘X’ is a re
owner of the car, ‘A’ is bound to handover the car to ‘X’.
CASE-3:

A person suffering with headach
approached a medical shop keeper ai
completely relied on him in taking t!
suitable tablet for headache. Even aft
taking tablet the headache was not cure
Can the person claim damages from sh<
keeper?
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Oct.-14, QH(a)(ii)

Yes, the person suffering with headache can claim
damages from shopkeeper. In this case, the person made
his purpose clear to the medical shop keeper and purchased
:he medicine/tablet relying completely upon shopkeeper.
The suggested tablet given by shopkeeper is a warranty.
Therefore, there is an implied condition that the good need
•Q be fit for the buyer’s specific purpose.

However, the doctrine of caveat emptor does not apply
to the above case.____________________________________
CASE-4 : A lady who knew that she was allergic to a
particular hair dye developed dermatitis as
a result of having her hair dyed with that
substance. She did not disclose her allergy
to the hair dresser. Is the hair dresser liable
for breach of implied condition?

Answer :

Oct./Nov.-12, Q11(a)(ii)

No, the hair dresser is not liable for breach of implied
condition. The lady did not disclose her allergy to the hair
dresser and the hair dresser sold the hair dye by considering
die lady as a normal person. The lady must have gone for
:est/examination before purchasing a hair dye. She cannot
?lame the hair dresser for the unsuitable hair dye. The hair
dresser cannot be held liable for breach of implied condition
--'cording to ‘the doctrine of Caveat Emptor’.___________
CASE-5 :

Answer :

‘X’ bought some milk from ‘Y’. The milk
contained some poisonous germs. X’s
wife took the milk and got infected, as a
result of which she died. Is ‘X’ entitled for
any damages? Explain.
March/April-13, Q11(a)(ii)

Yes, ‘JT is entitled for damages. ‘Y5 can recover
damages from ‘T’ on the ground of ‘condition as to
vholesomeness’. In a contract of sale, ‘condition as to
a holesomeness’ is one of the implied conditions which states
±at the goods sold must be wholesome.________________
CASE-6 :

Sharuk purchased a colour television
from Onida company and paid its price,
but before it is packed by the sellers, its
screen was broken due to a stone thrown
by a miscreant. Who should bear the loss
and why?

Answer :

Oct./Nov-13, QH(b)(ii)

Answer :

Oct./Nov.-13, Q11 (a)(ii)

Yes, ‘A’ would succeed. ‘A’ can get back the money
which he had paid for the car because ‘S’ had broken the
condition with respect to the title. ‘S’ is not a true owner
and he has no right to sell the car. Therefore, ‘S’ is liable to
return the amount to ‘A’.

Caveat Emptor - Exceptions

3.1.4

Q24. Explain the doctrine “Caveat Emptor”. State the
exceptions to the doctrine.

Answer:

March/April-12, Q11(b)(i)

Doctrine of Caveat Emptor

Doctrine of Caveat Emptor is a Latin word which
means “let the buyer be aware”.
According to Sec (16), the 1st para is dealt with
‘Caveat Emptor’ as ‘subject to the provisions of this Act
and any other law for the time being in force, there is no
implied warranty or condition as to the quality or fitness for
any particular purpose of goods supplied under a contract of
sale.

It means it is not the duty of the seller to highlight
the faults in the goods instead the buyer should be aware of
the goods in terms of quality, fitness and should carefully
examine the goods before purchasing.
Example

‘5” purchased oats from ‘ST. And a sample of such
oats was shown to ‘5’ and ‘S’ being unaware of the goods
considered the goods to be old. But in practice the goods
were new. It was held that the buyer should be aware of the
goods he purchases and cannot avoid the contract.
Exceptions to the Doctrine of Caveat Emptor

The following are the exceptions to the caveat emptor,

Onida company has to bear the loss because the screen
?f Onida Television was broken down before the delivery of
Television i.e., when it was in the custody of seller and not
Ae buyer.________________________________________ __
CASE-7 :

‘A’ purchased a car from ‘B’ and uses it
for 3 months. It turns out that the car sold
by ‘B’ to ‘A’ was a stolen one and was
forced to return the car to the true owner.
‘A’ brings legal action against ‘B’ for the
return ofthe price. Will he succeed?

(i)

In Case of Misrepresentation by the Seller

If the seller makes misrepresentation and the buyer
readily believes on that representation.
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In Case of Concealment of Latent Defect by the Seller

Concealment of latent defect which is not found on reasonable examination by the seller is an exceptional to the
doctrine of caveat emptor.
(iii)

In Case of Sale by Description (Sec. 15)

When the goods are sold by the seller does not match with the description of the goods.
(iv)

In Case of Sale by Sample Selection (Sec. 17)

When the goods are sold by sample and when the goods are supplied by the seller does not match with the correspond
sample.
(v)

In Case of Sale by Sample Selection as Well as Description (Sec. 15)

When the selling aspect takes place with the help of both sample and description but does not match with the supplied
sample and description.
(vi)

Fitness for a Particular Purpose [Sec. 16(1)]

When the buyer’s inform the purpose of purchasing to the dealer about the type of goods and completely relies on
seller’s decision or skills or judgement.
(vii)

Merchantable Quality [Sec. 16(2)]

The doctrine of caveat emptor is an exceptional case if the goods are purchased by description of the seller and there
is an implied condition that goods should possess merchantable quality.

CASE LAW RELATED TO DOCTRINE OF ‘CAVEAT EMPTOR’
CASE :

An old model car was purchased by Mr.X after possible inspection. After certain time the car bough:
is not the exact model as offered and proved to be even the oldest model. If the buyer refers the
case to court, what justice will be available to him?

Answer :

March/April-14, Q11(b)(«

MrW will not get any justice in the court. As per the ‘Doctrine of Caveat Emptor’, it is not the responsibility of the
seller to reveal all the defects in the goods. The buyer should carefully examine the goods before buying. Mr.A cannc
blame the seller for old model car because it is the responsibility of MrW to check the car model before buying the car
thoroughly.

Transfer or Passing of Property - Time when Property Passes, Rules of Transfer of
Property

3.1.5

Q25. What do you mean by transfer or passing of property? Write briefly about the essential and basic rules
of transfer of property.

Answer :
Transfer of Property

The term ‘transfer of property’ refers to the transfer of ownership of the goods from one party to another. The
exists a clear difference between the term ‘transfer of ownership’ of goods and ‘possession of goods’. The term transfer
ownership means the transfer of ownership rights from the seller to the buyer. Whereas possession of goods simply me,
the custody of the physical goods.
For example, if Mr ‘A’ purchases a bag of rice from Mr B and the payment is made, then the ownership of that r
bag is transferred from Mr. B to Mr. A.
Essentials of Transfer of Property

The following are the essentials related to the transfer of property,
(a)

Risk Linked to Ownership (Sec 26)

Section 26 of the Act states that “Unless otherwise agreed, the goods remain at the sellers risk, until the prope
therein is transferred to the buyer, the goods are at the buyers risk whether delivery has been made or not”. In simple wor
if the ownership of goods is transferred to the buyer, any damage to the goods would be borne by the buyer, even if he i
not get the actual possession of the goods.
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Owners Right Against Third Party

In case of any risk of damage or destruction of goods
by any third party, the right to initiate action against such
:hird party only lies with the owner of the goods even if he
does not have the possession of the goods.
c)

Case of Insolvency

In case of the buyer or the seller becoming insolvent,
:he ownership of goods is decided based upon the status
?f the ownership of goods before the insolvency. If the
wnership belongs to the buyer before insolvency, he would
:e considered as the true owner of the goods.
Basic Rules of Transfer of Property

In case of unascertained goods, section 18 states that
“when there is a contract for the sale of unascertained goods,
* o property in the good is transferred to the buyer unless and
.mti 11 the goods are ascertained”. Rules related to transfer of
rroperty of ascertained goods are contained in section 20 to
section 22 of the Act.
i)

Section 20, Goods in Deliverable State

In case the goods being sold are ready (in deliverable
state), the ownership passes to the buyer ones the sale
. antract is executed.
ii)

Section 21, Goods not in Deliverable State

In case the goods being sold are not yet in a deliverable
state, the ownership does not pass to the buyer until the goods
ire made into deliverable state and the buyer is informed
shout the same.

Rules Concerning Transfer of Property

In case of contract of sale of goods, the property or
ownership of the seller in the goods is transferred to the buyer
from the seller when the parties of a contract (i.e., buyer and
seller) are willing to do so. In case, if the intentions of the
parties are unknown then the rules as per sections 20 to 24
of the Sales of Goods Act, 1930 are applied. These rules are
broadly categorized into two,
(I) Rules concerning transfer of property in case of
specific goods or ascertained goods.
(II) Rules concerning transfer of property in case of
unascertained goods.
(I)

Rules Concerning Transfer of Property in
case of Specific Goods/Ascertained Goods

According to Sec. 19, the property or ownership in
specific goods is transferred from seller to buyer at the time
when the parties of a contract wills to. The intention of the
parties could be determined from the following,
(a) The terms and conditions of a contract
(b) The conduct of the parties of a contract and
(c) The conditions prevailing in the case.

In case of specific goods, the following rules are
applied to make decision about the intention of the parties
of a contract.
1.

Where Seller’s Action is Pending

According to Sec. 21, in case of specific goods, the
seller is supposed to perform something to bring the goods in
a deliverable state then under such a situation, the property
in goods is transferred to the buyer only when the seller
performs such action.
Example

iii)

Section 22, Goods Requiring Measurement
to Ascertain Price

In case of sale contract of goods which need to be
weighted, measured or tested to ascertain the price, the
: wnership of such goods does not pass on to the buyer until
-mless the Act of measurement is not completed._________
026. Define the term ‘Goods’. Explain the rules
relating to the transfer of property in the case
of specific goods.
March/April-13, Q11(b)(i)

OR

Write in detail about ‘time when property
passes’.

Answer :
Definition of Goods

According to Sec. 2(7), goods means every type of
movable property except actionable claims and money and
: includes stocks and shares or growing crops, grass and
mings or material associated to or making a part of the land
-hich are agreed to be stopped before sale or falls under the
. antract of sale of goods.

‘A’ is having Oak trees in his garden. ‘R’ wants to
purchase timber from Oak trees belonging to M’. ‘A’ and
‘R’ entered into a contract. In order to sell timber to ‘R’,
‘A’ should cut down some parts of the tree. The property
in timber will not be transferred to ‘R’ until and unless ‘A’
cuts down the rejected portion from the Oak trees as per the
customs of the trade.
2.

Where Goods are Sold to Buyer on Sale or
on Approval or on Return Basis

In case if the seller sells goods to the buyer on sale
or approval or return basis, then the property/ownership'in
goods is transferred from seller to buyer only when any ot
the following conditions are met,
(i)
Acceptance of goods by the buyer
(ii)
The buyer carries out any action which is same as that
of accepting the goods.
Example

(iii)

Pledging the goods or selling the goods.
The buyer keeps the goods with himself/herself
without giving notice of rejection exceeding certain
period of time.
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Example

lX sold goods to ‘ Y on approval or return basis in
Jan. 2014. ‘ T returned these goods in May 2014. The
time fixed for the return of goods is 3 months from
the date of sale. As ‘ F returned goods after the fixed
time, ‘A? might not accept the goods and ‘A” can claim
the price from ‘F.
3.

Where Goods are in a Deliverable Condition

According to Sec. 20, in case of sale of specific goods
which are in deliverable condition, the property/ownership in
goods is transferred from the seller to the buyer immediately
after the contract is formed and acceptance from buyer on
a condition that no contradictory intention is present in the
contract in this regard.
Example

‘2T made an offer to sell his car to ‘ F for ? 10,00,000.
Time is fixed for both the delivery of car as well as for
the payment of price. ‘ F accepts A’s offer. The property/
ownership of car would be transferred to ‘ F immediately
after the acceptance of offer.
4.

This Act states that ownership is passed to the buyer
under the following conditions,

(i)

When he clearly signifies his approval of acceptance
through words or actions.

(ii)

He retains the goods for a certain specific time period
without giving any notice of rejection.

(iii)

He resells or pledges the said goods to some other
party.

Passing of Risk (Section 26)

This section states that “Unless otherwise agreed, the
goods remain at the sellers risk until the property therein is
transferred to the buyer, but when the property therein is
transferred to the buyer, the goods are at the buyers risk
Whether delivery has been made or not”. In simple words
“the risk related to goods passes with the ownership”.
The exception to the rule are,

(i)

In case there exist an agreement between the seller
and buyer wherein it says that any loss would be borne
by the seller only.

(ii)

In case there is a delay or fault of the buyer or seller,
in such case the risk would be associated with the
party which had caused the loss.

(iii)

Any prevailing trade customs.

Where Goods have to be Measured, Weighted
or Tested

According to Sec. 22 in case when there is a contract
for sale of specific goods in deliverable condition, some
activities like measuring, weighing or testing needs to be
carried out by the seller before the sale in order to determine
the exact/correct price of the goods, then under such a
situation, the property in goods will be transferred to the
buyer after the completion of such an activity.
(II)

Transfer of Ownership in Case of Sale on Approval
(Section 24)

Rules Concerning Transfer of Property in
case of Unascertained Goods

In case of unascertained goods, property/ownership
in goods would be transferred from the seller to the buyer
only after the ascertainment of such goods.______________
Q27. Explain the concepts, reservation of right
disposal, transfer of ownership in case of
sale on approval and passing of'risk with
exceptions.

Answer :
Reservation of Right of Disposal (Sec. 25)

Section 25 (1) of the Act states that “where there is
a contract for the sale of specific goods or where goods are
subsequently appropriated to the contract, the seller may, by
the term of contract reserve the right of disposal of goods,
until certain conditions are fulfilled”. In simple terms, it
means that the rights of ownership over the specific goods
pass to the buyer only when the specific conditions are
fullfilled. For example, the ownership of goods will pass to
the buyer after the full price of the goods is paid. Section
25 (2) states that in case of goods being shipped the seller
is deemed to reserve the full rights of disposal of goods.

3.1.5.1

Transfer of Ownership - Sale by Non-

Owners and its Exceptions
Q28. Explain the rules of transfer of ownership anc
sale by non-owners with exceptions.

Answer :
Rules for Transfer of Ownership

The concept of ‘Transfer of property’ is explainec
in Sales of Goods Act, 1930. In case of contract of sale of
goods, the property or ownership of the seller in the goods
is transferred to the buyer from the seller when the parties
of a contract (i.e., buyer and seller) are willing to do so. The
rules concerning transfer of ownership are designed on the
basis of the assumption that the seller is either an absolute
owner of the goods or is empowered to sell the goods then
and thus the sale made by the seller makes the buyer whom
the goods are sold an absolute owner of the goods. If in case
the seller is neither an absolute owner nor an empowerec
person then the buyer will not be an absolute owner.
A seller cannot give a better title to the buyer than he
himself has. The general rule of law states that “No one can
give that which he/she has not got”. In Latin Maxim, this
rule is expressed as “Nemo dat quod non habet”.
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Exceptions to the General Rule

Following are the exceptions to the general rule of
transfer of ownership,
1.

Sale by Person Not the Owner/Sale by Non-

Owner

Subject to the provisions of this Act and of any other
law for the time being in force, where goods are sold by a
person who is not the owner thereof and who does not sell
them under the authority or with the consent of the owner, the
buyer acquires no better title to the goods than the seller had,
unless the owner ofthe goods is by his conduct precluded
from denying the seller’s authority to sell.

5.

According to Sec. 54 an unpaid seller might possess
the goods in his custody, if incase he/she has exercised the
right of lien or stoppage of goods in transit. A buyer who
purchases goods from an unpaid seller will get a good title
inspite of the fact that resale might not be justified in some
situations.
6.

Sale by One of the Joint Owners

If one of the several joint owners of goods has the
sole possession of them by permission of the co-owners,
the property in the goods is transferred to any person who
buys them. The buyer acquires a good title provided he buys
goods in good faith and has no knowledge that the seller has
no authority to sell.
3.

Sale by Person in Possession Under Voidable
Contract

When the seller of goods has obtained possession
thereof under a contract voidable under the Indian Contract
Act, 1872, but the contract was not rescinded at the time of
the sale, the buyer acquires a good title to the goods, provided
he buys them in good faith and without notice of the seller’s
defect of title.
4.

Seller or Buyer in Possession After Sale

Where a person, having sold goods, continues or is
in possession of the goods or of the documents of title to
the goods, the delivery or transfer by that person or by a
mercantile agent acting for him, of the goods or document
of title under any sale, pledge or other disposition thereof,
'-o any person receiving the same in good faith and without
notice of the previous sale shall have the same effect as if
die person making the delivery or transfer were expressly
authorised by the owner of the goods to make the same.
Where a person, having bought or agreed to buy
goods, obtains with the consent of the seller, possession of
the goods or the documents of title to the goods, the delivery
ar transfer by that person or by a mercantile agent acting
for him, of the goods or documents of title under any sale,
-ledge or other disposition thereof to any person receiving
±e same in good faith and without notice of any lien or other
right ofthe original seller in respect of the goods shall have
effect as if such lien or right did not exit.

Title by Estoppel

According to Sec. 27 ifthe seller of goods, in presence
of the actual owner tells the buyer that he/she is the owner
of goods and the actual owner keeps quite, then the actual
owner will loose the right to take away the ownership title
or authority from seller.
7.

2.

Resale by Unpaid Seller

Sale of Goods by Pawnee

As per Section. 176 of the Indian Contract Act, if the
pawnee sells the goods after the default of the pawnor then
the buyer of such goods will get a valid title.
8.

Sale of Goods by Finder of Goods

As per Section. 169 of the Indian Contract Act, a
person who had purchased goods from the finder of goods
will get a valid title for such goods.
9.

Sale of Goods by a Person Acting in
Execution of Law

The goods sold by a person acting in execution of law
or under power of sale will give a good title to the buyer.
10.

Sale of Goods by Mercantile Agent

According to Section 27, a mercantile agent is a
person who possesses goods or any document of title to the
goods with the permission of actual owner during the course
of business. The buyer purchasing goods from mercantile
agent will get a valid title on a condition that he/she acts in
good faith.
Q29. What is sale? Who are the non owners who can
sell with a right to transfer the property?

Answer:

March/April-16, Q11(b)(i)

Sale

When the property in goods is transferred from the
seller to the buyer for a price is referred as a “Sale”.
Non-Owners

Subject to the provisions of Sale of Goods Act 1930
and of any other law for the time being in force, where goods
are sold by a person who is not the owner thereof and who
does not sell them under the authority or with the consent
of the owner, the buyer acquires no better title to the goods
than the seller had, unless the owner of the goods is by his
conduct precluded from denying the seller’s authority to sell.
Right to Transfer the Property
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CASE LA*iS RELATED TO TRANSFER OF PROPERTY
CASE-1

s goes to shop and buys a pattu sari thinking that it is a Kanchi saree. It turns out to be a cotton
sari. Can he return the sari? If so, under what ground?

Answer :

March/April-16, Q11(b)(ii)

No, B cannot return the sari because the doctrine of ‘caveat emptor’ applies in this case. As per the doctrine of
‘caveat emptor’, buyer should be aware of the goods in terms of quality, fitness and should carefully examine the goods
before purchasing.
CASE-2 :

‘A’ finds a car and after making reasonable efforts to discover the owner, sells it to ‘B’, who buys
without knowledge that ‘A’ was merely a finder. Can the true owner recover the car from ‘B’.

Answer :

March/April-11, Q11(a)(ii)

Yes, the true owner can recover the car from ‘5’ because the sale of car in this case is not a valid sale and ‘B’ will
not get a good title. This case does not come under the purview of ‘sale by finder of lost goods’.
CASE-3 :

Reddy bought some jewellery from Kiran on “Sale or Return” basis. Reddy mortgaged the same
with Prakash. After certain time Reddy returned the jewellery to Kiran. Kiran claims the goods are
sold as they were mortgaged. Justify the case.

Answer :

March/April-14, Q11(a)(ii)

Mortgage is not a sale. So, Kiran cannot claim that Reddy had sold jewellery to Prakash. If Reddy had returned the
jewellery to Kiran within reasonable time or within the specified time, then Kiran should accept the jewellery.

Unpaid Seller - Rights of Unpaid Seller

3.1.6

Q30. What is meant by unpaid seller? Explain the rights of an unpaid seller.
(Model Paper-ll, Q11(b)(i) | March/April-18, Q11 (b)(i))

OR
Explain the rights of unpaid seller.

Oct./Nov.-17, QH(b)(i)

OR
Explain in brief the rights of unpaid seller in case of Sale of Goods Act.

Oct./Nov.-16, QH(b)(ii

OR
What are the rights of unpaid seller?

March/Aprii-15, QH(b)(i)

OR
Give a brief note about rights of unpaid seller in Sale of Goods Act.

Answer :

Sept./Oct.-15, Q11 (b)(1)

Unpaid Seller

Seller does not only mean actual seller, even agent of the seller or consignee is considered as seller.

A seller is regarded as an unpaid seller in the following two situations,
(i)

When seller is left unpaid for the goods which he had sold to the customers.

(ii)

When a negotiable instrument is drawn with conditional payment and the conditions specified in the instrumen:
have not been met due to dishonour of the instrument or other reason.
These conditions should be met in order to declare a seller of goods as an unpaid seller,

(i)

A seller of goods should not be paid and the price of goods should be due.

(ii)

A seller of goods should have quick right to claim for the price.

(iii)

A seller of goods must have received a negotiable instrument and the same needs to be dishonoured.

In case of payment by negotiable instrument, payment is a conditional payment, the condition will be that the
instrument will be honoured. In case of dishonour of instrument, seller is deemed to be an ‘unpaid seller’.
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Rights of an Unpaid Seller

Rights of an unpaid seller can be broadly classified in two,

I.

Rights against the goods

II.

Rights against the buyer personally.

The following figure depicts the rights of an unpaid seller,

transit

Figure: Rights of an Unpaid Seller
Rights Against the Goods

Rights of an unpaid seller against the goods is further sub classified into two categories as follows,
A. Rights of an unpaid seller where property in goods is transferred to the buyer
B. Rights of an unpaid seller where property in goods is not transferred to the buyer.
Rights of an Unpaid Seller where Property in Goods is Transferred to the Buyer

A.

1.
Right of lien
2.
Right of re-sale
3.
Right of stoppage in
transit.
These are the three rights of an unpaid seller against goods where property in goods is transferred to the buyer
Right of Lien (Sec. 46(1) (a) and 47 to 49)

1

A right of lien is a right to keep hold the possession of goods unless and until the price is paid for the goods. Right
f lien is present for the unpaid sellers who has the possession of goods and is applicable under following conditions,
When goods are sold without any specification with respect to credit.
.i
When buyer fails to pay the price of goods i.e., turns insolvent.
:ii) When goods are sold on credit and credit period crosses or expires.
2.

Right of Re-Sale [Sec. 46 (1)(c) and 54]

An unpaid seller can re-sale the goods under the following conditions,
When the goods are perishable in nature.
When unpaid seller sends notice to buyer saying that he wants to re-sale the goods and the buyer fails in making
payment within a reasonable time period.

A seller can recover the loss incurred on re-sale of goods from the buyer. On the other hand, the surplus gained out
of the re-sale of goods is not shared with buyer as buyer is not supposed to get any benefit out of his mistake (i.e.,
failure to make payment for the goods).
If no notice is sent by the seller to buyer about the re-sale of goods then seller can neither recover a loss incurred
on re-sale from buyer nor he can retain the surplus gained from re-sale of goods. The buyer gets right to claim for
the surplus amount from seller. [Sec. 54(2)]

i

When seller expressly states that he will have a right to re-sale the goods, if buyer fails in making payment for the
goods [Sec. 54(4)]
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3.

Right of Stoppage in Transit [Sec. 46(1) and
50 to 52]

The right of stoppage in transit is the right of an unpaid
seller to stop the goods which are in transit from reaching
the buyer. Apart from this, unpaid seller has right to continue
possession of goods till the goods are in transit to and retain
possession of goods till the buyer makes payment for goods.

An unpaid seller will have right of stoppage in transit
in the following situations,

(i)

Where buyer fails to make payment for the goods

(ii)

The goods are in transit.

(ii)

A seller can sue the buyer for price of the goods, even
if the property in goods is not transferred to the buyer
and buyer has refused to make payment for the goods
4.

Refusal/Repudiation of the Contract Before
its Due Date [Sec. 60]

In case of refusal of contract by buyer before its due
date, the seller may take any of the following action,
(i)

Seller may consider the contract as dishonour and file
a suit against the buyer to recover the damages for
breach of contract (or)

(ii)

Seller may consider the contract as still existing and
wait till the delivery date.

The right of stoppage in transit is an extension to the
right of lien.

An unpaid seller can avail his right of stoppage in
transit in any of the following ways,

Where Property in Goods is Not Transferred to
the Buyer

Q31. Discuss briefly the rights of a buyer and seller

(i)

Availing right by sending a notice to carrier or other
bailee about his claim to get the payment for the goods.

Answer :

(ii)

Availing right by taking the possession of goods.

Rights of a Buyer

Notice regarding stoppage of goods in transit may be
given to the principal or the person who is having the
possession of goods.
8.

Rights of an Unpaid Seller where Property in
Goods is not Transferred to the Buyer

. Besides the other measures, an unpaid seller can have
the right of with holding delivery which is same as right of
lien and right of stoppage in transit where property in goods
is not transferred to the buyer.
II.

Rights Against the Buyer Personally

Rights of an unpaid seller against the buyer are known
as rights in personam.
1.

Right to Claim for Damages for NonAcceptance [Sec. 56]

If the buyer does not accept the delivery of goods and
refuses to make payment for the goods then under such not
situation seller can claim the damages which he had incurred
due to non-acceptance by the buyer.
2.

Right to Sue Buyer for Interest [Sec. 61 (2)(a)]

The seller will get right to sue the buyer for the
payment of interest, if any agreement is signed by the buyer
and seller regarding the payment of interest on the price
of the goods. In this situation, seller will have the right to
collect interest amount from the buyer from the date when
the payment is due.
3.
(i)

Right to Sue Buyer for Price [Sec. 955]
Where Property in Goods is Transferred to
the Buyer

Ifthe property in goods is transferred to the buyer and
buyer refuses to make payment for the goods then in
this situation the seller can sue buyer for the price of
the goods.

(i)

Right to accept the delivered goods.

(ii)

Right to reject the contract, if the seller is responsible
for breach of contract.

(iii)

Right to possess a reasonable opportunity to scrutinise
the goods.

(iv)

Right to sue the seller, in case of any damage in nordelivered goods or if the goods are not delivered.

(v)

Right to recollect the money paid, from the seller if
he does not complete the contract of selling/deliverir.:
the goods.

(vi)

Right to sue the seller for certain performance of the
contract.

(vii)

Right to sue the seller in case of any damages for
breach of warranty.

(viii) In case of breach of contract by the seller, the buyer
has the right to claim interest on the amount of price
paid from the date of payment.
Rights of a Seller

(i)

Right to collect the price of the goods.

(ii)

Right to obtain compensation or sue for the 1<
incurred by him because of buyers rejection or by
neglecting behaviour to accept the delivery of goo

(iii)

Right to obtain an appropriate charge for core, conci
and protection of goods.

(iv)

In case of an unpaid seller, he/she has a,

(a)

Right to exert his right of lien

(b)

Right to exert his right of stoppage in joume

(c)

Right to exert his right of resale.
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Right to sue the buyer, if he causes any damages or
tf'he wante&Vy neglects or rejects the acceptance oi
goods.

(vi)

Right to sue the goods price.

(vii)

Right to recollect the interest from buyer in case of
particular agreement to the effect given or to charge
interest on the price in case if it turns out to be due.

(viii) To sue buyer for damages and for rejecting the
contract.

CASE LAWS RELATED TO UNPAID SELLER
CASE-1 : There was a sale of 25 tons of paper
to be shipped in November. The seller
shipped 20 tons in November and 5 tons in
December. Can the buyer reject the whole
of 25 Tons?

Answer :

March/April-18, Q11(b)(ii)

Yes, the buyer has the right to reject the whole of
25 tons of paper shipped to him. This is because the sale
agreement was to ship 25 tons of paper in November.
However the seller did not follow the details of the contract
and shipped 20 tons of paper in November and the remaining
5 tons of paper in December.

Under section (37), the buyer has the right to reject
the goods where the seller delivers lesser quantity of goods
than what was mentioned in the contract.
CASE-2 :

Ram sells a horse to Rahim without
disclosing the fact that the horse was
unsound. Can Rahim cancel the contract.

Answer :

Oct./Nov.-16, Q11 (b)(ii)

CASE-4 : A purchased milk from a shop. It contained
typhoid germs. His wife consumed the
milk and got affected with typhoid. What
remedy can he claim from the shop keeper
and under what ground?

Answer:

Sept./Oct.-15, Q11(b)(ii)

The remedy for ‘A’ is that he can claim reasonable
damages from the shopkeeper under the ground ‘Breach of
condition as to wholesomeness”.
CASE-5 : A finds a gold ring and after making
reasonable efforts to disover the owner
sells it to B who buys without knowledge
that A was merely a finder. Can the true
owner recover the ring from B?

Answer :

March/April-15, Q11(b)(ii)

Yes, the true owner can recover the ring from ‘B’
because the sale of ring in this case is not a valid sale and
‘B’ will not get a good title. This case does not come under
the purview of ‘sale by finder of lost goods’.
CASE-6 : A contract was created to buy certain
goods to be imported from Singapore. The
purchasing party paid the total amount in
advance. The stock damaged due to sea
water and lost merchantability. Can buying
party claim his advance back?

Answer:

Oct.-14, QH(b)(ii)

Yes, the buying party can claim his advance back as
the buyer has paid the total amount in advance.

No, Rahim cannot cancel the contract as the silence of
Ram does not amount to fraud. Here, the principle of caveat
emptor is applicable. As per the doctrine of‘Caveat Emptor’
buyer should be aware of the goods in terms of quality, fitness
and should carefully examine the goods before purchasing.
This principle also states that it is not the duty of seller to
highlight the faults in the goods._______________________

Moreover, according to law, the seller is required to
pay the amount to buyer in case if the goods are damaged
during delivery.

‘X’ sells and consigns goods to ‘Y’, ‘X’
being still unpaid, ‘Y’ becomes insolvent.
While the goods are still in transit ‘Y’
assigns the bill of lading for cash to ‘Z’
who knows that ‘Y’ is insolvent. Can ‘X’
stop the goods in transit?

Q32. What are the objectives of Consumer Protection
Act, 1986?
Oct./Nov.-12, Q12(a)(i)

CASE-3 :

Oct./Nov.-11, Q11(b)(ii)

OR

CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT
1986: DEFINITION OF CONSUMER PERSON - GOODS - SERVICE

OR

Define consumer protection. State the objectives
of Consumer Protection Act, 1986.

Answer :
Definition of Consumer Protection

X sells goods to Y. Y becomes insolvent
while the Goods are in Transit. Can X stop
the Goods in Transit?

Answer:

3.2

March/April-17, Q11(b)(ii)

Yes, ‘A” can stop the goods in transit as ‘AT is an
.inpaid seller and ‘ F became insolvent while the goods are
m transit.

Consumer protection is a type of protection which is
provided to the consumers against the effect of malpractices
of the marketers and firms and the social evils such as
corruption, ill treatment, exploitation, unhygienic working
conditions, injurious manufactures, deceitful market practices
including black marketing, overcharging, misguidance by
advertising, mislabelling, misuse of trademarks, patents etc.
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Consumer protection specifies the protection provided
to the consumers against the adverse market conditions such
as price hikes, black marketing etc. The three important
aspects of consumer protection include,

(i)

Physical protection of consumers

(ii)

Protection of consumer’s economic interest

In order to protect consumer rights and consumer
interest, consumer protection councils are set up at central
and state levels._____________________________________
Q33. Define consumer, person, goods and services
as per Consumer Protection Act 1986.

Consumer

Objectives of Consumer Protection Act, 1986

Some of the objectives of Consumer Protection Act,
1986 are listed down below.
To Protect Consumer Rights

Consumer protection act aims at protecting and
promoting the rights of consumers like,
(i)

To Setup Consumer Protection Councils

Answer :

(iii) Protection of public interest.

1.

4.

The right to have awareness regarding the quantity,
quality, competency, standard and price of goods or
services in order to protect the consumers from unfair
trade practices.

According to section 2(1) (d) of the Consumer
Protection Act 1986, Consumer is defined as any person
who,
(a)
Buys any goods for consideration which has been
paid or promised or partly paid and partly promised
or under any system of deferred payment but does
not includes any person who obtains such goods for
resale or any other commercial purpose.

(b)

Hires or avails any services for a consideration
which has been paid or promised or partly paid and
partly promised, or under any system of deferred
payment and also includes any beneficiary of such
services.
Thus in simple words, Consumer refers to any person
who actually consumes the goods or services. Any
person who purchases goods or services for resale
would not be considered as a consumer, as per the
consumer definition under section 2(1 )(d) of the
Consumer Protection Act 1986.

(ii)

The right to hear and get assurance that forums will
give attention to the consumer interests.

(iii)

Right concerning consumer education.

(iv)

The right to get protection against hazardous goods
and services which may cause harm to the life and
property of consumer.

(v)

The right to have access to goods and services at
competitive prices and

Person

(vi)

The right to get redressal against the restrictive
trade practices, unfair trade practices or unethical
exploitation of consumers.

Section 2(1 )(m) of the Consumer Protection Act
1986 defines the term ‘person’ as,
(i)
A firm whether registered or not.

2.

To Provide Quasi-Judical Redressal Agencies
and Commission for Fast Redressal of
Consumer Disputes

(ii)

A Hindu undivided family.

(iii)
(iv)

A co-operative society.
Every other association of persons whether registered
under the Societies Registration Act 1860 (71 of
1860) or not.

The consumer protection act aims at providing fast
and easy redressal to consumer disputes and for doing this
quasi-judical redressal agencies are established at central,
state and district level. These quasi-judical agencies and
commission are required to possess knowledge about the
principles of natural justice and have power,

(i)

To provide reliefs of some type and

(ii)

To reward consumer with compensation where
ever desirable.

Penalties are imposed if rules laid down by the quasijudical machinery are disobeyed.
3.

To Protect the Interest of Consumers

The consumer protection act aims at giving better
protection to the consumers interest. For doing this,
consumer protection act makes provision for setting up
consumer councils and other bodies to settle the disputes of
consumers and other related matters.

Goods

According to the Sales of Goods Act 1930 Section
2(7) defines the term ‘goods’ as “Goods means every kind of
movable property other than actionable claims and money and
includes stocks and shares growing crops, gross and things
attached to or forming part of the land which are agreed to
be served before sale or under the contract of the sale.”
Service

Section 2(1 )(0) of the Act defines the term ‘service’
as “Service” means service of any description on which
is made available to potential users and includes the
provisions of facilities in connection with banking,
financing, insurance, transport, processing, supply of
electricals or the energy board or the lodging of both etc.
but does not include the rendering of any service free of
charge or under a contract of personal service.
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334. What are consumer rights? Explain in brief
about District Forum.
Oct./Nov.-16, Qi2(a)(i)

3.2.1

Consumer Dispute - Unfair Trade

Practices

OR
Explain the consumer rights under Consumer
Protection Act 1986.
(Model Paper-Ill, Q11(a) | March/April-18, Q12(a)(i))

Answer :
Consumer Dispute

OR
Explain rights of a consumer under Consumer
Protection Act.

‘nswer :

Q35. Define consumer dispute and unfair trade
practices as per Consumer Protection Act 1986.
Discuss briefly various unfair trade practices.

March/April-15, Q12(a)(i)

Consumer Rights

Section 2 (1) (e) of the Consumer Protection Act
defines the term ‘consumer dispute’ as, “a dispute where the
person against whom a complaint has been made denies or
disputes the allegations contained in the complaint”. Thus
key features of consumer dispute are,

The requirements of the consumers are real and can
e known from the purchases they make and the purchases
- rich they ignore.

According to Leo Bogart, a renowned marketing
categist, the impact of various advertisements which the
: nsumers see throughout the year, acts as a regular reminder
' ’.he products and services which they do not possess.
The consumer bill of rights was written in response
die events like fraud, manipulation, etc. The following are
e rights which are included under consumer bill of rights,
Right to Safety

This right provides protection against the products or
en ices which are harmful to health and life.

(a)

Involves two or more parties.

(b)

One party is the complaint and the other party
is the defender.

(c)

There need to be disagreement between the
parties involved.

Unfair Trade Practices (UTP)

Section 2(1 )(r) of the Consumer Protection Act 1986
defines the term “unfair trade practice” as “ unfair trade
practice means a trade practice which, for the purpose
of promoting the sale, use or supply of any goods or for
the provision of any service, adopts any unfair method or
unfair or deceptive practice including any of the following
practices.
Different Unfair Trade Practices

Following are the practices of UTP,
Right to be Informed

This right makes it compulsory for the firms to
, sclose the facts required for making informed choice.
Right to Choose

This right allows the firm to access different products
1 services at competitive prices.
)

Right to be Heard (Redress)

This right ensures that the consumer interests receive
nplete consideration while developing and executing the
jlatory policy.
Right to Enjoy

This right provides the freedom to enjoy clean and
thy environment.
Right of the Poor and other Minorities

This right helps in protecting the interests of poor and
minorities.
ict Forum

For answer refer Unit-Ill, Page No. 101, Q.No. 41.

1.

False Representations or Statements

False representations or statements of any good or
services.
2.

Misleading Advertisements

A trade practice which permits the publication of any
advertisement whether in any newspaper or otherwise, for
the sale or supply at a bargain price of goods or services
that are not intended to be offered for sale or supply at the
bargain price, or for a period that is and in quantities that
are, reasonable, having regard to the nature of the market
in which the business is carried on, the nature and size
of business and the nature of the advertisement. Simple
condemnation of the quality of goods by the seller to gain
purchasers, unless intended to be a warranty, would not
amount to unfair trade practice.
3.

Offer of Gifts or Prizes

A trade practice which permits the offering of gifts,
prizes or other items with the intention of not providing
them as offered or creating the impression that something
is being given or offered free of charge when it is fully or
partly covered by the amount charged in the transaction as
a whole.
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4.

(a)

Offer of Contest

A trade practice which permits the conduct of any
contest, lottery, game of chance or skill, for the purpose of
promoting, directly or indirectly, the sale, use or supply of
any product or any business interest.
5.

Sale of Sub-standard Goods

A trade practice which permits the sale or supply or
goods intended to be used, or are of a kind likely to be used
by consumers, knowing or having reason to believe that
the goods do not comply with the standards prescribed by
competent authority relating to performance, compositions,
contents, designs, constructions, finishing or packaging as
are necessary to prevent or reduce the risk of injury to the
person using the goods.
6.

Hoarding or Destruction of Goods

A trade practice which permits the hoarding or
destruction of goods, or refuses to sell the goods or to make
them available for sale, or to provide any service, if such
hoarding or destruction or refusal raises or tends to raise or
is intended to raise, the cost of those or other similar goods
or services. For a trade practice to be unfair, loss or injury
must be caused to the consumer.

Agreements Registrable (Sec. 33)

Agreement includes any arrangement or understand
whether or not it is intended that such agreement shall
enforceable by legal proceedings [Sec. 2 (a)]. Any agreem
relating to production, storage, supply, distribution or cor
of goods or for performance of any services, which restr
seller or buyer of goods or services in any manner, is
agreement relating to restrictive trade practice.
(b)

Agreement Which Do Not Require Registrat

Following agreements are not subject to registra:
(i)

Agreements expressly authorized by or under any
for the time being in force.

(ii)

Agreements which have the approval of the Cei
Government.

(iii)

If the Government is a party to an agreement.

The above exclusions are on account of public pc
(c)

Procedure for Registration of Agreement

(i)

Time limit for registration shall be specifies
notification by the central government. This spe
day is appointed day.

(ii)

In case of variation or determination of any agree
particulars shall be furnished to the Director Ge
within one month from the date of such variati

Section 2(1) (nnn) of the Consumer Protection Act
1986 defines the term “ Restrictive trade practices “ as “a
trade practice which tends to bring about manipulation of
price or conditions of delivery or to effect flow of supplies in
the market relating to goods or services in such a manner as
to impose on the customers unjustified costs or restrictions.

(iii)

In case of agreement made by trade assock
agreement shall be deemed to be made by all pe
who are members of the association.

(iv)

Where one person is a party to numerous agree
he may furnish details to Director General.

The law as to Restrictive Trade Practices and Unfair
Trade Practices is to be found in Monopolies and Restrictive
Trade Practices Act, 1969 (MRTPAct). In this Act, there are
two parts. One part deals with registration of agreements
relating restrictive trade practices and another part deals
with Unfair Trade Practices.

(v)

Terms in one or more instruments copies have
delivered to Director General.

(d)

Examination and Recording of Agreeme

Restrictive Trade Practices - Defect
- Deficiency

3.2.2

Q36. Define Restrictive Trade Practices.

Answer :

A restrictive trade practice means a trade practice
which has or may have the effect of preventing, distorting
or restricting competition in any manner and in particular,

(i)

Which tends to obstruct the flow of capital or
resources into the stream of production.

(ii)

Which tends to bring about manipulation of prices or
conditions of delivery or to affect the flow of supplies
in the market relating to goods or services in such
manner or to impose on the consumers unjustified
costs or restrictions.

A restrictive trade practice shall be deemed to be
prejudicial to the public interest.

Examination and recording of agreements by Di
General within 2 months of date of receipt of the agree
(e)

Register of Agreements with Director Ge'

Register ofAgreements with Director General in
X of the schedule to the rules.
(f)

Inspection and Extracts of the Register

A RTP shall be open to public inspection during
specified and upon payment of specified fees.
(g)

Presumptions as to Public Interest

A RTP shall be deemed to be prejudicial to the
interest unless the commission is satisfied otherwise
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237. What do you mean by the terms ‘ Defect’ and
‘Deficiency’?
Answer:

Defect

Section 2 (1) (f) of the Consumer Protection Act
^36 defines the term ‘defect’ as “Any fault, imperfection
short coming in the Quality, Quantity, potency, purity
' standard which is required to be maintained by or under
_ • iaw for the time being inforce or under any contract,
: press or implied or as is claimed by the trader in any
cutter whatsoever in relation to any goods”.
Deficiency

Section 2( 1 )(g) of the Consumer Protection Act 1986
es the term “deficiency” as “any fault, imperfection
r coming or inadequacy in the quality, nature and
aer of performance which is required to the maintained
» : r under any law for the time being in force or has been
bertaken to be preformed by a person in pursuance of a
|« rrract of otherwise in relation to any service”.

An important point to be observed after reading the
e definitions is that the definition for the term defect
deficiency look similar. However the main difference
-■een defect and deficiency is that the term ‘defect’ is
< in relation to any physical good/product, whereas the
'deficiency’ is used in relation to services.

A good case in point is the Lucknow Development
_:- ?rity vs Roop Kishore Tandon case (1990) wherein
se Housing Board failed to render its promised service
iff providing possession of flats after receiving the price,
»■-.. - amounts to deficiency of services.

Answer :

Yes, the consumer can approach the ‘Redressal
forum’. It is the duty of the gas dealer to give gas connection
to the consumer even if the consumer does not buys a gas
stove from him. In this case, the behaviour of gas dealer
comes under ‘Restrictive Trade Practice’ and the issue can
be taken to ‘Redressal Forum’.
Case-2

s have r; i

Oct./Nov.-16, Q12(a)(ii)

OR

The dealer of H.P gas refuses to give
connection unless the consumer buys a
gas stove from him. Can the consumer
approach the redressal forum? Discuss.
Oct./Nov.-12, Q12(a)(ii)

gister

lurinel

OR
The dealer of a local gas company refuses
to give connection, unless the consumer
buys a gas stove from him. Can the
consumer approach any redressal forum?
Give reasons.

»VT.

X purchases the products manufactured by
others and sells the same under own label as
if manufactured by him, is he a consumer?

Answer

Oct.-14, Q12(a)(ii)

No, the person is not a consumer. As per Consumer
[Sec. 2(1) (a)] consumer does not include a person who
purchases products for resale or for any commercial
purposes.
CASE-3:

Answer :

Venkatesh purchased an auto for plying
the same on hire. Can venkatesh be
considered as a consumer? Give reasons.
March/April-13, Q12(a)(ii)

Yes, Venkatesh can be considered as a consumer
because Venkatesh purchased an auto with an intention
to give it on hire in order to earn money. According to the
consumer protection act 1986, a person who purchases goods
for the purpose of earning his/her livelihood by means of
self employment is considered as a ‘Consumer’.
CASE-4:

»E LAWS
X company insisted purchasing of Gas
Stove from the shop as a per condition to
sell Gas connection to a customer. Is it a
restrictive trade practice?

March/April-12, Q12(a)(ii)

Answer :

Rajesh, who was suffering with typhoid
fever was admitted in a private nursing
home for treatment. Can Rajesh be treated
as a consumer? Give reasons.
Oct./Nov.-13, Q12(a)(ii)

Yes, Rajesh can be treated as a consumer because
according to consumer protection act, 1986, consumer is any
person who avails any service for a consideration. In this
case, Rajesh is taking service from a private nursing home
and in consideration to this service he is paying a fee. Thus,
Rajesh can be considered as a “Consumer”.
CASE-5:

Answer

‘A’ purchased a Maruthi car. Later on he
found that the car was damaged and was
subsequently repaired and supplied as a
new car. What are the rights of the buyer?
March/April-11, Q12(a)(ii)

‘A’ can book a complaint against the seller on the
grounds of ‘Unfair Trade Practice’. The seller made a false
representation and sold the car to buyer (A) by saying that
the car is new eventhough the car had many damages and
repairs before the sale. This issue comes under ‘Unfair Trade
Practice’ and can be taken to consumer protection court.
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CASE-6:

Answer :

A person went to shop to buy certain
goods and observed that goods kept for
sale are of low quality than offered price.
Without buying the same, the person
complained the same to appropriate
appellate authority. Can he be considered
as complainant?
March/April-14, Q12(a)(ii)

If a person who gave a complaint is a member
of voluntary consumer association registered under the
companies act, 1956 or under any other law in force then
he can be considered as complainant otherwise he won’t be
considered as a complainant.__________________________
CASE-7 :

Answer :

X got a confirmed ticket with AP Tourism
bus. The bus was cancelled later on account
' of some technical defect providing an
alternative arrangement to the customer.
Is it a deficiency in the service?
March/April-16, Q12(a)(ii)

Yes, it is a deficiency in the service provided by
A.P Tourism. The Tourism department did not provide an
alternative arrangement to the customer upon the occurrence
of a technical defect in the bus.

3.2.3

Consumer Protection Councils

Q38. Explain in detail different types of consumer
protection councils.

Answer s
The consumer protection council is established at
central, state and district level. The consumer protection
council established at central level is known as ‘central
consumer protection council’, the consumer protection
council established at state level is known as state consumer
protection council’ and the consumer protection council
established at district level is known as ‘district consumer
protection council’.
1.

Central Consumer Protection Council

.
Section 4 of the Consumer Protection Act provides
that the central government may establish a council called
the central co nsumer p otection council. The central council
sha: c< is’st rf ;h ; fol.owing members,

Eight members of Parliament, five from Lok sabhi
and three from Rajya sabha.

(iv)

The secretary of the national commission ft
scheduled castes and scheduled tribes.

(v)

Representatives of central government departmei
not more than 20.

(vi)

Representatives of the consumer organizations
consumers, not less than 35.

(vii)

Representatives of woman, not less than 10.

(viii) Representatives of farmers, trade and industries,
more than 20.

(ix)

Persons capable of representing consumer interest
specified above, not more than 15.

(x)

The secretary incharge of consumer affairs shall
member secretary of the central council:

As per the consumer protection rules, the cen'
council shall consist of 150 members and the term of
council shall be 3 years.

Resignation can be given by any member with le
written to the chairman of the central council. So, cau
vacancy will be filled by the same category by the cen
government.
Meetings

Regarding the meetings of central council, the
provides that the central council shall meet as and w
necessary, but at least one meeting shall be held every y
The central council shall meet at such place and time
the chairman thinks fit. Chairman will lead the meetin
the central council. In case chairman is absent then by
chairman. If both are absent then council members will e
a member to lead the meeting. The resolution passed b>
central council shall be recommendatory in nature (Sei
Rule 4).
Objects of the Central Council

The prime objects of the central council are
promotion and protection of the rights of the consi
These rights are as follows,

Right to be protected against marketing of hazt
goods.

(ii)

Right to be informed about the quality, qu:
purity, standard, potency and price of the goods

(iii)

Right to be assured to a variety of goods.

(iv)

The minister of the state who is not holding
independent charge or deputy minister incharge of
consumer affair will be vice-chairman.

Right to be assured that consumer interests
receive due consideration.

(v)

The right to seek redressal against unfair i
practices.

The minister-in-charge of consumer affairs in states.

(vi)

Right to consumer education.

he minister inc h arge of consumer affairs who shall
be its chairman.

(b)

Such number of other official or non-official members
representing such interests which include the
following,

(ii)

(iii)

(i)

(a)

(i)
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To attain the objects of Consumer Protection Act, the
national commission has also been right with the power of
administrative control over the state commissions regarding
trie institutional disposal and pendency of cases by calling
?r periodical returns.
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1 are the
nsumers

Maximum of 20 members shall be appointed who are
representing traders, farmers and industries.

(h)

The persons who have the capability to represent
consumer interest shall be appointed as the members
of state council but not more than 15 members.

(i)

The secretary of civil supplies department shall be the
central council’s member secretary and an incharge
of consumer affairs who should be a minister of state
government shall be the member of state council.

ebout.
i i)

.doption of uniform procedure for hearing matters.

■ ii)'

he copies of documents “produced by one party to
other party for prior service.

iii)

Speedy grant of document copies and

iv)

Inspect the functions of state commission and district
forum to confirm whether the object and purpose
are performed without meddling with their judicial
powers.

shall be
e central
m of the

(g)

National commission has empower to issue instruction

tries, nor
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2.

State Consumer Protection Council

According to the section 7 of Consumer Protection
Act (1986) state consumer protection council should be
established by the state government to protect the rights
c: consumers at state level. The section 7 also states that,
. e chairman of this council should be the minister of state
government and the incharge of the consumer affair of
the state and other members of the state council should be
\ selected or prescribed by the state government itself. The
cate council must conduct at least two meetings every year
ir.d the term of this council shall be three years only. The
meeting of state council shall be conducted after receiving
te prescription of the state government and the procedure to
x followed at such meeting would be based on its business
^transactions. The state consumer protection council follows
same objectives as followed by cehtral consumer protection
»uncil.
The state consumer protection council consists of
.50 members in which members were drawn from various
central or state departments. The structure of members of
rate council is as follows,

Objectives of the State Council [Section 8]

The state council aims at protecting and promoting
the rights of consumers at state level.
3.

District Consumer Protection Council

The state government by notification will set up a
council for every district which is called as the ‘district
consumer protection council’ and shortly known as ‘district
council’.
Members

The members of the district council are,
(i)

The district collector who take up the position of
chairman in the district council.

(ii)

Some number of other official and non-official
members specified by the state government.

Meetings

Meetings are conducted as and when required but
conducting at least two meetings in an year is mandatory.
The time and place of the meeting is decided by the chairman
of district council.
Objectives of the District Council

The district council aims at protecting and promoting
within the district all the rights of consumers as mentioned
in the section-6.______ _______________________________
Q39. Who is a consumer? Explain in brief about
Central Consumer Protection Council.

Answer :

March/April-16, Q12(a)(i)

a)

Chairman of the state council shall be the central
minister of food and civil supplies.

Consumer

b)

1 minister of state government and who will be the
incharge of civil supplies.

According to section 2(1) (d) of the Consumer
Protection Act 1986, Consumer is defined as any person
who,

c)

5 members from Lok sabha and 3 from Rajya Sabha
shall be selected.

(a)

oods.

d)

1 member shall be the commissioner of scheduled
castes and tribes.

ests wiB

e)

20 members shall be drawn from the departments of
central government and autonomous organizations
which are concerned with consumer interest.

Buys any goods for consideration which has been
paid or promised or partly paid and partly promised
or under any system of deferred payment but does
not includes any person who obtains such goods for
resale or any other commercial purpose.

(b)

Hires or avails any services for a consideration
which has been paid or promised or partly paid and
partly promised or under any system of deferred
payment and also includes any beneficiary of such
services.

azardous

quantity

air trade

T. LTD

ft

35 members shall be the representatives of
consumer organization and 10 members shall be the
representatives of women organization.
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Thus in simple words, Consumer refers to any person
who actually consumes the goods or services. Any
person who purchases goods or services for resale
would not be considered as a consumer, as per the
consumer definition under section 2(1 )(d) of the
Consumer Protection Act 1986.
Central Consumer Protection Council

Membership

The district forum is composed of the followir.j
members,

(i)

An individual who possesses the qualification
become a district judge, can take up the position
president in district forum.

(ii)

Two other members. Among these two members, i
member should be female. These two members shoe
possess the below mentioned qualifications,

❖

Person should be of at least 35 years of age.

❖

Should be graduate from recognized university.

❖

Should possess knowledge and should have at le
10 years of experience in tackling with proble
concerning law, economics commerce, indust
accountancy, administration or public affairs.

For answer refer Unit-Ill, Page No. 99, Q.No. 38,
Topic: Central Consumer Protection Council.

Consumer Dispute Redressal Agencies
District Forum - State Commission
and National Commission

3.2.4

Q40. Write a note on consumer redressal machinery
under Consumer Protection Act.
(Model Paper-Ill, Q11(b)(i) |

Answer :

Oct./Nov.-17, Q12(a)(i) | March/April-17, Q12(a)(i))

Consumer dispute redressal agencies are established
to provide redressal to consumer dispute. The Consumer
Protection Act 1986 has established three-tier quasi judicial
redressal machineries at district level, state level and national
level.
(i)

(ii)

An individual will not get membership in the disc
forum in the following cases,
(a)

If a person has sent to jail for conducting any oflfe
which is perceived as immoral by the State Govi

or
(b)

If a person is an undischarged insolvent.

or

Consumer Disputes Redressal Forum

(c)

If a person is not of sound mind.

For answer refer Unit-IV, Page No. 101, Q.No. 41.

(d)

If a person is dismissed from the government ser
or any corporate body working under the contre
government or owned by government.

Consumer Disputes Redressal Commission

For answer refer Unit-IV, Page No. 102, Q.No. 42.
(iii)

National Consumer Disputes Redressal
Commission

or

(e)

For answer refer Unit-IV, Page No. 103, Q.No. 43.
Q41. Write in detail about Consumer Dispute
Redressal Forum or District Forum.
OR

(f)

If a person has financial or other interest which i
perceived by state government as factors influen
discharge of duties by the person as a member c:
forum.
If a person has other disqualification specified 1
state government.

Appointment

Explain the working and composition of District
Forums.
Oct.-14, Q12(a)(i)

OR

Explain the composition and working of a
‘District Forum’ under the Consumer Protection
Act 1986.

The state government make each and
appointment in the district forum on the recommenc
of selection committee. Selection committee is com?
of the following members,
(a)

President of the state commission who shall
chairman.

(b)

Secretary of the law department of the state whe.
be its member.

District Forum

(c)

The term ‘District Forum’ is the name provided for
the Consumer Disputes Redressal Forum which operates
at the district level, as per section (9) (a) of the Consumer
Protection Act 1986 [ Section 2 (1) (h)]. The district forum
is established at the district level by the state government.
Further, if the state government deems fit, it may establish
more than one district forum in a particular district.

Secretary incharge ofthe consumer affairs depa
of the state who shall be its member.

If the president of the state commission is
to work as chairman of the selection committee
absenteeism or other reason then the state govemmen: l
take this matter to the notice of chief justice of the i
court in order to appoint sitting judge of that high i
a chairman of the selection committee.

Answer :

Oct./Nov.-13, Q12(a)(i)
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~*rm of Office

The term of office of the members of the district forum is 5 years or upto the age of 65 years, which ever comes
ter. A member of the district forum will not be reappointed again after the completion of his term of office but exceptions
exist. A person in order to get reappointment in the district forum should meet all the qualifications and conditions
: scribed by the state government and reappointment should be made on the recommendation of selection committee.
esignation by Member ofthe District Forum

A member of the district forum might resign his membership by giving a resignation letter in the written form to the
ec government. The position so resigned will become vacant with the acceptance of resignation letter by state government,

rerson having the qualifications prescribed by the state government for such resigned position is appointed in the vacant
sition.
risdiction (Section 11)

The consumer disputes redressal forum (or district forum) may have jurisdiction to handle complaints where, the
■ of goods or services and the value of the compensation claimed is not more than ? 20 lakhs. This jurisdiction is subject
:her legal obligations of this Act.
w

Complaint is Filed?

Now, the question arises how a complaint is filed with a district forum. A complaint concerning goods or services
d or delivered or agreed to be sold or delivered might be filed with the district forum by,
Consumer to whom those goods or services are sold or delivered or agreed to be sold or delivered. One or more
consumers, if there exist huge number of consumers, having same complaint. For doing this permission has to
obtained from the district forum.

Any recognized consumer association, irrespective of whether the consumer to whom goods or services are sold or
delivered or agreed to sold or delivered.

The state government or central government might file the complaint with district forum either in its individual
rest or as a representative of consumers interests.
Each and every complaint involves some amount of fees. The amount of fees and fee payment procedure should be
the specifications given by the state government.

After receiving a complaint, the district forum might accept or reject a complaint. A decision regarding whether to
ert or reject the complaint is taken within 21 days from the date on which complaint was received by the district forum,
fc complaint is accepted then the district forum might proceed with the complaint in the manner prescribed in this act.
:: ±e complaint is accepted by the district forum, it will not be transferred to any other court or authority established
~ under any other act being in force for the time being.
Write in detail about Consumer Disputes Redressal Commission or State Commission.
OR

Explain the composition and working of ‘state commission’ as a redressal agency under the Consumer
Protection Act, 1986.

er :

March/April-13, Q12(a)(i)

Commission

~he term ‘state commission’ is the name provided for the consumer dispute redressal forum which operates at
*_:e level as per section 9(b) of the Consumer Protection Act 1986, [Section 2 (1) (p)]. The state commission is
-sed by the state government and its jurisdiction is generally limited to respective state. However if the state
-ment notifies in the official gazette, under [section 17 (B)] may perform the functions of any other place as notified
state government.
Every state commission is composed of the following members,

\n individual who is or has been a high court judge, appointed by the state commission can take up the role of
resident in state commission.
~he state commission also contains minimum two and maximum number of members specified by the act. One
tmong them should be women and should possess the below mentioned qualifications.
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(a)

A person should have at least 35 years of age.

(b)

A person should have a bachelor degree from a recognized university.

(c)

A person should be capable and strong enough and should possess appropriate knowledge and minimum
years of experience in tackling with problems concerned with law, accountancy, economics, industry, comme:
public affairs or administration.

Maximum 50% of the members of the state commission can be people with judicial background.
A person is considered as disqualified for appointment as a member of the state commission under the follow
situations,

If a person has sent to jail for committing any offense which is perceived as immoral by the state government
or

If a person is an undischarged insolvent
or

If a person in not sound mind
or
If a person is dismissed from the government service or any corporate body working under the control of govern
or owned by government

or
If a person has any financial or other interest which are perceived by state government as factors affecting disci
of duties by the person as a member of the state commission.

or
If a-person has any other disqualifications specified by the state government.

The state government appoints each and every person mentioned above on the recommendation of a sele
committee. The state commission is composed of the following members,
❖

The state commission president who shall be the chairman of the selection committee.

❖

The secretary of the law department of the state who shall be the member of the selection committee.

❖

The secretary of the consumer affairs department in the state who shall be the member of the selection comm

If due to some reason, the president of the state commission fails in taking up the role of chairman of the sele
committee then under this situation the state government might bring this matter to the notice of chief justice of the
court to appoint the sitting judge of that high court as a chairman of the selection committee.

The salary and other allowances payable to the members of the state commission and terms and conditions of se
to be provided to the members of the state commission are decided by the state government. The state government ap?
a member on full time basis on the advice of the state commission president by taking into account factors specified i
act like work load of the state commission.
Term of Office

The term of office of each and every member of the state commission will be for 5 years or upto 67 years ol
whichever comes first. A member can be reappointed for an extended period of 5 years or upto 67 years of age, whic!
comes first provided to possesses all the qualifications and satisfies all the conditions prescribed. The reappointa;
made on the advice of the selection committee.
A member of the state commission can resign the office by giving a resignation letter in a written form to the
government. On the acceptance of the resignation letter by the state government, the position of the member gets \
and such vacant position is filled by appointing a person who possesses all the qualification prescribed for that pos

.....
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.jrisdiction

The state commission have jurisdiction,

ii

To entertain complaints where the value of goods
or services and claim for compensation is more
than ?20,00,000 but does not cross 1 crore. Appeals
against the district forum orders within the state.
To ask for records and pass suitable order in any
consumer dispute which is pending before or is
decided by any state commission where the national
commission perceives that the state commission,

(i)

Is unable to make use of its power to take legal
decisions or

(ii)

Has used the legal power not given by law or

(iii) Has unlawfully exercised its legal power.
■-ansfer of Cases [New Section 17(A) Included by
-e Consumer Protection (Amendment) Act, 2003]

On the request of the complainant or of its own
est, the state commission might transfer the complaint/
kept in pending in one district forum to another district
tn within the state provided if the interest of justice
ire such transfer.

Q43. Explain in detail about National Consumer
Disputes Redressal Commission or National
Commission.

OR
Explain the formation and role of a national
commission in consumer protection.

Answer :
National Commission

The term national commission is the name provided
for the consumer dispute redressal forum which operates
at the national level, under section 9(c) of the Consumer
Protection Act 1986 [Section 2(1) (k)]. It is the highest
dispute settlement body established under the Consumer
Protection Act.
The National Commission would operate its regular
functions from New Delhi or from any other place, as
notified by the Central Government in the official gazette
under [section 22 (c)].
The national consumer disputes redressal commission
(the nation commission) comprises of,

1.

An individual who is or has been supreme court judge
is appointed as president of the national commission
by the central government.

2.

Minimum four members and maximum number of
members specified by the act are appointed. One
among this members should be female and should
possess the below mentioned qualifications,
(a) Should have minimum 35 years of age

nit Benches [New Section 17(B) Included by
Consumer Protection (Amendment) Act, 2003]

Generally, the state commission perform its function
□e state capital only, but may also perform its duties
'-.er locations specified by the state government by
ccation in the official gazette from time to time in
Jtation with the state commission.

(b)

Should be capable, integrated and strong
person and should possess knowledge and
at least 10 years of experience in tackling
with problems concerning law, accountancy,
economics, commerce, public affairs, industry
or administration.
(d) Maximum 50% of the members should be
among the people with judicial background.

The legal obligations of sections-12, 13 and 14 and
acluded under those sections for settlement of disputes
district forum along with changes required will be
:able to disputes settlement by the state commission.

An individual showing disagreement to an order
-ed by the state. Commission might make an appeal
inst such order to the national commission within a 30
period from the date on which order is passed. Even if
repeal is made after the completion of 30 days period,
rational commission might entertain such appeal if it
-s that there was appropriate reason behind not filing
■peal within the specified period.

The national commission will not entertain any appeal
c t y a person who is supposed to pay any amount on
r:er of the state commission till the person deposits
f i that amount or 35,000, which ever is minimum in
■escribed manner.

Should have a bachelor’s degree from a
recognized university and

(c)

:edure (Section-18)

:eal (Section-19)

March/April-14, Q12(a)(i)

In the following cases, a person is disqualified for
appointment,
(i)

If a person has sent to jail for conducting any
offence which is perceived as immoral by the central
government

or
(ii)

If a person is an undischarged insolvent.
or

(iii)

If a person is not of sound mind.

or
(iv)

’UBLISHERS AND DISTRIBUTORS PVT LTD.

If a person is dismissed from the government service
or any corporate body working under the control of
government or owned by government.
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(v)

(vi)

If a person has any financial or other interest which are
perceived by central government as factors affecting
discharge of duties by the person as a member of the
national commission.
If a person has any other disqualifications specified
by the central government.

The central government appoints each and every
person mentioned above on the recommendation of a
selection committee. The selection committee comprises of
below mentioned members,

❖

A supreme court judge to be nominated by the chief
justice of India takes up the role of chairman of the
selection committee.

❖

The secretory in the legal affairs department in the
government of India can become the member of the
selection committee.

❖

The secretory in the consumer affairs department in
the government of India can become the member of
the selection committee.

Term of Office

The term of office of each and every member of
the national commission is 5 years or upto the age of 70
years, whichever comes first. A member of the national
commission can be reappointed for an extended period of 5
years or upto the age of 70 years, whichever comes first but on
the condition that he possesses all the qualifications and satisfies
all the conditions for appointment. Reappointment is also made
on the recommendation of the selection committee.
The central government decides the salary and other
allowances payable to members and terms and conditions
of service of the members.
Location of the National Commission

As per the 5th rule of the consumer protection rules,
1957, the national commission office should be placed in
the Union Territory of Delhi.

Appeal (Section-23)

An individual showing disagreement to an oi
passed by the national commission with respect to the
of its powers might make an appeal against such order tc
supreme court within 30 days period from the date on w
order is made. Even if the appeal is made after the compk
of 30 days period, the supreme court might entertain
appeal if it believes that there was appropriate reason be
not filing the appeal within the specified period.
The supreme court will not entertain any appeal n
by a person who is supposed to pay any amount on the c
of the national commission till the person deposits half of
amount or ? 50,000, whichever is minimum in the presc
manner.
Finality of Orders (Section-24)

Each and every order of a district forum,
commission or national commission will be made fir
no appeal is graded high against such order in the provi
of this act.

Section 24 (A) and section 24(B) of the cons
protection act 2002 is concerned with ‘limitation p<
and ‘administrative control’,

CASE LAWS ON CONSUMER REDRESSAL
Case-1 :

Answer:

Case-2 :

According to the other provisions of this act, the
national commission have jurisdiction,

(b)

To entertain, complaints where the value of goods or
services and claim for compensation is more than ? 1
crore. Appeals against any state commission orders.

To ask for the records and pass suitable orders in
any consumer dispute which is pending before or is
decided by any state commission where the national
commission perceives that the state commission,
❖

Is unable to make use of its power to take legal
decisions.

❖

Has used the legal power not given by law.

or
❖

Has unlawfully exercised its legal power.

Sept./Oct.-15, cr

A can sue XYZ contractors limited as it has comr
brach of contract and A can claim his advance back fro
XYZ contractors.

Jurisdiction (Section-21)

(a)

A paid advance for purchase of a flat
XYZ contractors limited with a pro
to deliver house within 6 months,
possession of flat was not given in
What remedy is available to A?

Answer :

A patient was treated free of cost in a ct
hospital. He died due to the negligen
the doctor. Would his parents get
compensation under Consumer Prote
Act?
March/April-15, Q‘

Under the Consumer Protection Act 1986, the c:
of any hospital either government or non-government
treat the patients with utmost care. Any act of omis:
negligence that cause severe injury/damage/death
consumer may lead to civil and criminal laws for
negligence.
A relief would be provided under the CPA 19
the compensation shall be given to family members
damage caused due to negligence in medical service

Thus, the parents of the patient will get compe:
under Consumer Protection Act.
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Procedure to Lodge a Complaint for
Redressal - Appeal

5.2.5
to an orosr
ct to the
torder to
ite on whktl
; compl<
tertain
ason

<44. Define complain. What are its features?

Answer :
Complaint

According to Section [2(1 )(c)] of the Consumer
R-: rection Act 1986, a complaint means “any allegation in
«*:ing made by a complainant with a view of obtaining any
raef provided by or under this Act”.

Whether any trader or service provider is following
an unfair trade practice or a restrictive trade practice.

(ii)

Facts related to the grievance along with supporting
documents (if any).

The goods purchased by him suffers from one or more
defects.

(iii)

(a)

Fixed under law

(b)

Maximum retail price

(c)

Agreed among the two parties

(d)

Shown on the price list or on the display list.

A complaint can also be filed when a service provider
is offering for sale services which are hazardous/
dangerous or which are likely to be hazardous to life
and safety of the general public.
nential Features of a Complaint

i

I

The complaint need to be addressed to the president of
the consumer forum and should contain the following details,
Name and address of the complainant and the
opposite party.

A complaint can also be filed when a trader or seller
is offering goods for sale, which are dangerous to life
and safety of the general public.

ie:

In case of any consumer grievance, the consumer can
file a complaint with the competent authority. The procedure
filing a complaint is quick and easy. The consumer or any
authorized agent can pay the prescribed fee and fill the written
complaint. Alternatively, a complaint can also be sent via post.

(i)

The seller or trader has charged a price which is in
more than the price.

Hast

Answer :

Such a written allegation must include the following,

The services used by him suffers from one or more
defects.

Tl

Q45. Discuss the procedure to lodge a complaint for
redressal.

The complainant need to file the complaint as per
the procedures of section 2(1) (b) of the Consumer
Protection Act.

It need to be in written form.
It would state about the unfair or restrictive trade
practice being employed by the trader or any other
defect of or deficiency in the good or service.
It need to clearly state the specific relief being sort
by the complaint.

The complaint can be a single or multiple consumers,
central government, state government or any recognized
consumer association.
Place of Filing Complaint

Depending upon the value of goods or services,
the complaint would be filed with one of the following
redressal forum,

(a)

(Section 11) Incase the value of the goods services is
less than 20 lakhs, the complaint should be filed with
the District Forum.

(b)

Section 17 In case the value of the goods or services
is more than 20 lakhs but less than 1 crore, the
complaint should be filed with the state commission.

(c)

(Section 21) In case the value of the goods or
services is more than 1 crore, the complaint should
be filed with the National Commission.

Deadline to File Complaint

Section 24 A (1) of the Consumer Protection Act
states that the complaint need to be filed within two years
from the date on which the cause of action has arisen.
Procedure After the Complaint is Admitted

The procedure of complaint redressal in case of
defective goods and in case of services are different and
are contained in Section 13(1) and Section 13(2) of the Act
respectively.
(i)

Procedure followed when the
Goods Require Testing (13 (1))

(a)

On receiving the complaint the company authority
(consumer court) would send a copy of the complaint
to the opposite party, within a maximum time period
of 45 days.

(b)

In case the opposite party disputes the allegations
and the goods requires laboratory analysis to
determine the defect, the competent authority would
direct a suitable testing laboratory to carry out the
test analysis.

The main purpose of the complaint should only be to
rbtain relief against the grievance.

Ir need to clearly address the opposite party against
' horn the complaint had been filed.

The exact relief being sort.

The complaint need to be addressed to the appropriate
redressal agency who has the area, jurisdiction.

PUBLISHERS AND DISTRIBUTORS PVT. LTD.
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(c)

(d)

(e)

(ii)

On receiving the analysis test results, the consumer
court would forward a copy of the test results to
the opposite party and also provide suitable time to
provide explaination Section 13 1 (f).
The consumer court would hear the explainations
provided by the opposite party.
Finally the consumer court would provide
appropriate relief as per the guidelines laid down
under section 14.
Procedure followed when the Complaint
Relates to Service or Goods which do not
Require Testing Section 13 (2)

(a)

On receiving the complaint, the consumer court
would send a copy of the complaint to the opposite
party, within a maximum time period of 45 days.
(b)
In case the opposite party disputes the allegations
then the consumer court would initiate settling
the complaint based on the supporting documents
provided by both parties. (Section 13 (2) (b) (i)).
(c)
Finally the consumer court would provide appropriate
relief as per the guidelines laid down under section 14
_____ of the Consumer Protection Act 1986,______________

The following important points, need to be ti
into consideration,

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

The appeallant need to deposit 50% of the amount
35,000 rupees (whichever is less) before appeal
in the national commission.
Generally, no adjournments would be granted by
national commission.
The appeal need to be disposed within a pei
of 90 days (Section 19 A, Consumer Protec'
Amendment Act 2002).
In case, the disposal of the appeal exceeds a pei
of 90 days, a written record need to be maintaii
stating the reason for delay.

Appeal Against the Order of National Commiss

The appeal against the order of the nati<
commission can be presented before the Supreme C,
of India within a period of 30 days of the order,
appeallant need to deposit 50% of the amount or 50,
rupees, (whichever is less) as per Section 23, Provisia
(Consumer Protection Amendment Act 2002)._______

CASE LAWS ON CONSUMER COMPLAINTS
CASE-1 :

Q46. Write about the appeals against orders of
redressal agencies.

Answer :
In case a party is not satisfied by the orders of the
redressal agency, he may appeal against such an order in
the higher redressal court. The provisions of appeals against
the orders of redressal agencies are contained in section 15,
19 an 23 of the Consumer Protection Act.
(i)

Appeal Against the Order of District Forum
[Section 15]

The appeal against the order of the district forum can
be presented before the state commission within a period of
30 days of the order.
The following important points need to be taken into
consideration,
(a)
The appeallant need to deposit 50% of the amount or
25,000 rupees (whichever is lesser) before appealing
in the state commission.
(b)
Generally no adjournment would be grated by the
state commission.
(c)
The appeal need to be disposed within a period
of 90 days (Section 19 A, Consumer Protection
Amendment Act 2002).
(d)
In case, the disposal of the appeal exceeds a period
of 90 days a written record need to be maintained,
stating the reason for delay.
(ii)

Appeal Against the
Order
Commission (Section 19)

of

State

The appeal against the order Of the state commission
can be presented before the national commission within a
period of 30 days of the order.

Answer :

Harish purchased a medicine from Sr
Medical Store for his son who had
fever even after using the medicine
son's condition did not improved and
has to be hospitalized. Harish compk
about this to Shiva Medical Store.
Medical Store decided to compl
against the manufacturer in the cou-t.
Shiva Medical do this? Give reason?
(Model Paper-Ill, Q11(b)(ii) | March/April-18, C

No, in this case, the Shiva Medical Store ci
file a complaint against the manufacturer in the cons
court. The reason for this is that Shiva Medical Store
a consumer of the medicines. It only buys medicines
resolved for commercial purposes.
CASE-2 : A and B applied for shares in
Company. Shares were not allottc
them. Can they file a complaint
Consumer Court?

Answer :

Oct./Nov.-17, Q'

No, in this case, A and B cannot file a compk
the consumer court. The reason is that the shares had r
allotted to A and B. Thus they could not be conside
consumers under section 2(1 )(d) ofthe Consumer Pro;
Act 1986.
This above mentioned case is similar to the Guhat;
Urban Bank Ltd. Vs Santosh Kumar Tiwari Case (19°~
CASE-3 : X bought a flat from the builder. Later fc
a leakage in the roof. Can he go to ci

Answer:

March/April-17, (

Yes, ‘X’ can go to consumer court to file a co;
against the builder.
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INTERNAL ASSESSMENT

imountor j
appealing

Multiple Choice
1.

Every member of the national commission shall hold office for a term of

[

]

[

]

[

]

____ of the act provide for establishment and working of different consumer dispute redressal agencies. [

]

ted by the !

(a) Five

(b) Six

a period
Protects®

(c) Seven

(d) Ten

2.

s a perw<1
aintameia

imissioT
natiosi
me Ce®tj
ffder. Tscj
or 50.M
■ovision ]q
INTS

am SI
had
icine
d and I
mpl
re. S
jmplas
ourt
sc<?

The_______ conference on the Human Environment was held in 1972.

(a) Germany

(b) United Nations

(c) Holland

(d) Indian

Consumer protection councils are of

4.

___ types.

(a) Seven

(b) Four

(c) Three

(d) Five

(a) Sec 6 to 10

(b) Sec 7 to 19

(c) Sec 9 to 26

(d) Sec 9 to 27

The district forum can entertain complaints where the value of goods or services and the compensation, if any
claimed is less than_______
[ ]

6.

(a) Rupees 5 lakhs

(b) Rupees 10 lakhs

(c) Rupees 20 lakhs

(d) Rupees 25 lakhs

Any adulteration is any of the environmental surrounding is_______

[

8, O i 2. s

(a) Degradation

(b) Air pollution

>re
const
store
cines

(c) Water pollution

(d) Pollution

in
lotte
aint

7.

-t

8.

(a) Industrial plant

(b) Industrial visit

(c) Plant trees

(d) Industrial operations of machines

Rights of consumers includes the following_______

VT.

[

]

[

]

[

]

[

]

(c) Right to seek funds
(d) Right to be informed about consumer council for settlement of disputes
9.

10.

To entertain appeals against the orders of any state commission are under ______

(a)

State commission jurisdiction

(b) National commission jurisdiction

(c)

District commission jurisdiction

(d) None of the above

Which of the following are the roles of conciliator?

'

•17,013

icons

in air pollution control area,

(b) Right of consumer votes

impl
hadn«J
iside
Pre

terXI
oI

No person shall without the consent of the state board establish or operate any

]

(a) Right of consumer education

17. Qt

uhanCM
IQQT^ ■

years.

(a)

Assistance

(b) Settlement of disputes

(c)

Conduct of proceedings

(d) All of the above
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II.

Fill in the Blanks
1.

_______ was enacted for providing better protection for consumer interest.

2.

Consumer is defined under_______

3.

The consumer protection act recognizes _______ _ consumer rights.

4.

The state government shall establish for every district by notification a council to be known as the____

5.

The MRTP Act was replaced by_______ .

6.

If the government party to an agreement then it does not require_______ .

7.

A person who is appointed to determine differences and disputes between two ore more parties by m

consent is called_______ .
8.

_______ is one of the essential powers of arbitrators.

9.

The water (prevention and control of pollution) act of 1947 was enacted to_______ .

10.

Air (prevention and control of pollution) act was introduced in the year_______ .

KEY
I.

II.

Multiple Choice
1-

(a)

2.

(b)

3-

(c)

4.

(d)

5-

(c)

6.

(d)

7.

(a)

8-

(a)

9-

(b)

10.

(d)

Fill in the Blanks
1.

Consumer Protection Act of 1986

2.

[Sec.2 (1) (d)]

3.

Six

4.

District Consumer Protection Council

5.

Competition Act, 2002

6.

Registration

7.

Arbitrator

8.

Appointment of experts

9.

Control water pollution

10.

1981.

__________ __
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Very Short Questions and Answers

J'

What is Sale?

i

A contract of sale refers to a contract through which “the seller transfers or agrees to transfer the property in goods
ae buyer for a price. The contract of sale may be of two types,

PVT. L

EZ

V

(i)

Conditional contract of sale

(ii)

Absolute contract of sale.

PUBLISHERS AND DISTRIBUTORS PVT. LTD.

Define Goods.

knswer :

it-

•

According to Sec. 2(7), goods means every type of movable property except actionable claims and money and it

-des stocks and shares or growing crops, grass and things or material associated to or making a part of the land which
-greed to be stopped before sale or falls under the contract of sale of goods.

1]

UNIT

4

TRADE MARKS, PATENTS, COPY
RIGHTS AND INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY RIGHTS

c

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

D

Concept of Intellectual Property Rights.

❖

Definition, Purpose and Functions of Trade Mark.

❖

Procedure for Registration of Trade Mark.

❖

Definition and Kinds of Patents.

❖

Meaning and Forms of Transfer of Patents.

❖

Various Rights of Patentee.

❖

Definition and Nature of Copyright.

❖

Essential Conditions for Copyright to be Protected.

❖

Various Rights of Copyright Owner.

❖

Various Provisions regarding Terms of Copyright under the Copyright Act, 1957.

❖

Concept of Trade Secret and Geographical Indications as the other Intellectual Property Rights.

c

INTRODUCTION

J

A tangible property is created by writers, inventors and artists by transforming their ideas, this is regarded
as an intellectual property. The creator needs security and rights over their creation and these rights that are

given by the law to the creators of intellectual property is known as intellectual property law.
A Trademarks or Service mark is a word, name, symbol, device, design, logo, features of packaging that is

used to identify and differentiate a product or service from the other. Trademark is used to identify goods
while service mark is used to identify a service.

Copyright is a form of protection provided to the original works by giving ownership to the individuals or
businesses. It is applied to the results of human intellectual activities. Copyright exists when the original
work was created. It includes the books, poetry, play, short stories, articles, comic books, musical recordings,

audio and video recordings, artistical works and so on.
Patent is a right that is provided to the owner by the government in order to prevent others from making,
using or selling his inventions for a limited time. Patents can be obtained for a new or improved machine,

process, article or a computer software or any business model etc.

L
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After studying this unit, one would be able to understand,
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Q1.

Patents

Answer:

(Model Paper-I, Q4 | March/April-18, Q6 | Oct./Nov.-11, Q5)

An official document that grants exclusive rights to make, use or sell an invention to the inventor is known as a
patent. The inventions can either be a tangible product or a process. A patent holder has the exclusive right over the use of
the product and also has a.right to file a claim against any individual using the product without the permission. The patents
perform two commercial functions in the business world. They are,

( a)

It creates a market barrier for other competitors.

(b)

It ensures royalty on the licensing of patents to third party._________________________________________________

Q2.

Copyright

Answer:

March/April-11, Q4

Copyright may subsist in creative and artistic works (example books, movies, music, paintings, photographs, and
software) and give a copyright holder the exclusive right to control reproduction or adaptation of such works for a certain
period of time (historically a period of between 10 and 30 years depending on jurisdiction, more recently the life of the
author plus several decades)..■
Q3.

Objectives of Intellectual Property Rights Act

Answer :

(Model Paper-ll, Q2 | Oct./Nov.-12, Q7)

The most important objective of Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) is to provide protection to the inventor of an
:dea, so that he can sell or lease his invention and enjoy the benefits of his intellectual labour.

However, the state cannot deprive the larger society from making use of the benefits of an invention.
Example: In case of the invention of xerox machine, the law would grant exclusive rights to lease or sell the xerox
:echnology to its inventors for a limited time period. After the expiry of such time period the general public is free to make
xerox machines and sell them.
Thus, it might be stated that the main objective of IPR is to help, assist and protect the researchers, authors and
mventors to protect and take care of their inventions.
04.

Secure System

Answer :

March/April-14, Q6

Secure system refers to a system where an intellectual property is protected by various laws and regulations. All the
-ws relating to intellectual property rights basically altogether aims at creating a secure system. A secure system helps
n achieving rapid economic growth, enhancement in technology and improvement of business styles and standards. A
secure system is highly needed in modem world due to presence of stiff competition and various fraudulent practices. The
government’s of the nations are trying hard to build a strong and secured system with respect to intellectual property for
she overall economic development.___________________________________________________________________________
25.

What are the different ways in which a geographical indication can be infringed?

Answer :

Model Paper-Ill, Q5

According to Section 22 (1) of Geographical Indication of Goods Act, 1999, a geographical indication can be
mfringed in following ways,
If a unauthorized user uses the geographical indication which indicating that the goods are originated in geographical
area instead of actual place of such goods. This situation is infringing the Geographical Indication Act 1999 because
that user is misleading the general public by showing wrong information related to the origination of goods.

.

If a user has used the geographical indication in unfair competition with respect to the registered geographical
indication.
If a user has used another geographical indication for goods wrongly represented to the public as goods are originated
in the territory of registered geographical indication.
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Q6.

What do you mean by License?

Answer :
Under licensing, a company assigns the right to a patent or a trademark to another company for a fee or royalty
licensing as a method of market entry, a company can gain market presence without an equity investment. The foreii
company, or license, gains the right to commercially exploit the patent or trademark either on an exclusive or unrestric:
basis.

Licenses are signed for a variety of time periods. Depending on the investment needed to enter the market, the fore:
licenses may insist on a longer licensing period to pay of the initial investment. The license will make all necessary, cap :
investment such as machinery inventory and so on and market the products in the assigned sales territories, which m
consist of one or several countries. Licensing arrangements are subject to negotiation and tend to vary considerably frc
company to company and from industry to industry.
■
Q7.

Define Trademark.

Answer :

According to Section 1 of Trade Marks Act, 1999, trademark means “a mark capable of being represented graphics,
and which is capable of distinguishing the goods or services of one person from those of others and may include shape
goods, their packaging and combination of colours”.
Lanham Act defines a trademark as “any word, name, symbol or device or any combination thereof, used or intenc
to be used, by a person to identify and distinguish goods from these manufactured or sold by others”.
Q8.

What do you mean by Trade Secret?

Answer :

Model Paper-IL

Many companies usually possess plenty of information inclusive of new ventures which is more crucial for t
success may be in future then it is unqualified for patent, trademark or copyright protection. Then such information
be private or more confidential which must be kept secret to maintain its competitive advantage.

A trade secret can be defined as any formula, pattern, physical device, idea, process or other information which hi
the owner of the information to gain a competitive advantage at market place. This trade secrets covers marketing pi
product formulas, financial forecasts, employee rosters, logs of sales calls and laboratory notebooks. The media wl
information is stored does not have any influence or it can be preserved as a trade secret. Therefore, different things s
as written documents, computer files, audio tapes, video tapes, financial statements and employee’s memory of diffe
items can be protected as trade secret from unauthorized disclosure.
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PART-B
ESSAY QUESTIONS WITH SOLUTIONS
4.1 INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
□9.

What do you understand by intellectual property rights?

Oct./Nov.-12, Qi2(b)(i)

OR
Write a brief note on meaning and objectives of ‘Intellectual Property Rights’.

Oct./Nov.-13, Qi2(b)(i)

(Refer Only Topics: Intellectual Property Rights (IPR). Objectives ofIntellectual Property Rights)

OR
Explain in detail objectives of protection of intellectual property rights.
(Refer Only Topics: Intellectual Property Rights (IPR))

Answer !

March/April-14, Q12(b)(i)

ntellectual Property Rights (IPR)

A tangible property is created by writers, inventors and artists by transforming their ideas, this is regarded as an
ntellectual property. The creator needs security and rights over their creation and these rights that are given by the law to
ne creators of intellectual property is known as intellectual property law. These rights protect the authors, inventors and
artists by restricting their books, inventions and arts from copying. The rights are given for a specific time period and after
ine completion of the given time period the books, arts or inventions are available publicly and can be copied.
Characteristics of Intellectual Property Rights

Intellectual property rights have the following characteristics,

The subjects of intellectual property are mere illusions and do not have a real existence. In other words they do not
have a material name.
1

The protection of intellectual property owner is national and not international.

The intellectual property rights are given to an individual for a specific time period.
The intellectual property rights are not consumed by its use.

The intellectual property rights have a monopolistic feature and can be asserted against everyone.
Registration is must for some rights that are in the scope of intellectual property.

Intellectual property rights cannot be controlled as the rights on other properties.
Intellectual property rights can be duplicated.
Intellectual property rights can be utilized simultaneously by more than one person.
Z ojectives of Intellectual Property Rights

Basically, there are three main objectives that have been described below,
Financial Incentives

Since the owner of the intellectual property is granted limited exclusive rights for his invention/creation, he can
xmmercially exploit his work. This helps to provide financial incentives to the owner for his efforts, time and investment
" ;he intellectual property. In case of inventions, the financial incentives would help in paying for the associated R & D costs.
L

Economic Growth

Intellectual property laws and their enforcement has led to an increase in the economic growth. Such relationship
be attributed to two factors. At first, intellectual property laws provide moral and economic rights to the owners of the
» -k and secondly promotes creativity, encourages fair trading which eventually contributes to economic development. An
« ; el lent example to explain this relationship would be the Indian scenario way back in the 1990s. Due to weak intellectual
p perty rights, there was rampant emigration of bright computer scientists and engineers, who feared for the protection of
!•- t work. These individuals preferred those countries where their efforts and hard work would be protected from unethical
jerloitation. In 1999, the Indian Parliament passed a law which protected the intellectual creations of computer scientists.
' - after-effect of such law was the production of most advanced software and reduction in emigrations which ultimately
p "Tibuted to the economic growth of the country.
be
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3.

Types of Intellectual Property Rights

Morality

The third objective of IPR is to protect the moral and
material interests of the owner, resulting from any scientific
or artistic work. Various moral justifications have been put
forward to explain the morality of the intellectual property.

(a)

According to natural rights/justice argument, it
is human nature for an individual to have a right
over labour and/or the products produced by him.
Therefore speaking in terms of intellectual property,
it would not be appropriate for anyone to use other’s
ideas without their permission. Thus intellectual
property rights help to ensure that the owner of the
intellectual property has exclusive rights over his
creation.

(b)

According to utilitarian-programmatic argument, a
society in which the private property is protected
was found to be relatively prosperous. Intellectual
property provides durable returns to the innovators
in return for their efforts, investments and labour thus
helping in maximizing the social utility. It has been
argued that intellectual property with its associated
incentives encourage creativity and innovation.

(c)

According to personality argument, ideas are an
extension of an individual. Personality theorists state
that the creators of work always fear that their work
would be either stolen, pirated, copied or altered.
These moral claims of the innovators are protected
by the intellectual property rights.

Q10. What is Intellectual Property Right? Explain
different types of rights.
March/April-17, Qi2(b)(i)

OR

What are the different kinds of Intellectual
Property Rights? Give example for each one
of them.

(Refer Only Topic: Types ofIntellectual Property Rights)

Answer :
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(Model Paper-I, Q12(a), March/April-18, Q12(b)(i))

Intellectual Property Rights (IPR)

A tangible property is created by writers, inventors
and artists by transforming their ideas, this is regarded as an
intellectual property. The creator needs security and rights
over their creation and these rights that are given by the law
to the creators of intellectual property is known as intellectual
property law. These rights protect the authors, inventors and
artists by restricting their books, inventions and arts from
copying. The rights are given for a specific time period and
after the completion of the given time period the books, arts
or inventions are available publicly and can be copied.

The different types of Intellectual Property Rights
(IPR) are as follows,
1.

Trademarks/Service Mark

A Trademarks or Service mark is a word, name,
symbol, device, design, logo, features of packaging that is
used to identify and differentiate a product or service from
the other. Trademark is used to identify goods while service
mark is used to identify a service. Trademark/servicemark
also provide an assurance of quality and durability of the
product or service. It is not possible to protect the marks
which are not generic. These trademarks can help in creating
branding strategies to gain customer loyalty and competitive
advantage.
Trademarks are also involved in protecting the
computer databases and softwares by reducing the pirac>
through the interference of federal law. In India, Right tc
privacy has been given importance under the doctrine of
breach of confidentiality. The law is providing protection tc
trademarks. The right to use the trademark after registration
is only given to the inventor or proprietor of the goods. The
trademarks Act can also provide protection to the service
marks and has reduced the chances of infringement ic
registering trademarks/service marks. This act also involves
increasing the duration of registration and its subsequer
registration from 7 to 10 years.

Trademarks Act has a right to impose penalties for
any misrepresentation of trademarks.
2.

Copyrights

Copyright is a form of protection provided to the
original works by giving ownership to the individuals cr
businesses. It is applied to the results of human intellects,
activities. Copyright exists when the original work was
created. It includes the books, poetry, play, short stories
articles, comic books, musical recordings, audio and vide
recordings, artistical works and so on. It also includes some
sectors such as satellite broadcasting, computer software and
digital technology.

The person who can create the original works or
copyrightable works is called an ‘author’. Originality of the
products/work means the author should not copy the woa
from other source, it should be unique and original.
India has one of the most modern copyright la»i
and the introduction of amendments in the copyright of 1957 during 1999 had resulted in a great developme
in copyright protection. These amendments include ft
issuance of International Copyright Order, 1999 to extei
the provisions of copyright Act to all the member countr:
of WTO, and to facilitate the authors by providing copyrs
protection without registration. It was signed by Presiden:
India on December 30th and it came into force on Jan 15th, 20CK
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The protection measures that are provided by
government to strengthen the enforcement of copyright
protection include,
(i)

The establishment of copyright enforcement advisor
council.

(ii)

Special police cells to resolve the issues involved.
Under the amendments of copyright Act, 1957, the
owner of copyright has a right to reproduce or reinvent
the work or to prepare derivatives from his work. It
does not require any registration work under this act
and can be protected by the federal law right from
the time of their creation. The duration of copyrights
relys upon several variables and other factors.

3.

Patents

Patent is a right that is provided to the owner by the
government in order to prevent others from making, using
or selling his inventions for a limited time. Patents can be
obtained for a new or improved machine, process, article or
a computer software or any business model etc.

Patents are of three types. They are,

(i)

Utility Patents

(ii)

Design Patents

(iii) Plant Patents,
i)

Utility Patents

They are the most common patents which include the
useful inventions and discoveries that is either,

(a)

One of the classes that are given in the patent
statute.

(b)

Useful - The invention should have certain
purpose.

(c)

Novel - The invention/work should differ from
the existing model.

(d)

Non Obvious - The invention should not be
an obvious i.e., a distinct improvement in the
known process which improves the value of the
work is patentable.

The inventions that are included under utility patents
are facsimile machine, the scotch guard fabric
protection process, the hair-growth formula Rogaine
and the safety pin.
Design Patents

The patents that are provided to protect the new and
original designs for useful objects are referred to as
design patents. These patents provide protection only
to the appearance and physical features of an article
but not to the structure. The goods that are included
under design patents are stained-glass windows,
Adidas shoes, shape of an electric guitar etc.

(iii) Plant Patents

The plant patents have been granted to provide
protection for the plants that are reproduced asexually
such as Bonsai, new variations of tulips, roses and
tomatoes.
In India, Patent Act 1970 came into force on April 20,
1972. In case of patents, protection can be given only
after the registration with the Patent and Trademark
Office(PTO). The duration is 20 years in case of
utility and plant patents and 14 years in case for
design patents. After this duration the inventions may
be used by any individual without any permisssion.
Patent laws maintain a balance between the need to
inventors and need to allow public access to important
discoveries.
4.

Trade Secrets

Atrade secret is a valuable and confidential information
of the business which helps in gaining competitive advantage
over the rivals. The information includes the recipies,
marketing plans, financial projections, new inventions for
which patents have not been filed, manufacturing techniques,
formulas, computer algorithms etc. Trade secret is different
from the copyrights and patents.
Trade secret laws encourage the development of new
processes and methods to run the business in an innovative
way to gain competitive advantage in the market place. Trade
secrets are governed by both state and federal law. Under
Trade secret law, there is no need for registration. The trade
secrets are protectable under various state statutes and cases
and by contractual agreements between the parties. The trade
secret protection will be terminated after the exposure of the
confidential information to the public or competitors.
5.

Geographical Indications

Geographical Indications (GI) are indications which
identify a good as originating in a territory or in a region
or locality of a territory where a given quality, reputation
or other characteristic of the good is essentially attributable
to its geographical origin. In simple terms, geographical
indications refer to a sign that is used on goods which
originate from a particular geographical area and possesses
certain qualities or reputation due to its place of origin.
Certain examples of geographical indications include
Mysore Sandal soap, Darjeeling tea, Hyderabadi haleem,
Scotch whiskey, Kolhapuri chappals, Gadwal sarees,
Alphonso mangoes, Lucknow chickencraft etc. Similar to
copyrights and trade marks, geographical indications in India
do not require any registration, however registration offers
several benefits as it helps the owner in case of infringement.
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Q11. Write about the various Indian Acts enacted for the protection of IPRs.

Answer :
The Indian government has formulated various acts for the protection of intellectual property rights. These acts are,
1.

The Copyright Act

The Copyright Act was first formulated and introduced in the year 1957. Amendments were made to the Copyright Act
later in the years 1983, 1984, 1992, 1994 and 1999. The last amendment to this act was made in the year 1999. The Copyright
(Amendment) Act, 1999 was accepted by parliament and was signed by Indian president on 30th of December 1999. The
Copyright(Amendment) Act 1999, came into effect from 15th Jan 2000.
2.

The Trademark Act

The Trademarks Act 1999 was introduced by Indian Government in the year 1999. This act was the replacement of Trade
and Mechandise Act 1958. This act was passed by Indian parliament on 23rd December 1999. Later on, the Trademarks Rule.'
2002 is also included in the Trademark Act, 1999.
3.

The Patent Act

The Patent Act was first introduced in the year 1970. This act was amended in the year 1999. The Patent (Amendment)
Act, 1999 was approved by Rajya Sabha on 20th December, 1999. Amendments to this act was also made in the year 2002 and
2005. The Patent (Amendment) Act, 2005 came into effect from 1st Jan 2005.
4.

The Geographical Indications of Goods Act

The Geographical Indications of Goods Act was also first introduced by the Indian Government in the year 1999. The
Geographical indications of Goods (Registration and Protection) was passed by both the houses of Parliament on 23rd December
1999. The Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and Protection) Rules 2002, was also included in this Act.
The basic objective of the Geographical Indication of Goods (Registration and Protection) Act 1999, is to protec:
Geographical Indications (GI) of goods. The Geographical Indications (GI) refers to a signature or Name, that a manufacturer
uses on his/her product to specify the geographic location of origin. The GI ensures that the product includes specific qualities
and reputation of a particular location. As soon as the Indian government entered into the agreement Of Trade Related Property
Rights (TRIPs) it enacted this act. Some of the examples of products which includes (GI) with them are,
❖
Rajapalaiyam Hunter Dogs
❖
Uttukuli Butter
❖
Madurai Jasmine Flower.
5.

The Designs Act

The Designs Act also known as ‘The Industrial Designs Act’ was also introduced in the year 1999. This act was passec
by the Parliament on 23rd December 1999. Basically, the Industrial Design Act, 1999 was the replacement of the Designs Act
1911. This act came into effect from the year 2000. Later on, the Design Rules 2001 was included in this Act.
The Industrial Designs Act 2000 came into existence after the TRIPs agreement. The basic objective of this act is tc
protect design which means protecting the formal or ornamental appearance of products manufactured industrially. It is studiec
that in India industrial design was first protected through the enactment of Patents and Design Protection Act, 1872. Later or
amendments were made and Patent and Design Act, 1911 was introduced by government.
Presently, according to the ‘The Design Act 2000’, only those designs or industrial designs are protectable which are nev<
original and not disclosed publicly in any part of the world. Therefore a design to enjoy legal protection, must be new, origins
and not publicly disclosed. Such designs can be legally registered and a registration certificate is provided by the government tc
the owner. The registration certificate is also termed as ‘Patent’.____________________________________________________
Q12. Compare and contrast between the various types of IPRs.

Answer :
The four important intellectual property rights can be distinguished or differentiated based on various disciplines,
Discipline
1.

Definition

Patents
Patent is a right that
is provided to the
owner of the product
by the government to
prevent others from
making, using or
selling his inventions
for a limited period
of time.

Copyrights
Copyright is a form of
protection provided to the
original works by giving
ownership to the individuals
or businesses. It is applied
to the results/ out-comes of
human intellectual activities.

Trademarks
Trademark is a word, symbol,
design, logo or name that
is used to identify and
differentiate the product
or service from the others.
Trademark is used to identify
goods and service mark for
services.

Tradesecret
Tradesecret is a valuable and
confidential information of a
business firm which helps in
gaining competitive advantage
over the rivals.
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2.

Protectable The items that are
Matter
included under
patents for protection
are machines,
compositions, plants,
processes, articles
of manufacture,
ornamental designs,
scientific inventions.

Copyrights include the
protection for books,
photographs, music
recordings, fine arts, graphics,
video, film recordings,
choreography, architecture
and computer programs.

Trademarks include words, Formula, method, marketing
symbol, name, logo, device, plans, firm strategies,
design, slogan that are used to compilation of facts, financial
identify the product or service. projections, recipies,
manufacturing techniques,
alogorithms.

3.

Examples

Digital camera,
chemical fertilizer,
genetic engineered
mice, design of Bo
Diddley, box shaped
guitar, Biological
equipments, Luther
Burbank’s hybrid
peach.

Harry potter(books and
movie), Davinci paintings,
architectural plans for
the pisa tower, Microsoft
windows computer program,
Morrisette’s jagged little pill.

Vodafone zoo-zoo’s character,
Kingfisher logo and name,
Revelon company’s
advertising slogan, good
housekeeping seal.

Registration of a copy-right is
not required for protection but
it is recommended to increase/
add value of copyright.

Registration is not No registration process
necessary and it does not is required for trade secret
create trademark rights but protection.
registration offers special
rights in case of infringement.

4.

Registrability

Registration is
necessary and
mandatory. Patents
should be certified
by Patents and
Trademark Office
(PTO).

5.

Types

Patents are of three
types,

(i) Utility patents

Paracetamol formula, survey
methods used by professional
pollster, buying habits of ethnic
groups,new inventions for
which patent application has
not been filed.

Trademarks are categorised
into 4 types,
—

(i) Trademark

(ii) Design patents

(ii) Service mark

(iii) Plant patents.

(iii) Collective mark

—

(iv) Certification marks.
6.

Acts or
Legislation

Patents can be
exercised and
maintained under
patent law.

Copyrights can be exercised Trademarks can be exercised Trade secrets can be exercised
and maintained under under Trademark Law and under Uniform Trade Secrets
Copyright Act of 1976, 1909 Lanham Act.
Act(UTSA), 1985.
and 1999.

7.

Durability
or
Length of
Protection

Plant and utility
patents can enjoy
protection for 17 years
from the date of issue
if they filed before
June 1995. Patents
filed after 1995 can
enjoy protection for
20 years from the
date of filing. In case
of design patents
protection will be
given for 14 years.

In case ifthe work is created by
single inventor, the copyright
can enjoy a protection for
life of author plus 70 years.
Other works are protected
for 120 years from the date
of creation or 95 years after
first publication of the works.

8.

Governance

Patents are governed Copyright laws are interpreted Trademarks are regulated Trade secrets are regulated
and regulated by and regulated by federal by both state and federal by both state and federal
federal courts.
courts.
governments. Federal governments.
registrations are administered
by PTO. State registrations
are controlled by secretaries
of state.
■

Trademarks can enjoy
protection as long as the
business is using the trademark
for goods and services.
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Trade secrets can enjoy
protection as long as the
business information remains
confidential or secret.
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4.2 TRADE MARKS - DEFINITION AND
FUNCTIONS
Q13. What do you mean by a term “Trade Mark”?
Write about its functions.
Model Paper-Ill, Q12(a)

OR

Write a brief note on meaning of ‘Trademarks’ as
per Trademarks Act, 1999. March/Aprii-13, Qi2(b)(i)
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The value of a business entity developed by providing
quality products or services to consumers under a mark is
known as “Goodwill”. This mark is useful for the purpose
of creating loyal customers. The goodwill keeps on gaining
value in accordance with the sales of products or services
under a specific mark. This mark represents the entity. Today
Coca Cola is the most widely recognized mark around the
world and bears a value of $68.9 million.
Apart from the basic functions, the trademarks alsc
perform the following functions:

' OR
Trademarks

(a)

They develop a recognition for the maker of goods
and services and differentiate it from the goods anc
services of similar nature, provided by others.

Trademark

(b)

According to Section-1 of Trade Marks Act, 1999,
trademark means “a mark capable of being represented
graphically and which is capabl e of distinguishing the goods
or services of one person from those of others and may
include shape of goods, their packaging and combination
of colours”.

They also acknowledge that the goods and services
being offered under a specific mark are from a single
producer, manufacturer or source.

(c)

They also acknowledge the fact that there is a similar
consistency in the quality of products and services
being offered under the same mark.

(d)

They are also a very useful advertisement tool for tie
entity and enables the consumers to connect the mart
with the product or service being offered. For examp:-,
when the consumer hears or sees “SEEDHIBAAT N I
BAKWAAS”, he immediately links it to sprite.

(Refer Only Topic: Trademark)

Answer :

March/April-17, Q12(b)(ii)

Lanham Act defines a trademark as “any word,
name, symbol or device or any combination thereof, used or
intended to be used, by a person to identify and distinguish
goods from these manufactured or sold by others”.
Therefore, a mark can be anything, A mark does not have
any limit. Mostly, the marks are trademarks or service marks.
Trademark is a distinctive sign or indicator used by
an individual, business organization or other legal entity to
identify that the products or services available for consumers
originate from a unique source. Trademarks are usually used
to distinguish the products or services of one entity from
other.
Functions of Trademarks

The trademarks basically perform two functions.
They are,
1.

Giving a guarantee that the products maintain a level
of quality and consistency.

2.

Helping the consumers in deciding which product to
purchase.

Suppose, every other company is allowed to use the
CAT trademark, then the owners of CAT would gain no
benefit of manufacturing quality shoes and other products.
Trademarks ensure healthy competition in the market. It also
facilitates the producers to manufacture quality products or
services for consumers. The businesses can develop a name
or reputation for their products by manufacturing quality
products and marking it uniquely with confidence that no
other competitor can deceive its loyal consumers by using
similar mark.

■

Similarly, a consumer who eats KFC is sure to ha\ ;
the similar taste of the KFC that he eats in New York. Since
both are from the same source.

Trademark law is just a part of law against unfair trace
practices or unfair competition. Tracing out others trademan
indicates unfair competition. Similarly false advertising
infringement of copyrights, patents and trade names an
also unfair trade practices. Therefore, trademark law ensure
the elimination of unfair trade practices and facilitates fm
competition.
Q14. Discuss the salient features of Indi
Trademarks Act 1999.

Answer :
The salient features ofthe Act are contained in Sect
18 of the Indian Trademarks Act 1999 which are as folic-

1.

The definition of ‘trademark’ has been expan;
which now includes registration of shape, packag
and color combination. All the 42 internatic:
classification of goods are applicable in India as ••

2.

The act provides for mark registration for sen i
category items also.

3.

A firm can file a single application for same mark ?
products belonging to multiple classes.
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The act permits the use of foreign marks in India
except for cases which involve direct royalty payment
to foreign proprietors in foreign currency. Further,
such foreign marks do not require to take permission
from RBI.

8.

Section 9 of the act, prohibits the registration of a
mark that is an imitation of a well known mark as it
amounts to infringement. Such marks cannot be used
even for totally different goods/services from that of
the well known brand. Under Section 29 ofthe act, use
of such mark amounts to infringement of a registered
well known mark.

9.

It provides “permitted use” of an already registered
mark by an unregistered licencee provided the
licencee has taken permission from the registered
mark owner.

10.

The act permits comparative advertisement by firms.

11.

If any applicant falsifies a trademark or its description
while filing for registration, the act empowers, the
police to search and seize goods/instruments, used
for committing the offence.

The act has widened the scope of the term
“infringement”. The act considers the use of
any already registered mark by any other party
as corporate name or trademark even for highly
heterogenous goods or services as an infringement of
a mark. The act also covers the following definitions
related to infringement,
(a)

The use of similar or identical mark for similar
goods/service amounts to infringement.

(b)

The use of similar or identical mark for labelling,
packing or advertisement for dissimilar goods
that belong to different class also constitutes
infringement.

(c)

In case of ‘word marks’, even spoken use of the
wordmark by an unregistered party constitutes
infringement.

(d)

Allowing passing off/infringement suit that is
filed in a court within whose jurisdiction, the
plaintiff resides or works.

The discovery of documents

(ii) Preserving goods or evidence related to
infringement.

(iii) Restrain the offender from disproving off/
dealing with the infringing goods in such
a manner that may adversely effect the
plaintiffs ability to recover for damages.

The act permits the use of hybrid marks by foreign
firms(i.e.,) a mark that is registered in the country of
origin, can be registered with the Trademark Registry
in India.

A mark is registered for a period of ten years which
permits filing of multi-class applications, registration
of collective marks and the registry of service marks.

The act empowers the courts to order ex-parte
injunction or other order for,

(i)

A foreign mark that is registered in India should be
used for goods/services sold in India either directly
or through a joint venture. Non-use of the mark may
lead to cancellation of the mark registration.

7.

12.

(e)

(f)

The act empowers court to award a minimum
penalty of ? 50,000 and imprisonment upto
six months for mark violations. The maximum
penalty could be T 2,00,000 with imprisonment
upto 2 years.

(g)

The act recognizes marks violation as a
cognisable and non-bailable offence and
empowers police officer (who is at least Deputy
Superintendent of Police) to search and seize
such goods without a warrant. However, the
police officer is required to take advice from
the Registrar of Trademarks for gathering facts
related to such infringing goods.

Thus, it can be stated that the Indian Trademarks
Act of 1999 is dynamic and updated as per the business
requirement of a more liberalized world.

4.2.1

Procedure for Registration of Trade
Marks

Q15. Explain in detail Trademark registration
process.

Answer :
The trademark may be registered under the federal
law or state law depending upon the commercial use of the
mark. Generally, the federal registration process takes more
than one year. The registration process of trademarks under
federal law are as follows,
1.

Application Process

The application process starts with the creation of
“registrable Mark”. The firm has to evaluate the trademark by
conducting trademark search by examining the federal, state,
common law and private databases to identify the conflicting
marks and confusingly similar marks. After evaluating the
mark the firm can use the mark formally by preparing and
filing the application for registration.
(a)

Preparing the Application

In order to get a federal registration the owner of the
mark should prepare an application for registration
with federal law. The application should be in a
written form and consists of the following details,
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(i)

Request for registration.

(ii)

Name of the applicant and proof of his identity
and address.

(iii) Goods and services offered under the mark.
(iv) Drawing of the mark.

(v)

The applicant should respond to the defects in the
office actions within six months, if not the application will
be abandoned by the PTO. If the applicant’s response is not
sufficient to overcome the defects by the examiner, then
the applicant can appeal to the Trademark trial and Appeal
Board.
3.

Declaration by the applicant or agent or attorney.

(a)

(vi) Method of use and basis for application.

(viii) Declaration by the applicant or agent or attorney.
Filing the Application

After signing the application, the applicant should
file the application with PTO within one year. The
filing fee for the mark is imposed by federal patent
and trademark office and is set per application per
class. The PTO allows only one mark to be filed for
one application but the mark may be filed in multiple
classes. If the mark to be registered into more than
one class, an additional fee must be paid for each
additional class according to the schedule of PTO
filing fees.
The applicant must file the application by hand to
the PTO or by mail or electronically. Applicant
should enclose all the documents that are required for
registration along with the application form. PTO will
send the official filing receipt to the applicants after
verifying the filed application. The official filing will
confirm the filing date of the application.

(b)

After issuing the filing receipt, a PTO attorney
examines the application to determine whether the proposed
mark is confusingly similar to another or conflicting mark or
not and also to determine if the mark may be registered. If
the mark is determined to be unregistrable, the examiner will
issue a letter of explanation starting the reasons for rejection
and a listing of any corrections required for the application.
Examining attorney will issue a office action regarding
application, if there are no defects PTO will approve the
application for publication in the official Gazette.

■
*\ '

Opposition Proceedings

The opposition proceeding is an opportunity for
someone to challenge the registration of the proposed
mark based upon the premise that its registration will
cause damage to a pre-existing mark.
(c)

Intent to Use Applications and Statements of
Use

After publishing the mark ifthere are no opposition for
the intent-to-use applications PTO will issue a Notice
ofAllowance to the applicant stating that application
has been allowed and granted in 6 months. In this time
period, the applicant should use the mark and submit
a statement and specimen and date of first use of the
mark. If the applicant has failed to file the statement
of use, PTO will extend the time period for next 6
months on the request of applicant. If the applicant
has again failed to submit the statement, then PTO
will abandon the mark considering that the delay was
intentional.

Examination Process

After receiving the application, if the application
doesn’t meet the minimum requirements then it is returned
along with the fees to the applicant. If it is accepted, a copy
of receipt of application with filing date and serial number
is then mailed to the applicant.

Publication in the Official Gazette

If any other company wants to oppose the registration
of a mark they must file a “notice of opposition” with
TTAB within 30 days after publishing the mark in
official Gazette, then an opposition proceeding will
commence.

After receiving the filing receipt the applicant should
update the docketing system to ensure that PTO can
take additional action within six months.
2.

Post-examination Procedure

If the applicant responds within the time to the
(attorney) office action, PTO will Gazette. It is a
weekly publications that lists all the marks seeking
registration. The function of publication/Gazette is to
permit third parties a opportunity to review all ofthe
marks that are applying for federal registration. This
allows other trademark owners to notify the PTO of
their opposition to any of the pending marks.

(vii) Specimens.

(b)
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(d)

Abandonment and Revival of Applications

PTO will abandon the applications if there is no time
response from the applicant to the office action or
notice of allowance. In case of abandonment, PTO
will issue a formal notice of abandonment to the
applicant PTO also allows the applicant to revive the
abandoned applications by filing a petition within 2
months after receiving the notice of abandonment
They should mention the reasons for delay in the
response in the petition for revival. However, if the
application get abandoned, it can not get registerec
with PTO.
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4.

Registration

If no opposition is filed, then the mark will be
registered and a “Certificate of registration” will issued
in about 12 weeks after the date that the mark was first
published. It will take 12-18 months for the registration of
use based applications, and for ITU applications it is more
than 42 months. The term of registration of a mark is ten
years from the date of registration. For further protection, the
owner should renew the mark, the certificate of registration
should contain all the information about the mark, owner and
registration number and date. After getting the certificate of
registration, the owner can make use of federal registration
symbol such as “TM” for trademark and “SM” for service
mark along with the mark.

4.3 PATENT - DEFINITION - KINDS OF
PATENTS
Q16. What do you mean by a term “Patent”? What
are the different kinds of patents?
Model Paper-I, Q12(b)

OR
Write a brief note on meaning of the term
‘patent’ as per Patents Act, 1970.

Answer :

A machine is a device having parts that perform or
assist in performing any type of work. Apart from this any
device transmitting or transforming entry may also be called
a machine.
An article of manufacture is one of the principal
category that may be patented. There is no clear distinction
among the article to manufacture a machine. An article of
manufacture refers to an individual object that does not
comprise of any movable parts. For example a pencil, chair.
A combination of any chemical or other materials is
known as the composition of matter. The natural substances
are not granted patents but their combinations can be
protected.
2.

Plant Patents

March/April-12, Q12(b)(i)

Patent

According to Section 2(1) of Patents Act, 1970, patent
means “a patent for any invention granted under this Act”.
According to Section 2 (1) (j), invention means “a new
product or process involving an inventive step and capable
of industrial application”.

An official document that grants exclusive rights to
make, use or sell an invention to the inventor is known as
a patent. The inventions can either be a tangible product or
a process. A patent holder has the exclusive right over the
-se of the product and also has a right to file a claim against
my individual using the product without the permission. The
- atents perform two commercial functions in the business
- odd. They are,
a

The ideas are not patentable but the processes are
patentable. A process is the method of taking something
through a established set of rules cochrane V. Decner that
a process is “an act, or series of acts, performed upon the
subject-matter to be transformed and reduced to a different
state or thing. If new and useful, it is just as patentable as
is a piece of machinery.” The process of making synthetic
diamonds, chromine plates are a few examples of patented
processes.

It creates a market barrier for other competitors.
It ensures royalty on the licensing of patents to third
party.

Kinds of Patents

The patents are classified into three kinds. The
c • ention that falls within any of the following is granted
- ith patent. The following are the three kinds of patents,
Utility Patent

The plants can also be patented provided they are
either discovered or created by an individual. As per the U.S.
patent law, the person is regarded as an inventor of the plant
if he is the first to appreciate the distinctive qualities of a
plant and reproduces it, asexually. The plants that discovered
in any wild or uncultivated state are not patented since, their
existence is natural on the other hand any plant discovered
in a cultivated land and reproduced asexually is entitled to
be patented.
The asexual reproduction of plant by using its tissue
culture or any other method other than the seeds. The plant
should also be distinctive and novel. For example, Henry
Davidson of Or India, California patented the smooth angel
plant.
Ifthe plants that have existed naturally are reproduced,
asexually also, are not regarded as novel and will not be
granted a patent. However, the sexually produced plants
are protectable under the federal law of 1970. This law was
introduced by the department of agriculture and is known
as the Plant Variety Protection Act.
The plant should also satisfy the basic four
requirements in order to be entitled for patent. They are,
(a)

The inventions that belong to the categories of
machines, processes, compositions, articles of manufacture
- new uses of any of these are granted utility patents. Such
'a: ents provide protection to inventions that are new and
-seful for machines, processes, composition, articles or new
■d useful for their improvements.
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Asexual Reproduction

The discovery of a new and distinctive variety of plant
should be reproduced by asexual means. This can
usually be done by cutting a part of existing plant and
placing it in the soil. Any means used for reproduction
of a plant, other than the seed constitutes to asexual
reproduction.
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(b)

(c)

Distinctively of the Plant

1.

The plant must be distinctive from existing variety of
plants.

The act permitted the applicability of patents for
products, starting January 1st 2005.

2.

It allowed double publication ofthe patent application.
First 18 months after the application date and second
time 18 months from the date of acceptance.

3.

The act permitted patentability of computer software
programs. Such programs were previously not
patentable.

4.

The term duration of patents for inventions is
permitted upto 20 years from the date of application
filing.

5.

The act permitted only a single patent per invention.
Further the act allowed patents for inventions only.

6.

It allows patents with respect to a process or substance.
Further the act states that patent cannot be divided into
half, each for a process and substance.

7.

The act, for the first time defined the term “Invention”
as a new product or process which involves inventive
steps and which can be put to industrial use.

8.

Under this act, process with respect to manufacturing
plants are patentable whereas, processes related to
diagnostic and therapeutic use are non-patentable.

9.

The act permits firms to patent new testing method:
during the new process of manufacturing.

10.

The act allows more time for parties to restore ceasec
patents. Restoration time has been increased from 12
months to 18 months.

11.

According to the act the time for putting the
application in order is 12 months only. Previousb
the time allowed was 15 to 18 months.

12.

Section 39 of the act prohibits patent filing outside
India except for inventions with respect to atom.;
energy and defence.

13.

Government of India has the power to issue
compulsory license to other parties for manufacturing
patents aside from the registered patents.

14.

The act allows parallel imports of patented product
in India.

Novelty

The plant must be novel. It should be the one that has
never existed previously in nature.
(d)

Non-obviousness

The section 161 of the patent act does not state directly
the requirement of plant being non-obvious but it
does state that the act relating to utility patents is
applicable equally to plant patents. Therefor it must
be non-obvious.
3.

Design Patents

According to 35 U.S.C and sec 171 of the patent act
any new, original and ornamental design invented for an
article of manufacture is patentable. This provision replaces
the requirement of usefulness with omamentality. However,
the design, should meet the requirement of being novel and
obvious. Since, the useful articles are ornamented by a design
patent, for such an article of manufacture, can be obtained.
For a design to be predictable under the patent, must fulfill
the following requirements.
(a)

Article of Manufacture

The design must be ornamented on an article of
manufacture. This is the basic requirement. The article
of manufacture constitutes of nearly everything made
by human.
(b)

New

This is another major requirement. The design must
be new or novel so as to be granted a patent.
(c)

Originality

The design should be an original design similar to
non-obviousness requirement of utility patent.
(d)
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Omamentality

The design must be ornamental and not functional.
The ornamental design is granted a design patent.

The novelty is a requirement of equal importance
for design patents. However, there is a similarity between
design patents and copyright. Since the work is capable of
being registered under both the copyright law as well as the
patent law.
Q17. Explain the salient features of Indian Patent Act,
1970 with subsequent amendments.

Answer :

To make the Indian patent laws compatible to TRIPS
(Trade Related Intellectual Property Rights) agreement under
the agies of the WTO by the year 2005, the Indian Patent
Act 1970 was passed. The salient features of the Act are,

Amendment to the Indian Patent Act 1970
(Amendment Bill 1999-2005)

The key amendments to the Indian Patent Act 19~C»
through the amendment bill of 1999-2005 are as follows.
1. Opposition to Grant of Patent

Some fundamental changes are made to th;
“Opposition Procedure” in the new amendment of the act I
allows anyone to intimate opposition against patent grante.
within a period of one year after the grant of the pater
This procedure is in addition to already existing revocati;:
procedure.
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2.

Compulsory Licence

The new amendment permits anyone to appeal to the
controller, if the invention is not available to the general
public for a reasonable price.

Such appeal can be made only after three years from
the date of sealing of any patent. After detailed investigation,
the controller may direct the patentee to grant patent license
at a specified reasonable price.
3.

Provision for Patent Secrecy

The amended act permits an Indian resident to apply
for patent for any invention if any ohe of the following terms
are fulfilled,
(a)

For patents with respect to defence/atomic energy,
a written permission should be obtained from the
controller of patents.

(b)

The application is filed in India six weeks before it is
filed in any country outside India and that there are
no restrictions on the publication/communication of
such invention.

4.

Computer Software Patents

As per the new amendments to the Indian Patent Act,
computer softwares are patentable if used for industrial
applications.
The act only permits technical effects of a software
eligible for protection.
For example, a software that enhances the image
dimensions is patentable whereas, a software which improves
programing of language translation is nonpatentable because,
it is mental process and not technical in nature.
5.

Patent Infringements

The new amendments provide the patent holder
exclusive rights to use, sell or license the patented goods. It
also permits the patent holder to sue any unauthorized user
for damages or compensation.
An important case in point is the patent suit between
motorbike manufacturer Bajaj and TVS in respect to the
win spark technology used for manufacturing 125 CC
motorbikes. Bajaj limited restrained T. V.S from selling such
hikes as it possessed the patent rights for such technology.
5.

Patents for Incremental Innovation

As per Section 3(d) of the Indian Patent Act, an
incremental innovation of any product is not patentable. For
nstance, a new method that saves 60% fuel while drying
mbber sheets is nonpatentable, as the court consider it as an
ncremental innovation and not as a new invention.

In the case of Novartis, Pharmaceutical Ltd, patent
-as denied for the modified anti-cancer drug “Glivie” as
- was mere incremental innovation and not a new and
gnificant improval of efficiency.

4.4 TRANSFER OF THE PATEMT RMMTS RIGHTS OF THE PATENTEE

Q18. What do you mean by transfer of pate--*. -; — *
What are the different forms of transfe- zs z-~~~
rights?
Answer :
Transfer of Patent Rights

A patent can be transferred to any person by on.. -1
patentee as it is a transferable property. Only the owner has
the right to assign or license the patent to anyone. In case of
co-owners and joint-owners, all co-owners are required to
agreed upon transferring of patent in the form of assignment
or license.
Forms of Transfer of Patent Rights

A patent can be transferred in following ways,
1.

Assignment

Assignment refers to assigning of patent rights i.e.,
sale and transfer of ownership by the patentee (assignor)
to another person (assignee) either wholly or partially. The
assignee gets the right to prevent anyone from using, making,
exercising or vending the invention.
Types of Assignment

Assignment is classified into 3 types, they are as
follows,
(i)

Legal Assignment

Legal assignment refers to the assignment of the
patent through an agreement and the patent is1 registered
under the name of assignee. Legal assignee gets the right to
enter his/her name in the register of patents in the controller’s
office as the owner or proprietor of the patent.
(ii)

Equitable Assignment

Equitable assignment refers to an agreement, where
the patentee gives a certain share of the patent to another
person. But, the assignee cannot enter his/her name in the
register of patents in the controller’s office as the proprietor
of the patent. An equitable assignment can be converted into
legal agreement through a written agreement.
(iii)

Mortgage

Mortgage refers to an agreement, where the patent
rights in whole or part are transferred by the patentee/
assignor (mortgager) to assignee (mortgagee) in return of
specified amount. Once the money is repaid by the assignor,
the rights are restored back to him. The assignee cannot enter
his name in the register of patents as proprietor, however, he
is entitled to enter his name in the register as mortgagee.
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2.

License

License refers to an agreement where, the patentee
(Licensor) transfer the right of patent to another person
(licensee) to make, use or exercise the invention. License
is a contract, where both the licensor and licensee needs to
signed in writing to make the grant of license valid. The
contract also contains the terms and conditions which agreed
by both parties including the payment or royalties.
Types of License

Q19. State the rights of patentees and co-owners of
patents.

Answer :
Rights of Patentees

A patent granted under the Act shall confer the
following rights to the patentee which are mentioned in
Section 48 of the Patent Act, 1970.
1.

For a product patent the patentee has the right to
prevent third parties who do not have the permission
of using, making, selling or importing that product
in India.

2.

Ifthe patent is for a process or method ofmanufacturing
an article or substance, then the patentee, his agent?
or licensee have the exclusive right to use or exercise
the process or method in India.

3.

If the patent is for an article or substance, then the
patentee, his agents or licensee have the exclusive
right to produce, use, sell or distribute it in India.

Following are the various types of license,
(i)

Voluntary License

Voluntary license refers to an authority given by the
patentee in writing to make, use or sell the patented article.
Both the patentee and licensee settle the terms and conditions
in the agreement. Central government or the controller has
no role in granting the license. Therefore, it is termed as
voluntary license. The agreement between the patentee and
licensee is required to be filled with the controller within 6
months from its execution.
(ii)

Unlike the voluntary license, the controller and the
central government plays an important role in granting the
license. The central government grants the licensee to third
party without the consent of the patentee in view of public
interest, example for this is compulsory license.
(iii)

implied Licence

Under implied license, the permission to use the
license is hot given in express terms, however, it is implied
i.e indirectly from the circumstances.
3.

The co-owners shall be entitled to have equal share
in the patent except only when an agreement to the
contrary is in force.

2.

When two or more persons are registered as grantee
or owners of a patent, then a license under the pater/
is granted only when all the persons of ownersh:;
together apply for it but not by a single person.

3.

When two or more persons are registered as grantee or
owner of a patent then each of them has the right t
himself or his agents to make, use or sell the inventiot
for his own benefit except in case an agreement to the
contrary is in force.

4.

When two or more persons are registered as grantee
or owner of a patent, then a share in the patent a
assigned to any one person only with the consent of
the other lapsed person(s).

Express License

Express license right refers to the license, where the
permission for using patent is given in express terms. The
terms and conditions of license are required to be in writing
and to be registered with the patent office.
(vi)

1.

Limited License

A limited license has certain limitations on the
licensee’s rights. It may related to time, manufacturer’s place,
person, use or sale.
(v)

Rights of co-owners of patents are as follows,

Exclusive License

Exclusive license refers to the exclusive rights i.e, to
make, distribute or sell given to anyone excluding all other
person.
(iv)

Rights of Co-owners of Patents

Statutory License

Patent Transmission by Operation of Law

If a patentee expires, the interest of patentee passes
to the person who represented legally to the deceased.
Transmission of patent by operation of law occurs in other
cases are as follows,

4.5 COPYRIGHTS- DEFINITION - NATURE
Q20. Write a brief note on meaning of copyrights at
per Copy Rights Act, 1957.

Answer:

Oct./Nov.-13, Qi2(b>

Copyright

The Copyright Act of 1957, Section 31(1) defines
copyright as the exclusive right.

(a)

In the case of literary, dramatic or musical work i
do all or any of the following acts,
(i)

To reproduce work in material form.
To publish the work.

(i)

Dissolution

(ii)

(ii)

Winding up of a company

(iii) To perform the work in public.

(iii)

Bankruptcy.

(iv) To broadcast the work.
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(v)

To cause the work to be transmitted to
subscribers to a diffusion service.

(vi) To make an adaptation of the work.

(vii) To do, in relation to a work that is in adaptation
of the first mentioned work, any of the acts
specified in relation to the first mentioned work
in subparagraph (i) to (v) inclusive.
(b)

In the case of an artistic work, to do all or any of the
following acts,

2.

It Grants Exclusive Rights

The copyright grants exclusive rights to the creator
of a original and artistic work.
3.

It Protects Different Works

The copyright protects various works such as literary,
musical, artistic and maps and technical drawings.
4.

It is Intangible

The copyrights are intangible and can not be seen and
touched.

(i)

To reproduce the work in a material form.

5.

(ii)

To publish the work.

The copyright is usually regarded as a natural right
and comes into effect even without registration. This is
because, it is based on a general rule that the creator of work
can invest and take the risk of producing his creative work
and therefore, is allowed to enjoy the benefit from it.

(iii) To include the work in a television broadcast.

(iv) To cause a television programme that includes
the work to be transmitted to subscribers to a
diffusion service.
Other Definition

Copyright protection consists in original work of
authorship fixed in any tangible medium of expression
from which they can be perceived, reproduced or otherwise
: ommunicated, either directly or with the aid of a machine or
ievice. Works of authorship include the following categories,

6.

It Comes into Force Without Registration

It Protects the Work for Different Terms

The copyright protects the literary work for a period of
author’s life plus sixty years. Whereas, records, photographs,
anonymous publication, cinemato-graphic films, government
and international works for a period of 60 years from the
year of registration or existence. On the other hand, the broad
casting is protected only for a period of 25 years from the
year of first broadcast.

1.

Literary works

2.

Musical works, including any accompanying
words

3.

Dramatic works, including any accompanying
music

4.

Pantomimes and choreographic works

5.

Pictorial, graphic and sculptural works

6.

Motion pictures and other audiovisual works

7.

Sound recordings and

The following are the salient features of the copyright
Act, 1957,

8.

Architectural works.

1.

Section 9 and 10 of this Act provides a purpose
to establish a copyright office under the control
of registrar, who in turn required to act under the
supervision and directions central government.

2.

Section 11 provides a need to appoint a copyright
Board with a chairman and other 2-4 members.
The Judge of a supreme court or high court can be
appointed as a chairman by central government. The
registrar may act as a secretary of copyright board.

3.

Powers and Procedures of Copyright Board

A shield that protects every published or unpublished
' unpublished literary, scientific and artistic works in any
rm of expression but fixed in a tangible or material form
known as a copyright. It means anything that can be
een, heard or touched may also be under the protection of
rpyright.

In India, the copyrights also protects the computer
frwares and programs under literary works. These have
*een included with the amendments made to the Copyright
-ct of 1957. In India, the Copyright Act 1957 was lastly
--ended in 1999 and has been in regulation since.
»3ture of Copyright

The nature of copyright is as follows,
It is an IPR

Copyright is one of the intellectual property rights. It
-sed for the protection of an intellectual property.

7.

It can be Transferred or Sold

The copyrights can be easily transferred or sold from
one person to another. Usually transfer takes place on an
specific settlement amount.___________________________
Q21. Explain briefly about the salient features of
Copyright Act, 1957.

Answer :

Section 12 of this Act clearly explain the procedures
and powers of the copyright board, in which the board can
regulate it’s own procedure which includes the fixation of
places and timings. According to section 345 and 346 of
Criminal Proceeding Code (CPC), 1973 the board shall be
deemed to be a civil court and all other proceedings before
the board shall be deemed to judicial proceedings according
to section 193 and 228 of 1PC, 1860.
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4.

Section 13 of this act will clearly explains that
copyrights will be obtained all over India in areas of,

(iv)

In case of Cinematograph Film

(i)

Literary, musical, dramatic and artistic works

The rights that are provided to copyright owner in
case of cinematograph film are,

(ii)

Cinematograph films and

(a)

Right to make a copy of the film

(b)

Right to sell or issue copy on hire

(c)

Right to communicate the film to public.

(iii) Sound recordings
(a)

(b)

5.
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Article 13(3) of this section clearly states, the
non protectable matter under copyright Act,
1957.

(v)

In case of Sound Recordings

❖

Any cinematograph film in which most of
it is the infringement of any other work.

The rights that are provided to copyright owner in
case of sound recordings are,

❖

Recordings of original literary, dramatic or
musical works.

(a)

Right to make any other sound recording

(b)

Right to sell or give it on hire

According to section 13(5) copyrights will
be obtained only for the artistic character and
design in case of architectural art but not for the
process and methods of construction.

(c)

Right to communicate to the public.

Section 14 meaning of Copyright

Section 14 of this Act, will provide the meaning and
scope of the copyright.

6.

Special Provisions Regarding Copyrights for
the Designs

Section 15 of this Act clearly explains the special
provisions regarding the copyrights for the designs as,
(i)

Copyright shall not be provided to the designs, which

are already got registered under the designs Act, 191L

“Copyright” means the exclusive rights that are
provided to an individual to do or authorize the doing of
any of the following works,

(ii)

Copyright shall not be provided to the designs, whi;:
are applied to get registration under designs Act 191

In case of Literary, Dramatic or Musical Work

7.

The copyright owner or authorized person to use
copyrights for the literary, dramatic or musical works
shall have following rights.

Section 16 of this Act featured that, no one shall bq
entitled to copyright or any other similar right which
are not mentioned in this Act.

8.

Ownership of Copyright

(i)

(ii)

(a)

Right to reproduce the work

(b)

Right to issue the copies

(c)

Right to perform the work publicly

(d)

Right to translate the work

(e)

Right to adapt the work.

In case of a Computer Programme
The exclusive rights that are provided to the copyright
owner under this act are,

(iii)

(a)

Right to do any act that are specified under clause
(a) of this section.

(b)

Right to authorize the doing of work by giving
a copy of computer programme.

Section 17 of Copyright Act, 1957 concerns with the
ownership of a copyright and the rights of the owner. Subject
to certain exceptions, the author of a work is treated as the
first owner of the copyright.
The exceptions includes the followings,
(i)

The proprietary rights in a magazine in which
article is first published.

(ii)

In case of photographs or paintings, in absence
agreement, any person shall be the first owner of'
copyright.

(iii)

In case of work produced under a contract of sen
if the clause (a) or (b) does not apply to the auth
employment work or in case of absence of
agreement, the employer shall be treated as the :
owner of the copyright.

(iv)

In case of any speech delivered in public if any pe:
delivered the speech on behalf of any other pen
the other person shall be treated as the first owner
the copyright.

(v)

In case if any public undertaking controls or mans
the work in absence of any agreement shall be tres
as the first owner of the copyright.

In case of an Artistic Work
The rights that are provided to copyright owner in
case of an artistic work are,

(a)

Right to reproduce the work in any material form

(b)

Right to communicate the work to public

(c)

Right to issue the copies

(d)

Right to prepare derivative works

(e)

Right to adapt the work.
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Section 18 Assignment of Copyright

9.

Section 18 of this Act concerns itself with the
assignment of copyrights an existing work by the owner
to any other person either wholly or partially and either
generally or with limitations and either for whole term or
any part of time.
In case of assignment of copyright in any future work
the prospective work shall assign only when the work came
into existence.
10.

Made of Assignment

Section 19 of this Act, the owner of a copyright can
assign his rights under the terms and conditions that are
mentioned in a written document.
11.

Right to Relinquish Copyrights

13.

Licensing of Copyright

Section 32 of this Act deals with licensing of the
copyright. Any person who has applied to board for license
to publish a translation of literary, dramatic work in any
language shall be granted licence by the owner in writing
after 7 years from the publication of original work. For the
license the applicant must pay the royalty to the copyright
owner.
14.

Registration of Copyright

Section 44, deals with the registration ofthe copyright.
The applicant must enter their names or title of works and
names and address of authors publishers in the register of
copyrights at the office. The author should provide all the
appropriate details that are required for registration.
15.

Infringement of Copyright

According to section 21 of this Act, the author of
the copyright to the registrar of the copyrights, by giving a
notice.

According to section 51, a copyright is said to be
infringed when a person violates the exclusive rights of the
copyright owner without a licence. The following actions
were considered as infringement of copyrights,

12.

(i)

When any person sells or hire the works of author
without license.

(ii)

When anyone distributors the works for trade or with
bad faith intent.

In case of a published literary, dramatic, musical and
artistic work other than a photograph, the period is
from the beginning of the year till the death of the
author.

(iii)

The use of right to perform the work in public without
an authorization from the owner.

(iv)

Importation of any infringing copies of work.

16.

Exceptions for Infringement

i i)

In case of a photograph, cinematograph film the period
is until 60 years beginning from the year following
the publication of work.

Section 52, of the act provides that certain acts shall
not constitute an infringement of copyright. The number of
such exceptions are,

iii)

According to section 23, the term of copyright in case
of anonymous and pseudonymous works is 60 years
beginning from the year following the publication of
work.

(i)

A fair dealing in a literary, dramatic, musical or
artistic work for the purpose of private use, criticism
or review there of.

(ii)

In case of computer programme, the adaption of
computer programme will not be an infringement
if the purpose is to utilize the programme to avoid
the loss or destruction damages by creating back-up
copies.

17.

Remedies for Infringement

Term of Copyright

Section 22 of this Act concerns with the term of the
copyright for the literary, dramatic, musical and artistic
works. Initially,
i)

:v)

According to section 24, the term of copyright in case
Of posthumous works i.e., joint authorship works till
the death of the author who dies last.

According to section 27, the term of copyright in the
case of records is until 60 years beginning from the
year following the publication of the work.
According to section 28, the term of copyright in the
case of government work is until 60 years beginning
from the year following the publication of the work

11

According to section 29, the term of copyright in
the case of a work of international organization is
for 60 year, beginning from the year following the
publication of the work.

Section 55 of this act postulates the civil remedies for
the infringement of copyrights. They include injunctions,
damages and refund of fees, statutory damages, compensatory
damages, attorney fee’s, criminal sanctions, fines etc.
18.

Offences

Section 63 of this Act postulates the offensive actions
of infringement of copyright. The punishment for a criminal
violations was punishable with imprisonment upto period of
one year or with fine or both.
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4.5.1

Essential Conditions for Copy Rights
to be Protected

(i)

Answer :
The intellectual concepts developed by an author in
the field of literature, music, graphics or any other artistic
work is protected by the copyright. The copyright law also
protects the party that pays commission to such authors under
employment agreement.

Indian copyright law was established in 1957 with
an aim to provide protection to the actual appearance of
a work but not to protect the work itself. Because people
may have same idea or plan for doing a particular work but
the way of expressing may be different. That is referred as
‘originality’. In simple words, originality can be defined as
“the work which is independently created without copying
any other’s work”.
The basic requirements or essential conditions for
copyright to be protected are as follows,
(a)

Originality of Materials

The copyright protection is available only for original
work. The original work means that it should be created
solely and must include the creativity factor. Just the
uniqueness, newness or beautiful looks/appeal can not be
protected under Copyright Law. The original work should
always be a sole product of the author and should not be
a copy or a small change in the existing work. Therefore,
everything that is independently created is original and being
first to create does not constitute to originality.
(b)

Fixation of Material

The authorship works that are “fixed in any tangible
medium of protection” are protectable under the copyright
act. There are basically two methods of fixing the work.
They are,

Copy

Any material object (excluding phonorecord) through
which the work can be reproduced, perceived or
communicated directly by a human or with the help
of a machine is known as a copy. The photograph of
Ansel Adams appearing on the book covers, calender.
T-shirt, a tie and coffee mug are all a copy according tc
the Copyright Act. The copy may also be a writing on
the paper, images on marbles and designs on clothes
or any other fabrics.

Q22. How does copyright protect the interest of the
owner?

“THOU SHALL NOT STEAL” is the basis of
the copyright law, means that the owner of certain work
or property has the right to exploit his own property for
monetary gain. Copyright law of 1957 safeguards the
property of authors, designers, artists, composers for 70
years. After this such restrictions have been eliminated such
that they are free to copy their original work or they can
easily reproduce their work. Copyright provides protection to
the works which are corporately owned. From 95 years since
its creation, it is providing protection to cultural information
and entertainment production such as, maps, drawings,
artwork, dramas, lectures, books, and motion pictures. The
main aim of copyright law is to motivate the creative people
by providing financial benefits for producing the work.
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(ii)

Phonorecord

A material object that facilitates fixing of sounds anc
from which the work can be perceived, reproduced or
communicated directly by a human or with the help
of machine is known as a phonorecord. This includes
recording in audio cassette or a CD recordings.

4.5.2

Rights of the Copyright Owner

Q23. State the different copy rights of owners.

Answer :
Copyright law confers the following types of rights
to the owners or creators of work,

1.

1.

Economic rights

2.

Moral rights

3.

Neighbouring/Related rights.

Economic Rights

These rights allow the owner to enjoy financis
benefits from his work. They are transferable, limited ic
time and vary according to different kinds of work anc
subject matter of protection. They can be classified intc
the following types,
(a)

Right to Reproduce

This is the most fundamental right granted unde:
copyright to the owners. According to Berne
Convention (Art. 9), WIPO Copyright Treat>
(Art. 1.4), this right allows the owner to make copies
of the work in any form including even temporarcopies of such work. This right helps the owners in
preventing others from reproducing their work. The
necessary element of reproduction is that the work
should be in the form of copies of phonorecords. On?the owner has been granted the right to reproduce
the work. Secretly taping an event; recording s
performance, speech etc., all violate the owner?
reproduction right even if the intention is not to sei
or distribute the work. For instance, making a cop?
of the movie Chennai Express violates the producer ■
right to reproduce even if the intention is to see the
movie privately.
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(b)

Right to Distribute

The owner has an exclusive right to distribute the work to the public by sale, lease, rent, lending or gift. This is also
known as publication right. Unauthorized distribution of the work is considered as an infringement of the owner’s
distribution right. For instance, sale of a copy of movie without the owner’s consent is a violation of owner’s
distribution right.
An important demerit of distribution right is First Sale Doctrine according to which once an owner sells a copy or
phonorecord of his work, the new owner can treat the work as his/her own and can freely sell, rent, lend or gift the
work to another. However, through the first sale doctrine the owner loses only the right to distribute the work but
all other rights (i.e., right to prepare derivative work, right to public performance or display) are retained.
ic)

Right to Prepare Derivative Works

A derivative work is defined as a work derived from one or more pre-existing copyrighted works. It can include
translation, fictionalization, dramatization, abridgement, motion picture version, condensation or any other form in
which a work may be recast, adapted or transformed.

Examples of derivative works include translating an English novel into Hindi, remixing previously released music,
creating a sequel to a film using elements from the original, making a play or movie based on novels etc. The owner
has the exclusive right to prepare derivative works based on the original work. This right is also known as right to
adapt the work. The derivative work is separately copyrightable with respect to its new elements.
d)

Right to Perform the Work Publicly

In regard to literary, musical, choreographic, dramatic works, motion pictures, pantomimes or any other audiovisual
works, the copyright owner has the exclusive right of public performance. Public performance means performance
of work at a place open to the public or transmission/communication of a work to the public by means of a device
or process.
Examples of public performances include reading a novel before the audience, singing a song at a night club,
broadcasting a show on television, playing a song on radio station etc. However, the exclusive right to perform the
work publicly does not apply to sound recordings.
e)

Right to Display the Work Publicly

The copyright owner has the exclusive right to display a copy of a work to the public either directly or by means of
a device or process. For instance, the owner of a painting has the right to display his/her work in a museum. This
right does not apply to those who have borrowed or rented the work. It also does not extend to sound recordings
and architectural works.
2.

Moral Rights

Moral rights are recognized as owner’s special rights. These rights express a special link between the creator and his
zreation. They provide legal protection to the owner with respect to his moral interests in his work and creativity. They are
stinct from economic rights as they reside with the owner even after he has transferred his economic rights to any third
carty. They include right to publish the work anonymously or pseudonymously, right to attribution and right to preserve
czegrity of the work.
Right of attribution allows the owner,
To claim ownership of the work

To prohibit the use of his name on any work which he has not done
To prohibit the use of his name on any work that has been altered such as to prejudice his fame.
Right to preserve the integrity of his work allows the owner,

To control any changes to his work that would prejudice his honour

To prohibit intentional and unintentional destruction of a work of recognized stature.
Neighbouring/Related Rights

In addition to the above mentioned general types of economic rights, there also exists other exclusive economic rights,
aescribed as “Neighbouring Rights or Related Rights”. These rights offer protection to those who assist copyright owners
■ communicate their work to public or who produce subject matter containing adequate creativity or technical as well as
rcanizational skill to obtain copyright-like property right. These rights have been granted to three kinds of beneficiaries
iczzely performers, phonogram producers and broadcasting organizations.
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Rights of Performers

(a)

Performers have been granted related rights because through their creative intervention, they provide life to motior
pictures, choreographic works etc. They have been given the right to prevent fixation of their live performance?
without their permission. In regard to broadcasting and communication of performances to the public, they have
been granted rights in the form of equitable remuneration.
Rights of Producers of Phonograms

(b)

Phonogram producers have been granted related rights because through their creative, financial and organizational
resources, they make sound recordings (phonograms) available to the general public. They have the right to prevent
reproduction and distribution of their phonograms and right to equitable remuneration in case of broadcasting and
communication of phonograms to the public.
Rights of Broadcasting Organizations

(c)

Broadcasting organizations have been granted rights because of their role in communicating the work to the public
They have the right to prevent reproduction, fixation and re-broadcasting of their work.

4.5.3

Terms of Copy Right

Q24. State the provisions regarding terms of copyright under the Copyright Act, 1957.

Answer :
The provisions for terms of copyright which are contained under Sec. 22 to 29 of Copyright Act 1957 are as follow?
S.No.

Category

Term/Duration of Copyright

1.

Published literary, dramatic, musical According to Section 22, the term of copyright in case of published
and artistic work other than a literary, dramatic, musical and artistic work other than a photograph is
photograph.
the lifetime of the author plus 60 years after his death.

2.

Anonymous and Pseudonymous works According to Section 23, the term of copyright for anonymous and
pseudonymous works is until 60 years beginning from the calendar
year next following the year of work’s publication.

3.

Posthumous Works

According to Section 24, the term of copyright for posthumous work,
in which any adaption has not been published before the author’s date
of death is until sixty years beginning from the calendar year next
following the year of publication of work.

4.

Photograph

According to Section 25, the term of copyright for photograph is until
sixty years beginning from the calendar year next following the year
in which photo is published.

5.

Cinematograph Films

According to Section 26, the term of copyright for cinematograph films
is until sixty years beginning from the calendar year next following
the year in which film is published.

6.

Records

According to Section 27, the term of copyright for sound recording is
until sixty years beginning from the calendar year next following the
year in which sound recording is published.

7.

Government Work

According to Section 28, the term of copyright for government work
is until sixty years beginning from the calendar year next following
the year work’s publication.

8.

Works of Public Takings

According to Section 28 A, the term of copyright for work of public
takings is until sixty years beginning from the calendar year next
following the year of work’s publication.

9.

International Organizations

According to Section 29, the term of copyright for work of international
organization is until sixty years beginning from the calendar year next
following the year of work’s publication.
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4.5.4

Copy Rights Infringement

Q25. What is copy right and copyright infringement?
What are the basic types of copyright
infringement as per Section 51? List out some
work which cannot be a copyright infringement
as per Section 52.

5.

Any performance for a official ceremony which
organizes by the state government, central government
or any local, authority is allowed.

6.

If any book in public library is not available in India,
then upto 3 copies are allowed to make.

7.

Communication to public or performance of a work
for a bonafide religious ceremony is allowed.

8.

A translation’s publication in any Indian language of
an Act is allowed if any translation previously not
published or not available for sale.

OR
Write about copyrights and its infringement.
(Refer Only Topics: Copyright, Copyright Infringement)

Answer :

March/April-15, Q12(b)(i)

Copyright

For answer refer Unit-IV, Page No. 125, Q.No. 20,
Topic: Copyright.
Copyright infringement

Infringement means ‘violation of right’ of any person.
Copyright infringement refers to the unauthorized use of
any copyrighted work by any person other than the original
owner, thus infringing (violating) the owners exclusive
rights. Examples of copyright infringement are,

Playing music in a public place without the owners
permission, taking substantial extracts from a copyrighted
work etc.
Types of Copyright Infringement

The basic types of copyright infringement as per
Section 51 of Copyright Act, 1957 are as follows,

9.

Display, drawing, engraving, photograph, publishing
or making a painting of a work of architecture is
______allowed.________ _____________________________
Q26. What are the remedies available incase of
copyright infringement? What are the various
criminal offences as per Copyright Act 1957?

Answer :

Remedies for Copyright Infringement

Following are the remedies that are available to
copyright owner incase of copyright infringement,
1.

Unauthorized reproduction of work for sale, hire or
lease

3.

Unauthorized distribution of work for commercial
purpose or to such an extent that would prejudice the
honour of the copyright owner

-

Exhibiting unauthorized copies publicly by way of
trade

Importing unauthorized copies into India.
Work which cannot be a Copyright Infringement

Some of the works which are not considered as a
: opyright infringement as per Section 52 of Copyright Act,
?57 are as follows,

Injunction (Sec. 55)

Injunction refers to a civil remedy, which is used in
order to prevent injury to plaintiff. Injunction can be of two
types, they are,
(i)

Allowing any place for public performance
2.

Model Paper-ll, Q12(a)

Temporary Injunction

An injunction issued to prevent or to stay further
injury and to maintain status quo is referred as
temporary injunction.
(ii)

Perpetual or Permanent Injunction

An injunction issued to prevent permanent
infringement of copy right owner rights is referred
as perpetual or permanent injunction.
2.

Damages [Sec. 55]

Damages referred to the loss incurred by the plaintiff.
Damages are calculated after consideration of the plaintiff’s
situation and other relevant cases.
3.

Accounts [Sec. 55]

Other than an Act of a legislature, publication or
reproduction of any matter published in any official
gazettee is allowed.

The profit which has earned by the defendant through
infringement is referred as accounts. The defendant’s net
profit is approximate or almost to the loss incurred by the
plaintiff.

Publication or reproduction of judicial proceeding or
its report is allowed.

4.

An author’s article which its rights are not reserved
or a lecture’s report which was delivered in public
are allowed to reproduce in a newspaper, magazine
or any periodicals.

Once the copyright is expired, exhibition of a literary,
dramatic or musical work or reproduced in any film
is allowed.
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Separate Rights Protection [Sec. 56]

Incase of various rights containing the copyright of
any work, which is owned by different persons, the owner
of that right is entitled to available remedies under the Act.
5.

Special Rights of Author [Sec. 57]

According to Section 57, the author is entitled to
special rights even after the assignment of the rights, the
special rights are,
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(i)

Right to restrain

(ii)

Right to claim work’s authorship

(iii) Right to claim damages, etc.
6.

Copyright’s Owner to be Party to the
Proceedings [Sec. 61]

In case of any civil suit or other proceedings involving
copyright infringement initiated by an exclusive licensee,
the owner of copyright is considered as the defendent. The
defendent has the right to dispute the claim of exclusive
licensee.
10.

6.

7.

Baseless Threat of Legal Proceedings [Sec. 61]

Often, the owner of copyright uses circulars or
advertisements to threat other person for infringement
of copyright, however, the other person can initiate a
declaratory suit, stating that the alleged infringement does
not involve any infringement. Even, the other person is
entitled to claim damages on basis of those threats.
9.

5.

Limitation on Remedies for Works of
Architecture

Section 58 is not applicable in case of building
or construction for claiming copyrights on works of
architecture. However, author is entitled to claim damages.
8.

4.

Right to Claim Possession of Infringing
Copies [Sec. 58]

If the defendent could not prove the infringement of
copies, then the owner of the work has the right to claim the
possession of all infringing copies and all the plates which
were used or suppose to be used.
7.

3.

8.

9.

According to Section 64, the police has the power tc
seize infringing copies without any warrant.
According to Section 65, the punishment for
possessing plates for making infringing copie:
includes a imprisonment which may extend to 2 yean
and liable to fine.
According to Section 66, the court may order taj
deliver the infringing copies or plates from w
offender to the owner of the copyright.
According to Section 67, punishment for makerfalse entries in register of copyright for tendering t
producing false entries includes imprisonment whidj
may extend to 1 year or fine or both.
According to Section 68, punishment for making farf
statements in order to influence or deceive any oft eJ
or authority includes imprisonment which may exi
to 1 year or fine or both.
The punishment for publishing a video film
recording in contravention (i.e violation) of afl
provisions of Section 52 A includes imprison-dB
which may extend to 3 years and also liable to had
Under Section 69, any offence committed
company is liable to be proceeded.

Model Raper-Il, O'-

According to Section 63, B, the punishment for
knowingly making use of infringing copy of a
computer programme includes a imprisonment from
7 days to 3 years and a fine ranges between 5,000
to ? 2,00,000.

V

OR
Explain in detail trade secrets.
March/April-14, Q12i:

OR

(Refer Only Topic: Trade Secrets)

2.

I

different types of trade secrets?

Trade Secrets

For second and subsequent conviction or offences,
the minimum imprisonment is 1 year and fine upto
? 1,00,000.

R

J

The various criminal offences recognized by
Copyright Act, 1957 are as follows,
According to the Section 63, the punishment for the
infringement of the copyright includes imprisonment
from 6 months to 3 years and a fine ranges between
? 50,000 to ? 2,00,000. However, for sufficient
reasons the court may decide to impose a sentence
of less that 6 months and a fine less than ? 50,000.

aj

Q27. Define and discuss trade secrets. What are tifl

Criminal Offences as per Copyright Act 1957

1.

W

4.6OTHER INTELLECTUAL PROPER”^
RIGHTS: TRADE SECRETS J
______ GEOGRAPHICAL INDICATIONS

Jurisdiction of Court [Sec. 62]

Any civil proceedings or suit involving copyright
infringement of any work shall be initiated in district court
having jurisdiction. The district court will come under the
area of the person who has initiated the suit.
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Answer :

Oct./Nov.-17, Q12

Trade Secrets

Any secret information which secures a comme-.X
value from its secrecy is referred to as “Trade Secr»
Trade secret information includes technical as well as :■
technical information, which has its own value and
should be unknown to the public. Basically, trade seersJ
treated more than information because they are the
of attaining competitive advantage. So, every compar A
the reasons to protect their trade secrets legally.

According to TRIPs agreement, any f~^^H
undisclosed information is referred to as “Trade Seers'■
information is termed as a “trade secret” only if it
the following three criteria. They are,
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It must not be generally known to the general public.

7.

i

The information must include commercial value in it.

di)

The owner must have taken certain reasonable
measures so as to protect it as a “secret”.

Information concerning quality control procedures,
quality control methods, manuals and records come under
trade secrets which need to be protected by the business
firms.

Information Pertaining to Quality Control

art.

hment for
ng copies
d to 2 years

y order to
from the

tr making
idering or
ent which
king false
ly officer
ly extend

’ypes of Trade Secrets

The various types of trade secrets which need to be
rrotected by a business firm are,
Production Information or Process
Information

Information pertaining to production or processes,
- :duct/ process cost, technology production know how
ird special manufacturing machinery are required to be
: nsidered as trade secrets by the business firms.
Internal Financial Information

Information pertaining to product margins, budgets,
-?-duct costs, forecasting, operating reports and profit
d loss statements comes under the internal financial
~ formation of the company and this information is required
x be protected by the business firms.
Information Related to Purchases and
Materials

ire the
Q12l

Information related to purchases and materials
-dudes cost-price data, inventory records, vendors or
.rpliers information, inventory data etc., should be
r 'idered protectable under trade secret law by the business
Administrative information

2(b>«

Information pertaining to decision makers,
lization structure, prevailing software and strategic
. iness plans come under administrative information and
information should be considered as trade secret by
ness firms.
Technical Information

Compounds, laboratory notebooks, experiments,
• ings, operation manuals, design manuals, research
development reports, formulas, prototypes, processes,
tental data, diagrams, design data, vendor/supplier
nation and so on come under the technical information
~e company and this information should be considered
ectable by the business firm.
Information Pertaining to Marketing and Sales

Forecasts of sales, marketing plans, sales promotion
s. marketing budget, sales call reports, sales leads,
LM (Customer Relationship Management) programmes
ustomer information are required to be considered as
secrets by the business firms.

8.

Information Pertaining to HR and Personnel

Salary structure, training programmes, employees
records, incentive schemes, recruitment tests and HR policies
should be considered as protectable matter by the business
firms.
Q28. Explain the laws governing the trade secrets.
Write a note on UTSA.

Answer :
Laws Governing Trade Secrets

Unlike copyright and patent protection, trade secret
protection is found to be challenging function because of
lack of proper federal legislation to protect the trade secrets.
Generally, trade secrets law is a mixture of state laws and
common laws. All the states are framing statutes for trade
secret protection based on the definitions of trade secrets that
were given during the restatement of unfair competition in
1939.

In 1979, a National conference was conducted
on uniform state laws by the commissioners to enforce
a Uniform Trade Secret Act (UTSA) for maintaining a
consistency in trade secret laws of various states. Further
in 1985, UTSA was modified and adopted by more than
40 states. The major aspect that differentiates the UTSA
from the earlier restatement is unlike restatement, UTSA
will provide protection to trade secrets which are not in
use continuously. According to UTSA, trade secret may be
defined as all the information relating to the process, program
methods, techniques etc., would be considered as trade secret
if they tend to satisfy the following two conditions,
1.

The information must be valuable, unknown and must
not be easily discoverable.

2.

The owner of trade secret should take reasonable
precautions to maintain its secrecy.

Most of the companies uses confidential agreements
to protect their trade secrets from disclosure. Companies
make contractual relationship with employees while
hiring them on any job. Such contracts are considered as
“promising agreement” on which every employee have to
sign and should promise that he/she will not disclose any
sort of confidential information of the company to others. In
the same sense, company also make promising agreement
with its associated companies to ensure that confidential
information must not be disclosed.
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Uniform Trade Secrets Act, 1970 (UTSA)

The Uniform Trade Secrets Act was introduced in the
year 1979 and revised in the year 1985. The Uniform Trade
Secrets Act is a modernized version of the Trade Secret
Law. The Trade Secret Law prevailing all over the United
States, was made uniform through Uniform Trade Secrets Act
(UTSA). National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform
State Laws (NCCUSL) had developed around 250 uniform
laws. UTSA is one among them. Eventhough, NCCUSL is
not a legislative body, it develops uniform laws and offers
them to state legislatures. The states may adopt such laws as
it is or change them as per their requirements or may adopt
them partially. In states, where the Uniform Trade Secrets Act
is adopted, the principles of the Uniform Trade Secrets Act
control the common law. Appendix ‘D’ contains one copy
of the Uniform Trade Secret Act and the number of states
which are following this act. As per the survey conducted in
the year 2010,46 states and the district of Columbia adopted
few versions ofthe Uniform Trade Secrets Act. States such
as New Jersey, New York and Massachusetts are presently
trying to adopt UTSA. New York, New Jersey, Massachusetts
and Texas had adopted judicially created common law as a
basis for their Trade Secret Law.

In the Uniform Trade Secrets Act, trade secret is
defined as an information including a formula, pattern,
compilation, program, device, method, technique or
process that,
(i)

(ii)

Derives independent economic value, actual or
potential from not being generally known to and
not being readily ascertainable by proper means by
other persons who can obtain economic value from
its disclosure or use.

The subject of efforts that are reasonable under the
circumstances to maintain its secrecy.

Q29. What do you mean by Geographical Indications
(GI)? Write briefly on Geographical Indications
of Goods Act, 1999. State the benefits of
registering a geographical indication.

Answer :
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Mysore Sandal soap, Darjeeling tea, Hyderabadi haleerr_
Scotch whiskey, Kolhapuri chappals, Gadwal sarees.
Alphonso mangoes, Lucknow chickencraft etc. Similar tc
copyrights and trade marks, geographical indications in India
do not require any registration, however registration offers
several benefits as it helps the owner in case of infringemen:
Geographical Indications of Goods Act, 1999

The Geographical Indications of Goods Act was firs
introduced by the Indian Government in the year 1999
The Geographical indications of Goods (Registration anc
Protection) was passed by both the houses of Parliament oc
23rd December 1999. The Geographical Indications of Goods
(Registration and Protection) Rules 2002, was also includec
in this Act.
The basic objective of the Geographical Indicatic:
of Goods (Registration and Protection) Act 1999, is tc
protect Geographical Indications (GI) of goods. Th;
Geographical Indications (GI) refers to a signature or nam;
that a manufacturer uses on his/her product to specify fr;
geographic location of origin. The GI ensures that the produ.'
includes specific qualities ,and reputation of a particulr
location. As soon as the Indian government entered in:
the agreement of Trade Related Property Rights (TRIPs
enacted this Act.
Benefits of Registering Geographical Indications

The benefits of registering a geographical indicatic:
are as follows,
1.

Legal Protection

It provides legal protection to geographical indication
in India and prevents unauthorized use of GI by others.
2.

Boost Exports

By availing legal protection, a country can boost a
exports.
3.

Infringement

Incase of infringement, action can be initiated onA
if a geographical indication is registered.

Model Paper-Ill, Q12(b)

4.

Exclusive Rights

Geographical Indications (GI)

Geographical indications (GI) are indications which
identify a good as originating in a territory or in a region
or locality of a territory where a given quality, reputation
or other characteristic of the good is essentially attributable
to its geographical origin. In simple terms, geographical
indications refer to a sign that is used on goods which
originate from a particular geographical area and possesses
certain qualities or reputation due to its place of origin.
Certain examples of geographical indications include

Authorized users had the exclusive rights to use t
geographical indication once it is registered.
5.

Economic Prosperity

It helps to promote the economic prosperity
producers of the goods.
6.

Evidence

Certificate of registration provides an evidence of
validity.
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INTERNAL ASSESSMENT
I.

Multiple Choice
1.

The Copyright Act was first formulated and introduced in the year

(a)

1948

(b)

1958

(c)

1957

(d)

1959

[

]

[

]

[

]

[

]

[

]

[

]

9

as firs*
1999.
on and
lent on
Goods
:luded
cation
, is to
. The
name,
fy the
•oduct
icular
i into
Ps)«

2.

3.

4.

was introduced by Indian government in the year 1999.

(a)

Trademark Act

(b)

Patent Act

(c)

Copyright Act

(d)

Design Act

The Patent Act was first introduced in the year 1970 but amended in the year

(a)

1998

(b)

1997

(c)

2000

(d)

1999

The property that is a result of human creativity is known as

(a)

Human right

(b)

Personal properly

(c)

Intellectual property

(d)

None of the above

5.

ons

is a types of patent.

(a)

Utility patents

(b)

Design patents

(d)

Plant patents

(d)

All the above.

atka

6.

UOCS

7.

a is

8.

9.

10.

Mortgage is a type of
(a)

Assignment

(b)

License

(c)

Patent

(d)

None of the above

__________ refers to an authority by the patentee in writing to make, use or sell the patented article.

(a)

Statutory license

(b)

Voluntary license

(c)

Limited license

(d)

Implied license

__________ type of right is conferred by Copyright Law.

(a)

Moral rights

(b)

Neighbouring/related rights

(c)

Economic rights

(d)

All the above.

]

[

]

According to Section_______ , a copyright is said to be infringed when a person violates the exclusive rights
of the copyright owner without a license.
[
]
(a) Section 52

(b)

Section 22

(c) Section 51

(d)

Section 18.

Any secret information which secures a commercial value from its secrecy is referred as________ .
(a) Business secret

(b)

Trade secret

(c) Corporate secret

(d)

Personal secret.
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II.

Fill in the Blanks
1.

___________represents the rights on property developed by human mind and thinking.

2.

The main purpose of_______ is to protect the efforts and creations of authors and inventors against any typJ

H *

of infringement.

3.

___________ is a permit gives by the government in the form of a document for revealing a new invention "
the applicant.

4.

Agreement on trade aspects of Intellectual Property Rights of WTO, is commonly known as________ .

5.

,

is usually a sign that enable people to differentiate the goods or services of one trader from tfr-sB

of the other.
6.

_________ refers to a signature or name that a manufacturer uses on his/her product to specify the geograr
location of origin.

7.

__________refers to assigning of patent rights.

8.

__________rights are recognized as owner’s special rights.

’_____ means ‘violation of right’ of any person.

9.
10.

I
.I
amt

H

The copyright protection is available only for______ __ Work.

KEY
I.

4

II.

I

Multiple Choice

( )

BoE.

Fill in the Blanks
1.

Intellectual Property Rights

2.

Copyright law

3.

Patent

4.

TRIPs

5.

Trade Mark

6.

Geographical Indications (Gl)

7.

Assignment

8.

Moral

9.

Infringement

10.

Original.

*
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III.

Very Short Questions and Answers

Q1.

Define Intellectual Property (IP).

iny types

Answer :
ntion b;

>m those

The property which is a result of human creativity such as, literature, songs, new invention, advertising slogans,
etc., are known as intellectual property.
02.

What do you mean by Patents?

Answer :
jgrapku

An official document that grants exclusive rights to make, use or sell an invention to the inventor is known as a

patent.
Q3.

What do you understand by Copyright?

Answer :

The right which provides protection to artists for their genuine artistic works is known as copyright.
Q4.

Define Trademark.

Answer :
Lanham Act defines a trademark as “any word, name, symbol or device or any combination thereof, used or intended

a be used, by a person to identify and distinguish goods from these manufactured or sold by others”.
35.

Define Trade Secrets.

Knswer :

Any secret information which secures a commercial value from its secrecy is referred to as “Trade Secret”.

I
L—- j SIA PUBLISHERS AND DISTRIBUTORS PVT. LTD__________ _

UNIT

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
ACT AND ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION ACT

SIA GROUP
4
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES

(

)

After studying this unit, one would be able to understand,
❖

Meaning and Objectives of Information Technology Act 2000.

❖

Concept of Digital Signature and Electronic Governance.

❖

Penalties and Adjudication under IT Act 2000.

❖

Environmental Protection Act 1986 with its Objectives, Scope and Schemes.

❖

Definitions and General Powers of Central Government given under EPA 1986.

❖

Prevention, Control and Abatement of Environment Pollution under EPA 1986.

❖

Offences and Penalties under EPA 1986.

(~

)

INTRODUCTION

The Indian Information Technology Act 2000 was enacted an 17th October, 2000 in India. This is the first
cyber law which is established to regulate the information technology or computerised activities of India. This

Act is formed based on the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) which
has a aim of providing equal legal treatment to the users of electronic communication in United Status (US).
However, the main purpose behind the introduction of Information Technology (IT) Act, 2000 in India to boost

and encourage Electronic Commerce (E-Commerce) Electronic Transaction and other activities concerned

with business, commerce or trade. IT Act, 2000 helps the government to prevent the misuse through the use of
electronic mediums. In short, it can be concluded that the IT Act, 2000 consists of various provisions relating

e-commerce, e-govemance, e-record, e-signature and digital signature.

The Environment Protection Act (EPA) was enacted by the Indian parliament during thirty-seventh (37th)

year of republic India. On 23rd May 1986. President of India gave the approval for establishment and on
19th November 1986 it came into existence. EPA 1986, is a set of comprehensive legislation for protecting
Indian environment. It consists of 26 sections which are distributed in four different chapters. EPA 1986 is

applicable to all the states of India for protecting and improving Indian environment from hazards to human
beings, animals, plants and property. Thus, EPA 1986, is one of the most important Act laid down by the
Indian constitution.

X., - z.
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PART-A
SHORT QUESTIONS WITH SOLUTIONS
Q1.

............................. ............ --

Write a short note of Information Technology Act 2000.

Answer :
The Indian Information Technology Act 2000 was enacted on 17th October, 2000 in India. This is the first cyber law
which is established to regulate the information technology or computerised activities of India. This Act is formed based
on the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) which has a aim of providing equal legal
treatment to the users of electronic communication in United States (US). However, the main purpose behind the introduction
of Information Technology (IT) Act, 2000 in India to boost and encourage Electronic Commerce (E-Commerce), Electronic
Transactions and other activities concerned with business, commerce or trade. IT Act, 2000 helps the government to prevent
the misuse arising through the use of electronic mediums.

In short, it can be concluded that the IT Act, 2000 consists of various provisions relating to e-commerce, e-govemance,
e-record, e-signature and digital signature.
Q2.

What do you mean by digital signature?

Answer :

Model Paper-ll, Q1

A digital signature is one of the methods of encryption used to provide authentication. The main idea of the digital
> :gnature is to protect the message or data from modifications. Digital signature is very popular in the world of network
security. Basically it is a kind of asymmetric cryptography used to support the security properties of a handwritten signature
:n paper. The digital signature scheme provides two algorithms, one algorithm is for signing, which requires the user’s
secret or private-key, and the other algorithm is for verifying signatures which requires the user’s public-key. The result
: f the signature process is called the “digital signature”.
Digital signatures are used to provide authentication of any electronic information. Consider two users A and B.
wants to send a draft of a contract (which is confidential) to B (who is in some other city). Now, A ensures B that the
r.essage is unchanged and is sent by him only.
23.

What is Electronic Governance?

Knswer :

Model Paper-I, Q5

Electronic governance (E-Govemance) refers to the process of filling and submission of any form Or application or
ay other document with the government department in the electronic format.
For example Submission of the passport form online, filing of income tax returns online etc. In Andhra Pradesh
Sate, for instance there are e-seva kendras which facilitates the public in paying their bills and apply for other government
services online.

The main benefit of E-govemance is that it is less costly, quick, effective and efficient in nature. It also ensures
iccuracy in the performance of transactions.
24.

Write briefly about Environmental Protection Act 1986. List out its objectives.

‘nswer :

Model Paper-Ill, Q6

Environmental Protection Act 1986

The Environmental Protection Act (EPA) was enacted by the Indian parliament during thirty-seventh (37th) year of
-iblic India. On 23rd May 1986, President of India gave the approval for establishment and on 19th November 1986 it
—T.e into existance. EPA 1986, is a set of comprehensive legislation for protecting Indian environment. It consists of 26
tenons which are distributed in four different chapters. EPA 1986 is applicable to all the states of India for protecting and
reproving Indian environment from hazards to human beings, animals, plants and property. Thus, EPA 1986, is one of the
zest important Act laid down by the Indian constitution.
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Objectives of EPA 1986

The important objectives of Environmental Protection Act (EPA), 1986 are as follows,

1.

To provide protection and improve the quality of environment.

2.

To empower the central government to adopt suitable measures to protect the environment and prevent environmental
pollution from all sources.

Q5.

Write few definitions given under Environmental Protection Act 1986.

Answer :

Model Paper-ll, Q€

The various definitions given under Environmental Protection Act (EPA) 1986 are as follows,
1.

Environment

According to the Section 2(a) of EPA 1986, ‘Environment includes water, air and land and the interrelationship
which exists among and between water, air, land and human beings, other living creatures such as plants, micro-organisms
and property”.
2.

Environmental Pollutant

According to the Section 2(b) of the Act, ‘Environmental pollutant means any solid, liquid or gaseous substance
present in such concentrations, as may be or tend to be, injurious to environment’.
3.

Environmental Pollution

According to the Section 2(c) of the Act, ‘Environmental pollution means the presence in the environment of am
environmental pollutants
Q6.

What are the powers of central government as EPA 1986?

Answer :
The Environmental Protection Act, 1986 provide the following powers to central government,

(i)

The Section 3 (1) of the Act empowers the central government “to take all such measures as it deems necessary or
expedient for the purpose of protecting and improving the quality of the environment and preventing, controlling
and abating environmental pollution”.

(ii)

The central government is empowered to establish standards for the quality of the environment, with regard to various
aspects, such as the maximum permissible concentration of various environmental pollutants (including noise) for
different areas.

(iii)

Empowered to organize and implement the prevention, control and abatement of environmental pollution at the
national level.

(iv)

Empowered to prohibit the setting up of industries in any place. They can be set up at designated places along witi
certain safeguards.

(v)

Empowered to establish certain procedures for handling hazardous substances.

Q7.

Write briefly about the applicability or scope of Information Technology Act 2000.

Answer :

Model Paper-Ill, C

The scope or applicability of Information Technology Act, 2000 are as follows,

1.

It applies to the online transactions in India and outside India.

2.

It may not applied to the following areas,

(a)

To a negotiable instrument which is defined in section 13 of Negotiable Instrument Act 1881.

(b)

To a power of attorney which is defined in section 1A of power of Attorney Act 1882.

(c)

To a contract of sale of any immovable property.
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PART-B
ESSAY QUESTIONS WITH SOLUTIONS
5.1

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ACT 2000 - OBJECTIVES

Q8.

Write in detail about the Information Technology Act 2000.

OR
What are the objectives of Information Technology?

(Model Paper-i, 013(a) | Oct./Nov.-17, Qi2(b)(i»

OR
Write a brief note on objectives of Information Technology Act 2000.

Answer :

March/April-13, Q12(b)(ii)

Information Technology Act 2000

The Indian Information Technology Act 2000 was enacted on 17th October, 2000 in India. This is the first cyber law
which is established to regulate the information technology or computerised activities of India. This Act is formed based
on the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) which has a aim of providing equal legal
treatment to the users of electronic communication in United States (US). However, the main purpose behind the introduction
of Information Technology (IT) Act, 2000 in India to boost and encourage Electronic Commerce (E-Commerce), Electronic
Transactions and other activities concerned with business, commerce or trade. IT Act, 2000 helps the government to prevent
the misuse arising through the use of electronic mediums.

In short, it can be concluded that the IT Act, 2000 consists of various provisions relating to e-commerce, e-govemance,
e-record, e-signature and digital signature.
Objectives of Information Technology Act, 2000

The main aim of this act is to provide legal recognition for transactions which are conducted in electronic format
via electronic data interchange. The key objectives which are enshrined in the preamble of the act are as follows,

1.

To provide legal recognition to all ‘e-commerce’ transactions.

2.

To encourage and facilitate e-govemance.

3.

To encourage and facilitate e-commerce.

4.

To encourage the use of electronic storage of data and information as a eco-friendly alternative instead of paper
based storage.

5.

To make the following amendments in the,

(a)

Indian penal code.

(b)

The Indian evidence act 1872.

(c)

The banker’s book evidence act 1891.

(d)

The reserve bank of India act, 1934.

(e)

To look into and resolve the matters arising as a result of the above mentioned objectives.

■
>

The IT act was passed to bring change in the modem law of electronic commerce, which was adopted by the U.N
commission on international trade law.

6.

To manage national and international level cyber crimes.

7.

To provide legal sanction for transferring of funds.

8.

To facilitate government departments in electronic filling of documents.
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Q9.

State the positive and negative aspects of the
ITA, 2000.

4.

Antitrust issues are completely ignored by ITA, 200C

5.

ITA, 2000 ignores the issues pertaining to the
Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) like trademark?
copyrights or patents.

6.

IT Act fails to include several types of internet crimes
and cybercrimes as follows,

Answer :
Positive Aspects of the ITA, 2000

Eventhough, the Indian IT Act is being criticized
greatly for its unspecific behaviour towards cybercrimes.
Yet, it possess certain positive features.

143

(a)

Prevailing abusement of the chat room

The following hre few positive features which are
briefly explained,

(b)

Cybertheft

(c)

Cyberdefamation

ITA, 2000 has outlined several cybercrimes. Before
the implementation of the Indian cyberlaw, there was
no redressal body for solving the issues and Indians
were unable to seek any legal remedy for such issues.
But, ITA, 2000 has changed the complete scenario
by solving out the cybercrimes taking place in the
society.

(d)

Cyberfraud

(e)

Cyberstalking

(f)

Cyberharassment

(g)

Cybersquatting

(h)

Illegal credit card numbers and so on.

1.

2.

Before the introduction of ITA, 2000, E-mail was not
allowed to be used as a legal form of communication
and not served as a legal evidence in the court of
law. ITA, 2000 has changed the complete scenario
by legally identifying and accepting the electronic
format. ITA is in fact a latest form.

3.

The ITA, 2000 has offered such a legal infrastructure
that it helps in performing E-commerce in an easy
manner by the corporates which was otherwise not
possible before the introduction of Indian cyberlaw, as
there was no body to regulate all online commercial
transactions.

4.

ITA, 2000 has provided legal validity and sanction to
digital signatures which are used by the corporates to
carry out their transactions online.

5.

Now-a-days, corporate sector companies are usually
saving their information on their own computers
besides maintaining a separate back up. If in case any
company’s data is being hacked, copied or destroyed
then in such a case, the company holds an opportunity
to have a statutory remedy according to the ITA, 2000.
The company may claim for the monetary damages in
the form of compensation not more than ? 10,000,000.

7.

ITA, 2000 does not provide any proper framewcr.
for the implementation of Indian cyberlaws. Besides
this, India does not have good internet users and the
government and police officials are also not intelligea
enough to deal with internet issues.

8.

The IT (Information Technology) Act does nc
cover negotiable instruments as it is not capable c
controlling the electronic payment gateways.

Case Law
Case-1:

Answer :

1.

E-commerce basically relies on the domain names but
the ITA, 2000 does not cover the issues of the domain
names of E-commerce. IT Act even fails to address
the rights and liabilities of the domain name holders.

2.

The ITA, 2000 usually results in jurisdiction issues.

3.

ITA, 2000 has failed to solve the issues of E-commerce
such as monitoring and controlling the content and
privacy issues.

Oct./Nov.-16, Q12(bi:

No, patent cannot be granted because designing
writing table is not a new invention as per patents Act, 19"
Section-3.
Case-2:

Negative Aspects of the ITA 2000

The following are some of the negative aspects of
ITA, 2000,

A table designer has designed a writir:
table with a facility to keep computeprinter and other writing material. Ha
applied for a patent. Can patent fc«
granted?

Answer :

Mr. A posted a vulgar picture throi
the mobile phone to a person. W
is the punishment as per Informat
Technology Act 2000?
(Model Paper-ll, Q13(a) | March/April-18, Q12c

The punishment that Mr. A faces for posting a vu
picture through the mobile phone to a person are stated us
the section 67 of the Information Technology Act 2001

Section 67 defined Punishment for Publish!?.
Transmitting Obscene Material in Electronic Form
individual who is involved in electronic publics
transmission or may be acting as a source for provides
material, (to be published) that is lascivious and tends
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2000.
j the
larks.
Tines

effect the young and inexperience persons who read, see or
hear the contents of such publications, shall be punishable
on the first violation of law with an imprisonment upto 3
years and a penalty upto ?5 lakh. On second conviction or
for later events, the punishment is imprisonment upto 5 years
along with penalty extending to ?10 lakh.

5.1.1

The below figure shows the role or operation of a
digital signature,

Digital Signature

Sender A

Receiver B

Draft of
a
Contract

Draft of
a
Contract

(Hash Function)

(Hash Function)

Q10. State the objectives of Information Technology
Act. What is Digital Signature?

Answer

/ Public-key /___________ /Public-key /
/ Encryption /
Encryption !

(Model Paper-ll, Q13(b) | Oct./Nov.-16, Q12(b)(i))

/ Message /
/ Validation /

Objectives of Information Technology Act

For answer refer Unit-V, Page No. 142, Q.No. 8,
Topic: Objectives of Information Technology Act, 2000.

Private-key of
Sender “A”

Digital Signature

A digital signature is one of the methods of encryption
-ised to provide authentication. The main idea of the digital
signature is to protect the message or data from modifications.
Digital signature is very popular in the world of network
security. Basically it is a kind of asymmetric cryptography
ased to support the security properties of a handwritten
signature on paper. The digital signature scheme provides
■wo algorithms, one algorithm is for signing, which requires
he user’s secret or private-key, and the other algorithm is
for verifying signatures which requires the user’s publicvey. The result of the signature process is called the “digital
signature”.
3ole of Digital Signatures

Digital signatures are used to provide authentication
f any electronic information. Consider two users A and B.
wants to send a draft of a contract (which is confidential)
B (who is in some other city). Now, A ensures B that the
-essage is unchanged and is sent by him only.
The sender A writes his draft of a contract into
e-mail and applies a special function known as hash
taction on the message. This creates the checksum of the
n ormation. Then, A uses its private-key that encrypts this
cksum by applying its private key obtained from public— . ate key authority. The encrypted message becomes the
i s digital signature of the message. The checksum and the
-essage is then sent to the receiver.

At the other end, the receiver B receives the message
icd the checksum. In order to make sure that the message
endamaged from sender A, the receiver B applies the
eae hash function on the received message. This produces
checksum, it also uses X’s public-key to decrypt the
■ ecksum it received with the message. The two checksums
then compared. If they are matching then the received
age is undamaged and signature is valid one, otherwise
message is changed and signature is invalid.

Public-key of
Receiver “B”

Figure: Role of Digital Signature

Q11. Write briefly about the issue of digital signature
certificate.

Answer :

Digital signature certificates are the certificates that
are used to verify one’s identity when he/she is doing any
business or transactions on the Internet. These certificates
are issued by a trusted third party called as Certificate
Authority or Certification Authority (CA). A digital
certificate contains the user’s name, a serial number, a
copy of the certificate holder’s public key (which is useful
for message encryption and digital signature generation),
expiration data and also the digital signatures of the CA
(so as to verify the identity of CA). The digital signatures
usually conform to X.509 standard.
In order to issue the digital signature, the clarifying
authority shall comply with the provisions of Section 35 of
the Act along with the following,
(i)

The certifying authority provides the digital signature
certificate only when the subscriber summits the
application provided by certifying authority. This
application need to be approved by certifying
authority for the issue of certificate.

(ii)

The authority shall not issue any interim Digital
Signature Certificate.

(iii)

In order to generate the digital signature certificate,
the certifying authority may look for the receipt of
an authorized subscriber who made request for,

(iv)

PUBLISHERS AND DISTRIBUTORS PVT. LTD.

(a)

New Digital Signature Certificates or

(b)

Digital Signature Certificates renewal.

In case, if the Digital Signature Certificate is
suspended or revoked, it is to be ensure that the
certificate must contain the information which is
sufficient enough to identify the repositories wherein
suspension of the certificate will be listed.

UNIT-5 : Information Technology Act and Environmental Protection Act

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

The subscriber identity method used for issuing the
Digital Signature Certificate shall be specified under
the certification practice statement. More importantly,
it is accountable to the approval ofthe controller when
the license is applied.

The certification authority provides a person a
new Digital Signature Certificate based on the
another Originating Digital Certificate. Thereafter,
the certifying authority that issued a new digital
signature certificate may investigate to figure out if
it is obligatory to suspend or revoke the newly issued
digital signature certificate.
The certifying authority allows the subscriber to verify
the contents ofthe Digital Signature Certificate before
it is accepted by subscriber.

(viii) Upon the acceptance of issued digital signature
certificate by the subscriber, the certifying authority
will keep a copy of the certificate in a repository.

(ix)

(x)

After issuing the certificate to subscriber, if the
authority finds any facts that may affect the reliability
or validity of of issued certificate, then it will be
immediately informed to the subscriber.

A designated expiry date is must for all the issued
Digital Signature Certificate.

Q12. Write briefly about,
(a)

Electronic signature

(b)

Electronic signature certificates.

Answer :
(a)

Electronic Signature

According to the uniform electronic transaction act,
electronic signature is defined as an electronic sound, symbol
or process attached to or logically associated with a record
and executed or adopted by a person with the intent to sign
the record.
The provisions regarding the electronic signature is
been stated in the section 3(A). According to this section an
electronic signature would be considered as authentic if in
case,

(i)

If it is regarded as reliable.

(ii)

If it is mentioned in the second schedule.

The electronic signature would be regarded as reliable
if in case it meets the following conditions,
(i)

(ii)

The authentication data or signature creation data
should be within the context, linked/associated with
the signatory.
The authentication data or signature creation data
should be within the control of the signatory at time
of signing.

.....................-
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(iii)

The alteration/changes made after affixing the
electronic signature must be detectable.

(iv)

The alteration/changes made after the authentication
of electronic signature must be detectable.

(v)

It must meet all the conditions which are given by the
central government.

(vi)

The method for verifying and ascertaining the
electronic signature authentication is prescribed by
the central government.

In the second schedule, the signature which is not
authenticate electronic signature in nature would be included
in this schedule.
(b)

Electronic Signature Certificates

The sections 35-39 of the information technology act
2000 deals with the issue, suspension and revocation of the
electronic and digital signature certificate.
1.

Issue of Certificate

The central government has prescribed a form through
which any person can apply for the issue of an electronic
signature certificate to the certifying authority. The fee for
such application is not more than ? 25000 and it is to be paid
by the applied person to the certifying authority. However,
there would be different fee for different classes of applicants
which is also prescribed by the central government.
The certifying authority will issue the certificate after
verifying and ascertaining the needed information. The
application might be either accepted or rejected. The issuance
is usually based on the satisfaction of certifying authority.
Some of the conditions which needs to be satisfied or me:
are,

(i)

The applicant should have a private key ir
correspondence with public key to be listed ir
electronic signature certificate.

(ii)

The applicant should have the ability of creating a
electronic signature, which is possible if in case he
holds a private key.

(iii)

The applicants public key and private key comb:-a key functioning pair.

2.

Suspension of Certificate [Sec 37]

The electronic or digital signature certificate migh::
suspended by the certifying authority in the following cas;

(a)

The certificate might be suspended on receipt c'
request to that effect from the following,

(i)

The subscriber listed in the digital signa:
certificate or

(ii)

Any person/individual who is empowered tc
on behalf of that subscriber.
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5.

Section 5 of the act deals with the legal recognition
of digital signatures.

6.

Thus, any e-document bearing the signature of a
person, (which is in accordance to the prescribed
manner, as per the central government) would be
considered as a valid digital signature.

7.

The digital signature certificate approved by the
certifying authority might be revoked in the following cases,

As per section 5, ‘signature’ includes the handwritten
sign, or any other valid mark or stamp on the
e-document.

When a subscriber or any other person is empowered
to make a request to the effect.

In the present day, electronic world, e-govemance has
become an integral part of day to day life.

The certificate could be suspended if it is iri the public
interest. The certifying authority might be able to not
suspend the certificate if in case the period exceeds
15 days before informing and giving chance to the
subscriber to prove himself.

(b)

3.

Revocation of Digital Signature Certificate
[Sec. 38]

i i)

ii)

When a subscriber dies or

iii)

When the dissolution of firm takes place.

Electronic Governance

5.1.2

Q13. Explain about electronic governance.

Answer :

Q14. Give a detailed description about e-Governance
strategy.

Answer :

The e-Governance strategy consist of ten stages,
which are described as follows,
1.

(Model Paper-Ill, Q13(b) | Oct./Nov.-12, Q12(b)(ii))

Electronic Governance

Electronic governance (E-Govemance) refers to the
process of filling and submission of any form or application
?r any other document with the government department in
he electronic format.

For example Submission of the passport form
: nline, filing of income tax returns online etc. In Andhra
-radesh State, for instance there are e-seva kendras which
ccilitates the public in paying their bills and apply for other
r rvemment services online.

(i)

Building e-Governance Awareness and
Commitment

National e-Governance Summit

At national and state levels, several e-Govemance
seminars and summits need to be organized.
(ii)

Raising Awareness and Commitment Among
Officials

To raise awareness and commitment among leaders,
a number of mechanisms need to be used.
(iii)

Raising Awareness among Donor Community

The activities that raise awareness among donor
agency are,

The main benefit of E-govemance is that it is less
. istly, quick, effective and efficient in nature. It also ensures
accuracy in the performance of transactions.

(a)

Web-based documentation

(b)

Seminars and training workshops for donor
community

(c)

Meetings with key donor staff.

Rules Relating to E-Governance

All the rules relating to E-govemance are enclosed
in the information technology act.

(iv)

The act provides the legal recognition of digital
signatures i.e., any signed document which is stored
in electronic format would be considered as a valid
and authenticated electronic record.

The activities of NASS include,

Examples of digital documents include e-filing of
income tax returns, e-filing of patents or copyrights
application and so on.

According to section 4 of the information technology
act, a document is considered as an e-document.

National Association for State Governments
(NASS)

(v)

(a)

A bimonthly newsletter regarding e-govemance

(b)

Helping central and state governments on
tendering as well as user specifications

(c)

Establishing school of e-Govemance.

Political Acceptability

When it meets the following two conditions,

Public officials need to be convinced that e-Govemance
is in their self interest in order to achieve,

(a)

When the document is present in the electronic
format as an electronic record.

(a)

Election victory

(b)

Access to donor funds.

(b) When the document is used for a future
reference.

(c)

Control, credibility and other intangible
resources.
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2.

Building Capacity of e-Governance Strategy

Information that the government provide includes.

(i)

Building e-Governance Strategic Institutions

(a)

Economic data

e-Govemance division is needed for single central
point of e-Govemance strategy and it is used in areas
such as,

(b)

Demographic data

(c)

Geographical data

(d)

Value added services.

(ii)

(a)

Developing e-Govemance infrastructure and
applications

(b)

Arranging priorities for e-Govemance

(c)

Allocating consultancy/facilitative inputs to
e-Govemance projects.

Building e-Governance Legislative
Infrastructure

e-Govemance needs a set of legislative changes such
as,

(iii)

Information that the government needed to deliver
includes,

(b)

Reviewed accounts

(c)

Environmental indicators

(d)

Management reports

(e)

Personal data.

Building Implementation Capacity of
e-Governance

(i)

Implementations of e-Governance ThrougHuman Capacities

(a)

Electronic archiving

(b)

Freedom of information

(c)

Data matching

(d)

Electronic signatures

The capabilities that are to be developed for pile:
projects includes.

(e)

Data protection

(a)

Capability to manage projects

(f)

Computer crime

(b)

Capability to progress information systems

(e)

Intellectual property.

(c)

Capability to promote project finance an:
specify needs.

Building e-Governance Commitment

(ii)

(a)

e-Govemance training for 2-tier government as
well as civil society leaders.

(b)

Leadership training for present leaders of
e-Govemance.

Building e-Governance Strategy

(a)

Priority must be given to government intranet
for G2G transactions

Implementation of e-Governance ThrougData Systems

Projects related to e-Govemance depend on existir.
data, existing systems as well as existing processes
(iii)

e-Governance financial dimension Reducin:
Cost

A communication base in e-Govemance platform
responsible for reduction of cost in activities such as
(a)

Carrying out government functions.

(b)

Distribution of government information
public that requires expensive media covers

Information Obligation

(c)

Reducing cost required for administration.

Government wants to' disseminate information such
as,

(d)

reducing cost of corruption because of increas
transpency.

(b)
(v)

Performance indicators

3.

Academies that provide training activities include,

(iv)

(a)

. (a)

Citizen services which have direct interface with
public will have maximum impact of IT.

White papers

(b)

News

(c)

Consultation papers

(d)

Policies

(e)

Benefits and entitlements

(f)

Health and safety advices.

Revenue Generation

e-Govemance generates revenues such as,

(a)

Advertising revenue by means of portal

(b)

Industry sponsorships on particular section.-

(c)

Promoting awareness among public wh
creates self-employment and therefore rever a
will be created for the government.
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ides.

4.

Implementation of e-Governance by Building
Infrastructure

(i)

Institution for Infrastructure

(ii)

NIC in India provides technical infrastructure, primary
e-Govemance to a national ICT infrastructure.
(ii)

(iii)

1 of

(a)

Digital Television (DTV) services at home

(b)

‘One Stop Shops’ in government offices

(c)

Access to all related data from a single console

(d)

Information supply to the appropriate
departments.

►ugr
5.

7.

8.

The recommendations required for reengineering
includes,

ns

(a)

Selecting full time persons who possess skills and
knowledge regarding process and reengineering.

lb)

Selecting full time cross functional reengineering
team to manage changes as well as reassess the
organizations readiness for change.

(c)

Reviewing internal as well as external environmental
forces.

i d)

Assuring availability of executive support, sponsorship
and resources.
'
•

6.

Building Pilot Projects of e-Governance

(i)

Recognizing Pilot Projects of e-Governance

IB.

i n

(a)

9.

Public Grievances

These include ration card, sanitation, electricity,
water, telephone, police etc.
(b)

(c)

D-

I

(b)

Preference to e-Business is given by encouraging
Government-to-Business (G2B) projects
like e-procurement, electronic delivery of
government services to business

(c)

Local external vendors must be
strengthenedallowing them to attain maximum
benefits from ICTs.

Assessment of e-projects

(a)

Pilot projects must be categorized as success or
failure in accordance with the desired output

(b)

Successful projects must be replicated over the
country with team members who are selected
for implementation.

(c)

Documentation must be carried out for projects
that could not reach the desired output. This
helps in identifying the possible causes of
failure.

Identification of Projects With Long Term
Perspective

The contents of citizen card include

The most essential functions of government are
achieved through ABC analysis of government
services like,

■

Network government is required to carryout all
the activities of e-Govemance

Government Process Reengineering (GPR)

A process ofrethinking and redesigning of government
process to attain considerable enhancement in performance
measures like cost, speed, service and quality is called
government process reengineering.

uc-

(a)

Delivery Infrastructure

It involves telephone call centres through telephone
networks and computer databases to permit,

(a)

Digital signature

(b)

Voter ID Number

(c)

Identification to international e-payments.

Global Vision

(i)

Interoperabilty of services to international
networks are given special importance while
designing the policy of e-governance. This
require.

(a) Global standards
(b) Support to an international PKI.
(ii)

International networks are very much helpful in
areas where global interaction is essential.

Popularizing e-Governance

The factors that are responsible for successful
electronic government initiatives includes
(a)

Marketing

Rural Services

(b)

Publicity

These include land records, Below Poverty Line
(BPL) etc.

(c)

Health

(d)

Data of Birth

(e)

Address

(f)

Telephone

Police

These include FIR registration, persons, Dead
bodies, Lost and Found valuables etc.
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Backbone Infrastructure

Backbone infrastructure consists of infrastructure
required for communication, data servers and
networking.
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Passport Number

(h)

PAN Number

(i)

Electronic cash

(j)

Blood Group.
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Citizen cards are used in commercial transactions, travelling as well as proof of age.
Q15. Explain briefly the different dimensions of e-governance.

Answer :
The following are the different models or dimensions of e-govemance,
1.

Government to Citizen (G2C)

As its name suggests, the model of e-govemance will connect the citizens of a country to their government. It employs
various democratic and public services. The government can contact their citizens and can listen to their suggestions,
thereby improving the society. This model carries the following services,
(i)

e-Citizen

This will provide integrated service centers which offer many services to citizens at one place. For example, issue
of certificates, ration cards, payment of bills and taxes, submission of passport application etc. The ‘e-seva’ is an
example of one such center in Andhra Pradesh and Telangana.
(ii)

e-Transport

These centres will provide RTA (Road Transport Authority) related services including registeration of motor vehicles,
issue of driving licenses, tax and fee- collection etc.
(iii)

e-Education

These centres will provide educational services to citizens.
(iv)

e-Medicine

Hospitals of different states are linked to provide a collaborative and improved medical service.
(v)

e-Registeration

It provides services for registeration of properties, transfer of properties, payment of tax duty etc.

The citizen’s services aim to improve the service in five dimensions, they are, speed, quality, reliability, convenience
and cost.
2.

Consumer to Government (C2G)

This model deals with interaction of citizens with government. Applications like electronic voting (elections), census,
tax payment etc., comes under this model.
3.

Government to Business (G2B)

Industries, business or enterprises are chief sources of income to a country. Business usually require a lot of interaction
with the government. For example, when paying taxes, fees, getting licenses etc. A service named e-taxation will provid:
a business with all these needs. In order to develop G2B services, government must implement standards, provide secur;
payment mechanisms, implement PKI (Public Key Infrastructure) for performing secure and authentic transactions.
4.

Government to NGO (G2N)

This model of e-govemance aims at building connections between government and non-government organization;
which helps in the betterment of the society. It can be achieved through interaction and publication i.e., the citizens an;
NGOs should be allowed to involve in government activities through publication and interaction.
5.

Government to Government (G2G)

This model aims at developing and improving government processes. It is also known as e-administration. Th;model involves linking of all government offices into a network, so that they can carryout administrative jobs easily. Tr-.
most important areas in this model are,
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(I)

e-Secretariat

Aims at linking various government departments such
that there can be efficient exchange of information
among them.
(ii)

(iii)

.ue
an

e-Court

This area aims at transforming the manual legal
system to an automated system. The judges of higher
courts like supreme court and high court can consider
appeals from a remote location using the intranet. The
judges can give their decisions online based on the
recorded facts of the case.

os.

Q16. What are the issues associated with
e-governance?

Answer :
x.

Generally, there are several issues associated with the
implementation of e-Govemance which include,
1.

e

Change Compatibility

e-Govemance involves the utilization of EDI, internet
and other IT based technologies. Thus, several procedural
and legal changes must be made to the decision and
implementation processes, This in turn involves a change
in government decision management.
3.

Privacy

End user privacy must also be ensured. Whenever
an end user participates in a transaction with a government
agency, he/she discloses personal details which may include
sensitive data. Thus, security for such data should be provided
in order to maintain the end-user privacy. This security can
be provided by making use of secure transmission channels
firewalls, preventing unauthorized access etc.,
4.

Another issue associated with e-Govemance is how
the data captured in web-based forms can be processed by
the agency systems.
6.

Service Delivery

Government agencies must also consider the financial
status of the end user because, internet access and PC
awareness is rare in certain locations. Therefore, a framework
for delivery of e-services to the poor and uneducated people
must also be designed.
7.

Technological Issues

Several state and central organizations have taken the
responsibility for development of hardware and software
platforms that address e-Govemance challenges. Some of
these organizations include CDAC, CMC, RAM infosys etc.
8.

Language Used

Information must be provided in location dependent
language so that more and more users are reached. The
technology such as GIST can be used for translation of
information from English to other languages.

Sufficient Funds

The first and foremost issue in any e-Govemance
implementation is allocation of sufficient funds. Funds
for the e-Govemance projects can be obtained either from
private sector or from government sector. However, sufficient
funds must be allocated, otherwise the project cannot be
completed.
2.

Interoperability

e-Police

Aims at keeping track of both police personnels and
criminals. The personnel database will store records of
police officers, their previous posting, specialization
etc. This information will help in intelligent postings
and promotion of police officials. The e-police service
also includes online FIR filing, finding case status etc.
ays

5.

Authentication

Authentication is another issue that must be
considered while providing the government services. In
: ther words, the government agency must ensure that the
services are provided only to the legitimate users. This can
ae done by using digital signatures. However, it incurs an
cdditional cost and overhead.

Penalties and Adjudication

5.1.3

Q17. Write about the penalties and adjudication of
Information Technology (IT) Act 2000.

Answer :

The laws relating to penalties and adjudication are
included in section 43 to section 47 under the IT Act, which
are discussed briefly as follows,
1.

Penalty for Damaging Computer System
[Section 43]

A person is liable to pay a penalty for damaging
the computer system, if he does any of the following acts,
without the owners permission.

(i)

Accesses uses confidential data without authorized
permission.

(ii)

Downloads, copies or extracts data without prior
permission.

(iii)

Destroys or removes data from computer systems.

(iv)

Disrupts the working of the computers.

(v)

Introduces computer ‘virus’ into the system purposely.

(vi)

Assist any outsider in performing any unauthorized
and illegal act.
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Penalty for Loss of Data Due to Negligence
[Section 43 A]

Q18. Discuss the sections under Indian IT Act, 2000
pertaining to cyber crime.

In case of a body corporate, holding, dealing or
handling any personal data of customers and if in case data
is lost due to carelessness or negligence on the part of the
corporate body, then they are liable to pay compensation to
the customers.

Answer :
There are various chapters containing sections that
show the penalties for committing offence and other rules
under the Indian ITA, 2000. The following are the description
of Sections 65, 66, 67, 71, 72, 73 and 74 in CHAPTER XI
(offences) pertaining to cybercrime in legal context.

2.

3.

Penalty for Failure to Furnish Information
Return [Section 44]

(i)

If in case a party fails to submit any document, return
or report to the certifying authority or controller, then
the party needs to pay a fine upto ? 1,50,000.

(ii)

If in case a party fails to submit any document, report
or any other information to the certifying authority,
then the party has to pay a fine upto ? 5,0000 per day.

(iii)

If in case a party fails to maintain records of the
information, books and so on then the party has to pay
a fine upto ? 10,000 per day, until and unless such a
failure continues.
Residuary Penalty [Section 45]

4.

In case of any violation of the IT, rules and regulations
and for which no penalty has been fixed then the concerned
party has to pay a fine upto ? 25,000 for each such
contravention.
5.

Adjudicating Powers [Section 46]

(a)

The central Government must appoint an adjudicating
officer to decide whether any contravention ofthe IT
has taken place or not.

(b)

The officer who has been appointed must be atleast
of the rank of a director and not below this under the
central or state government.

(c)

He should possess judiciary and IT knowledge.

(d)

The adjudicating officer might also exercise the
powers of a civil court which are given the cyber
appellate tribunal as per Sec. 58.

(e)

All proceeding are deemed to be held under section
345, 346 of the code of criminal procedure, 1973.

6.

Points to be Considered by the Adjudicating
Officer [Section 47]

At the time of adjudicating the quantum of
compensation to the adjudication officer‘he needs to
consider the following points,
(i)

The unfair advantage taken.

(ii)

The amount of loss to the aggrieved party because of
the default.

(iii)

The repetitive nature of the default.

1.

Section 65: Tampering with Computer Source
Documents

Tampering is an illegal act carried out by a cyber
criminal wherein he/she either intentionally or knowingly
conceals, destroys or alters the computer source code or he/
she may even allow other user to conceal, destroy or to alter
the same code, whose maintenance is obligatory by law. A
cyber criminal involved in tampering gets an imprisonment
for a period of about 3 years or he has to pay a penalty of?
2 lakhs (or both in rare instances).
2.

Section 66: Computer Related Offences

Hacking is a type of cybercrime where an unauthorised
user causes damage to the public or any individual by
intentionally manipulating the information existing in its
real-form. After manipulation either the stored information
looses its value or affects it injuriously. According to the
provisions of IT Act, 2000, hacker has to be imprisoned for
a period of 3 years or has to pay a penalty which may be
extending upto 5 lakh rupees.
3.

Section 67: Punishment for Publishing or
Transmitting Obscene Material in Electronic
Form

Any individual who is involved in electronic
publication, transmission or may be acting as a source for
providing any material, (to be published) that is lascivious
and tends to effect the young and inexperienced persons who
read, see or hear the contents of such publications, shall be
punishable on the first violation of law with an imprisonment
upto 3 years and a penalty upto ?5 lakhs. On second conviction
or for later events, the punishment is imprisonment upto 5
years along with penalty extending to ?10 lakhs.
4.

Section 71: Penalty for Misrepresentation

Any individual who falsely represents or conceal
any material fact while obtaining the license or the digital
signature certificate from the controller or the certifying
authority is subjected to the imprisonment upto 2 years or a
fine extending to ? 1 lakh.
5.

Section 72: Penalty for Breach of Confidentiality
and Privacy

Violation ofthe law by accessing and by disclosing the
confidential information available in the form of electronic
record, book register, correspondence, information, document
or any other material without seeking permission from the
concerned person shall be punished with imprisonment upto
2 years or fine extending to ? 1 lakh or both.
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Whoever publishes a digital signature certificate or
discloses it to any other person knowing that,

The above section shows that it is applicable only to
corporate bodies which are defined as “any company and
includes a firm, sole proprietorship or other association
of individuals engaged in commercial of professional
activities”. However, the section is likely to provide a strong
data protection.

(i)

The certifying authority enumerated in the certificate
has not issued it.

Example

(ii)

The subscriber who is specified in the certificate has
not accepted it and

(iii)

The certificate has been suspended, shall be
imprisoned for upto 2 years or imposed with a penalty
extending upto ? 1 lakh or both.

7.

Section 74: Publication for Fraudulent
Purpose

6.

Section 73: Penalty for Publishing Digital
Signature Certificate that is False in Certain
Particulars

If any individual creates, publishes or makes the
digital signature certificate available to all the users with an
intention of deceiving them shall be imprisoned for a period
of about 2 years or is imposed with a penalty of about ? 1
lakh or both.

The Information Technology Act 2000 of India was
amended in 2002 and 2008 in order to make it more relevant
and effective. A very few amendments were made in this
Act by IT (Amendment) Act 2002. The IT Amendment Act
2008 has brought several amendments to the IT Act 2000
with an aim of protecting the data, plugging the loop holes
in the law and streamlining the existing provisions for the
effective management and working of the Act.
The Information Technology Amendment Act
(ITAA) is a major step towards data protection. The Act
has introduced new panel provisions to protect the internet
user’s interests against cyber terrorism and computer related
offenses. The amendments ofthe Act include provisions for
extensive data surveillance by providing the government
with powers to intercept data and to access the data which
is stored. However, the Government of India still does not
consider the provisions of the IT Act 2008, as effective. The
government is planning to frame the rules which are needed
-inder the amendments.

Section 43A of the Information Technology
.Amendment Act 2008 states that,

“Where a body corporate, possessing, dealing or
handling any sensitive personal data or information in a
computer resource which it owns, controls or operates,
s negligent in implementing and maintaining reasonable
security practices and procedures and thereby causes
wrongful loss or wrongful gain to any person, such
body corporate shall be liable to pay damages by way of
: ompensation, to the person so affected”.

In an organization that is involved in controlling
personal data, fails to provide sufficient security procedures
and practices, then section 43(A) makes it compulsory to pay
compensatory damages to the victim of breach of privacy.
It provides remedy to the affected person when a wrongful
loss occurs.
The section 72-A of the ITA Act 2008 provides
punishment for the information disclosure in breach of a
lawful contract. The section states that subject to any other
legislation in force, if,

“Any person including an intermediary who while
providing services under the terms of lawful contract,
has secured access to any material containing personal
information about another person, with the intent to cause or
knowing that he is likely to cause wrongful loss or wrongful
gain discloses, without the consent of the person concerned
or in breach of a lawful contract, such material to any other
person shall be punished with imprisonment for a term which
may extend to three years or with a fine which may extend
to five lakhs (5,00,000) rupees or with both”.

The sections 43 A and 72A were basically introduced to
protect the data. However, they are found to be unsuccessful
in addressing the territorial applicability.

5.2 ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION ACT
1986: OBJECT - DEFINITIONS
Q19. Write in detail about the Environmental
Protection Act 1986 with its objectives and
definitions.

Answer :

Model Paper-Ill, Q13(a)

Environmental Protection Act 1986

The Environmental Protection Act (EPA) was enacted
by the Indian parliament during thirty-seventh (37th) year of
republic India. On 23rd May 1986, President of India gave
the approval for establishment and on 19th November 1986
it came into existance. EPA 1986, is a set of comprehensive
legislation for protecting Indian environment. It consists of
26 sections which are distributed in four different chapters.
EPA 1986 is applicable to all the states of India for protecting
and improving Indian environment from hazards to human
beings, animals, plants and property. Thus, EPA 1986, is
one of the most important Act laid down by the Indian
constitution.
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Occupier

Objectives of EPA 1986

5.

The important objectives of Environmental Protection
Act (EPA), 1986 are as follows,

According to Section 2(f) of the Act, ‘Occupier in
relation to any factory or premises means a person who
has control over the affairs of the factory or premises
and includes, in relation to any substance, the person in
possession of the substance’.

1.

To provide protection and improve the quality of
environment.

2.

To empower the central government to adopt suitable
measures to protect the environment and prevent
environmental pollution from all sources.

3.

To prohibit the setting up of industrial facilities that
harm the environment.

4.

To penalize those who endanger human, environment,
safety and health.

5.

To prevent the occurrence of hazards to life on earth.

6.

To execute the resolution passed at the United
Nations Conference on Human Environment held at
Stockholm, Sweden in June 1972.

7.

To ensure co-ordination between regulatory agencies
for environmental protection.

8.

To ensure sustainable utilization of the natural
resources.

5.2.1

Scope and Scheme of the Act - General
Powers of Central Government

Q20. Write about the scope and schemes of
Environmental Protection Act, 1986.

Answer :
Scope of EPA 1986

The scope of Environmental Protection Act (EPA)
1986 is wide and covers all states of India. It is applicable
for all types of aspects or factors related to technical and
economical environment. Following points summarized the
scope or applicability of EPA 1986,

1.

It covers the pollution factors related to land (solid
waste), water (liquid waste) and air (air pollution).

2.

Its potential scope is broader with the term
‘environment’ which is defined to include water,
air and land and the inter-relationship which exists
between these factors and human beings and also
other living creatures like, plants, animals, micro
organisms and property.

3.

It scope fixes responsibilities on persons who are
carrying industrial operations or handling hazardous
substances for prevention control and abatement of
environmental pollution.

4.

It empowered central government for taking corrective
measures in order to protect environment.

Definitions Given under EPA 1986

The various definitions given under Environmental
Protection Act (EPA) 1986 are as follows,
1.

Environment

According to the Section 2(a) of EPA 1986,
‘Environment includes water, air and land and the
interrelationship which exists among and between water,
air, land and human beings, other living creatures such as
plants, micro-organisms and property”.
2.

Environmental Pollutant

According to the Section 2(b) of the Act,
‘Environmental pollutant means any solid, liquid or gaseous
substance present in such concentrations, as may be or tend
to be, injurious to environment’.
3.

Environmental Pollution

According to the Section 2(c) of the Act,
‘Environmental pollution means the presence in the
environment of any environmental pollutant’.
4.

Hazardous Substance

According to Section 2(e) of the Act, ‘hazardous
substance means any substance or preparation which, by
reason of its chemical or physiochemical properties or
handling, is likely to cause harm to human beings, other
living creatures, plants, micro-organisms, property or the
environment’.

Schemes of EPA 1986

The schemes of Environmental Protection Act 1986
includes the four chapters and its 26 sections which are as
follows,
Chapter-1: Preliminary

Preliminary is the first chapter of EPA 1986 which
deals with the short title, extend, commencement and
definitions of certain terms under the Act. Such terms
may includes, environment, environmental pollutant,
environmental pollution, handling, hazardous substances
and occupier.
Chapter-ll: General Powers of the Central
Government

Chapter II deals with the general powers of the central
government. By using these powers central government can
take corrective measures in order to improve and protect
environment from various hazardous activities. It also has
the power to impose penalties on various offences.
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Chapter-Ill: Prevention, Control and Abatement of
Environmental Pollution

Chapter III of EPA 1986 deals with the activities
related to the prevention, control and abatement of
environmental pollution. Under this chapter various
conditions are established for restricting pollutants of
environment.

(vii) Empowered to investigate the processes involved
in manufacturing that are likely to pollute the
environment.
(viii) Empowered to conduct investigations related to
environmental pollution problems.

(ix)

Empowered to examine the site, industrial plant,
equipment, machinery, manufacturing process,
raw materials/substances that are likely to pollute
the environment and authorize the personnel to
take suitable measures for prevention, control and
abatement of environmental pollution.

(x)

Empowered set up laboratories to conduct research
related to the environment.

(xi)

Empowered to publicize the information concerned
with environmental pollution by way of manuals,
codes or guides for prevention, control and abatement
of environmental pollution.

(xii)

Empowered to effectively execute the provisions of
the Act.

Chapter-IV: Miscellaneous

Chapter IV of EPA 1986 deals with the various
miscellaneous conditions related to environmental pollution.
It explains the conditions in following headings,

1.

Protection of Action Taken in Good Faith.

2.

Cognizance of Offences.

3.

Information, Reports, Returns.

4.

Bar of Jurisdiction.

5.

"Power of Central Government to Delegate.

6.

Power of Central Government to make Rules.

Q21. List out the general powers of the central
government under EPA 1986.

Answer s
The Environmental Protection Act, 1986 provide the
following powers to central government,

(i)

(ii)

The Section 3 (1) of the Act empowers the central
government “to take all such measures as it deems
necessary or expedient for the purpose of protecting
and improving the quality of the environment and
preventing, controlling and abating environmental
pollution”.
The central government is empowered to establish
standards for the quality of the environment, with
regard to various aspects, such as the maximum
permissible concentration of various environmental
pollutants (including noise) for different areas.

(iii)

Empowered to organize and implement the prevention,
control and abatement of environmental pollution at
the national level.

(iv)

Empowered to prohibit the setting up of industries
in any place. They can be set up at designated places
along with certain safeguards.

(v)

Empowered to establish certain procedures for
handling hazardous substances.

(vi)

Empowered to take necessary measures for prevention
of accidents that may pollute the environment
and implement remedial actions for prevention of
accidents.

5.2.2

Prevention - Control and Abatement
of Environmental Pollution - Offences
and Penalties

022. Discuss prevention, control and abatement of
environmental pollution. Also discuss briefly
about the offences and penalties under EPA
1986.

Answer :

Model Paper-I, Q13(b)

Prevention, Control and Abatement of Environmental
Pollution

According to Section 7 of the Act, “No person carrying
on any industry, operation or process shall discharge or emit
or permit to be discharged or emitted any environmental
pollutants in excess of such standards as may be prescribed”.
According to Section 8 of the Act, “No person shall
handle or cause to be handled any hazardous substance
except in accordance with such procedures and after
complying with such safeguards as may be prescribed”.

In a simplier sense, everyone should follow the stringent
emission or discharge standards as laid down in the EPA, 1986.

According to Section 9 of the Act, “where the
discharge of any environmental pollutant in excess of the
prescribed standards occurs or is apprehended to occur due
to any accident or other unforeseen act or event, the person
responsible for such discharge and the person incharge of
the place at which the discharge occurs shall be bound to
prevent or mitigate the environmental pollution caused as a
result of such discharge and shall also forthwith.
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(a)

Intimate the fact of such occurrence or apprehension
of such occurrence.

(b)

Be bound, if called upon, to render all assistance, to
such authorities or agencies as may be prescribed.

According to this Section, anyone responsible
for the discharge of pollutant in excess of the discharge
standards is liable to take adequate measures to mitigate the
environmental pollution. The authorities or agencies may be
informed about the exigency sd that remedial measures may
be taken to prevent it. Further, the concerned person is liable
to bear the expenses incurred in preventing the pollution.
Offences and Penalties

Section 15 of the Act provides for the penalty for
contravention of the provisions of the Act and the rules,
orders and directions.
According to Section 15 (1) ofthe Act, “Whoever
fails to comply with or contravenes any of the provisions
of this Act, or the rules made or orders or directions
issued thereunder, shall, in respect of each such failure or
contravention, be punishable with imprisonment for a term
which may extend to five years with fine which may extend
to one lakh rupees, or with both, and in case the failure or
contravention continues with additional fine which may
extend to five thousand rupees for every day during which
such failure or contravention continues after the conviction
for the first such failure or contravention”.
This section simply means that those not complying
with the standard conditions or found violating the Act are
penalized with imprisonment for a specific period or with
fine of? 1,00,000 or with both. Serious violations of law
can lead to stiffer penalties of seven years of imprisonment
and fine of? 5,000 per day.

Similarly, any such offence committed by a company
or any department of government, then the concerned
individuals are liable for punishment as laid down in the Act.

The public concern and support is essential to
accomplish the Environment Protection Act. It needs the
encouragement by environmentalists, social activists,
policy-makers, environmental philosophers, politicians,
bureaucrats, industrialists for the effective implementation
of environmental laws for the conservation and protection
of the environment.
Q23. Write in detail about environmental legislation.
Answer :

Environmental Legislation

The term environmental legislation refers to the
management of the environment under a strong legal
framework to help or protect the environment.
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An international conference on human environment
was organized in Stockholm from 5th June to 16th June,
1972 as U.N. Conference on Human Environment to
bring awareness to people to exert efforts for preservation
of the environment for the well-being and prosperity of
all. Since then, 5th June is celebrated every year as World
Environment Day across the world. In India, the Department
of Environment was setup in 1980, which later became the
Ministry of Environment and Forests in 1985. The MoEF,
served as the nodal agency at the centre for planning,
encouraging and organizing the environmental programmes.
Along with the MoEF, the Central Pollution Control Board
and the State Pollution Control Board form the regulator}
and administrative core.
Constitutional Provisions for Environmental
Protection

In the Constitution of India, Article 48-A states: “The
state shall endeavour to protect and improve the environn. e*
and to safeguard forests and wildlife of the country'
Protection of environment has been made a fundamental dir
of every citizen of India under Article 51 A (g). According
to it, “It shall be the duty of every citizen of India to proier
and improve the natural environment including fores:
lakes, rivers and wildlife and to have compassion for In
creatures”.
The Government of India has formulated about 3
Acts and rules related to the environment. The environment,
legislations passed by the Government of India are enlistee
below,

(i)

The River Boards Act, 1956.

(ii)

The Merchant Shipping Act, 1970.

(iii)

The Wildlife Protection Act, 1972, Rules 1973 an
Amendment 1991.

(iv)

The Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) A ;
1974.

(v)

The Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) C
Act, 1977.

(vi)

The Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) R
1978.

(vii)

The Forest (Conservation) Act 1980 and Rules 1

(viii) The Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution I
1981.

(ix)

The Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) ?
1982.

(x)

The Atomic Energy Act, 1982.

(xi)

The Environmental (Protection) Act, 1986.

(xii)

The Environmental (Protection) Rules, 1986.
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(xiii) The Air (Pollution and Control of Pollution)
Amendment Act, 1987.

Q24. Discuss briefly the Air (Prevention and Control
of Pollution) Act, 1981.

(xiv) The Motor Vehicles Act, 1988.

Answer :

(xv)

The Hazardous Waste (Management and Handling)
Rules, 1989.

(xvi) The Manufacture, Storage and Import of Hazardous
Rules, 1989.

Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1981

The Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act was
enacted by the Parliament in the 32nd year of the Republic
of India under Article 253 of the constitution.

The main provisions of the Act are,

(xvii) The Manufacture, Use, Import, Export and Storage
of Hazardous Microorganism/Genetically Engineered
Organism or Cells Rules, 1989.

(a)

Prevent, control and mitigate air pollution.

(b)

Setting up of Central and State Pollution Control
Boards.

(xviii) The Coastal Regulation Zone Notification, 1991.

(c)

Authorize the boards to effectively implement the Act.

(xix) The Public Liability Insurance Act and Rules and
Amendment, 1991.

Different types of air pollutants such as carbondioxide,
carbonmonoxide, sulphurdioxide, nitrogen oxides, lead,
smoke, volatile organic compounds generated from different
sources such as industries, power plants and automobiles
are considered under this Act. Any industrial plant can be
put to operation only with the prior consent of the State
Pollution Control Board. The State Board can lay down
standards for emission of air pollutants into the atmosphere
after consultation with the Central Pollution Control Board.

(xx)

The National Environment Tribunal Act, 1995.

(xxi) The National Environment Appellate Authority Act,
1997.
(xxii) The Biomedical Waste Management and Handling
Rules, 1998.

Important Definitions used in the Act

(xxiii)The Environment (Siting for Industrial Projects)
Rules, 1999.

(a)

(xxiv) The Municipal Solid Waste (Management and
Handling) Rules, 2000.

According to the Act “Air pollution is the presence
in the atmosphere of any air pollutant”.

(xxv) The Ozone Depleting Substances (Regulation and
Control) Rules, 2000.
(xxvi) The Batteries (Management and Handling) Rules,
2001.

The Ministries and departments that deal with
environmental issues are Ministry of New and Renewable
Energy Sources, Ministry of Power, Ministry of Rural
Development, Ministry of Urban Development and Poverty
Alleviation, Ministry of Petroleum etc.
Enforcement of Environmental Legislation

Effective implementation of environmental legislation
needs the involvement of an agency that collects relevant
data, process it and pass it onto the law enforcement agency.
In order to protect and conserve the pristine
environment, a number of laws have been enacted by the
Indian Government which include laws to curb all sorts
of pollution - environment, water, noise and air, forest
conservation, coastal regulation, biological diversity, wildlife
protection and many more.
It has been observed that inspite of the existence
of legal framework for protection of environment,
environmental degradation still continues, perhaps due to
'apses in enforcement of environmental legislation.

(b)

Air Pollution

Air Pollutant

According to the Act “air pollutant is any solid,
liquid or gaseous substances (including noise) present in
the atmosphere in such concentrations as may be or tend
to be injurious to human beings or other living creatures or
property or environment”.
(c)

Control Equipment

According to the Act “control equipment is an
apparatus, device, equipment or system to control the quality
and manner of emission of any air pollutant and includes
any device used for securing the efficient operation of any
industrial plant”.
Powers of the Boards

The Central Pollution Control Board was established
and constituted in 1981 by the Government of India. It has
an important role in abatement and control of pollution in
the country.

Some of the functions ofthe Central Pollution Control
Board includes the following,
(i)

To improve the air quality of the surrounding
environment and prevent, control or lessen the air
pollution in the country.

(ii)

Advise the Central Government regarding pollution
prevention and control and in the improvement of air
quality.
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8.

To put down the standards for emission of air
pollutants, its quantity and composition, discharged
into the atmosphere from the industrial plants anc
automobiles, with the exception of ships and aircrafts

Provide technical support and advise the State
Pollution Control Boards, conduct and sponsor
research programmes relating to pollution problems,
their prevention and control.

9.

To advise the State Government regarding suitable
location for setting up of any industry.

10.

Perform other functions as laid down by the Centra
Board or the State Government.

(vi)

Provide training to personnel involved in pollution
prevention, control and abatement programmes.

Penalties for Violation of Provisions of the Act

(vii)

Organize mass awareness programmes through mass
media to disseminate and educate the public regarding
pollution prevention, control and abatement.

(iii)

Raising awareness nationwide for prevention, control
or abatement of environmental pollution.

(iv)

To coordinate the activities of various State Boards
and settle their disputes, if any.

(v)

(viii) Collect, compile and publish technical and statistical
data regarding environmental pollutants and workout
various activities for prevention, control and
abatement of pollutants.

(ix)

Prepare manuals, codes and guidelines regarding
treatment and disposal of sewage.

(x)

Lay down standards for quality of air or water in
consultation with the respective State Government.

(xi)

Set up research laboratories.

(xii)

The CPCB is empowered to issue consent to industry,
local bodies and other authority for violation of
rules regarding general emission, effluent standards,
hazardous chemicals and waste, bio-medical waste,
industrial solid waste, municipal solid waste under
the Environment Protection Act, 1986.

Functions of the State Board

The companies, government departments o:
individuals not complying with the standard conditions cc
found violating the Act are penalized with imprisonmer
upto three months or with a fine of ? 10,000/- or both. Serie _
violations of law can lead to stiffer penalties of seven year
of imprisonment or fine of ?5000/- per day.
Drawbacks of the Air Act

Some of the major drawbacks of the Act are,
(a)

The offenders or defaulters of the Act are given 6
days notice period before taking them to the cour.
The time given is sufficient enough to destroy r
evidence of the offence.

(b)

An industry can be set up outside the air pollutkj
control area without prior permission of the Stae
Pollution Control Board.

(c)

The air pollutants discharged by the aircraft or sh.:
are excluded from the Act.

Q25. Write about the Water (Prevention and Control
of Pollution) Act, 1974.

The functions ofthe State Board under the Air Act are,

Answer :

1.

Organize a detailed proposal for the prevention,
control or abatement of air pollution.

Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act
1974

2.

Counsel the state government on matters relating to
prevention, control or abatement of pollution.

3.

Gather and communicate the information regarding
prohibition, control or abatement of air pollution.

4.

Motivate research activities pertaining to the
problems of water pollution, prevention and control
of pollutants discharged into the atmosphere.

The Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Ac:
1974 was enacted by the Parliament under Article 48-A ofthe
Indian constitution. The Act is a comprehensive legislation
dealing with the preservation of water quality and control
of water pollution. It consists of 64 sections distributed in S
chapters.

5.

Work with the Central Board in arranging training
programmes to individuals participating in pollution
control activities.

6.

Organize large-scale education programme on control
of air pollution.

7.

To test the control equipment used in industrial plants
or manufacturing process and give instructions to
take necessary steps for the prevention, control or
abatement of air pollution.

Important Provisions of the Water Act

According to the Section 2 of the Water Act, water
pollution is described as “such contamination of water
or such alteration of the physical, chemical or biologic^
properties of water or such discharge of any sewage or trade
effluent or of any other liquid, gaseous or solid substance in:,
water (whether directly or indirectly) as may, or is likely tc
create a nuisance or render such water harmful or injurious
to public health or safety, or to domestic, commercial
industrial, agricultural or legitimate uses, or to the life anc
health of animals or plants or of aquatic organisms”.
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The main objective of the Act is to establish State and Central Pollution Control Boards and empower them to take
necessary legal action against anybody/person responsible for pollution of water bodies like lakes, streams, inland waters,
underground waters, sea water, sewers etc.
Powers of the Boards

The Central Pollution Control Board is committed to follow the guidelines laid down by the Central Government
in writing. The functions and powers of the Central Board listed out in the Water Act are,

(i)

Appraise the central government on issues regarding the prevention and control of pollution.

(ii)

Organize the activities of the State Boards and deal with/work out on the controversies among them.

(iii)

The Central Board acts as State Board and exercises the powers and performs the functions for the Union Territories.
The central government may direct the Central Board to appoint a person or body of persons to exercise its powers
or perform its functions for a particular Union Territory.

(iv)

The Central Board arrange for technical support and guide the State Boards, encourage and sponsor research related
activities regarding prevention, control or abatement of water pollution.

(v)

Provide training to persons involved in activities related to prevention, control or abatement of water pollution.

(vi)

Co-ordinate a comprehensive programme related to the prevention and control of water pollution via mass media.

(vii)

If the State Board fails to perform its duties as per the guidelines laid down by the central government, the Central
Board may be directed to perform the functions of the State Board.

(viii) Collect information on technical and statistical data regarding water pollution, measures to prevent and control water
pollution and circulate the information by preparing manuals, provide guidance regarding treatment and disposal of
sewage and effluents.
(ix)

Design a course of action for a nation-wide programme on prevention, control or abatement of water pollution.

(x)

Perform other functions as laid down by the central government.

Functions of State Board Under Water Act

The functions of the State Board under the Water Act 1974 are to,

1.

Organize a detailed proposal for the prohibition, control or lessening of pollution of water bodies in the state.

2.

Counsel the state government on matters relating to prevention, control or abatement of pollution.

3.

Gather and communicate the information regarding prohibition, control or abatement of water pollution.

4.

Motivate research activities pertaining to the problems of water pollution, prevention, control of pollutants in water
bodies.

5.

Work with the Central Board in arranging training programmes to individuals participating in pollution control
activities.

6.

Organize large-scale education programme on control of water pollution.

7.

Investigate the effluents discharged into water bodies, set-up sewage treatment plants, water-purification plants.

8.

Make changes in the effluent standards for the effluents and sewage discharged into the water.

9.

Develop economical and reliable methods of sewage treatment with due considerations to the conditions of soils,
climate and water resources of different regions.

10.

Develop ways and means of utilization of sewage and effluents in agriculture.

11.

Implement efficient methods to discard sewage and effluents on land due to the scant stream flows that cannot be
used for dumping the sewage.

12.

Impose certain standards for the treatment of sewage according to the type of receiving water to ensure that the
receiving water into which the effluent is ultimately discharged is not significantly polluted.

13.

Advise the state government on all matters concerning prevention and control of water pollution.

Penalties for Violation of Provisions of the Act

The Board is authorized to collect samples of effluents and get them analyzed for different constituents in the Central
or State laboratories. It can instruct the polluting establishment to shutdown for causing environmental pollution. Those not
complying with the standard conditions or found violating the Act are penalized with imprisonment upto three months or
with fine of ?10,000/- or with both. Serious violations of law can lead to stiffer penalties of seven years of imprisonment
or fine of ?5000/- per day.
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Multiple Choice
1.

Information Technology Act was enacted on_________ .

[

]

[

]

[

]

[

]

(a) 10th Nov. 2000
(b) 1st'Jan. 2000

(c) 17th Oct. 2000
(d) 30th March 2000

2.

_______ is used to regulate information technology or computerized activities of India.

(a) IT Act 2000
(b) EPA 1986

(c) CPA 1986
(d) SGA1982

3.

The main purpose of IT Act 2000 is to boost_____ in India.

(a) Electronic Applications
(b) Electronic Commerce

(c) Mobile Applications
(d) None of the above
4.

_____________ manages national and international level cyber crimes.

'

(a) IT Act
(b) EPA
(c) Consumer Protection Act

(d) Sale of Goods Act
5.

IT Act 2000 facilitate government departments in electronic filling of________ .

[

(a) Papers

(b) Forms
(d) Positions
(d) Documents
6.

_____________ Act has 26 sections and 4 chapters.

[

(a) Information Technology

(b) Environmental Protection
(c) Consumer Protection

(d) Sale of Goods
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7.

Environmental Protection Act 1986, aims to protect and improve

[

]

[

]

[

]

(a) Business

(b) People
]

(c) Resources
(d) Environment
8.

The term‘Environment’is defined under_________ of EPA 1986.

(a) Section 2(a)
(b) Section 2(b)

]

(c) Section 2(c)
(d) Section 2(d)
9.

Formulating rules to regulate environmental pollution is one of the power of _ ______ .
(a) State Government

(b) Parliament

]

(c) Lok Sabha Assembly

(d) Central Government
10.

Serious violation of environment may leads to penalty of 5,000 per day and imprisonment for_______ years.
[

]

(a) 5

]

(b) 6
(c) 7

(d) 8

II.

Fill in the Blanks
1.

_________ Act is formed based on the United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL).

2.

IT Act 2000 help_________ to prevent the misuse arising through the use of electronic mediums.

3.

IT Act 2000 provide legal recognition to________ transactions.

4.

__________sections of IT Act 2000 deals with penalty and adjudication.

5.

__________is one of the method of encryption used to provide authentication.

6.

Penalty for failure to furnish information return is mentioned in________ _ section of IT Act 2000.

7.

EG stands for___________ .

8.

According to Section 2 (c) of_________ ‘Environmental pollution means the presence in the environment of
any environmental pollutant’.

9.

EPA 1986 provide powers to_______ _ government.

10.

There are________ definitions given by EPA 1986.
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KEY
I.

II

Multiple Choice
1-

(c)

2.

(a)

3-

(b)

4-

(a)

5.

(d)

6.

(b)

7.

(d)

8.

(a)

9.

(d)

10.

(e)

Fill in the Blanks
1.

Information Technology

2.

Government

3:

Electronic Commerce

4.

43 to 47

5.

Digital Signature

6.

44

7.

Electronic Governance

8.

Environmental Protection Act (EPA) 1986

9.

Central

10.

Five. '

. 'i

■■..
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III. Very Short Questions and Answers
Q1.

Write a short note on information Technology Act 2000.

Answer :
The Indian Information Technology Act 2000 was enacted on 17th October, 2000 in India. This is the first cyber
law which is established to regulate the information technology or computerised activities of India. IT Act, 2000 helps

the government to prevent the misuse through the use of electronic mediums. In short, it can be concluded that the IT Act,
2000 consists of various provisions relating e-commerce, e-govemance, e-record, e-signature and digital signature.
Q2.

What is a Digital Signature?

Answer :

A digital signature is one of the methods of encryption used to provide authentication. The main idea of the digital
signature is to protect the message or data from modifications. Digital signature is very popular in the world of network
security.
Q3.

What is E-Governance?

Answer :
Electronic governance (E-Govemance) refers to the process of filling and submission of any form or application or
any other document with the government department in the electronic format.
Q4.

Write a short note on Environmental Protection Act 1986.

Answer :
The Environmental Protection Act (EPA) was enacted by the Indian parliament during thirty-seventh (37th) year of

republic India. On 23rd May 1986. President of India gave the approval for establishment and on 19th November 1986 it
came into existance. EPA 1986, is a set of comprehensive legislation for protecting Indian environment. It consists of 26
sections which are distributed in four different chapters.
Q5.

List out some objectives of Environmental Protection Act 1986.

Answer :
The important objectives of Environmental Protection Act (EPA), 1986 are as follows,

1.

To provide protection and improve the quality of environment.

2.

To empower the central government to adopt suitable measures to protect the environment and prevent environmental
pollution from all sources.
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Unit-1
SHORT QUESTIONS

Q1.

General Offer

Answer :

(Oct./Nov.-17, Q3 | March/April-11, Q1)

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 2, Q.No. 1.
Q2.

March/April-14, Q1

Lawful Consideration

OR

Consideration

Answer :

March/April-11, Q2

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 2, Q.No. 2.
Q3.

Counter Offer

Answer :

(March/April-18, Q1 | March/April-17, Q2)

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 2, Q.No. 4.
Q4.

Bilateral Contract

Answer :

March/April-17, Q1

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 3, Q.No. 6.
Q5.

‘No Consideration, No Contract’. Comment.

Answer :

Oct./Nov.-16, 02

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 3, Q.No. 8.
Q6.

Illegal Agreements

Answer :

Oct./Nov.-16, Q1

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 3, Q.No. 7.
Q7.

Stranger to Contract

Answer :

March/April-16, Q1

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 5, Q.No. 13.
Q8.

Novation Vs Alteration

Answer :

March/April-13, Q3

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 5, Q.No. 15.

-
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ESSAY QUESTIONS

Q1.

What is law and business law? What are the various sources of business law?

Important Question

OR
Explain different sources of business law including Indian context.

Answer :

March/April-14, Q9(a)(i)

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 6, Q.No. 16.
Q2.

Define contract. Explain the essentials of a valid contract.
March/April-16, Q9(a)(i)

Answer :

March/April-18, Q9(a)(i))

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 9, Q.No. 20.
Q3.

Define contract and briefly explain the classification of contracts.
Oct./Nov.-12, Q9(b)(i)

OR

Discuss in detail the various types of contracts.

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 12, Q.No. 21.
Q4.

Define offer. What are the rules of a valid offer?

Oct./Nov.-11, Q9(a)(i)

OR

Explain legal rules of offer.

Answer :

March/April-17, Q9(a)(i)

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 15, Q.No. 23.
Q5.

Define acceptance. What are the rules of an acceptance as per Indian Contract Act?
Oct./Nov.-12, Q9(a)(i)

OR

Define acceptance. State the rules relating to valid acceptance.

Important Question

OR

What are the requirements of valid acceptance?

March/April-14, Q9(b)(i)

OR

Explain the rules of Acceptance.

Answer :

Oct./Nov.-17, Q9(a)(i)

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 17, Q.No. 24.
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Frequently Asked Questions and Important Questions
Q6.

F.3

Discuss in detail the various essential elements of a valid consideration.

Important Question

OR

Discuss the legal rules as to valid consideration.

Answer :

Sept./Oct.-15, Q9(a)(i)

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 24, Q.No. 28.
Q7.

Define consideration. State the exceptions to the rule - “No consideration-No contract”.
I
March/April-13, Q9(a)(i)

OR

r

“No Consideration No Contract”. Explain with exceptions.

Answer:

March/April-18, Q9(b)(i)

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 27, Q.No. 30.
Q8.

Define Minor. Discuss the special rules regarding Minor’s agreements.

Oct.-14, Q9(b)(ii)

OR

Explain law relating to agreement with minor.

Oct./Nov.-17, Q9(b)(i)

OR

Discuss the validity of contracts by minors.
Oct./Nov.-16, Q9(a)(i)

OR
Write about rules regarding minor’s agreement.

Answer :

March/April-15, Q9(b)(i)

For answer refer Unit-I, Page No. 29, Q.No. 32.

$

Unit

-2

SHORT QUESTIONS
Q1.

What do you mean by damages and exemplary damages?

Important Quesbo-

OR
Vindictive or Exemplary Damages

March/April-18, Q*

OR

Exemplary Damages
March/April-12, (X

Answer :
For answer refer Unit-II, Page No. 38, Q.No. 1.
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Q2.

BUSINESS LAW

Voidable Contracts

Answer :

(March/April-18, Q2 | Sept./Oct.-15, Q1 | Oct.-14, Q2 | Oct./Nov.-12, Q2)

For answer refer Unit-II, Page No. 38, Q.No. 3.
Q3.

Wagering Agreement

Answer :

(Oct./Nov.-17, Q41 March/April-17, Q3 | March/April-16, Q4 | March/April-13, Q2)

For answer refer Unit-II, Page No. 38, Q.No. 4.
Q4.

Quantum Meruit

Answer :

(Oct./Nov.-13, Q3 I March/April-14, Q4)

For answer refer Unit-II, Page No. 39, Q.No. 6.
Q5.

Contingent Contract

Answer :

(March/April-18, Q3 | Sept./Oct.-15, Q3 | March/April-15, Q5 | Oct./Nov.-13, Q5 | Oct./Nov.-12, Q3)

For answer refer Unit-II, Page No. 39, Q.No. 7.
Q6.

What do you mean by liquidated damages and agreements in restraint of trade?

important Question

OR
Liquidated Damages

March/Aprii-17, Q4

OR

Agreements in Restraint of Trade

Answer s

Oct./Nov.-16, Q3

For answer refer Unit-II, Page No. 40, Q.No. 12.
ESSAY QUESTIONS

Q1.

What do you mean by principle of public policy? Explain the different agreements opposed to public

policy.

Important Question

OR
Explain agreements opposed to public policy.

(Oct./Nov.-17, qio(a)(i) | March/Aprii-15, Qio(b)(i»

OR

Discuss the doctrine of public policy. List the agreements contrary to public policy and explain any
two.
March/April-11, Q10(a)(i)

OR
What are the different agreements opposed to public policy?

Answer :
For answer refer Unit-II, Page No. 44, Q.No. 16.
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Explain the meaning of a contingent contract. What are the rules relating to contingent contracts?
March/April-11, Q10(b)(fi

OR
Define a contingent contract. Discuss the rules relating to contingent contracts.

March/Aprii-12, oio(a)i

OR

Explain legal rules of contingent contract.

Answer :

March/April-17, Q10(a)(ii

For answer refer Unit-II, Page No. 50, Q.No. 21.
Q3.

What is discharge of contract? Explain the various modes of discharge of contract.

important Questic-

OR
State briefly various ways in which a contract may be discharged.

March/Aprii-18, Qio(b)i

OR

What are the various modes of discharge of contract?

Oct./Nov.-17, Qio(bp

OR
What are the various methods of discharges of contract by agreement?

Oct.-14, Qio(ax

OR
State the law relating to the discharge of a contract,
1.

By agreement

2.

By operation of law.

March/Aprii-16, Qio(b.

OR
What are the various ways in which a contract may be discharged? Explain any two.

Oct./Nov.-12, Qioiar

OR
What are the various ways in which contract may be discharged?

Answer:

Oct./Nov.-I1, Ql0(bt

For answer refer Unit-II, Page No. 53, Q.No. 23.
Q4.

What is the law relating supervening impossibility of performance?

Oct./Nov.-16, Qio(b<a

OR
“Impossibility of performance is one of the modes in which a contract is discharged”. Discuss.
March/April-13, Q10i:

OR
“Impossibility of performance is not an excuse for non-performance of a contract”. Discuss.

Answer:

For answer refer Unit-II, Page No. 54, Q.No. 24.
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Q5.

What do you mean by breach of a contract? State the different types of breach of a contract.
Important Question

OR

Write a note on breach of a contract.

Answer :

MarcWApril-16, Q10(a)(1)

For answer refer Unit-II, Page No. 64, Q.No. 32.
Q6.

What are the remedies available for breach of contract?

March/Aprii-15, Qio(a)(i)

OR
Explain various remedies for breach of contract briefly.

Oct.-14, Qio(b)(i)

OR
What remedies are available to an aggrieved party on the breach of a contract?

Answer :

OctJNov.-l2, Q10(b)(i)

For answer refer Unit-II, Page No. 65, Q.No. 33.
Q7.

What do you mean by the term ‘Damages’? State the various rules for awarding various types of
damages under breach of contract.
important Question

OR
Explain various damages under breach of contract.

March/ApriM7, Qio(b)(i)

OR
Write a note on damages - a means of remedying an aggrieved party.

Answer :

Sept./Oct.-15, Qi0(b)(i)

For answer refer Unit-II, Page No. 66, Q.No. 34.

UnitSHORT QUESTIONS
Q1.

Goods

Oct.ZNov.-17, Q5

OR
Explain the term ‘goods’ as per Sale of Goods Act.

Answer :

Oct7Nov.-16, Q4

For answer refer Unit-Ill, Page No. 72, Q.No. 1.
Q2.

Unfair Practices

Oct./Nov.-17, qs

OR

Unfair Trade Practices

Answer :

March/April-15, Q4

For answer refer Unit-Ill, Page No. 72, Q.No. 2.
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Q3.

F.7

Consumer as per Consumer Protection Act

March/Aprii-15,Q3

OR
Consumer

Answer :

(March/April-18, Q5 | Oct-14, Q6 | Sept./Oct.-15, Q5)

For answer refer Unit-Ill, Page No. 72, Q.No. 3.
Q4.

Auction Sale

Answer :

(Sept./Oct.-15, Q4 | March/April-17, Q5 | March/April-15, Q6)

For answer refer Unit-Ill, Page No. 73, Q.No. 5.
Q5.

Rights of Consumers

Answer :

(March/April-17, Q61 March/April-16, 06)

For answer refer Unit-Ill, Page No. 73, Q.No. 6.
ESSAY QUESTIONS

Q1.

Write about Sale of Goods Act, 1930. What are the essential elements of a contract of sale?
Important Question

OR

Define sale and essentials of sale.

Answer:

March/April-15, Q11(a)(i)

For answer refer Unit-Ill, Page No. 76, Q.No. 17.
Q2.

Distinguish the various important features of sale of goods act.

important Question

OR
Explain the features of sale.

Answer :

Oct./Nov.-17, Q11(a)(i)

For answer refer Unit-Ill, Page No. 77, Q.No. 18.
Q3.

Define the term sale and distinguish it from agreement to sell.

Oct./Nov.-16, qh(a)(i)

OR

Distinguish between sale and agreement to sell.

March/Aprii-18, Qii(a)(i)

OR

Explain the differences between sale and agreement to sell.

Answer :

March/April-17, Q11(a)(i)

For answer refer Unit-Ill, Page No. 78, Q.No. 19.
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Q4.

Differentiate between conditions and warranties. What are the situations where conditions are treated
as warranties?
March/Aprii-14, Qii(a)(i)

OR
Define condition and warranty and distinguish between them. State when condition is treated as warranty.
15)

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-Ill, Page No. 82, Q.No. 22.
Q5.

What are implied conditions in contract of sale?

March/April-17, Q11(b)(i)

>6)

OR
What are implied conditions? Explain them in brief.

March/April-16, Q11(a)(i)

OR
*)

Explain in brief about the implied conditions in a contract of sale.

Sept./Oct.-15, Q11(a)(i)

OR
Discuss various implied conditions in a contract of sale.

Answer :

Oct.-14, 011(a)(1)

ion

For answer refer Unit-Ill, Page No. 83, Q.No. 23.
Q6.

Define the term ‘Goods’. Explain the rules relating to the transfer of property in the case of specific
goods.
March/April-13, Q11(b)(i)
OR

<xn

Write in detail about 'time when property passes’.
ion

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-Ill, Page No. 88, Q.No. 26.
Q7.

What is meant by unpaid seller? Explain the rights of an unpaid seller.
March/April-18, 011(b)(1)

iMD

OR

Explain the rights of unpaid seller.

Oct./Nov.-17, 011(b)(1)

OR

i

Explain in brief the rights of unpaid seller in case of Sale of Goods Act.

Oct./Nov.-16, 011(b)(1)

OR
What are the rights of unpaid seller?

March/April-15, Q11(b)(i)

OR

Give a brief note about rights of unpaid seller in Sale of Goods Act.

Answer :

For answer refer Unit-Ill, Page No. 91, Q.No. 30.
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Frequently Asked Questions and Important Questions
Q8.

What are the objectives of Consumer Protection Act, 1986?

Oct./Nov.-12, Qi2(a)(i)

OR

Define consumer protection. State the objectives of Consumer Protection Act, 1986.

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-Ill, Page No. 94, Q.No. 32.
Q9.

What are consumer rights? Explain in brief about District Forum.

oct.ZNov.-i6, Qi2(a)(i)

OR
Explain the consumer rights under Consumer Protection Act 1986.
March/April-18, Q12(a)(i)

OR

Explain rights of a consumer under Consumer Protection Act.

Answer :

March/April-15, Q12(a)(i)

For answer refer Unit-Ill, Page No. 96, Q.No. 34.
Q10. Write a note on consumer redressal machinery under Consumer Protection Act.

Answer :

Oct./Nov.-17, Q12(a)(i) | March/April-17, Q12(a)(i))

For answer refer Unit-Ill, Page No. 101, Q.No. 40.
Q11. Write in detail about Consumer Dispute Redressal Forum or District Forum.

important Question

OR

Explain the working and composition of District Forums.

Oct.-14, Qi2(a)(i)

OR

Explain the composition and working of a ‘District Forum’ under the Consumer Protection Act 1986.

Answer :

Oct./Nov.-13, Q12(a)(i)

For answer refer Unit-Ill, Page No. 101, Q.No. 41.
Q12. Explain in detail about National Consumer Disputes Redressal Commission or National Commission.
Important Question

OR

Explain the formation and role of a national commission in consumer protection.

Answer :

March/April-14, Q12(a)(i)

For answer refer Unit-Ill, Page No. 104, Q.No. 43.

Unit-4
SHORT QUESTIONS

Q1.

Patents

Answer :

(March/April-18, Q6 | Oct./Nov.-11, Q5)

For answer refer Unit-IV, Page No. 112, Q.No. 1.
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Q2.

Objectives of Intellectual Property Rights Act

Answer :

Oct.ZNov.-12, Q7

For answer refer Unit-IV, Page No. 112, Q.No. 3.
Q3.

What are the different ways in which a geographical indication can be infringed?

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-IV, Page No. 112, Q.No. 5.
Q4.

Secure System

Answer :

March/April-14, Q6

For answer refer Unit-IV, Page No. 112, Q.No. 4.
Q5.

What do you mean by Trade Secret? •

Answer :

important Question

For answer refer Unit-IV, Page No. 113, Q.No. 8.
ESSAY QUESTIONS
Q1.

What do you understand by intellectual property rights?

Oct./Nov.-12, Q12(b)(1)

OR
Write a brief note on meaning and objectives of ‘Intellectual Property Rights’.

Oct./Nov.-13, Q12(b)(l)

OR

Explain in detail objectives of protection of intellectual property rights.

Answer :

March/April-14, Q12(b)(i)

For answer refer Unit-IV, Page No. 114, Q.No. 9.
Q2.

What is Intellectual Property Right? Explain different types of rights.

March/April-17, Q12(b)(l)

OR
What are the different kinds of Intellectual Property Rights? Give example for each one of them.

Answer :

March/April-18, Q12(b)(i)

For answer refer Unit-IV, Page No. 115, Q.No. 10.
Q3.

What do you mean by a term “Trade Mark”? Write about its functions.

Important Question

OR

Write a brief note on meaning of ‘Trademarks’ as per Trademarks Act, 1999.

March/April-13, Q12(b)(i)

OR
Trademarks

Answer :
For answer refer Unit-IV, Page No. 119, Q.No. 13.
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Q4.

F.ll

What do you mean by a term “Patent”? What are the different kinds of patents?
Important Question

OR

Write a brief note on meaning of the term ‘patent’ as per Patents Act, 1970.

Answer:

March/April-12, Q12(b)(1)

For answer refer Unit-IV, Page No. 122, Q.No. 16.
Q5.

What do you mean by transfer of patent right? What are the different forms of transfer of patent rights?

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-IV, Page No. 124, Q.No. 18.
Q6.

Write a brief note on meaning of copyrights as per Copy Rights Act, 1957.

Answer:

Oct./Nov.-13, Q12(b)(ii)

For answer refer Unit-IV, Page No. 125, Q.No. 20.
Q7.

What is copy right and copyright infringement? What are the basic types of copyright infringement as
per Section 51? List out some work which cannot be a copyright infringement as per Section 52.
Important Question

OR
Write about copyrights and its infringement.

Answer :

March/April-15, Q12(b)(i)

For answer refer Unit-IV, Page No. 132, Q.No. 25.
Q8.

Define and discuss trade secrets. What are the different types of trade secrets?
Important Question

OR

Explain in detail trade secrets.
March/April-14, Q12(b)(ii)

OR

Trade Secrets

Oct/Nov.-17, Q12(b)(ii)

Answer :

For answer refer Unit-IV, Page No. 133, Q.No. 27.

Unit
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SHORT QUESTIONS

Q1.

What do you mean by digital signature?

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-V, Page No. 140, Q.No. 2.
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Q2.

What is Electronic Governance?

Answer :

Bn

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-V, Page No. 140, Q.No. 3.
Q3.

Write briefly about Environmental Protection Act 1986. List out its objectives.

Answer :

(I)

important Question

For answer refer Unit-V, Page No. 140, Q.No. 4.
?

04.

>n

Answer :

Write few definitions given under Environmental Protection Act 1986.
Important Question

For answer refer Unit-V, Page No. 141, Q.No. 5.

-

Q5.

Write briefly about the applicability or scope of Information Technology Act 2000.

n

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-V, Page No. 141, Q.No. 7.

5

ESSAY QUESTIONS
n

Q1.

Write in detail about the Information Technology Act 2000.

Important Question

OR
What are the objectives of Information Technology?

I)

Oct./Nov.-17, Q12(b)(i)

OR
Write a brief note on objectives of Information Technology Act 2000.
a

Answer :

March/April-13, Q12(b)(ii)

For answer refer Unit-V, Page No. 142, Q.No. 8.
Q2.
1

State the objectives of Information Technology Act. What is Digital Signature?

Answer :

Oct./Nov.-16, Q12(b)(i)

For answer refer Unit-V, Page No. 144, Q.No. 10.
Q3.

Write briefly about,
(a)

Electronic signature

(b)

Electronic signature certificates.

Answer :

.........

...

.

>-■’

Important Question

.

For answer refer Unit-V, Page No. 145, Q.No. 12.
Q4.

Explain about electronic governance.

Answer :

Oct./Nov.-12. Q12(b)(ii)

For answer refer Unit-V, Page No. 146, Q.No. 13.
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Q5.

F.13

Write in detail about the Environmental Protection Act 1986 with its objectives and definitions.

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-V, Page No. 152, Q.No. 19.
Q6.

Write about the scope and schemes of Environmental Protection Act, 1986.

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-V, Page No. 153, Q.No. 20.
Q7.

Discuss prevention, control and abatement of environmental pollution. Also discuss briefly about the
offences and penalties under EPA1986.

Answer :

Important Question

For answer refer Unit-V, Page No. 154, Q.No. 22.
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